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ABSTRACT 

Cylinder seal impressions occur in many contexts in 

the ancient Near East. This dissertation focuses 

specifically on the function of sealing in the manipulation 

of state resources (land, labor, and goods) in second 

millennium B.C. Syria. The sources of information utilized 

in this study include textual references to sealing 

practices, sealed documents, bullae, and the seals 

themselves. The archives of Mari, Alalah, and Ugarit are 

particularly important as they provide textual and 

archaeological information on seals and sealing within the 

physical and institutional context of the palace, the 

center of state administration. 

Chapter 1 surveys the previous research on seals 

and sealing and briefly outlines Syrian geography and 

political history in the second millennium B.C. Chapter 2 

examines the physical qualities of seals -- materials, 

methods of production, distribution and style. Chapter 3 

addresses the problem of the physical and institutional 

context of seal use. A functional division between legal 

and administrative texts is reflected in the use of seals 

on them. On both types of documents, however, the use of a 

seal acknowledges the obligation of the sealer. The nature 

of that obligation varies with the contents of the text 

itself. Chapter 4 evaluates the use ~f seals on legal texts 

in palace archives. Most of these sealed documents record 

x 
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land grants. The historical trend in second millennium 

Syria is to an increasing involvment of heads-of-state in 

granting state land. Other sealed legal documents were 

kept in palace archives because the participants were in 

some way associated with the palace. Chapter 5 details the 

administrative use of seals at Mari. Receipts and 

expenditures are the most common sealed documents. The use 

of seals on these texts signals the acceptance by the 

sealer of responsibility for the goods or actions described 

therein. The conclusions (Chapter 6) summarize the 

differences in sealing practices in Mari, Alalah and Ugarit 

in light of the different historical circumstances and 

political needs of each state. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Seals have a number of aspects which have value for 

reconstructing the pattern of behavior and belief in the 

ancient Near East. As they are impressed on documents and 

containers seals become instruments with legal and 

administrative implications (Leemans 1982, Ferioli, Fiandra 

and Tusa 1979); as they are worn seals can be amulets (Goff 

1956: 25-37) or adornment. Seal inscriptions, carved in 

reverse and meant to be read only on impressions, relate 

the owner's name, his patronymic and professions or 

relationship to his king or god (Gelb 1977), while seal 

design conveys a more complex message (winter 1986). Most 

previous studies have concentrated on the content of seal 

inscription and design. This study will focus on the use of 

seals in the context of government administration. The 

palace archives of Mari, Alalah and Ugarit in second 

millennium B.C. Syria provide the evidence for this use. In 

Chapter 2 we will examine the physical qualities of syrian 

seals. Chapter 3 will analyze the organizational context 

in which seals were used. We expect that each bureaucracy 

formulated its own policies with regard to seal use in 

order to protect or further the interests of the state and 

its personnel. In Chapter 4 we will discuss seal use on 

juridical documents, and in Chapter 5 we will discuss 

administrative documents with respect to the individual 

historical circumstances.and needs of each state to control 

its external relations and internal resources. 

1 
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Scope, Sources and Methods of Research 

Second millennium B.C. syria forms the geographical 

focus of this study because the references to seal use,and 

the sealed documents themselves are found in good 

organizational contexts in syrian sites. While Palestine 

is both geographically and culturally an extension of 

southern Syria, the lack of archives in second millennium 

B.C. Palestine prohibits the sort of functional analysis of 

cylinder seals that is possible with Syrian sources. 

Therefore the function cylinder seals in Palestine will be 

left for a future study. 

Our intention here is specifically to examine the 

function of seals in government administration. The 

'palace' was the organization responsible for public 

administration in second millennium B.C. Syria: the term 

encompasses the activities and personnel of both the state 

government and the royal household (Gelb 1979: 10). As 

archives are a body of texts generated and stored by a 

functioning institution (Posener 1972: 4), they constitute 

the best source of information on the function of seals 

within the palace as a governing institution. Therefore 

despite the differences in size, condition, geographical 

location and date, syrian palace archives at Mari, Ugarit 

and Alalah reflect the combined needs of government and 

'great households' (Foster 1982: 10). While the function of 

seals in each palace archive deserves separate attention, 

the ongoing publication of the Mari archives and the need 

to collate the texts from Alalah and Ugarit make such an 

endeavor premature at this time. Each palace archive 

exhibits its own internal organization, but none are or can 

be complete records of palace administration. By examining 
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evidence for seal use in all three, we have the opportunity 

to reconstruct seal function as it reflects historical and 

political changes in syria over a 650 year period. 

Sources for the study of seal function include 

information conveyed by seal design and inscription, 

references to seal use in contemporary texts, sealed 

documents and containers, and the context in which the 

foregoing occur. only very few seals of the thousands 

present in museum collections were discovered in the 

context in which they were used. In fact, most have no 

archaeological provenience at all: they can be dated and 

assigned to a specific site or region only through 

stylistic analysis. 

4 

Many of the previous studies on seals~nd sealing 

have been carried out within strict disciplinary limits. 

That is, assyriologists and historians have made use of the 

textual evidence for sealing practices while archaeologists 

and art historians have examinec1. saal design. Such 

compartmentalization has its value when examining specific 

chronological or philological problems, but an analysis of 

seal function must cut across disciplinary boundaries: no 

disciplinary distinctions were made when the seals were 

manufactured and used in their original cultural settings. 

Therefore, while seal function in ancient administrative 

systems will be reconstructed primarily through seal 

inscriptions and contemporary references to seal use, the 

archaeological evidence of manufacture, distribution and 

are assessed as well. 

Our sources consist primarily of the palace 

archives at Mari, Alalah and Ugarit. The recently 

discovered archives from Tell Leilan (ancient Subat Enlil 



[Weiss 1985]) and Meskene (ancient Emar [Arnaud Msk]) also 

are potentially very useful sources of comparative 

information. (See Map 1 for the location of these sites.) 

However, the texts from Tell Leilan have not yet been 

published1 and it is, therefore, premature to comment on 

them. While the Emar texts are fully published, they were 

found in private and small temple archives rather than 

palace archives. It is beyond the scope of this 

investigation to analyze seal function in those contexts. 

5 

All research on seal function rests on the 

assumption that seal impressions convey information on the 

owner and his relationship to the object sealed. While 

the design may reveal one aspect of the seal owner's social 

or political persona, the act of sealing may illustrate a 

different aspect of his place in the society. Our goal is 

to define the latter. Accordingly, we further assume that 

the selection of transactions and containers to be sealed 

was not arbitrary and that the needs of the organization or 

institution in which seal-owners functioned influenced the 

selection of goods and transactions to be sealed. Therefore 

on a broader scale, the use of seals in economic, 

government and personal relationships allows us to identify 

objects and transactions that have a special value to the 

individuals or institutions involved. 

Previous Research 

Most previous research has been split into 

approaches that focus separately on the verbal and visual 

1. I am grateful to Dr. Harvey Weiss, Tell Leilan 
Project Director and Dr. Robert Whiting, Epigrapher, for 
providing me with a catalogue of the texts and seal 
impressions. 
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message conveyed by seals and seal impressions. 

Philologists and historians examine the significance of the 

impressions as they occur on certain types of texts. Art 

historians and archaeologists study seal design for the 

iconographical and chronological value. Only very recently 

have scholars yielded to the necessity to study both 

content of seal design and inscription in relation to the 

documentary, archival and archaeological context in which 

it is found. 

The most comprehensive historical assessment of 

seal use was presentea at a symposium on seals and sealing 

in the ancient Near East hl~ld at the University of Chicago 

in 1976 (Gibson and Biggs 1977). Most of the papers 

presented on Mesopotamian seals stress the legal (Renger) 

and political (Franke, Zettler, Gelb) implications of seal 

inscription and seal use. steinkeller and Larsen give brief 

summaries of administrative and legal use in Ur III and Old 

Assyrian periods, while Williams and Johnson discuss 

Egyptian seal use. with the exception of Gelb, who 

provides a definitive typology of seal inscriptions, these 

papers are too brief to do more than introduce the 

complexity and variability in seal use in the ancient Near 

East. However, they have drawn attentiotl to the usefulness 

of seals for understanding institutional and personal 

relationships. 

In summing up the results of the symposium, Gibson 

suggests that, "It should be possible, on the basis of seal 

inscriptions and tablets, to work out the organizational 

framework within institutions, such as temples or palaces, 

and the relationship of institutions to one another (1977: 

148)." Two recent articles on Ur III and Old Babylonian 



institutions have accomplished just this. Zettler (1984) 

uses the evidence of seal inscriptions to reconstruct the 

lineage of the Ur-Me-me family and its economic 

relationship to the temple of Inanna in Nippur. Gallery 

(1980) uses sealed documents and inscriptions to 

reconstruct the functions of the office of ~atammu in the 

Old Babylonian period. Although neither Zettler nor 

Gallery focuses on seal use per ~, each scholar has found 

that seal inscriptions and patterns of seal use on 

documents and bulla provide information that cannot be 

obtained through textual sources alone. 

7 

Several recent publications provide more general 

examinations of seal practice. Leemans (1982) expands on 

Renger's work (1977), producing a thorough discussion of 

the regional variations in sealing contracts during the Old 

Babylonian period. Similarly Kraus (1985) examines in 

detail the practice of sealing envelopes in the OB period, 

and Rollig (1980) makes a number of useful observations on 

seal practice in the Middle Assyrian period. The 

administrative function of seals during the historical 

periods has been largely neglected (Renger 1977: Note 3). 

Only brief comments on sealing practices in administrative 

contexts have been made by Lambert (1960: 117) for the Ur 

III period and Postgate (1986: 12-15) for the Middle 

Assyrian period. 

The body of scholarship on sealing practices is 

growing steadily, although there are still many areas which 

require closer examination. This is due in part to a lack 

of an integrated approach to the function of design in seal 

use, and the function of seals in administrative contexts. 

However, historians and philologists have not been alone in 
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examining only one aspect of seals; art historians and 

archaeologists have pursued analysis of the visual aspects 

of seals while ignoring context and inscription unless they 

had some chronological relevance. 

Frankfort (1939) established the art historical 

approach in Cylinder Seals: A Documentary Essay Qn the Art 

and }leligion of. the Ancient Near East. His purpose was 

two-fold: to establish the chronology of seal style within 

the framework of seals inscribed with the names of datable 

rulers and officials; and to interpret the iconography with 

reference to texts (1939: xiii-xvi). In the next two 

decades E. Van Buren elaborated on many iconographic themes 

with references almost solely to seal design (1949, 1951, 

1952, 1955, 1956). Scholars concerned specifically with 

Syrian seals include Amiet, Porada and Collon. Pierre Amiet 

has published many preliminary reports on the Mari seals 

and seal impressions, focusing on iconography and style in 

the tradition of Frankfort (1960, 1961, 1982, 1985). Much 

of E. Porada's work over the past thirty years has focused 

on refining the chronology of seal style (1957, 1966, 1975) 

and defining regio~al groups (1947, 1973, 1976, 1979, 

1985). Dominique Collon (1981, 1985, 1986a) has continued 

to refine regi~nal and chronological divisions for Syrian 

seals, while Lam~a AI-Gailani Werr (1977) has done the 

same for Old Babylonian Mesopotamia. Collon provides the 

definitive stylistic and historical analysis of a group of 

seals (1982) and impressions (1975) within the Alalah 

archives. Only the last work makes any reference to the 

content of the sealed tablets as a means of understanding 

the seal impressions. 

More recently scholars have begun to test some of 

our assumptions about seal design, ownership and use. 
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Irene Winter (in press, 1986) approachs the sociology of 

seals by examining the social or political status of the 

seal owner as apparent on seal inscriptions and comparing 

it to the imagery of the seal design. A similar approach 

to the study of seal impressions in the Silwa-Te~up archive 

at Nuzi is taken by D. stein (1986) in a recent 

dissertation. Two dissertations in progress, by M. Marcus 

on the sealings from Hasanlu, Iran and by H. Pittman on 

glyptic art of the Proto-Elamite period/also take a 

sociological view of seal design. While this is a valid 

and very valuable approach, the corpus of material suitable 

for such iconographical studies is very restricted. 

Precisely how administrators used seals also needs to be 

examined: the object of this study is to provide a 

preliminary evaluation of the role of seals in the 

assessment, collection, storage and allocation of resources 

of second millennium B. c. Syria.n ci ty .. ·states. This will 

provide a means of directing further research into other 

productive areas of inquiry. 

Geography and History 

The language and administrative forms evolved in 

Mesopotamia had a significant impact on all syrian states 

that produced palace archives. During the third millennium 

B.C. the scribes at Ebla were profoundly influenced by 

Sumerian language, orthography and recording techniques in 

their documentation of institutional administration 

(Gregoire 1981: 380). This tradition (in Gelb's terms that 

of the 'Kish Civilization') is evident also at Mari during 

the same period (Gelb 1981: 52-63). During the last quarter 

of the third millennium (the ~akkanakku period at Mari) , Ur 
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III administrative language and forms were used in 

recording palace affairs (Durand 1985). Even after the 

collapse of the Ur III Empire, Mari scribes continued to 

use an archaic form of language and recording until the 

founder of the Hanean Dynasty, Yahdun-Lim, instituted the 

'babylonization' of administrative language and recording 

techniques (Durand 1985: 166). Thus the impact of 

Mesopotamian cuneiform culture cannot be dismissed as 

irrelevant to the study of administrative practices; its 

influence was pervasive. While it is difficult to assess 

the degree to which 'official' documents represent local 

institutions, even at Hazor in northern Palestine local 

legal documents take on a recognizably Old Babylonian 

orthography and grammar (Hallo and Tadmor 1977: 100). 

Therefore where it is relevant,. Mesopotamian seal practices 

as well as Syrian practices and procedures will be 

discussed. 

However, Syrian states also existed within a 

temporal and local geographical framework of their own, one 

that conditioned both the form of the political apparatus 

and the documents generated by the administration of that 

apparatus. In the first section of this chapter, the 

archaeological and geographical elements of diversity and 

unity for Middle and Late Bronze Age syria will be 

examined. The second presents the historical background of 

second millerl.nium B.C. syria. Within the second 

millennium Mari, Alalah and Ugarit were separated widely by 

time and distance; yet there are facets of Syrian 

geography, material culture and political structure during 

this period that demonstrate the essential unity of the 

cultures that produced palace archives. 



Geography 

The modern political boundaries of syria extend 

east of the Habur to the plains associated with Assyria. 
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In fact, Syria's only natural boundary is the Mediterranean 

sea; all other boundaries are largely artificial lines 

drawn by European mandatory powers after World War I 

(Nyrop, et ale 1971: 7). Geographers, however, divide syria 

into parallel longitudinal strips that reflect the basic 

topography of the country (Wirth 1971: Fig. 3). The. 

external geographical boundaries in the north occur at the 

Amanus and Taurus mountains, in the east at the Habur 

triangle and upper steppes of Assyrian plain, to the west 

the Mediterranean ocean, and to the south the Anti-Lebanon 

mountains and the Damascus Basin. 

The int~rnal divisions encompass a wide variety of 

resources and topography. In the eastern half of Syria, 

the Euphrates and Habur valleys provide easy access to 

irrigable land and a navigable river. These important 

agricultural and communication resources lie within the 

eastern desert steppe and plain that makes up more than 

half of modern Syria's area. Average rainfall is 250 mm or 

less, preventing regular dry-farming but providing good 

seasonal grazing for semi-nomadic herders (Wirth 1971: 21). 

Further to the west a strip of steppe receives 

between 250-400 mm of rainfall per year and is suitable for 

harvesting winter grain. Summer crops need irrigation, 

currently provided by pumping ground water (Wirth 1971: 

21). Closer to the coast, a narrow strip of arable land 

with over 400 mm annual rainfall follows the course of the 

Qoueiq and the Orontes valleys. South of Homs this is 

interrupted by the Anti-Lebanon mountains which divide the 
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Damascus basin and the Golan Highlands from central Syria 

and the coast (Wirth 1971: 20). Finally, the coastal 

mountain ranges divide the well-watered and fertile coastal 

plains from the inland depressions and eastern steppe 

(Wirth 1971: 19). 

Historical Geography 

There are a number of historical and archaeological 

problems associated with the last quarter of the third 

millennium B.C. in the Near East. The sources of political 

upheaval and social unrest in Mesopotamia and Egypt have 

not yet been adequately identified or explained despite the 

existence of texts in these areas. Archaeological problems 

parallel the historical ones but focus more closely on the 

relative chronology of collapse as it is identified in 

archaeological remains. 

Mesopotamian texts illustrate the political 

upheaval of the last quarter of the third millennium B.C. 

in syria (Bottero 1971), while excavation and survey 

conducted at and around Tell Mardikh document the basic 

discontinuity in material culture and settlement pattern 

between the third and second millennium B.C. (De Maigret 

1978, Matthiae 1981). Both Sargon and Naram-Sin record 

their efforts to break the powerful Syrian state at Ebla 

(Tell Mardikh) although no textual or archaeological 

evidence at Tell Mardikh-Ebla confirms Sargon's claim to 

have received Ebla from the God Dagan at Tuttul (Bottero 

1971: 559-60). However, more recent inquiry into the 

relationships between third millennium syria and 

Mesopotamia suggests that traditional scholarshipover 

estimates the historical events, particularly the role of 



Sargonic kings on the political structures of syria. 

Michalowski suggests that Sargonic raids, whether carried 

out by Sargon himself or his grandson Naram-Sin, were not 

the 'cause' of new cultural and political patterns (1985: 

300); archaeological evidence bears this out. 
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stratification following destruction levels at Ebla 

and Hama (the only two excavated and published sites of 

this period) does not indicate a cultural or temporal break 

in occupation. Ebla was immediately rebuilt on a slightly 

different plan and reoccupied by people with identical 

material culture but increasingly impoverished level of 

existence (Matthiae 1981: 106). Unfortunately no texts 

survive from the post-Palace levels to document a dynastic 

or other political change. While Matthiae speculates on 

the effect of Ebla's destruction in bringing about an 

economic recession and political decline, contemporary 

records of the Ur III period document continuation of 

commercial ties between the two regions (Bottero 1971: 

559). Around 2000 B.C. another destruction level at Tell 

Mardikh marks the end of Early Bronze Age material culture 

(Matthiae 1981: 111). 

Hama shows the same sequence of growth, destruction 

and slow decline (e.g. Phases J8-J1; Fugman 1958). 

Although this may be a fortuitous similarity in Hama's 

history, the economic and/or political catastrophe of such 

a powerful state as Ebla might well have affected the 

fortunes of a neighboring city. In both cases it seems 

likely that local or regional events produced the 

archaeological discontinuity at Ebla and Hama, not long

distance relations with Mesopotamia. 

An archaeological survey in the immediate vicinity 

of Ebla reveals something of the effect of that city's 
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destruction and decline on its hinterland. Following 

Liverani's preliminary survey of sites surrounding Mardikh 

(1965: 107-133), De Maigret (1978) conducted three seasons 

of survey in the Matah region to the east of Tell Mardikh 

(see the boxed area in Fig. 1). The Matah depression is 

bounded on the east, north and south by low mountains. To 

the west the depression gradually merges into the plain of 

Aleppo region from the plain of Antioch. The river Qoueiq 

drains into the the depression, creating an uninhabitable 

marshy area in the center of the plain. Between the 

lowland swamp and the rocky basaltic hills, the Matah 

region contains fertile land suitable for irrigated and 

dry-farming. 

During the course of the survey 54 sites were 

visited and dated according to pottery collected at each 

site (De Maigret 1978: 85). The sites that concern us were 

categorized in three phases: 1) Early Bronze Age IVA (c. 

2400-2250 B.C., Mardikh IIA, florescence of Ebla); 2) Early 

Bronze Age IVB (c. 2250-2000 B.C., Mardikh lIB, post

Akkadian destruction); and 3) Middle Bronze Age (c. 2000-

1550 B.C., Mardikh IlIA and IIIB, period of the 'Amorite' 

Dynasties). The excavations at Hama (Fugman 1958), Tell 

Mardikh (Matthiae 1981), and the Plain of Antioch 

(Braidwood and Braidwood 1960) permit the secure 

attribution of the Early Bronze IV pottery into to two 

successive phases. Unfortunately, the lack of securely 

dated excavated ceramics from Syrian Middle Bronze Age 

sites does not permit the same level of accuracy for the 

Middle Bronze Age pottery. Therefore the entire MB pottery 

repertoire, spanning 350 years, is lumped into a single 

category. While this and other factors may obscure a true 
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picture of settlement pattern changes, the shift in 

occupation of sites and their geographic arrangement is 

radical enough to suggest a concommitant shift in political 

or economic organization (Trigger 1974/75: 101-103). 

The 30 EB IVA settlements show continuous 

occupation of sites from EB III in the central part of the 

depression and extension of settlement into the marginal 

fringes (De Maigret 1978: 88) (Fig. 2). Evidence of EB 

IVB occupation is present on 23 sites arranged in an even 

more diffuse pattern. De Maigret observes that during this 

period the more centralized settlements were unfortified 

while two sites located in the passes on the mountainous 

fringes to the southeast were fortified and appear to serve 

as defenses against incursions from the east (1978: 90). 

Only 13 of the original 30 EB IVA sites continued to be 

occupied in the IB IVB; 10 new sites were established in 

this period (Fig. 3). The d~op in number of settlements 

and radical reorganization of arrangement seem to reflect 

the upheaval caused by the Akkadian destruction of Ebla. 

Unfortunately, De Maigret made no consistent observations 

on site size, ~~ the extent to which each site was 

inhabited during separate periods. The result is the lack 

of secure foundation to project population figures for 

different periods, and therefore it is impossible to record 

demographic fluctuation with any degree of accuracy. 

However, the drop in site numbers is suggestive of a drop 

in population. 

The Middle Bronze Age sees a doubling in site 

number (46) and regrouping of sites in the southwestern and 

northeastern quadrants of the basin (Fig. 4). Five of the 

sites show internal topographic division into acropolis and 

lower fortified city (Mardikh, Barakh, Surman, Tokan, 



PHASE 2 

Fig. 2. Map of the EB IVA Occupation of the Matah Region 
(Map from De Maigret 1976: Fig. 11.) 
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PHASE 3 

Fiq. 3. Map of the EB IVB occupation of the Matah Reqion 
(Map from De Maiqret 1976: Fiq. 12.) 
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Fig. 4. Map of the Middle Bronze Age occupation of the 
Matah Region (Map from De Maigret 1976: Fig. 13.) 
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Hader). The even distribution of 'double cities' over the 

plain suggests that they may have functioned as 

administrative centers for surrounding villages. No such 

pattern is visible in the Early Bronze Age IV A-B: Tell 

Mardikh-Ebla apparently was the only fortified site until 

EB IVB when two walled towns were established, perhaps to 

protect the eastern entrances to the plain. 
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The general picture is one of increasing concern 

with security following the destruction of Ebla, a picture 

consistent with a decline in political power suggested by 

Matthiae (1981: 109). The reorganization of settlement 

pattern in the Middle Bronze Age shows a far greater degree 

of political/administrative fragmentation. The accepted 

explanation for this shift is the ascendence of a new 

dynasty of west semitic speaking peoples, conventionally 

known as the 'Amorites' (Gelb 1961: 41). 

The 'Amorites' had been active in Syria for quite a 

long time: there are references to 'Amorite' metalwork 

(Pettinato 1981: 171) and the god I-fardu (Archi 1985) in 

the late third millennium B.C. Ebla texts. In Mesopotamia, 

the Ur III texts mention Amorites who occupy positions of 

prominence in Neo-Sumerian society (Buccellati 1966: 336-

43). The new settlements around Ebla show a highly 

organized, urbanized pattern; there is no indication of 

donkey-riding nomads. However, there is no textual 

evidence for an identical ethnic identification with the 

'Amorites' in southern Mesopotamia or the West Semitic 

speaking population of second millennium B.C. Syria 

(Liverani 1970). 

In fact the ethnic makeup of Syria during the 

second millennium B.C. is quite complex: a number of groups 
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are settled in various areas at various times. Toponyms 

provide evidence of west Semitic, Akkadian, and Hurrian 

names during the late third and early second millennium 

(Astour 1975: 125-131). In varying proportions west 

Semitic, Akkadian and Hurrian personal names also occur in 

the texts of Mari (Kerestes 1982, Sasson 1974; Huffmon 

1965); Alalah (Draffkorn [Kilmer] 1959), ugarit (Grondahl 

1967) and Ebla (Matthiae 1980: 116-118). However, the 

political and social consequences of ethnic movements and 

the dominance of one ethnic group over another in any 

particular place are far from clear. Whether or not the new 

pattern should be attributed to a population incursion by 

West Semitic speaking people or simply to a dynastic 

change, there is a discernible shift from EB settlement 

patterns that must reflect a profound change in the organ

ization of political and economic life in the region. While 

acknowledging that ethnicity may well play a role in 

political and economic activities in Mesopotamia (Kamp and 

Yoffee 1980: 98), until that role is clarified in Syria it 

is best not to speculate on the political consequences of 

ethnicity. 

Geographical Diversity and Cultural unity: 
Material Culture 

At the beginning of the second millennium B.C. 

Syria shows a reorganization of sites, technical 

innovations in pottery manufacture (Dever 1976: 7, 

Matthiae 1981: 139) and metal working (Dever 1976: 8), and 

intensification of international trade (Gerstinblith 1982: 

7-9). While the reasons for this economic renaissance are 

far from clear, the fact of it is well-documented. 
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Political organization in syria during this period 

is characterized by an amalgamation of a number of 

political and ethnic units, more or less confederated, and 

centered upon a town. Divisions between these political 

units varied with military and economic necessity (Bottero 

1971: 565). In this case the historical assessment seems 

to agree with the settlement pattern that occurs in the 

Matah region; then, as now (Van Dusen 1972), regionalism 

was a fact of syrian political and cultural life (Marfoe 

1979). 

Regional cultural divisions for the Early and 

Middle Bronze Age have been determined largely by analyses 

of pottery distribution patterns. C. Hamlin (Kramer) 

(1971: 214-215), H. KUhne (1976: 106-108) and s. Mazzoni 

(1985: 561) have found that the Euphrates River formed a 

firm cultural boundary although political control 

fluctuated from one side to the other during the second 

millennium B.C. For the early first millennium B.C. Winter 

defines 'nuclear North Syria' as the land between Assyria 

and the sea, bounded on the west by the Amanus, on the 

north by the Taurus, on the east by the Euphrates and in 

the south by the westward bend of the Orontes (1973: 35). 

Modern political boundaries have followed this trend (Hitti 

1951: 290-292), and the same basic definition serves as 

well for the second millennium B.C. 

outside nuclear north Syria in the second 

millennium, but part of the modern state, is the area to 

the east of the Euphrates encompassing the Habur/Balikh 

triangle. For the second millennium B.C. KUhne calls this 

area the nNordostsyrische Kerngebeit" (1976: 106) on the 

basis of distribution of ceramic types more closely related 
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to Assyrian and southern Mesopotamian ceramics than to 

Syrian pottery. The excavations at Tell al-Rimah 

demonstrate that its close political relationships with the 

empire of ~am~i-Addu and Zimri-Lim at Mari had little 

impact on its architecture (Oates 1982: 89-91) and seals 

(Parker 1975: 22). Like the ceramic assemblage, these 

remain firmly within the Old Babylonian tradition. 

Therefore the archaeological and textual resources of this 

area will be examined only when some element of seal usage 

or material culture illustrates a point about nuclear north 

Syrian seal use. 

The nuclear north Syrian area is made up of the 

steppe west of the Euphrates which merges with the Aleppo 

plains and the Qoueiq drainage. KUhne calls this as the 

"Nordwestsyrische Keramikzone" (1977:106-108) as his 

interest focuses on the eastern-most Syrian cultural area. 

Dornemann (1981: 68) identifies the area as 'North Central 

Syria' also on the basis of ceramic analysis. Mazzoni 

(1985: 566), in analyzing the late third millennium ceramic 

assemblage, reaches the same conclusion, "On est donc en 

face deux unites ceramiques separees, une tradition de la 

cote et une de la Syrie centrale, qui comprend la zone 

entre Ebla et Hama." Clearly there is a consensus over the 

boundaries and characteristics of the nuclear north Syrian 
\ 

area except in delimiting the southern boundary (l'1inter 

1973: 38). Hama, Homs and Damascus form a geographic unit 

but the only extensive archaeological work has taken place 

at its northern-most site, Hama. Although Hama is usually 

treated with north Syria, contacts with Palestine, 

Phoenicia and Egypt suggest that this area was on the 

periphery of the nuclear north Syrian zone (Winter 1973: 
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71-74). Coastal Syria represents yet another ceramic 

assemblage related to, but not completely corresponding 

with that of North Central Syria (Mazzoni 1985: 565-566). 

South of the Homs basin, syria merges with Transjordan and 

the Levant in yet another related series of ceramic 

assemblages. 

Speaking of these regions of ceramic variability, 

Dornemann concludes that "each specific physical area 

maintains an internal consistency and cohesion which seems 

to be established by set geographical determinants" (1981: 

68). At times the political boundaries coincide with the 

ceramic assemblage; at other times the areas of ceramic 

distribution expand or contract under pressures from 

internal or external factors that we do not yet recognize 

or understand. In any case ceramic regionalism is a marked 

feature of second millennium B.C. Syria. 

Both topography and variety of ceramic assemblages 

reflect the lack of geographical unity within ancient 

syria. Political unification was also rare during 

antiquity and certainly during the second millennium B.C. 

(Kupper 1973). Where should the unity of culture be sought 

among such divserse geographical settings, political 

divisions and ceramic variability? Language, ethnic 

identity, religious beliefs, manners, dress and customs are 

available to us only in a few'geographically and 

chronologically dispersed archives. From these it is clear 

that the population was largely west semitic speaking but 

ethnically and economically diverse. Tribal groups, 

village communities, towns and cities occurred as necessary 

and economically feasible. Topographical and geographic 

distinctions enhanced the tendency to cultural and 
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political regionalism. ceramic evidence attests to cultural 

regionalism while the textual evidence attests to political 

divisions. In addition Syria served as a land bridge 

between Mesopotamia and the Mediterranean and between 

Anatolia and the southern Levant and Egypt. The effect of 

foreign cultures is evident throughout Syria but had the 

greatest impact on those areas in closest proximity to the 

more developed societies in Egypt and Mesopotamia. 

Yet there are elements of Syrian culture that unite 

the area from the Euphrates to the coast, from the Amanus 

to the Damascus basin. In the broadest terms, the material 

remains from anyone area in Syria resembles both in 

assemblage and in particulars those assemblages in other 

parts of syria rather than in Egypt, Mesopotamia or 

Anatolia. ceramic types differ in detail from region to 

region but remain the same in general form and decoration. 

In monumental public and religious architecture Syrian 

cultural unity is even more apparent. The palaces, gates, 

and temples reveal a similarity in plan and decoration as 

well as similar placement within the community. We assume 

that these common traits reflects a common culture or 

function. 

Archaeological evidence for buildings constructed 

by governments to serve a public function during the second 

millennium B.C. include palaces (administrative buildings), 

gates and fortifications. Texts from Mari illustrate the 

state's responsibility for fortifications,2 as well as 

irrigation works. 3 Although fortifications differed with 

2. ARM 14.24, ARM 14.25. 

3. ARM 3.1, ARM 3.2. 
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the defensive needs and topography of each city (Parr 

1968), ramparts and walls are a common feature of syrian 

(Marrassini 1971) and Palestinian fortifications (Dever 

1974). Even more consistent, however, are the plans of 

Syrian and Palestinian city-gates that broached the massive 

ramparts. 

Barbara Gregori (1986) has conveniently provided 

the gate plans for the following sites (from east to west 

and north to south): Mumbaqat, Carchemesh, Alalah, Mardikh, 

Tuqan, and Qatna in nuclear north Syria: Hazor, Shechem, 

Megiddo, Beth Shemesh, Gezer, Yavneh Yam, and Farah (S) in 

Palestine. The recently published plans of the EI-Qitar 

gate show the same form (McClellan 1985: 64). The gates 

vary in detail from site to site. Orthostats commonly are 

used to face Syria gates but are used only at Shechem and 

Gezer in Palestine (Gregori 1986: 91). Some gates contain 

rooms or towers in their flanking buttresses, others do not 

(Gregori 1986: 84-85). The basic plan, however, remains the 

same: strict axiality and two or three internal 

inset/offset divisions. The chronological priority of gates 

are rather difficult to assess due to the length most were 

in use and the way most were excavated (Gregori 1986: 95). 

In all cases, however, this type of gate is associated with 

the nuclear north Syrian and Palestinian assemblage of 

material culture throughout the second and part of the 

first millennium B.C. 

In her recent assessment of the 'three-entrance

way' gate Gregori (1986: 95) reaches the conclusion that, 

"There are such close resemblances between Syrian and 

Palestinian ones in plan and structure, as well as in 

building techniques, that one has to assume the use of one 
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and the same canonic typology." As a group they constitute 

a zecognizable typological whole, quite distinct from 

Mesopotamian and Anatolian examples. Precisely why the 

gates conformed so closely to a single plan is not clear. 

Possibly itinerant engineers and architects travelled from 

town to town designing and overseeing construction of gates 

just as other types of artisans were assigned to projects 

in various towns by administrators at Mari (Sasson 1968, 

Zaccagnini 1983). 

The administration of the states at Mari, Alalah 

and Ugarit required space in which to function. In the 

ancient Near East the building as well as the institution 

responsible for government functions were incorporated into 

the term 'palace' (Sumerian e-gal and Akkadian ekallum 

[Gelb 1979: 10]). The palace served as the royal residence, 

public storage facility, central accounting office, 

chancellory, and caravanserai. Its plan, decoration and 

traffic pattern reflected these needs and the attitude 

toward public or restricted access to parts of the palace 

(Marqueron 1982: 365-369). 

Several monumental buildings identified as palaces 

have been excavated in syria. The palace of Zimri-Lim is 

the best known and most completely excavated and studied 

(AI-Khalesi 1978: Gates 1984: Margueron 1982; Parrot 1958). 

While many of its features reflect the geographic proximity 

of the Mari state to southern Mesopotamia, winter (1982: 

361) points out that the cellular organization of 

monumental entrance, courtyard and throne room might well 

be the forerunner of the bit hilani. 

other north Syrian palaces have the following 

features in common: 1) the arrangement of rooms around a 
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central court or series of courts; 2) use of orthostats; 

and 3) columned porticos or entrances. The use of central 

courtyards is widespread in the ancient Near East and does 

not represent an innovation by Syrian architects. However, 

decoration with basalt or limestone orthostats is 

characteristic of Syrian (and Palestinian) monumental 

architecture beginning in the second millennium: it occurs 

in the Level VII and IV palaces at Alalah (Woolley 1955: 

Figs. 35 and 45), the North Palace at Ugarit (Schaeffer 

1972: Fig. 1), the Western Palace at Ebla (Matthiae 1984: 

20, fig. on page 21), the palace at Qatna (Du Mesnil du 

Buisson 1935: Pl. XVI), the Orthostat Building at El-Qitar 

(McClellan 1985: 43), and the palace at Tilmen Huyfrk 

(Orthmann 1966: Fig. 48). In these contexts orthostats 

seem to mark off the public reception rooms from private 

apartments of the king. 

The use of columns and porticos is also a well

established Syrian architectural form (Frankfort 1970: 253-

254); their use can be traced back to the third millennium 

B.C. Palace G at Ebla (Matthiae 1981: 72, fig. 11). 

Frankfort sees in this feature the origin of the bIt hilani 

widely used in first millennium B.C. Assyrian palaces 

(Frankfort 1952: 130-131). In contrast winter (1982: 363) 

finds the organization 0:[ rooms more characteristic of the 

Assyrian bIt hil'ani which she defines as "one or more 

transverse rooms with a major facade, and with multiple 

access being a significant component (Winter 1982: 361)." 

Unfortunately the only textual references to this . 

architectural form are Assyrian; we have no knowledge of 

the conformity of the Assyrian bIt hilani to its Syrian 

proto-type (Winter 1982: 364). In any case, both conclude 



that this architectural feature is of Syrian origin, 

adopted later by the Assyrians. 
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While little remains except the ground plans of 

most palaces, the decoration of the palace at Mari gives us 

some idea of the scope and function of palace 

embellishments. Wall paintings like the 'Investiture' scene 

in court 106 are interpreted as a means of reinforcing the 

legitimacy of the crown through visual imagery (Barrelet 

1950; AI-Khalesi 1978: 37). Other decorative elements at 

Mari include precious metals, stones and carvings (AI

Khalesi 1978: 6). An Amarna text (EA 16) from the Assyrian 

king A~~uruballi~ to the Pharoah indicates that conspicuous 

displays of costly goods within the royal house were suited 

to the position of the king and, in fact, necessary to 

maintain his status. 

Temples with wall projections 'in antis' are the 

other form of architecture that show a consistent plan and 

decoration throughout nuclear north Syria and Palestine. 

Such temples are characterized by a monumental entrance 

flanked by two parallel walls projecting forward to provide 

a porch before the entrance to the building proper. G. R. 

H. wright (1985: 215-225) makes south syrian and 

Palestinian temple plans accessible in a single volume, 

while Naumann (1971: 463-470) and Matthiae (1975) discuss 

and illustrate many north Syrian temples. Temples 'in 

antis' are distributed in western Asia from Tell Chuera on 

the Euphrates (Naumann 1971: Fig. 600) to Tell ed-Daba'a 

(ancient Avaris [Bietak 1979: 248-250]) in the Egyptian 

delta. Double temples 'in antis' are present at Emar 

(Margueron 1984: Fig. 1), Hazor (Wright 1985: Fig. 141), 

and Tell edh Daba'a (Bietak 1979: Fig. 8). Like palaces and 



gates, temples were decorated with basalt or limestone 

orthostats (EI-Qitar' [MCClellan 1985: 56], Alalah (Level 

VII) [Woolley 1955: Fig. 37], Ebla [Matthiae 1975] in 

Syria: Hazor Orthostat Temple [Wright 1985: Fig. 142] in 

Palestine). 

In Middle and Late Bronze Age Palestine temples 

with projections flanking the entrance are given the name 

'migdol' for the function of the projections as towers. 

But the temporal priority of simple projecting wall stubs 

in north syrian temples (~.g., Tell Chuera and Ebla 

[Matthiae 1975: 49]) and in Palestine (Tell el-Hayyat 

[Falconer and Magness-Gardiner in press]) show that the , 
projections were ~ot originally intended to serve a 
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structural function, either as buttresses or towers. 

Therefore Matthiae (1975) is probably correct in his 

assessment of the projections as a frame for ritual 

activities. Whether the temple is long-room or broad-room, 

the entrance 'in antis' seems to be the defining 

characteristic of this temple type. 

The consistency of plan and decoration of palaces, 

temples and gates throughout syria and Palestine argues for 

a strong cultural bond at least at the highest levels of 

the society. There was a manner of building a palace, a 

gate or a temple consistent with syrian cultural norms. 

These norms may have been communicated in a number of ways. 

syrian kings were constantly on the move, visiting other 

heads-of-state, delegating diplomatic missions, or 

exchanging traders (Munn-Rankin 1956). As noted above, 

artisans were considered a state resource to be moved and 

exchanged at will (Zaccagnini 1983). In addition, syrian 

rulers often contracted dynastic marriages for themselves 



and their dau.ghters i the women exchanged by royalty might 

well have had a role in diffusing styles of buildings as 

well as dress, decoration or behavior. 
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Evidence from the texts at Mari and the number of 

cylinder seals with names of royal princesses suggests that 

the female members of the royal family had considerable 

power within the palace. At Mari, for example, royal women 

organized the women's labor force, and the queen acted as 

the king's deputy in his absence (Durand 1985ai Batto 

1974). As the royal daughters were married into other 

states they took with them their knowledge of palace 

organization, estate-management, court etiquette, and taste 

in dress and appropriate decoration of the royal 

apartments. Their dowries contained fine furniture, 

metals, stones, textiles; perhaps their retinues included 

the craftsmen. with frequent royal intermarriage and 

diplomatic exchange and the similarity in the requirements 

of government perhaps there developed a 'court style' in 

architecture and decorative art. 

Political History and Chronology 

While the distribution of ethnic groups and 

settlement pattern demonstrate a distinct regionalism, the 

monumental buildings associated with social institutions 

indicate a typological unity that I have interpreted as 

exhibiting the cultural unity of the ruling class. 

Unfortunately the political background to these 

developments is unknown; the first 200 years of the second 

millennium B.C. are silent as far as documented history of 

Syria is concerned. While many sites were occupied during 

this period, none has produced extensive archives. 



Certainly the rulers at Mari called the ~akkanakku 

maintained their hegemony after the fall of the Ur III 

empire (Kupper 1971, Durand 1985: 160). However, the 

paucity of texts from this period makes it difficult to 

characterize their reign (Durand 1985: 147) and, in fact, 

the administrative center of the Mari palace under the 

~akkanakku has not yet been found (Durand 1985: 169). 
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In the second quarter of the second millennium B.C. 

the Mari archives bring Syria into historical perspective. 

Tocci (1960) and Klengel (1965) provide a good overview of 

political history and political relationships, but recently 

published Mari texts have caused scholars to reinterpret 

the quality of the 'Assyrian Interregnum' as well as Zimri

Lim's parentage and the length of his reign. At the middle 

of the 18th c. B.C., the rule of Mari was contested between 

the rival powers of two west Semitic rulers, Yahdun-Lim and 

~am~i-Addu. Neither dynast had his roots at Mari itself: 

Yahdun-Lim's father Yaggid-Lim ruled at Terqa and ~am~i

Addu's father Ilakabkabu ruled somewhere in the upper Habur 

(Anbar 1973: 4). In their father's time the families had 

been allied4 but their own ambitions caused ~am~i-Addu and 

Yahdun-Lim to come into conflict. Anbar suggests that 

Yahdun-Lim himself was an usurper at Mari, ou~ting Sumu

Yamam from the throne (1973: 7). Yahdun-Lim then annexed 

several of the surrounding kingdoms and proceeded to mount 

an expedition against Aleppo and then to the Mediterranean 

(Malamat 1965). This proved to be an ephemeral conquest; 

soon after, a rebellion in the palace resulted in Yahdull

Lim's death (Anbar 1973: 17). 

4. ARM 1.3. 
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~am~i-Addu stepped in and placed his son Yasmah

Addu on the throne at Mari. While the period of his rule is 

often called the 'Assyrian Interregnum,' this term 

incorrectly implies the imposition of Assyriar. rule on Mari 

(Kupper 1985). Past events in that area of the Euphrates 

suggests that ~am~i-Addu had as much right to the throne of 

Mari as Yahdun-Lim (Charpin and Durand 1985: 300). The 

family of ~am~i-Addu was West-semitic, not Assyrian, and, 

although he took the title 'Vicar' (i~~iakum) of A~~ur, his 

preference was for Enlil and the titles taken by Sargon of 

Akkad (Kupper 1985: 148). Furthermore, while ~am~i-Addu 

claimed the city of A~~ur as part of his empire, he never 

made it his capital. He preferred to live at ~ubat-Enlil 

(modern Tell Le!lan [Weiss 1985]). Nor did Samsi-Addu 

impose the Assyrian language, accounting methods, personnel 

or calendar on Mari during his reign. Only the l1mu system 

of dating testifies to the Assyrian element in ~am~i-Addu's 

empire (Kupper 1985: 150-151). 

While Yahdun-Lim coalesced the neighboring 

principalities into a minor state with its capital at Mari, 

and ~am~i-Addu incorporated Mari and j.ts dependent states 

into a large but ephemeral empire. These larger political 

upheavals, however, seem.to have had little impact on the 

loyalties of the Mari civil servants. Two administrators 

under the short-lived reign of Sumu-Yamam continued to work 

for Yahdun-Lim (Charpin and Durand 1985: 297-298). 

Administrative continuity extended into the reign of Zimri

Lim as well when Asqudum, a major figure in Yasmah-Addu's 

reign, continued to function in the court of Zimri-Lim 

(Charpin and Durand 1985: :23). 

The precise conditions under which Zimri-Lim took 

power are still obscure. ARM 10.140 describes the expulsion 
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of Yasmah-Addu from Kari and the sack of the palace, but a 

copy of a victory stele inscription relates that Yasmah

Addu's defeat took place in battle at Tizrah (Dossin 1971). 

Charpin and Durand (1985: 323) suggest that Yasmah-Addu 

quit Kari after a disastrous military engagement and left 

the city open to the peaceful return of Zimri-Lim. They 

find no evidence of a military defeat in the palace itself: 

the harem occupants, for example, are the same in both 

reigns (Charpin and Durand 1985: 323). 

A newly published seal inscription casts some doubt 

about Zimri-Lim's declared lineage (Charpin and Durand 

1985: 337).5 On seals I and II Zimri-Lim proclaims himself 

to be the son of Yahdun-Lim: while in the new inscription 

Charpin and Durand reconstruct his patronymic as Hadni

[Addu]. Addu-duri, wife of Hadni-Addu, occupied a prominent 

position as administrator and oracle in Zimri-Lim's palace. 

Charpin and Durand suggest that she was the mother of 

Zimri-Lim, and Hadni-Addu (Zimri-Lim's father) was the 

brother or son of Yahdun-Lim (1985: 337-338). Sasson, on 

the other hand, reads hadni as the Akkadian variant of west 

Semitic yahdun (1984: 116), thus resolving the conflicting 

accounts of Zimri-Lim's parentage. 

In any case, Zimri-Lim claimed legitimacy through 

his relationship to Yahdun-Lim and apparently he was 

accepted as legitimate by his constituents and peers. 

Zimri-Lim ruled Kari for approximately 14 years (Birot 

1978) until Hammurabi conquered Mari in his thirty-second 

5. Tablet No. 72-15, zi-im-ri-l[im]: [n]a-ra-am 
d.da-qan: [~]a-ki-in d.[ ••• ]: lugal ma-ri.ki: y ma-at h[s= 
na]: dumu ha-ad-ni d.[x]. 



year. It is all too likely that Zimri-Lim did not survive 

the political defeat (Veenhof 1985: 207-208). 
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As in earlier periods (Gelb 1981), Mari served as a 

political and cultural buffer state between Mesopotamia and 

syria (Kupper 1982). Zimri-Lim allied himself politically, 

socially, and economically with states in both areas. 

Diplomatic and commercial missions were exchanged with a 

wide range of states from Hazor to Ugarit in the west and 

from E~nunna to Babylon in the East (Kupper 1982: 174-176). 

Zimri-Lim sent his daughter to Sippar to be a nadItu

priestess (Kupper 1982: 173) and in turn allowed Sippar to 

establish a permanent commercial mission (karum) in Mari 

(Kupper 1973: 13). Zimri-Lim himself married ~ibtu, 

daughter of Yarim-Lim of Yambad (Kupper 1982: 173-174) and 

arranged marriages for his daughters with various princes 

and kings of minor states in northern Mesopotamia and Syria 

(Batto 1974). The diplomatic, commercial and social ties 

forged by Zimri-Lim during his reign did not protect him 

from ultimate defeat; his political hegemony proved as 

fleeting as that of his two predecessors. 

The kingdom of Yambad with its capital at Aleppo 

(ancient Halab) proved more durable. The first reference 

to Yamhad occurs during Yahdun-Lim's tenure at Mari when he 

came into conflict with Sumu-Epuh, father of Yarim-Lim I 

(Klengel 1965: 111). Enmity continued during the reign of 

Yasmah-Addu at Mari. However, Zimri-Lim realigned Mari 

with Yamhad during his reign taking Yarim-Lim's daughter as 

his wife. Yamhad was considered one of the most powerful 

and long-lived of Syrian states (Dossin 1952: 230), 

preceding in its power the rise of ~am~i-Addu and 

succeeding Mari until the Hittites under Hat~u~ili I 
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destroyed Halab c.1650 B.C. (Dossin 1952: 238). Little more 

than the dynastic succession for Yambad is known during 

this period since all information is from external sources, 

either Mari or Alalah Level VII. 

Hammurabi of Yambad succeeded his father Yarim-Lim 

I while Zimri-Lim still reigned at Mari. A generation 

later, Hammurabi's son Abban gave Alalah to his brother 

Yarim-Lim c. 1720 (Collon 1977: 127), who established the 

palace and archive in Alalah Level VII. The bulk of the 

archive, however, belongs to Yarim-Lim's reign at Alalah 

while his nephew (Yarim-Lim II) reigned at Yambad, a fact 

which makes the attribution of texts rather confusing 

(Collon 1975: 146-147). Ammitaknmma succeeded his father 

Yarim-Lim as ruler of Alalah until Hattu~ili I destroyed 

Yambad and Alalah with it c. 1650 B.C. (Collon 1975: 143-

144). 

The Alalah Level VII archives represent the records 

of a small dependent city and hinterland within the larger 

political entity of Yambad. As such, they contain few 

references to the activities of Yambad in the international 

sphere, although it is clear that Yambad wa~ still a major 

powi~r. As Klengel (1974: 276) points out, Alalah at this 

time may not even qualify as a 'state' in the accepted 

sense of the term. Yarim-Lim of Alalah did not receive the 

title lugal in legal texts (AT 95), only in year formulas. 6 

Nor did he negotiate any international treaties such as are 

found in abundance in Level IV. 

Conditions of membership in the state of Yambad are 

never as clearly articulated as they are in later Hittite 

6. AT 35. 
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vassal treaties (Pirenne 1950). However, military 

expeditions in aid of Yambad are recorded, and Alalah's 

remittance of taxes and continued fealty to Yambad can be 

assumed (Bunnens 1982: 121). The only explicit condition in 

Abban's treaty with Yarim-Lim is Yamhad's first option to 

buy any land offered for sale by the ruler of Alalah. Gaal 

(1976: 44) suggests that this clause insured the continued 

federation of the member states by insuring that the king 

of Yambad always owned proportionally more land than his 

political rivals or dependents. Yarim-Lim of Alalah 

himself bought property, including whole villages, in an 

attempt to expand the territory of Alalah within Yambad. 

With exchange, purchase was the only means of territorial 

expansion without conflict (Gaal 1976: 43). 

Land purchase by the royal family has important 

implications both for understanding the basis of political 

power and the nature of land tenure in Alalah, Ugarit and, 

by implication, Mari as well. Clearly the king was not 

considered the proprietor of all land by virtue of his 

political position. Kings, like commoners, had to purchase 

land. Essentially property in Alalah (and Ugarit) was 

divided into two sectors: public and private (Gaal 1976: 

39: Liverani 1975: 146). We assume that all transactions 

concerning land in the royal archives refer to public 

(royal) property, not the private domain, unless, of 

course, the royal family is purchasing the latter in order 

to expand the former. 

As reconstructed by Collon (1975: 139-152) on the 

basis of Smith's original chronology (1940), six kings 

ruled at Yamhad during the span of two reigns at Alalah. 

While the rulers of Yambad retained an interest in the 
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political and legal transactions at Alalah, little else is 

known about the historical circumstances of their rule 

(Collon 1975: 147). In Alalah itself, Yarim-Lim was 

succeeded by his son Ammitakumma (Collon 1975: 151) prior 

to the destruction of the city by Hattu~ili I c. 1650 B.C. 

Two archaeological levels (Alalah VI and V) intervene 

between the Level VII and Level IV archives. A recent 

study of the ceramics dates these levels to c. 1550-1460 

B.C. (Gates 1981: 35), although Collon (1975: 169) prefers 

a slightly later date, c. 1425, for Level IV. Alalah VI was 

destroyed in the second series of Hittite incursions led by 

Mur~ili I (Smith 1940: 12), perhaps in an attempt to bring 

north Syria under Hittite cOntrol (Klengel 1965: 214). 

However, when Alalah Level IV archives bring the city into 

historical perspective once again, the city is politically 

aligned with the Mitanni state (Klengel 1965: 227). 

The Level IV archives reflect the profound change 

in the political circumstances and balance of power in the 

ancient Near East. The texts of this period document the 

internal and external relations of a small city-state 

within a supra-regional political body created by the 

Mitanni in the middle of the 15th c. B.C. (Collon 1975: 

169). The powerful state of Yamhad no longer existed as an 

independent entity, although Idrimi, founder of the Level 

IV dynasty, claimed legitimacy through his relationship to 

the former ruling house at Yamhad (Oller 1977: 9, lines 1-

11). Alalah had become a member-state of the Mitannian 

empire under Barattarna (Collon 1975: 167-169). Idrimi, his 

son Niqmepa and grandson Ililimma ruled successively for 

about one hundred years, the last two kings presumably 

under the rule of ~au§~atar (Collon 1975: 169). During this 



period an increase in Hurrian names and the use of Hurrian 

terms for social denominations (Dietrich and Loretz 1969) 

attests to an increase in Hurrian influence at Alalah. 
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During the period of the Level IV archives the king 

of Alalah seems to have had a measure of political autonomy 

within the Mitannian empire. Niqmepa negotiated alliances 

with Tunip,7 Kizzuwatna8 and possibly Ugarit. 9 However, 

there is some suggestion that after Thutmosis III campaigns 

in Syria, Ililimma transfered his allegiance to the 

Hittites (Klengel 1965: 236). Little is known of the end of 

Level IV. Certainly the palace was destroyed, but by whom 

or what is open to various interpretations (Klengel 1965: 

237). 

The city-state of Ugarit on the coast of Syria has 

an unbroken archaeological history that extends back to the 

Chalcolithic Period. References in the Mari archives, 

Egyptian texts and Alalah (Level IV) archives testify to 

its international importance during the middle of the 

second millennium B.C. (Klengel 1969: 329-337). Only in the 

second half of the millennium, however, do we have an 

archive from the site itself. The royal archives of Ugarit 

pick up where Alalah IV ends; approximately 1450 B.C., a~d 

cover a period of 250 years during which six successive 

kings ruled at Ugarit (Liverani 1962: Table 1). 

Ugarit initially was allied with Egypt (Astour 

1981: 15-17) at the beginning of this period, but 

~uppiluliuma soon brought Ugarit and most other Syrian 

7. AT 2. 

8. AT 14. 

9. R.S. 4.449. 
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states under the control of the Hittites (Liverani 1962: 

43). While internal affairs were not affected directly by 

Hittite domination, certain strictures were placed on 

Ugarit's participation in international affairs (Liverani 

1962: 48). As with Alalah (Level VII) under Yamhad and the 

Mitanni, issues likely to cause intra-state or 

international conflict were brought before an imperial 

representative for settlement (Astour 1981: 23). A good 

many of the international texts at Ugarit record these 

proceedings and their results. 

Ugarit itself was a medium-size state whose 

hegemony extended to numerous villages and towns within its 

territorial boundaries (Heltzer 1976). Like Alalah, Ugarit 

had to accomodate itself to the political ambitions of 

international powers vying for control of Syria. The 

success of Ugarit's rulers in both international and 

internal relations can be judged by the apparently smooth 

succession of power from father to son (only once to a 

brother) for over 200 years (Liverani 1962). 

Tribute payments, military aid and loss of 

sovereignty over siyannu-u~natu was the price Ugarit paid 

for inclusion in the empire (Astour 1981: 20-21). On the 

positive side, Ugarit's traders gained access to Anatolian 

markets (Astour 1981: 23). During the last century of the 

Hittite Empire, after peace had been concluded between 

Ramses II and Hattu~ili III, Ugarit was able to renew its 

commercial ties with Egypt (Astour 1981: 25-26). This era 

of peace and prosperity lasted just under one hundred 

years: its end was marked by the invasion of the "sea 

peoples" (Garelli 1982: 219-223). 

The outline of events offered above is intended 

only to provide the historical context for seal use in 



institutional settings during the second millennium B.C. 

That analysis begins with a discussion of seal production, 

distribution and style in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SYRIAN SEALS IN THE SECOND MILLENNIUM B. C. : 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND SOCIAL VALUE 

We are discovering little by little allover again 
that what a thing means is not more important than 
what it is; that expression and form are equivalent 
challenges to the historian; and that to neglect 
either meaning or being, either essence or 
existence, deforms our comprehension of both 
(Kubler 1962: 126). 

Introduction 

Seals have two basic aspects, physical and 

functional. The former includes material, workmanship, and 

style; things that are usually within the domain of art 

historical inquiry. The latter refers to the use of seals 

to imprint texts, bullae and containers; a realm of inquiry 

usually reserved for philologists and historians. But as 

Kubler has pointed out, the 'meaning' of a seal, that is, 

its use as a tool, cannot be separated from its 'being'

material, setting, design, and inscription-without a 

serious loss to our ultimate understanding of its function 

in cultural contexts. This chapter will examine the 

physical characteristics of seals as an aspect of their 

function in second millennium B.C. Syria. 

A number of questions need to be addressed: How 

was the work organized and by whom? What role did the 

palace play in supplying raw materials and commissioning 

works? Did the quality of the stone contribute to the value 

of the seal? What were the techniques required, and did 

they affect seal design? What was the relationship of the 

41 
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artisan or workshop to the owner of the seal? Was the 

seal-owner's position in the society revealed in the seal 

design? While we cannot hope to answer all these questions 

with the information available, they serve to organize the 

following investigation. 

These questions have been addressed in the past, 

although not in any systematic fashion. The first of two 

sections in this chapter will review the nature and results 

of previous research on the physical qualities and 

functional value of seals. Many administrative devices, 

including cylinder seals, originated in Mesopotamia. 

Therefore, following review of previous research, the date 

and circumstances under which the use of seals as 

administrative tools first occur will be discussed. The 

second section in this chapter will examine materials, 

techniques and settings, organization, production, and 

distribution of seals and their impact on seal style and 

function. Finally, the conclusions will examine patronage 

and the function of seals in conveying social messages. 

Previous Research 

Previous research on the social meaning of the 

physical properties of seals focuses on the relation of 

design to status during the Early Dynastic and Akkadian 

periods. In the 1976 Chicago symposium on seals, Rathje 

(1977) examined the correlation of seals containing contest 

and banquet scenes with the distribution of other goods in 

the Early Dynastic burials at Ur, finding that "contest 

scene interments, with their high occurrence of functional 

items, may represent individuals who held low-level 

positions with administrative duties in economic and 



military hierarchies; banquet scene burials, with their 

substantial quantities of adornments made of exotic 

resources, may in time identify administrators or 

agricultural managers in a powerful temple or court 

hierarchy" (Rathje 1977: 29). 
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Mark Brandes (1979) reaches similar conclusions in 

his study of seal impressions in Uruk III and IV, where 

certain themes are impressed on specific types of tablets 

(1979: 30-32) and bulla (1979: 33-34). Brandes proposes 

that the subject depicted on the impression denoted to the 

branch of administration in which the seals were used 

(1979: 97). Thus, animal scenes were used in administration 

of herds, temple scenes for cult administration, and 

boating scenes for fishing and waterways administration. He 

admits, however, that certain thematic devices have no 

clear relationship to an associated administrative activity 

(Brandes 1979: 98). This inconsistency weakens his argument 

for the relationship of other seal designs to products 

administered. His overall analysis is impaired further by 

his failure to discount any equally plausible alternatives 

(Leemans 1983: 194-195). 

Brandes also suggests that thematic variations 

represent new seals cut with minor variations each year to 

date the transactions sealed (1979: 99). But, as Collon 

points out (1981/82: 178), the differences in design are 

too slight to have been an effective system of dating. 

Alternatively, she suggests that variants represent seals 

which originated in different places connected to central 

institutions and whose products were identified by their 

seals (1981/82: 179). Mazzoni (1984) offers a similar 

explanation for the function of design variations in the 



seal impressions of Palace G at Ebla. Both Rathje's and 

Brandes' conclusions remain speculative: the seals are not 

inscribed and thus not attributable to individuals whose 

social status and administrative function could be 

abstracted from the texts. 
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The role of the artisan in the creation and 

transmission of motifs, his relationship to his clients, 

and his social position have been discussed by Porada, 

Barrelet, winter and Collon. Porada (1976a: 110) suggests 

that the quality of stone and engraving on an Akkadian 

period votive seal offered by a seal-cutter illustrates the 

elevated standing of that craftsman. She argues that, as a 

ranking member of the society, he and therefore his art 

would be affected by political events. Thus, a seal of the 

Protohistoric period, with its figures solidly attached to 

a baseline, reveals "a view of life that takes on the 

solidity of the ground as a physical and metaphysical 

reality (Porada 1976a: 109)." In Porada's view, the design 

exhibits the economic security found by a population 

employed by palaces and temples. On the other hand, a First 

Dynastic period sealing whose figures exist in a "whirl of 

animal and human heads" expresses the insecurity and 

turbulence associated with the influx of new peoples and 

ideas during that period (Porada 1976a: 109). 

A more direct relationship between the artisan and 

the state is postulated by Barrelet (1970) in accounting 

for the innovative designs on Akkadian seals. As Barrelet 

points out, both the pantheon and its imagery existed in 

cult statuary and reliefs prior to their use on Akkadian 

seals (1970: 217). In explaining the appearence of these 

forms and scenes in glyptic art at this time, Barrelet 
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questions the circumstances under which the engraver would 

have conceived new scenes and images (1970: 215). She 

suggests that, as members of workshops dependent on the 

palace and temple, the seal engravers would have had direct 

access both to the major monuments of the time and to the 

s.cribes and priests with the knowledge to put these figures 

into programmatic scenes (1970: 219). The precision and 

erudition displayed, for example, by the "Ea cycle" on 

Akkadian seals leads her to conclude that such work must be 

the result of a program provided to the seal-cutter by his 

clients in the palace (Barrelet 1970: 249-250). Buchanan 

characterizes these innovations as involving "a complete 

change in point of view, substituting concrete dynamic 

action for the frozen gestures of Old sumerian art (1966: 

51)." He identifies two trends, one in the execution of the 

work emphasizing musculature and action and the other in 

illustrating a broad number of specific ritual settings 

(Buchanan 1966: 51). 

While Barrelet examines the relationship between 

artist and palace, winter examines the relationship 

between seal-owner and royal patron. The corpus analyzed is 

restricted to Ur III 'introduction scenes' on the seals of 

high-ranking officials. This composition usually consists 

of three figures, the king seated on a throne and two 

standing figures, one male and one female. The female 

figure is identified as Lama (Spycket 1960), who leads a 

male petitioner by the hand to the king (Winter in press: 

11). winter (1986) presents a compelling argument for 

reading introduction scenes on official seals as "intended 

to convey the visual information that the individual is 

engaged in royal service, just as the legend accomplishes 



this verbally" (in press: 20). She suggests that at the 

level in Ur III state bureaucracy represented by these 

seals, standardization of design was necessary to convey 

information about the seal owner's place in the political 

order in a systematic fashion (Winter in press: 2). 
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Porada further examines the relationship of 

artisan to patron in discussing seals in the Walters Art 

Gallery (1977a) and from Tell ed-Oaba'a (1984). Both of 

these seals show unusual motifs: the Walters seal is 

engraved with a camel and the Daba'a seal with a sailboat. 

In both cases Porada suggests that the selection of motifs 

was especially significant to the prospective owner (Porada 

1977: 6, 1984: 488), implying that they, not the seal

cutter controlled the content ,if not the composition of the 

seal. 

Collon has the advantage working with impressions 

from an archive with textual references to guide her 

discussion of seal-cutters and the transmission of design 

motifs between workshops. Alalah texts reveal that seal

cutters (Sumerian: lu.bur-gul, Akkadian: purkullu) in both 

Levels VII and IV were dependents of the palace (1975: 

177). Collon suggests that 'pattern books' existed as a 

means of transmitting motifs between artisans, although she 

also notes Porada's suggestion that relief sculpture and 

mural decoration in palaces and temples provided the 

inspiration for many designs (Collon 1975: 178). 

While no systematic investigation of the 

relationship between artist and patron has been carried 

out, the research discussed above does suggest that the 

relationship had an effect on the final product. But is 

this relationship the same in both Syria and Mesopotamia? 
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While a characterization of Mesopotamian seal craft and 

production is beyond the scope of this investigation, the 

following sections on materials, techniques, setting, 

production and distribution is an attempt to understand the 

organization of seal production and its possible effect on 

seal style and function. 

First, however, it is necessary to describe more 

precisely the origins of seal use in Syria and the 

development of style in relation to function, particularly 

within administrative contexts. cylinder seals originated 

in southern Mesopotamia and were adopted as tools and 

amulets in the neighboring areas. However, on accepting the 

cylinder as a tool for making impressions, did the Syrians 

adopt the function of seals as we know it from southern 

Mesopotamia, or were seals used for a different purpose in 

Syrian contexts? 

Origin of Seal Use in Syria 

The following discussion of the history of seal use 

in syria prior to the second millennium B.C. will show that 

the dichotomy between 'private' and 'palac~' seals is both 

functional and stylistic. A brief review of the 

development and distribution of seal styles in the second 

millennium B.C. is intended to demonstrate that this 

formal/functional diE,tinction continued and was a product 

of palace patronage. 

Incised cla~ and stone objects called 'seals' have 

been found as early as c. 6000 B.C. in Syria (Mellaart 

1975: 229) and Mesopotamia (Mellaart 1975: 147), and c. 

5500 B.C. on the Anatolian Plateau (Mellaart 1975: 105) 

although the use of incised objects to imprint a matrix, 
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and the development of the cylinder-shape seal are first 

found c. 3500 B.C. in Mespotamia and Iran (Homes-Fredericq 

1970: 4-6). The contemporaneous development of inscribing 

clay tablets as a means of keeping records and the use of 

seals to impress goods and documents is not coincidental. 

Both reflect a need for controlling goods and services as a 

means of creating or maintaining the economic superiority 

of the 'ruling class' (Nissen 1977: 15, Schmandt-Besserat 

1977). 

Almost immediately after the appearance of cylinder 

seals and record-keeping in southern Mesopotamia, these 

same phenomena appear in the Late Uruk outposts on the 

Middle Euphrates at Habuba Kabira and Jebel Aruda 

(Kohlmeyer and Strommenger 1982~ 34-36). Perhaps the 

Euphrates settlements served to transmit the cylinder seal 

into Syria and, at second hand, Palestine. Certainly 

cylinder seals appear shortly thereafter on the Levantine 

coast (Ben-Tor 1978: 75). 

The lack of a single imported Mesopotamian cylinder 

seal in central and north Syria from c. 3300-3000 B.C. 

(Ben-Tor 1978: 93) may be due to the lack of excavated 

sites. On the other hand, perhaps the concept of cylinder 

seals was introduced indirectly through Egypt, where 

Mesopotamian cylinder seals of the Jemdat Nasr period have 

been found at Nagada (Frankfort 1939: 293), and a locally 

produced cylinder seal of the same type impressed a clay 

label at Hierkonpolis (Hoffman 1979: 154). 

Although cylinder and stamp-seals occur widely 

in coastal Levant and Palestine from c. 3000-2400 B.C. 

(Early Bronze Age [EBl I-III); and in Syria from 2400-2200 

B.C. (EB IV A-B), prior to EB IV seal use is quite 
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limited compared to the use of saals in Mesopotamia and 

E~IPt. Unlike Mesopotamian examples, Syrian and Palestinian 

seals were carved in wood and their use restricted to 

impressing a design on pottery before firing (Ben-Tor 1978: 

95; Mazzoni 1984: 18). In Palestine proper, all the fired 

impressions occur on closed vessels (i.~., hole-mouth jars, 

storejars, and pithoi; Ben-Tor 1978: 40). 

Ben-Tor outlines the development of seal use and 

design in a 1978 publication of his dissertation. Stamp

seals impressed on handles of storejars used for burials at 

the "Eneolithic" cemetery at Byblos precede the use of 

cylinders at this site (c. 3300-3000 B.C.) (Ben-Tor 1978: 

75). After c. 3000 B.C., cylinder seal impressions bearing 

human and animal designs impressed on medium fired closed 

vessels are much more common than stamp seals (Ben-Tor 

1978: 42) • 

During the period from c. 2700-2400 B.C. (EB III), 

geometric design seals replace figure designs as the most 

popular seal (Fig. Sa). These are impressed onto a class 

of high-fired, combed jars identified with oil production 

and distribution (Fargo 1980: 38). During this period the 

combed ware is found from Ras Shamra on coastal Syria to 

Gizeh in Egypt (Ben-Tor 1978: 99-101). Ben-Tor (1978: 

101) suggests that the jars were owned by individuals who 

ordered impressed pottery from the potter for aesthetic 

reasons. While this seems to be a reasonable explanation 

for EB I-II stamps on a diverse selection of wares and 

forms (Ben-Tor 1978: 71), in EB III period the impressions 

seem to be limited to a ware associated with oil 

production. It is tempting to speculate, on this basis, 

that the impressions are related to the location or 
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Fig. 5. Early Bronze Age Seal Impressions 
(Not drawn to scale.) 
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a. Seal impression, Tel Dan (Ben-Tor 1978: Fig. 3, No. 
20). 
b. Seal design reconstructed from seal impressions at 
Ebla, Palace G. (Matthiae 1981: Fig. 14). 



ownership of the oil. Unfortunately, the lack of good 

contexts for the excavated examples in Palestine will not 

permit adequate testing of this hypothesis. 
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On the other hand, the excavation of Tell Mardikh 

(ancient Ebla) in central Syria provides excellent 

documentation of the use of seals in the EB IV A-B period 

(c. 2400-2200 B.C.). Mazzoni's study of Ebla's seal 

impressions reveals a continuation of the use of seals 

apparent in coastal Levant in the EB I-III (1984: 19-20) 

and the introduction of a more 'Mesopotamian' use of seals 

to impress wet clay over tops of jars and boxes (Matthiae 

1981: 86). 

As in Palestine and coastal Syria, the seals 

impressed on fired pottery occur only on a limited number 

of pottery types: 1) globular tripod jars whose 

distribution is restricted to north syria; and 2) globular 

corrugated jars whose distribution is restricted to central 

Syria south of Ebla (Mazzoni 1984: 20-21). Only a small 

percentage of each type of jar was stamped, and no two were 

stamped with the same seal (Mazzoni 1984~ 19). Most of 

the excavated examples found in situ were located in Palace 

G storerooms (Mazzoni 1984: 20). 

Mazzoni (1984: 26) suggests that the medium used 

to produce cylinder seals (wood), accounts for the 

similarity in the style exhibited by seal-impressions in 

Palestine and Syria. However, the iconography of Syrian 

seal design is much more complex than that of Palestinian 

design. More figures and objects appear on Syrian 

impressions; these show a degree of familiarity with 

Mesopotamian Early Dynastic themes (Mazzoni 1984: 22). 

The limited number of impressions required, their 

permanence, diversity, and the small number of vessels of 
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type stamped lead Mazzoni to conclude that the impressed 

and unimpressed pottery were oil containers originating 

outside the palace, and that the impressions serve to mark 

the quality of the contents (1984: 32). Mazzoni further 

suggests that the mark of quality on one pot may have 

served to guarantee the quality of a group of vessels. The 

pottery workshop would have been located at the area of oil 

production. Under the direction of the oil producer, the 

potter would have impressed a certain number of vessels 

which would be filled with fine oil (Mazzoni 1984: 32-33). 

Texts offer some confirmation of this. At Ebla, 

there are administrative records of deliveries of oil from 

at least eight villages (TM 76.6.281: Pettinato 1981: 160) 

and grain deliveries from 50 villages (pettinato 1981: 

136). It certainly seems likely that the globular 

corrugated and globular tripod jars originated in villages 

surrounding Ebla and were sent to Ebla as taxes-in-kind. 

Once received into the palace stores, after being properly 

recorded, such commodities were then redistributed to the 

royal family and palace personnel (Pettinato 1981: 114-

118) or exported to other towns and cities (Pettinato 1981: 

161). 

Given the number of villages potentially involved 

in supplying the palace and the distances involved in 

exporting oil, the likelihood that impressions on fired 

pottery served to identify provenience or origin diminishes 

considerably. The knowledge required to identify a single 

impression with an individual or place may have been held 

by a receiving clerk on the palace staff, but the knowledge 

could not be transmitted when the same goods were exported 

to towns and cities farther afield. It is all the more 
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likely that, as Mazzoni suggests, any impression on these 

particular classes of pottery served to signify quality. It 

would seem, therefore, that the indigenous culture of 

Syria-Palestine assimilated the cylindrical form and (ir. 

Syria) the iconography of seal and seal design without 

assimilating the original function until c. 2400 B.C. when 

unfired clay jar sealings are found at Ebla. 

By 2200 B.C. urban Syrian sites like Tell Mardikh 

(Ebla) and Hama were in a phase of vigorous growth. It is 

precisely at this time that the use of seals to control 

access to goods (Matthiae 1981: 85) and writing for 

accounting purposes (pettinato 1981: 44) came into use in 

syrian contexts. Over 100 bullae (unfired lumps of clay) 

were found at Ebla bearing the impressions of cylinders on 

one side and the impressions of jars and boxes on the 

reverse. Most of the bullae were found in or near 

storerooms, i~cluding those that contained impressed fired 

pottery (Matthiae 1981: 85). The seals used on bullae were 

derived from relatively few, high quality seals (Matthiae 

1981: 86) whose design exhib~ts the characteristics of the 

Mature Akkadian style (Fig. 5b)(Mazzoni 1984: 30). 

Two of the seal owners (Rein-Adda and Iptura) whose 

designs are impressed on bullae are known to be palace 

functionaries (Matthiae 1981: 86). The high status of 

these seal users is evident in the appearence of Iptura on 

a ration list immediately after the names of the royal 

family and the city elders (Pettinato 1981: 78). within 

the context of the palace, bullae were apparently used by 

these individuals in their institutional roles as a means 

of controlling access to, or accounting for, goods stored 

in jars and boxes in the palace storerooms. 
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From the high-quality of the execution, as well as 

the style and iconography of the seal design, it is also 

likely that the seals were created in the palace by 

artisans familar with contemporary Mesopotamian styles. In 

fact, the profession of purkullu (seal-cutter) is first 

recorded in Syria in the Ebla Palace G archives (pettinato 

1981a: 36).1 In contrast to the impressions on fired 

pottery, the quality of execution and style of the seal 

used to impress bullae are immediately identifiable as 

belonging to an individual with the means to command the 

best workmanship and most up-to-date styles. Even if the 

viewer of the impression were illiterate, the quality of 

the impressed design, and perhaps the iconography, communi

cated the political status of the sealer. 

Two important conclusions can be drawn from the 

foregoing survey of seal use in Early Bronze Age Syria and 

Palestine: 1) seals were originally used for private 

(perhaps commercial) purposes (in contrast to Mesopotamia); 

and 2) and when the use of personal seals by public 

officials in administrative context was introduced in EB IV 

A-B Ebla, these seals and sealings are quite distinctive in 

execution, style, iconography and function when compared to 

seals used in private contexts. The emulation of a 

'foreign' style and usage may have been a means of 

reinforcing the status an emerging local Syrian elite 

(Winter 1977: 379-381). 

Illustrations for the development of seal style and 

use during the centuries following the destruction of the 

1. However, the references occur in a lexical text 
not an administrative document. We have no textual 
assurance that the profession of seal-cutter was actually 
practiced at Ebla. 
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archives at Ebla (c. 2250 B.C.) and before the archival 

period at Mari (c. 1800 B.C.) depend on isolated finds of 

seals and impressions at During the period of the 

~akkanakku and Ebla Levels IlIA-B. Prior to and during the 

Ur III period Mari was firmly within the Mesopotamian 

tradition both politically (Durand 1985) and artistically 

(Porada 1985: 93). The introduction scene discussed above 

figures prominently on the seals (Amiet 1985: 482) and 

impressions (Durand 1981, Beyer 1983, 1985) from this 

period (Fig. 6a). 

During the following period (Isin-Larsa in 

Mesopotamia and Middle Bronze I in Syria) the seals at Mari 

show a style characterized by Amiet as neither Ur III nor 

Old Babylonian. They are "cylindres assez grossierement 

gravees. 1I While these seals show a diversity and 

originality in iconography and design, the poverty of 

execution detected by Amiet suggest that these are popular 

not professionally cut seals (1985: 483). The concept of 

professional and non-professional production is an 

important one both for style and function of seals. This 

will be discussed more fully in the final section of this 

chapter. 

At the same time the seals of central Syria show 

the development of the first independent northern Syrian 

tradition (Porada 1985: 93), albeit one related to the 

style seen on Kultepe Ib seal impressions (Mazzoni 1975: 

27). The distribution of these seals encompasses Anatolia, 

Palestine and Cyprus. Most are found in good stratigraphic 

contexts dating to 2000-1800 B.C. (Mazzoni 1975: 22-25). 

Mazzoni believes the homogeneity of style and iconography 

indicates that they all originated in a single region or 
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single center of production (1975: 26). Although no two are 

identical, each seal shows a single file of two or three 

human figures each with its arm raised in a gesture of 

homage or prayer (Mazzoni 1975: 26). Dress and features 

when rendered at all are engraved schmatically with short, 

horizontal cuts (Fig. 6b) (Mazzoni 1975: 27). A second 

contemporary Syrian style is termed 'linear-cursive' by 

Mazzoni. The best example was found in Palace Q at Mardikh 

and is thought to have originated from the preceeding 

period (Mazzoni 1979: 51). Mazzoni also relates this style 

seal to contemporary Anatolian p~oducts in iconography, use 

of the drill for plastic modelling and schematization of 

the anatomy (1979: 51). 

b. 

Fig. 6. s¥rian Seal and Impression from the Ur III and Isin 
Larsa Per~ods (Not drawn to scale.) 

a. Seal impression, Mari (Beyer 1985: Fig. 3). 
b. Seal, Ebla (Mazzoni 1979: Fig. 16). 

No seals or seal impressions attributed to the first two 

centuries of second millennium B.C. Syria show the high 

quality of design and workmanship exemplified by the seals 

of officials working in Palace G, Ebla and the ~akkanakku 

seals at Mari. Amiet appears to be right in his assessment 

of the seals as popular, although perhaps as a result of 

production for commoners rather than production by non

professional seal-cutters. 

During the same period, seals continued to function 

in administrative contexts: bullae were found in Fortress 
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M, Temple B1 and Sanctuary B2 at Ebla (Matthiae 1961: 138), 

while door sealings and sealed tablets were found at Mari 

(Beyer 1983, 1985, Durand 1981)e The seals and sealings at 

Mari continue to show an affinity for Ur III design on 

'official' seals (those that name the ~akkanakku as seal 

owner or royal patron), while central and northern syrian 

seals show a conception of style and execution 

characteristic of Anatolian design. 

conceptually the linear-cursive style and Syro

Anatolian style defined by Mazzoni have much more in common 

with the Early Bronze Age popular style of seal carving 

used on the baked impressed jars in Ebla Palace G. The 

figures are schematic and designs repetitive without being 

identical; the composition and iconography seem to relate 

to some sort of ritual. This is in distinct contrast to 

the introduction scenes used on ~akkanakku seals at Mari. 

On those seals human figures have well defined forms and 

recognizable attributes and are composed in identifiable 

scenes (Amiet 1976: 44). The relationship between human 

and divine or royal figure is given a concrete form in 

these seals for the first time in syria. Although the 

'official' seals of Ebla Palace G illustrate an awareness 

of current Akkadian conventions, they are in the Early 

Dynastic tradition of combat between mythological heros and 

animals or monsters (Amiet 1976: 44). The innovations of 

Akkadian glnrcic in Mesopotamia included the 

personification of deities and glorification of the 

monarchy, innovations which Barrelet convincingly 

attributes to state patronage (Barrelet 1970: 249-250). Did 

state patronage play a similar role in syria? The following 

section will examine the materials, techniques, production 



and distribution of ~eals as a means of answering this 

question. 

Seal Production, Distribution and Style 

Materials 
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Archaeological evidence demonstrates a change in 

the preference for sealstone and seal design during the 

course of the second millennium B.C. In the first half of 

the period, syrian seals are almost exclusively cut from 

hematite, a hard iron oxide (Collon 1986: 12). During the 

latter part of the second millennium 'faience' or 

composition materials with a glazed surface (Teissier 1984: 

xxv) became more popular. other materials used for Syrian 

seals include chert, sepentine, chlorite, quartz and lapis

lazuli (Teissier 1984: 335: Collon 1982: 5-6). Collon 

suggests that, although there is no firm evidence, hematite 

may originate in the volcanic areas of Eastern Anatolian 

(1986: 11). with the exception of lapis-lazuli, very little 

work has been done on identifying the sources and relative 

value of various stones: even the Akkadian terms for most 

of them are unknown. Although hematite seals occur most 

frequently in archaeological contexts, lapis-lazuli 

(Sumerian: na4.ki~ib za-gin: Akkadian: kunukkum ugnum) is 

the most frequently named seal stone in Syrian archival 

texts. 2 It is, in fact, virtually the only adjective used 

to describe seals in palace inventories, receipts, and work 

orders. 

Badakhshan in Afghanistan has been identified as 

the original source of the lapis-lazuli used in the ancient 

2. ARM 7.246: 3, ARM 7.248: 3, 6, 11, ARM 10.95: 
7, 12, ARM 21.236, ARM 23.535 col i: 11, col iv: 1, 4, 6, 
ARM 23.540: rev 3, ARM 25.473. 
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world (Herrmann 1968: 21). Evidence for lapis trade to 

syria exists as early as the third millennium B.C. when 

Ebla imported lapis-lazuli as well as other semi-precious 

stones in large quantities (Pinnock 1985: 88). Pinnock, 

quoting Tosi (1974), proposes that it came to Ebla via 

Shahr-i Sohkta in sistan. During Zimri-Lim's reign unworked 

lapis-lazuli was brought to Mari from E~nunna,3 while 

finished lapis-lazuli products were purchased at ugarit4 

and from the Elamites. 5 Two hundred years later Ugarit 

was still a center for the exchange of this precious stone. 

An envoy from Ugarit to the Hittite court sent letters to 

the king of Ugarit pleading for the lapis desired by the 

Hittite king. 6 In the same period Tu~ratta of Mi~anni sent 

lapis-lazuli to Amenophis as part of his daughter's dowry.7 

According to the Mari texts the monetary value of 

lapis-lazuli was approximately twice that of silver. 8 But 

it was also considered a 'lucky' stone. G. Herrmann cites 

the following translation of KAR 185 rev I 11 "If a seal is 

made of lapis-lazuli, he will be altogether lucky, that god 

will make him happy" (1968: Note 202). Therefore the value 

of lapis was both in its rarity and its symbolism. 

3. ARM 9.254: 14-15. 

4. ARM 23.540. 

5. ARM 25.340: rev 3. 

6. PRU 4 17.422, PRU 4 17.383. 

7. EA 18: 2, EA 22 col i: 5; 52, EA 25 col ; . -. 38-
39. 

8. ARM 9.254. 

, 
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Techniques and Settings 

During the second millennium B.C. copper or bronze 

tools were used to engrave seal stones (Gorelick and 

Gwinnett 1981: 27). A bow drill with a wood or stone bit 

and abrasive was used to bore holes from both ends of the 

stone cylinder (Gwinnett and Gorelick 1979: 20). At Mari 

one of the craftsmen who set seals received a large amount 

of "~ammu-stone for piercing. fl9 This stone may have been 

used for wood- or stone-working tools themselves (Lafont 

ARM 23: 449) or as an abrasive. 10 Recent experiments 

carried out by Gwinnett and Gorelick (1983) suggests that 

abrasives were necessary to produce the characteristic 

pattern found on seal bore holes. 

What Briggs Buchanan describes as a "revolution" in 

art has been attributed to new techniques in seal-cutting 

c. 1750 B.C. (Buchanan 1970: 63-65). This new style is 

characterized by attenuated, linear figures with small 

drilled holes that bedeck the figures and their attributes 

like Christmas tree ornaments. Collon suggests that the 

development of a means of continuously rotating a 

horizontal drill (as opposed to a bow drill which rotates 

back and forth) resulted in its increased use. She further 

suggests that the drill effectively reduced the number of 

themes to those suited to the drilled style (Collon 1986: 

2-3). In Syria the drilled style is visible on seal 

impressions from Level VII at Alalah11 and on several seals 

9. ARM 23.535. 

10. ARM 21.380. 

11. Seal Nos. 133, 134, 135 (Collon 1975). 



from Ugarit. 12 Four of the six seals quoted exhibit the 

characteristic scene of a man or deity with his foot 

raised. 
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A variety of settings for seals are known from both 

textual and archaeological sources. An early third 

millennium B.C. carved plaque from Mari illustrates the 

suspension of a seal from a toggle pin (Fig. 7a). In the 

second millennium B.C. the Mari texts refer to the setting 

of seals in rings13 and on a chain. 14 The description in 

ARM 23.540 matches the illustration of a lapis-lazuli seal 

mounted in gold found in a contemporary hoard from the 

Lebanese coast (Fig. 7b). A hematite seal mounted with 

gold caps and wired into a silver finger ring found in an 

MB II AlB burial in Dharat el-Humraiya (Ory 1948: Pl. 33, 

No.6). 

The same sort of settings were used during the 

Late Bronze Age at Ugarit, where Schaeffer found a number 

of seal-ring settings without the seals (Schaeffer-Forrer 

1983: 71). A piece of gold, silver or bronze wire formed 

the back of the ring, while a separate wire was threaded 

through the seal and its ends attached to the body of the 

ring (Fig. 7c). A seal could also be worn on a chain,15 

attached to it by a loop at the top of the capped end of a 

seal. A hematite seal set in gold (Louvre AO 914) 

illustrates this type of setting (Fig. 7d). 

12. R.S. 3.039, R.S. 10.029, R.S. 20.53 
(Schaeffer-Forrer 1983). Unfortunately the Ugarit"seals can 
only be dated by style, not context. 

13. ARM 23.540: 3-4, ~~ 23.535: 11. 

14. ARM 25.473. 

15. ARM 25.473. 



b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Fig. 7. Seal Settings and Method of Display 
(Not drawn to scale.) 
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a. Ivory relief, Mari (Parrot 1962: Pl. XI). 
b. Lapis-lazuli seal in gold ring setting (Chehab 1937: 
Figs. 2-4, No. 20). 
c. Bronze ring mount, Ugarit (Schaeffer-Forrer 1983: 
Appendix 3, Fig. 2) •. 
d. Gold mount for hematite seal, Louvre AO 914 (EI
Safadi 1974: Abb. 1). 
e. Seal of Matruna (Williams-Forte 1976: No. 11). 
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Seals, then, were meant to be worn and therefore displayed 

as well as used to imprint wet clay. The brilliant blue of 

lapis-lazuli, the gold of the setting and perhaps even the 

quality of engraving would have been immediately visible to 

anyone coming into contact with the seal's wearer. In 

Fiqure 7e the fiqure of the goddess is clearly identifiable 

on the visible portion of the stone cylinder. Porada 

suggests that the value of the lapis and quality of 

engraving on a seal dedioated to a god is evidence of the 

owner's social standing (1976a: 110). But as a piece of 

wearable art the same qualities in the seal would visibly 

identify the bearer as a well-to-do member of the society, 

perhaps even as a member of the court. In this context, 

material and setting should be considered attributes of 

style along with the form and content of the design (Winter 

1977: 372). The function of style is worth discussing 

further, as it affects the function of seals as they are 

worn. 

Wobst defines style as a means of conveying 

information through the formal variability in material 

culture (1977: 321). The type of information must 

necessarily be simple and long-lived. Messages of 

identification (membership in a class or social group and 

position on a ranked scale), ownership, authorship, 

religious or political objectification and emotional state 

are suitable for stylistic transmission (Wobst 1977: 323). 

Wobst postulates a number of relationships between 

the artifact, its owner and the viewers of its stylistic 

'message' (Wobst 1977: 330) as a result of stylistic 

behavior. Of particular interest to this study is his 

arqument that "those sets of material culture which 
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potentially are visible to all members of a given social 

group are much more likely to show a society specific 

expression of stylistic form, if they carry a stylistic 

message (Wobst 1977: 329)." However, he points out, this 

does not guarantee that the stylistic form would differ 

from that of surrounding social groups unless the "item 

carries a signal which explicitly broadcasts social group 

affiliation and if this item is entered into processes of 

boundary maintenance (Wobst 1977: 329)." Although Wobst is 

concerned with establishing the stylistic correlates of 

ethnicity, his argument also is applicable to the 

identification of groups defined by kinship, political 

affiliation or social standing. Style that is specific to a 

social group would be expected particularly in those 

instances when all members of the group intend to depict 

the same stylistic message to contrast with those 

surrounding social groups. Certainly cylinder seals fulfill 

these conditions: most highly placed officials own seals, 

seals are worn as outer apparel, in material (lapis-lazuli) 

and setting (gold) they demonstrate access to rare and 

highly valued goods, and seal styles are attributed to 

regional workshops. 

The Organization of Production 

Documentary evidence for workshops and seal cutters 

(Sumerian: lu.bur-gul; Akkadian: purkullu) occur in all 

three archives under consideration. 16 The earliest use of 

this term in syrian texts occurs in the Palace G archives 

16. Mari: ARM 22.237; Alalah: AT 197: 29, AT 442, 
AT 443: 16, AT 247: 6, 11, AT 268: 4, 5, AT 373: 25, AT 
274: 13; Ugarit: PRU 6 93: 24. 
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at Ebla (Pettinato 1981a: 36, line 24). In southern 

Mesopotamia references to purkullu indicate that the same 

men who cut seals worked on stone reliefs and stone vases 

(Porada 1977: 7). During the Ur III period seals were 

sometimes cut by a lu.zadim in an establishment that 

produced luxury goods (Teissier 1984: xxiv) While in the 

Neo-Assyrian period purkullu were also responsible for 

embossing metal plates on palace and temple doors (Porada 

1977: 7). The variety of work and the quality of the 

materials that they work with at Mari gives us a good clue 

as to the function of a purkullu in the palace: all objects 

that required engraving, whether of wood, stone or metal, 

were within their purview. 

The actual training process for seal-cutting is 

known only from a Persian text discussed by Porada (1977) 

and translated by Lambert as "for four years. he will teach 

him the stones pertaining to the seal cutter's craft (1979: 

89)." contemporary evidence for apprenticeship is lacking, 

except at Mari. There a goldsmith known to have set seals 

was provided with a servant: 17 perhaps this constituted a 

form of apprenticeship. 

References to individuals who produced or set seals 

at Mari illustrates the range and quality of work produced 

by palace artisans in second millennium B.C. Syria. Iddin

I~tar, Ya~ub-a6ar, and Yan~ib-Dagan are named who cut or 

mounted seals. 18 However, only one (Iddin-I~tar) is 

17. ARM 23.550: 2-3. 

18. Iddin-I~tar, lu.bur-gul, ARM 22.237: 20: 
Ya~ub-A~ar, lu.ku-dim, ARM 9.263: 4, ARM 25.473: 2-4: 
Yansib-Dagan, ARM 23.535: col iv: 4) [nla4.ki~ib na4.za-gin 
5) [§a ila-an-si-ib d.da-gan i-pu[-~U] • . 
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referred to by the term lu.bur-gul. He is listed in the 

same text, ARM 22.237, with men termed lu.ku-dim (Akkadian: 

kutinunu) or "goldsmith." Ya~ub-a~arl9 and Yan~ib-Dagan20 

also function as goldsmiths. Indeed, the technique for 

cutting seals and producing settings for them r(!quire some 

of the same skills. settings like the one illustrated by 

AO 914 (Fig. 7d) were cast in molds made of steatite: a 

mold matching this type of setting was found by Woolley at 

Carchemesh (Woolley 1921: Pl. 25, b: No.7). cutting the 

mold would have required the same techniques, if not the 

degree of skill needed to engrave minute figures on 

hematite seals. In fact, the three artisans associated with 

seals are recipients of gold,21 silver22 and precious 

stones23 for producing jewelry and vessels,24 and for 

plating statues,25 altars,26 chariots27 and furniture. 28 

As goldsmiths they received rations,29 assistants30 and 

the aforementioned materials wi.th which to practice their 

19. ARM 9.267: 4. 

20. ARM 23.535. 

21- ARM 7.4: 2, ARM 7.285: 3. 

22. ARM 9.30: 4. 

23. ARM 25.425: rev 1. 

24. ARM 22.240: 4. 

25. ARM 24.143, ARM 25.366: rev 2. 

26. ARM 21.238: 7, 11-

27. ARM 25.161: rev 2. 

28. ARM 25.191: rev 1-

29. ARM 22.284. 

30. ARM 23.550. 
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Documents allocating precious materials to the 

goldsmiths specified the form and weight of the final 

product but not the style or type of decoration. Such 

directions may have been given verbally, even by the king 

himself: at times Zimri-Lim issued gold to Ya'ub-A~ar 

personally. 31 
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There is some confirmation of this combination of 

talents in a contemporary hoard from Larsa (Arnaud, et ale 

1979). A sealed jar discovered in a room near an open 

courtyard in the t-babbar temple contained tools, weights, 

materials, bullae and a cylinder seal (presumably the 

goldsmith's own). The materials included worked beads of 

agate, lapis-lazuli, hematite and alabaster and unworked 

lumps of agate, hematite and other unidentified stones 

(Arnaud, et ale 1979: 35-39). Scraps of gold and silver 

jewelry apparently had been collected to be melted down and 

reworked. Despite the appearence of stone and metal scraps 

together Arnaud suggests that, because lapidary (kab~arru) 

and goldsmith (kutimmu) are given separate terms, 

individuals could not function as both at the same time 

(1979: 54). However, the combination of materials in the 

jar at Larsa, the similarity in techniques required and the 

textual evidence from Mari suggest otherwise. 

The foregoing discussion implies that full-time 

seal-cutters simply did not exist. The value of materials 

and the size and complexity of the finished furniture, 

tableware and jewelry demonstrates that these artisans were 

quite versatile in their skills. Indeed, on at least one 

31. ARM 24.133. 
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occasion goldsmiths were listed as carpentars (lu.nagar32 ). 

The fact that the profession of seal-cutting was referred 

to by a special term does not necessarily mean that someone 

practiced that craft exclusively. certainly Iddin-I~tar, 

the only goldsmith given the title of lu.bur-gul, also 

produced ornaments for the statue of Dagan,33 made various 

rings34 and received gold for plating. 35 

Working on a wide variety of materials and 

manufacturing objects of decorative and ceremonial use for 

the palace and its personnel would have given the artisans 

access to the murals and statuary adorning the main halls. 

Porada and Barrelet both suggest that such decorations 

served as prototypes for seal design (see above). The 

organization of craft workshops within the palace makes 

that suggestion all the more likely. 

A relief plaque from Kumidi (Boese 1983: Cat. No. 

94), modern Kamid el-Loz, and a bronze plaque from Hazor 

(Beck 1983), illustrate the use of motifs and style known 

to us from seals on other engraved media. The fragments of 

relief from Kumidi in gold foil over silver metal shows a 

line of OB Lama figures. It probably served to decorate a 

box or architectural element. The style of the engraving 

dates to the OS period, although Boese suggests it was 

deposited in the palace treasury at Kumidi c. 1400 B.C. 

(1983: 108). The Hazor plaque is made of a thin sheet of 

bronze with rivets on the reverse sides, perhaps to attach 

32. ARM 25.183. 

33. ARM 25.363. 

34. ARM 25.604: rev 8. 

35. ARM 25.366: rev 2. 
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it to a wooden panel or box (Beck 1983: 108). The engraved 

figure is wearing a wrapped robe in the manner of the 

figures seen on the Alalah Level VII seal impressions (Beck 

1983: 80). The metal sheet format calls to mind the metal 

issued to Mari goldsmiths for plating, just as the engraved 

figures recall designs on contemporary seals. It is 

possible that the artisans that engraved these plaques 

produced seals as well. 

The Alalah texts do not shed much more light on the 

profession of seal-cutting, but they do provide a bit more 

insight into his social standing. References to seal

cutters occur in both Level VII and Level IV texts. 36 The 

former are exclusively ration texts or accounts of small 

amounts of silver given or loaned to the craftsmen by the 

palace. Like the artisans at Mari, these men seem to be 

resident dependents working full-time on palace projects. 

In Level IV archives the seal-cutters belong to the ehele

~uzubu class (Dietrich and Loretz 1966: 193). They own 

property and, perhaps, reside on it. Speiser (1954: 21) 

identifies these as a class of "freedmen" on the basis of 

the term ~uzubu whose root, ezebu, is translated as 

"released." They appear to contract for work outside the 

palace rather than to produce work as resident palace 

craftsmen (Collon 1975: 177). 

Textual information from Ugarit is even scantier, 

although there is some archaeological evidence to 

36. For a discussion of purkullu and lu.bur-gul in 
the Alalah texts, see Dietrich and Loretz 1966: 193-194. 
Level VII: AT 243: 16, AT 247: 6, 11, AT 268: 4, 5, AT 274: 
3, AT 373: 25, AT 377. Level IV: AT 240: 13, AT 442, AT 
197: 29, AT 227: 8. 
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supplement it. One text includes the term purkullu. 37 

This appears to be a list of palace dependents according to 

profession. Archaeological evidence suggests that, as in 

Alalah IV, the actual work may have been contracted outside 

the palace itself. In 1951 C. F. A. Schaeffer uncovered 

the house and workshop of a jeweller in a quarter of the 

lower city (1951: 20). Among the remains he found beads of 

glass, carnelian and amber as well as engraved and blank 

seals. In 1962, in the 'ville sud' at ugarit Schaeffer 

found another workshop date to the LB I period 

(approximately contemporary with Alalah IV). This workshop 

appeared to be producing faience artifacts: seals in azur

blue faience (thought to imitate lapis-lazuli), faience 

vases and cups, and scraps of silver and bronze testify to 

on-site production. Schaeffer reports several other 

ateliers (Schaeffer-Forrer 1983: 165-166) on the basis of 

caches of seals, but these may have been goods for resale 

rather than products of the household where they were 

found. 

Regional Workshops 

In glyptic art, a particular style is usually 

defined as a workshop assigned to a particular region or 

site. 38 In most analyses styles have been discussed 

primarily as a means of establishing chronological priority 

or contemporaneity either of the seals themselves or the 

archaeological context in which they are found. 39 While 

37. PRU 6 93: 24. 

38. See for example, Collon 1981, 1985, 1986a. 

39. Edith Porada, in particular, has been called 
on by many excavators to date cylinder seals, see for 
example Porada 1965, 1973, 1983, 1984. 
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this is a useful for confirming or questioning the dating 

of context by analysis of pottery, it does not add much to 

our understanding of the function of seals or the society 

that used them. By assuming that style conveys a social as 

well as temporal message, we hope to better understand the 

visual aspects of seal function in administrative contexts. 

The production of seals can be approached in two 

ways, through examination of text and archaeological 

records of artisans and production techniques (as above) 

and by examining the end products as they are grouped into 

workshops. The latter approach has been taken by Collon 

(1975, 1981, 1985, 1986a). By demonstrating similarities 

in material, design elements, execution and composition 

Collon has been able to identify three major workshops: at 

Aleppo (1981), North syria (1985), and coastal syria 

(1986a). A fourth workshop was active at the court of 

Carchemesh (see below). These were all active during the 

period of Zimri-Lim perhaps for a generation or two before 

and after his reign. 40 

The first workshop is centered at Aleppo (Collon 

1981). Generally the composition is divided into two 

parts; the main scene illustrating the king or worshippers 

with the Babylonian goddess in attendence (Figs. 8a-c), 

40. Seals from both the Aleppo Workshop and the 
North Syrian Workshop were found in Tomb LVII at Ugarit 
(Schaeffer-Forrer 1983: R.S. 3.888, R.S. 3.889), whose 
pottery has been dated to the MB IIA period by Jonathan 
Tubb (Collon 1981: 33 Note 4). In most chronologies the 
lower limits for this period would be c. 1800/1750 or just 
prior to the period of Hammurabi. The Old Babylonian period 
has been associated with the MB lIB period in Palestine on 
the basis of textual references to Hazor in the Mari 
archives and the association of urban Hazor with MB lIB 
ceramics (Malamat 1970: 170). 
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the secondary scene containing nude figures in conflict, 

lion headed eagles, griffins or sphinxes (Collon 1975: 181-

182). Many of the secondary motifs are derived from 

Akkadian prototypes rather than OB examples (Collon 1981: 

34). The figures themselves are stocky and well-modelled, 

particularly in comparison with the more elongated and 

'spidery' figures characteristic of the Mari craftsmen 

(Collon 1981: 34-35). The Aleppo Workshop and the 

Carchemesh Workshop share this characteristic execution of 

figures; it is particularly apparent on a Los Angeles 

county Museum of Art41 (LACMA) seal from the Carchemesh 

workshop (Fig. 9d). Archaeological deposits as well as 

historical information suggests that these workshops are 

contemporary rather than successive regional styles and 

produced works between 1800 and 1700 B.C. The seals 

themselves, however, may have been used well into the 17th 

c. B.C.42 

A second contemporary style has its or~g1ns in 

North syria, although its precise location has not been 

identified (Collon 1985) • Seals of this style were found 

in Kultepe Ib, at Ugarit (in Tomb LVII with an Aleppo 

Workshop seal), and chagar Bazar. The workshop is defined 

by its limited range of motifs and characteristic execution 

of forms. Human figures are usually male, nude and clean 

shaven; deities do not appear at all (Fig. 8f). Lions, 

sphinxes, griffins, bulls, gazelles, hares, monkeys, birds 

and a unusual form of guilloche all form part of the 

41. M.76.174.394, Gift of Nasli M. Heeramaneck. 

42. See for example Collon 1981: No. 10, 
impression on a tablet dated to the 7th year of Samsu
ditana (c. 1619 B.C.). 
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a. 

c. d. 

e. 

Fig. 8. Seal-impressions from Aleppo Workshop Seals 
Seals a.-e. are the Dynastic seals of Yamhad. (Not drawn to 
scale. ) 

a. Alalah Seal 3, impression (Collon 1975). 
b. Alalah Seal 4, impression (Collon 1975). 
c. Alalah Seal 5, impression (Collon 1975). 
d. Alalah Seal 6, impression (Collon 1975). 
e. Alalah Seal 11, impression (Collon 1975). 
f. Ugarit R.S. 9.676, seal (Schaeffer-Forrer 1983). 



a. b. 

~i~ ~ ~ / 

c. d. 

Fig. 9. Seals from the Carchemesh Workshop 
(Not drawn to scale.) 

a. Seal of Tabelli, servant of Aplahanda (Amiet 1973: 
No. 350). 
b. Seal of Matruna, daughter of Aplahanda (El-Safadi 
1974: Tfl. XIV No. 103». 
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c. Seal of a servant of Aplahanda, Marcopoli Collection 
(Teissier 1984: No. 442). . 
d. Uninscribed seal, Los ~~geles county Museum of Art 
(Porada 1981: No. 1197). 
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repertoire of forms (Collon 1985: 59-68). Seal size is 

itself remarkably consistent and the artisans were adept at 

cutting the curving lines of animals tails and horns 

(Collon 1985: 58-59). Collon characterizes the third 

workshop by its use of green jasper and suggests that it 

was located at Byblos or elsewhere on the Levantine coast 

(1986a). 

A contemporary expression of the Syrian style can 

be found in the seals of the family and court of Aplahanda 

of Carchemesh (Fig. 9a-d).43 The three inscribed seals show 

the closed composition characteristic of the formal Old 

Babylonian style (Buchanan 1966: 83): the two major figures 

confront each other separated by two or three minor motifs. 

The major figures themselves are a product of the OB 

repertoire; particularly the suppliant goddess identified 

as Lama (Spycket 1960) who appears frequently on these 

seals. Her role here seems to parallel that of the goddess 

leading the human figure to the king or petitioner on Ur 

III introduction scenes. 

On the seal of Tabelli, the Syrian nude goddess 

(sometimes identified as I~tar [Collon 1975: 182]) stands 

before the king who faces left (Fig. 9a). A seal in the 

Aulock Collection (Von der Osten 1957: No. 291) shows the 

king stands before I~tar with her foot raised resting on a 

lion. Only the last Carchemesh seal shows the 

characteristic Syrian composition of a major and a split 

43. Williams-Forte 1976, No. 11, Seal of Matruna, 
daughter of Aplahanda; oZgUQ 1980: 67, Seal of Aplahanda; 
Amiet 1973, No. 350, Seal of Tabelli, servant of Aplahanda; 
Porada 1981, No. 1197, uninscribed; Teissier 1984, No. 442, 
Seal of a servant of Aplanandai Teissier 1984, No. 441, 
uninscribed; Von der Osten 1957, Aulock Collection No. 291, 
uninscribed. 
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secondary scene. In the bottom frame of the Aulock seal, we 

see a lion attacking a goat by mounting its back; on the 

LACMA seal (Fig. 9d), a secondary motif engraved at right 

angles to the main scene shows a male goat mounting a 

female goat. 

The male figure on these three seals wears the 

turban and tunic beneath an open bordered cloak, a manner 

of dress that identifies the figure as a king (Collon 1986: 

36-37). On Old Babylonian seals the king faces right 

raising the hand nearest the viewer in homage or salutation 

to the deity facing him. On the seals of Tabbeli (Fig. 9a) 

and Matruna (Fig. 9b) the king makes the same gesture but 

faces left -- reversing the normal order of the OB scene. 

This reversal is clearly intentional and not simply a 

mistake in copying the original design from the negative 

or the seal rather than an impression: the king still 

raises his right hand, but as he faces left, it is the 

hand farthest from the viewer, rather than closest as on 

the OB prototypes. The reversal of the normal OB order of 

figures in a scene (least important to most important from 

left to right) is quite consistent within the Carchemesh 

workshop. On the Marcopoli seal (Fig. 9c) the god 

(identified by his horned headress) raises his left arm to 

strike a flailing prisoner whose hair he grasps in his 

right hand. This motif had been formulated in the Akkadian 

period (Mazzoni 1986: 74) like many of the secondary motifs 

on Syrian seals. 

Most characteristic of the composition of all five 

seals is the placement of the goddesses at the far left of 

the scene. On the seals illustrated in Figs. 9a-d, the 

goddess is nearest to the panel with the inscription and 
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therefore the most likely figure to be impressed. As Porada 

points out (1981: 213), this was the place of honor and 

perhaps was testimony of the importance of this female 

deity in Carchemesh. However, the figure-order of the king 

and suppliant goddess is not as standarized in syria as it 

is in Old Babylonian seals (Collon 1986: 101), since the 

royal figure at Alalah also faces left on some seal 

impressions (Collon 1975: 187 Pl. XXXI). 

These are the stylistic groups that have been 

defined to date: many others exist as well, but have not 

yet been ordered into coherent regional and chronological 

groupings. One of the most striking features of syrian 

seals during the 18th c. is their diversity of motifs (as 

above) and composition within workshops as well as between 

workshQPs. Virtually no two seals are identical, a fact 

that is in marked contrast to contemporary Old Babylonian 

seals (except at Sippar [Werr 1986]). The standardization 

of designs, composition and execution of seals in the Old 

Babylonian period leads Collon (1986: 20) to suggest that 

they were mass-produced, and prospective clients simply 

chose an appropriate design and had it inscribed with his 

name and perhaps some filling motifs. 

It is clear that mass-production of seals is not 

practiced in Syria, and very few seals are inscribed 

outside those used in administrative contexts. Compare, for 

example, inscribed seals excavated and published at Mari, 

Alalah and Ugarit with the seal impressions at the same 

sites (Table 1). Of course the sample is biased: not all 

seals manufactured are recovered, not all texts impressed 

were conser~ed and most of the exavated material· comes from 
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TABLE 1 

Inscribed and Uninscribed Seals 

Inscribed Uninscribed 

Mari: 

seals 1% 95% 

impressions 76% 24% 

Alalah VII 

seals 8% 92% 

impressions 37% 62% 

Alalah IV 

seals 100% 

impressions 31% 68% 

Ugarit (LB) 

seals 4.5% 95.5% 

impressions 95% 5% 
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palace precincts. The numbers only suggest that there is a 

some sort of correlation between inscribed seals and their 

use in administrative contexts. That relationship should be 

interpreted as the result of production centered in palace 

workshops for palace personnel. 

Distribution 

Distribution has two connotations: economic and 

archaeological. The first refers to the allocation and 

delivery of goods from the point of production or storage 

to individuals or institutions who use or consume the 

goods. We have some information on distribution in this 

sense from contemporary texts. Archaeologically, 

distribution refers to the physical pattern and context of 

items within a site or region. In considering the 

archaeological contexts in which seals were found, we will 

take into account only those deposits that clearly parallel 

contemporary economic distribution. Therefore none of the 

seals found in fill or burials will be considered. 

According to the information available to us 

through texts, seals were created and set in palace 

workshops. However, this did not preclude the purchase44 

or commissioning of seals elsewhere. The same sources 

indicate that there were a variety of ways seals produced 

in the palace workshops were distributed by the king 

himself. Records referring to the distribution of seals by 

or among lower members of the court hierarchy are 

completely missing. The Mari texts indicate that lapis

lazuli seals, usually set in gold, were appropriate as a 

44. ARM 23.540. 
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gift or part of a dowry sent to political allies45 and 

family members. 46 Their value as gifts re~ained in force 

into the latter part of the second millennium B.C. when 

Tu~ratta presented a lapis-lazuli seal-ring (timbueti) to 

his daughter, the Egyptian king/s wife. 47 During the same 

period seals were included in the "trousseau" or dowry 

(terhatum) accompanying royal princesses in interdynastic 

marriage. Ahat-Milku brought with her to Ugarit a dowry 

that included a seal provided by her father, DU-Te§ub of 

Amurru. 48 Similarly Tu~ratta provided his daughter with a 

number of seals49 and seal-shaped rings50 on her marriage 

to Amenophis III. 

The social level at which lapis-lazuli seals were 

circulated suggests that they were regarded in a special 

light, perhaps as a form of bankable treasure. Such gift 

and dowry seals were not used by their recipients: as head 

of state, the recipients of such seals had their own 

traditional dynastic seals with which to conduct state 

business (Collon 1975: 170). At Ugarit it seems that kings 

had their own personal signet rings as well (Schaeffer 

1956: 78, Bordreuil and Pardee 1984), which they used, 

albeit infrequently, on official documents. 51 The seals 

45. ARM 23.535. 

46. ARM 10.95: rev 7, 12. 

47. EA 5: 25. 

48. PRU 3 16.146: 21. 

49. EA 18: 12, EA 22 col i: 5, 52. 

50. EA 25 col I: 69. 

51- PRU 4 17.147, PRU 3 16.270. 



acquired through gift or dowry may have been redistributed 

to royal retainers. However, it is more likely that the 

seals were stored as part of the state treasure or strung 

like beads on necklaces to adorn royal or cult statues. 

The Qatna texts record such parures in great quantity for 

use in the temple of Nin-e-gal (Bottero 1949). 
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Archaeological distribution provides some 

confirmation of this use of lapis-lazuli seals. Three 

Syrian 'treasure troves' have been published: one from Mari 

(Parrot 1968), one from coastal Lebanon (Chehab 1937) and 

one from et-Tod, Egypt (Porada 1982, Kemp and Merrilees 

1981). The earliest of these is the "tresor d'Ur" found in 

a jar buried in a courtyard of the Presargonic palace at 

Mari (Parrot 1968: 11). It contained objects in precious 

metals, strings of beads in lapis-lazuli and carnelian, and 

a lapis-lazuli bead inscribed with the name of Mesanapadda 

of Ur (Renger 1984). Among the treasure there were also 

fourteen cylinder seals of lapis-lazuli and shell (Parrot 

1968: 33-43). 

The et-Tod treasure was found in a bronze casket 

inscribed with the name of Ammenemhet II buried in the 

courtyard of the Mont temple at Tod in Egypt. The greater 

part of the treasure consists of cups in silver and gold in 

an Anatolian style, bent and flattened to fit the 

container. 52 However, it also included large amounts of 

worked and unworked lapis-lazuli as well as five cylinder 

52. The spool handles of one of the metal vessels 
and the general stylistic characteristic of all of them 
originally led Kantor (1947: 19), among others, to propose 
an Aegean origin for the metal work. Davis (1977: 70-72), 
in a recent dissertation, suggests that these vessels 
antedate the similar Aegean vessels and originate in 
western Anatolia. 
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seals and amulets (Porada 1982a: 285). Porada dates this 

treasure to the late Early Dynastic period and suggests 

that the et-Tod treasure originated at Mari as part of the 

royal treasury (1982a: 291). 

A hoard from coastal Lebanon includes an eclectic 

but valuable collection of Egyptian and Syrian jewelry, 

gold and alabaster vessels as well as a lapis-lazuli 

cylinder seal set in a gold ring (Fig. 7b, Chehab 1937). 

Chehab suggests that the group originated in one of the 

Byblos Hypogeum tombs (No. II) because of the collection's 

similarity in composition and character to the treasure 

found in Hypogeum I (1937: 21). However, there is no direct 

evidence for this attribution as the hoard was purchased 

from a dealer. 

A 'treasure trove' of similar composition was found 

in Mycenear. Thebes in 1963 (Porada 1981/82). Thirty-six 

engraved cylinders of lapis-lazuli, 9 unengraved cylinders 

and a number of pieces of lapis were included with agate 

beads, faience cylinder covered with gold foil and ivory 

hair ornaments. The group of cylinder seals included those 

of Mesopotamian style from the Early Dynastic III to the 

Old Babylonian period; Mitannian style seals; . and Assyrian, 

Kassite and Cypriote style seals (Porada 1981/82: 9). 

Porada suggests that the Cypriot group were collected over 

many decades while the Mesopotamian seals were a gift sent 

by Tukulti-Ninurta in the hopes of establishing trading 

relations with Greece after being cut off from syrian trade 

by the Hittites (1981/82: 69-70). 

Cylinder seals were also deposited in temple 

treasuries although none found to date have been lapis

lazuli. In second millennium B.C. Syria the evidence for 
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this practice is both archaeological and textual. Among a 

number of offering jars buried in the forecourt of the 

Baalat-Gebel Temple complex in Byblos, the Montet jar 

stands out for its wealth of scarabs, gold and bronze 

vessels and cylinder seals (Tufnell and Ward 1966). Unlike 

the other hoards, these seals are not lapis-lazuli but of 

dark grey and green stone (probably serpentine and 

hematite). While the date of the deposit is disputed, it 

seems to lie somewhere between the second half of the 21st 

century B.C. (Ward 1978: 9) and the first quarter of the 

second millennium B.C. (O'Connor 1983: 170). Cylinder 

seals were found in the temple at El-Qitar (McClellan 1985: 

58, Sagona 1985: 102-103) and the royal chapel at Alalah 

(Collon 1982: 46). The Qatna sukultu tablets found in the 

sanctuary if Nin-e-gal record offerings of jewels and 

vessels deposited in the temple treasury (Bottero 1949), 

including cylinder seals. During the latter half of the 

millennium, stratified seals are found in Palestinian 

temple deposits at Beth Shan, Hazor, Lachish, Beth Shemesh, 

Tell Abu Hawam (Beck 1967: 71) and the Amman Airport 

(Tournay 1967: 248-254). 

In these hoards the intrinsic worth of precious 

metals and stones seems to have outweighed their practical 

value. The distribution of lapis seals parallels the 

circulation of gold and silver vessels to political allies 

and family members. All of the 'gifts' (~ubulti or mu-tu) 

were withdrawn from the gi.pisan lugal, the "royal 

coffers. II Silver and gold vessels made up a large part of 

the cash assets of the palace, although they were not 

circulated as money. The value of metals and objects like 

lapis-lazuli seals was real in terms of the political 



relationship they symbolized and prestige conferred as 

well as objects whose functioned as administrative tools. 

SIDman 
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The function of the visual aspects of seals, 

material, setting and style, has not been addressed in a 

direct way by previous investigators, nor have all aspects 

of function been addressed here. Amiet (1985: 482) and 

Porada (1977) indirectly refer to the problem in their 

attribution of seals to professional and non-professional 

seal-cutters. As demonstrated above, seal-cutting probably 

was not a full-time profession even within the context of 

the palace; it almost certainly was not practiced full-time 

outside the palace. The latter, of course, is impossible to 

demonstrate given the lack of syrian private archives. 

within the Mari archives, however, it is clear that the men 

involved with cutting and setting seals are professional 

(i.§., full-time) artisans producing a variety of goods for 

use within the palace. Perhaps those seal-cutters working 

outside the palace are full-time artisans as well. The 

techniques needed to engrave stone are the same in both 

cases; the level of skill and access to design and 

composition prototypes seem to be the criteria by which 

individual seals are attributed to professional or non

professional craftsmen (see above p.16, Amiet 1985: 483, 

Porada 1977: 8-10). What then accounts for these 

differences? 

As we have seen from the Mari archive, the skills 

of the artisans involved with seals are also put to use in 

constructing decorative and functional objects of rare and 

costly materials. outside the palace (or other 
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institutions) access to expensive materials, the need for 

luxury goods and the wherewithal to buy them would have 

been severely restricted. One suspects, therefore, that 

seal-cutters would have been producing utilitarian items 

(furniture, cart-wheels, bows, arrows, etc.) that called 

for less finesse than objects produced for the palace. The 

distinction, then, is one of patronage not professionalism. 

The physical properties of seals express the patronage of 

the palace in materials, settings and style. The function 

of such differentiation, as suggested by Wobst (above), 

was to provide a visual means of identifying members of the 

palace and through rarity of material and quality of 

engraving reinforce the elite nature of the institution. 

The next chapter will discuss sources of information on 

seal function and the physical and administrative contexts 

in which archives, texts and bullae are found. 



CHAPTER 3 

SOURCE AND CONTEXT: ARCHIVES, TEXTS AND BULLAE 

Sources for seal practice include textual 

referdnces, sealed documents themselves, and the 

impressions on unbaked clay lumps (bullae) used to fasten 

jars, doors, boxes, bags, and baskets. Documents and 

bullae were used by palace administrators to keep them 

informed about and to control access to state resources. In 

order to understand how seals functioned in this regard, we 

will 'examine seal use within the physical and 

organizational context of the palace. The first section 

describes the composition and organization of the Syrian 

palace archives of Mari, Alalah and Ugarit, while the 

second section describes in general terms how various types 

of texts and bullae functioned as adminis'crative tools 

within the palace and how seals were used on them. 

Archives 

Posener (1972: 4) gives us two definitions of 

archives; 1) "noncurrent records that, because of their 

long-range value, have been transferred to an ad hoc 

agency" (an archive in the current sense), and "the records 

of any agency or institution." The latter definition 

describes the cuneiform archives of second millennium B.C. 

Syria. The palace archives at Mari, Alalah and Ugarit 

represent the extant accumulated documentation of 

activities carried out in administering the state and the 

household (Ellis 1983: 497). At Mari, tags for the baskets 

86 
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in which tablets were stored indicate that records were 

organized, for the most part, according to subject and 

authority (Thureau-Dangin 1939, Charpin 1985). However, 

contemporary references to the procedures used to find the 

tablet baskets themselves reveals a certain lack of 

organization, at least at Mari (Sasson 1972: 55). Nor was 

long-term storage of any apparent concern except at Ugarit, 

where land-tenure documents were kept for a period of 125 

years (Libolt 1985: 432). 

Due to past political and social upheavals, as well 

as poor recovery and recording methods, no archives can be 

expected to be complete. However, we assume that they do 

reflect the needs of the institutions that created them and 

thus allow us to assess those needs (Ellis 1983). While 

much work remains to be done in analyzing the structure of 

archives and their relation to the government and household 

organization, some preliminary assessments have been pub

lished. A recent Rencontre Assyriologique Internationa1e 

devoted the entire meeting to examining this problem 

(Veenhof 1986); some of their findings will be discussed 

below. 

The Mari Archives 

Approximately 20,000 texts were excavated at Mari 

(Margueron 1986: 141), and over the past 25 years more than 

a quarter of these have been published in the series 

Archives Royales de Mari (ARM). The archival system at 

Mari has been studied, in a preliminary fashion, by Goosens 

(1952a, 1952), Margueron (1986) and Sasson (1972). Goosens 

and Margueron comment on the physical distribution of texts 

of Mari; Sasson reconstructs procedures for using the state 

archives from contemporary references. 
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Fig. 10. Plan of the Palace of Zimri-Lim at Mari (Margueron 
·1986: Fig. 2) 
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Like Posener, Goosens recognizes two components of 

ancient archives: 1) current records for the administration 

of daily affairs; and 2) old records and transactions of 

value to the current administration (1952a:, 100). He 

postulates that current records were discarded or destroyed 

as they lost their value, and therefore the archives never 

contained a complete record (Goosens 1952a: 101). The 

texts found in Zimri-Lim's palace contain few documents 

from before the period of Yahdun-Lim; the vast majority are 

from Zimri-Lim's own reign. Furthermore the published 

archival texts do not originate in equal numbers from the 

entire period of Zimri-Lim's reign. While 13 successive 

year names are known at Mari (Charpin and Durand 1985: 

306), the largest body of published economic documents are 

dated to only a few years in the middle of the period 

(Sasson 1980: 7). Goosens assumes that the archival order 

was disturbed during the destruction of the palace 

following its reorgariization during the occupation by 

Hammurabi's troops (Goosens 1952a: 103). 

Margueron's more recent analysis (1986) of the 

causes of archival disorder confirms Goosens preliminary 

assessment. Margueron reports that the Mari epigraphic team 

searched systematically for joins between broken tablets 

found in separate rooms (1986: 147-148). Forty joins were 

made between tablets from widely dispersed locations (Fig. 

10). For example, a tablet from Salle 52 was restored from 

fragments in three different rooms (Margueron 1986: 147). 

Sasson (1986: 115) considers this casts doubt on the 

recording of text proveniences during the early excavation. 

Margueron (1986: 145) suggests that homogeneity of type in 

two or more rooms indicates that they may have originated 
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in a single bureau. Salle 115 seems to have been the 

chancellery, while Salle 5 and Salle 110 contained most of 

the king's meal accounts. Margueron follows Goosens in 

suggesting that the dispersal of texts from their original 

positions was due to the activities of Hammurabi's troops 

(1986: 149). While tablets no longer of any practical value 

to the state probably were reconverted into clay for fresh 

tablets, the archaeological provenience of some lots 

suggest that discards also were used as fill in renovating 

rooms (Margueron 1986: 151). 

Sasson (1972) examines the problem of text 

retrieval by restoring events and procedures by which the 

king requested certain documents. He finds that at least 

eight officials were involved, in part for proper security 

and in part to compensate for the illiteracy of the palace 

staff (Sasson 1972: 63). The lack of order also 

necessitated finding the official who knew in which room 

the documents were located. The system that existed seems 

to have been based on personal knowledge rather than room 

storage of texts by type, date or subject matter (Sasson 

1972: 56). 

If storage in palace rooms was haphazard, stor.age 

in smaller movable containers was not. The existence of 

precise criteria for filing in baskets, boxes or jars is 

clear in the inscriptions on archival labels (etiquettes). 

Rouault catalogues an unpublished basket label with the 

inscription, "withdrawal texts of the service of Mukanni~um 

for six years and three months ••• "l In Asqudum's private 

1. S. 143 No. 85 "etiquette de panier (7) 
mentionnant les tablettes des sorties faites par les 
services de Mukanni~um pour 6 ans et 3 mois ••• " (Rouault 
ARM 18 p.103). 
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archive, labels have the same sort of descriptive tag: one 

records garment receipts by a member of Asqudum's family 

(Charpin 1985: 454).2 While the file boxes themselves may 

not have been stored by subject, date or authority, the 

texts as filed reflect the scope and business of the 

officer under whose jurisdiction they were written. 

While the sealed documents in this archive include 

letter envelopes, juridical documents, and economic texts, 

the latter are both the most numerous type of document in 

the archival corpus3 and the type of text most regularly 

sealed (Appendix A). Very few of the economic documents in 

the other Syrian archives are sealed, and the discussion in 

Chapter 5 on administrative use of seals relies primarily 

on the evidence from Mari. 

The Alalah Archives 

In comparison with Mari and Ugarit, the Alalah 

archives are quite small. For both levels there are only 

467 texts. While Mari archives represent the workings of a 

vast household and center of political power encompassing a 

number of smaller city-states, Alalah was always one of the 

smaller city-states within larger political entities, first 

Yamhad (Level VII) then the Mitannian Empire (Level IV, see 

Chapter 1). In composition, the archives of Level VII 

resemble those of a private household rather than that of a 

government; that is, they contain land transfer documents, 

testaments, and other familial transactions (adoptions, 

2. TH 80-117 1) tup-pa-at sig 2) y tug.ha nam-ha
ar-a[~ PH]. 

3. The economic documents are published in ARM 7, 
9, 11, 12, 18, 21-25. These total approximately 4200 texts; 
c. 400 are sealed. 
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marriage agreements, etc.) recording the legal rights of 

the royal family to landed property. The eight sealed 

documents of Alalah Level VII fall almost entirely within 

that realm. The Level IV archives (approximately 250 

texts) represent the activities of Alalah as the capital of 

MUki~, consequently more governmental functions are 

apparent in the composition of the archives and in the 

sealed documents. Ninety-seven of the Level IV texts are 

sealed; about half are juridical texts (Appendix B Section 

2), and half are administrative documents (Appendix B 

section 3). 

The Alalah texts come from two separate levels and 

two different palaces in Level VII and Level IV. These 

were published promptly by Wiseman in Alalakh Texts (AT, 

1953, 1954).4 Most of the tablets from the Level VII 

archives were found in Room 11 of Yarim-Lim's palace (Fig. 

11). This room was served by one entrance at the end of a 

series of three connected rooms off the main court (Wiseman 

AT p. 2; Collon 1975: Pl. II), thus access was restricted 

and security needs met. Collon provides the proveniences 

for all the sealed tablets in the indices to The Seal 

Impressions from Tell Atchana/Alalakh (1975: 213-217) based 

on her examination of the original field notebooks. The 

tablets of the Level IV archives were scattered in the 

outer courtyard of Niqmepa's palace (Fig. 12), in the rooms 

between the courtyard and Room 33, and in the Fortress 

4. Wiseman's original publication was prompt but 
in many respects incomplete and inaccurate. I am very 
grateful to Anne Kilmer for allowing me to consult her 
transliterations of the sealed documents. 
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(Fig. 13). Room 33 has been identified by Wiseman as the 

archive room and source of the tablets scattered in the 

courtyard (Wiseman AT p. 1). 
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The tablets found together in rooms grouped around 

various courtyards show some internal consistency in type 

and in sealer (Appendix B Section 1). For convenience these 

have been termed Room Groups. Group 1 consists of the rooms 

2, 3, 5, 6-13 grouped around courtyard 4. Group 2 consists 

of rooms 21, 23, 25, and 26 grouped around room 24. Group 3 

consists of rooms 22, and 27-33. In Palace Room Group 3,5 

Room 22 contains primarily juridical sealed documents, Room 

32 contains only "jar" sealings6 and Room 33 contains 

administrative sealed documents. The Fortress also contains 

administrative sealed documents, many sealed by Irkabtu. It 

seems likely that those few sealed tablets found in other 

rooms in the palace (Appendix B section 1.A-C) were being 

consulted or temporarily stored outside the archive rooms 

before the final destruction of the palace. 

The Ugarit Archives 

The texts at ugarit represent the activities of a 

medium-size state encompassing less territory than that of 

Mari but more than that of Alalah. The c. 1000 texts are 

written in two languages, Akkadian and Ugaritic. The former 

were published by Nougayrol (1955, 1956, 1969) and the 

latter by Virolleaud (1957, 1965) in the series Palais 

Royale g'Uqarit (PRU). The texts from private archives were 

5. Rooms 22, 32 and 33, Appendix B section 1.0. 

6. These mayor may not be jar sealings (D. 
Collon, personal communj,cation), but certainly they are 
sealings of some sort of container, possibly the door to 
Room 33. 
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published by Nougayrol in Ugaritica 5 (Ug. 5, 1968). A 

recent dissertation by R. Bryan Widbin (1985) reviews the 

organization of the entire palace archives and reconstructs 

the chronology and activities represented in the texts of 

the East Archives. 

Ugarit was destroyed suddenly rather than conquered 

and reorganized (as at Mari) or left in disarray (as at 

Alalah). Thus the archives were found in the position in 

which they were used and a pattern of organization and 

function can be reconstructed (Posener 1972: 32). Schaeffer 

provides a preliminary assessment of Ugarit's archives in 

PRU 3 (pp. xi-xxx). Matters pertaining to the provinces 

alone were kept at the Western part of the palace near the 

main entrance. Records concerning the capital and 

immediate surroundings were stored in the East Archives at 

the very opposite end of the palace. Documents relating to 

land tenure and land transfer were stored in the Central 

Archives, while the south archives housed the diplomatic 

correspond~cl(~e and texts relevant to international legal 

affairs. Separate collections of tablets were found in 

workshops and for the administration of import/export 

activities of the port (Posener 1972: 32-34). 

Widbin's research reveals some very useful 

organizational patterning in the archives. The variety of 

documents in the East Archive includes ,every basic genre 

(Widbin 1985: 14): clearly genre was not an important 

criterion for classification here. The archival ,. 
consistency lay more in the uniformity of date (the reign 

of Ibiranu) and isolation of subtypes by administrative and 

economic subject matter (Widbin 1985: 358-359). Smaller 

filing units in the East Archives are difficult to assess 



as there were no basket labels found in the area. However, 

hemispherical "etiquettes" found in and near the South 

Archives have inscriptions appropriate for basket labels. 

These record the "dossiers" (Ugaritic, spr) of various 

individuals and groups (PRU 2 Nos. 170-175). 
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Widbin characterizes the business of the East 

Archive as that of the "central controlling office" for the 

palace (1985: 362). The west wing of the East Archive 

encompassed accounts, expenditures, and the administration 

of craft production for local and international markets. 

The east wing archive was concerned with externally 

produced materials for long-term storage, current accounts 

and royal agricultural economy, as weli as allocation of 

labor and registration of contributions in kind (Widbin 

1985: 360). 

While the composition of Ugarit's archive compares 

more closely to that of Mari than that of Alalah, the 

distribution of seals on documents is completely different. 

At ugarit the largest body of sealed documents are those 

relating to land tenure and international affairs; almost 

all of them sealed by the king with his dynastic seal. Few 

of the administrative documents were sealed. 7 

Discussion 

One unifying factor in the organization of two of 

the three archives (Mari and Ugarit) is the use of subject 

matter as the criterion by which tablets were selected for 

storage in file units (baskets or boxes). A measure of the 

7. PRU 4 17.356 (receipt), PRU 3 16.365 (personnel 
list), PRU 6 14.23 (tag), PRU 2 6.223 (tag), PRU 4 17.240 
(silver charged to personnel), PRU 4 19.64 (note). 
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validity this criterion had as an ancient organizational 

principle is apparent in the correlation of the subject of 

sealed documents with a single authority in a number of 

Mesopotamian archives. Foster (1982: 12) also finds that 

sargonic archival labels are most often organized by 

subject and authority. Jones (1976: 52) points out that 

Schneider's 1940 study of Ur III archive labels 

unintentionally separates labels into separate archival 

units by arranging them according to key phrases which are, 

again, an indication of subject matter and authority. 

At Mari the file units represent the single or 

related activities of an organizational unit, the "service" 

(nig-~u) under the authority of a single administrator 

(Birot ARM 9 p. 255). Many of the texts found in the 

Fortress in Level IV Alalah were sealed by one Irkabtum, 

leading Collon (1975: 101 Note 1) to suggest that he was 

the officer in charge of that institution. At Ugarit, 

Widbin identifies the Governor as the administrator in 

charge of a variety of activities documented in the East 

Archives (1985: 462). The majority of documents in the 

archives of Alalah Level IV and Ugarit illustrate a major 

concern with accounting for purchase, contributions and 

expenditures. 

There are differences in the organization of 

archives as well as similarities. At Mari, those texts of 

the same subj el::t stored together tend to be of the same 

type (receipts or withdrawals). To the extent we were able 

to reconstruct it above, texts of the same type were stored 

together at Alalah Level IV as well. At Ugarit, however, 

a multiplicity of text types (letter, list, receipt, etc.) 

containing the same subject matter were stored together. 
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In composition the archives of the three states 

exhibit many overall similarities: in patterns of seal-use, 

however, there are a number of distinct differences between 

the archives at Mari, Alalah and Ugarit. At Mari, the 

majority of sealed documents are administrative: in Alalah 

Level VII all the sealed documents are juridical: in Alalah 

Level IV the sealed documents are about half administrative 

and half juridical: at Ugarit almost all the documents are 

juridical. The difference in selection of activities and 

goods documented stems from the necessity for each state 

administration to respond to different political and 

historical realities. These will be discussed in Chapters 4 

and 5. However, there are sufficient consistencies in the 

procedure and rationale for seal use in all three states to 

suggest that seal impressions on texts served to 

acknowledge the obligations described therein. In the 

following section we will discuss the need for 

documentation of bureaucratic affairs and present an 

overview of seal use on juridical documents, letters, 

administrative texts and bullae in each archive. 

The Purpose of Institutional Documentation: 

Evidence and Information 

Seal-impressions occur on all three major types of 

documents in Syrian palaces: juridical documents, letters 

and administrative texts. Thus the rationale for producing 

and storing such texts requires clarification before we 

examine the use of seals upon them. As noted by Veenhof in 

his introduction to cuneiform Archives and Libraries (1986: 

10), the archives of large extended or institutional 

households in all periods are characterized by the presence 
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of documents needed for "evidence and information." The 

archives of Mari, Alalah and Ugarit are no exception. In 

the following section the relationship between each of the 

different text types and the use of seals on them will be 

discussed with reference to institutional needs for 

"evidence and information." 

Juridical Documents 

Juridical documents are those intended to be 

offered in evidence during litigation or are the written 

results of litigation. The former are contracts and the 

latter verdicts. The relationship most often contested is 

that of transference of rights to immovable property and 

therefore deeds of sale, testaments, adoptions, marriage 

contracts and international treaties make up the bulk of 

the sealed (and unsealed) contracts and verdicts. Deeds to 

movable goods and rights to personal service also form the 

subject matter of other juridical documents, but they are 

far fewer in number. All of the foregoing meet the modern 

definition of contract as "an agree:ment between two or more 

persons which creates an obligation to do or not to do a 

particular thing (Black 1979: 291).11 The essential 

elements are 1) competent parties; 2) subject matter; 3) 

legal consideration; 4) mutuality of agreement; and 5) 

mutuality of obligation (Black 1979: 292). Many verdicts 

also act as contracts; one explicitly states that the 

verdict itself will supercede any previous document. 8 Thus 

the written result of litigation becomes the new vehicle 

for describing property rights. 

8. AT 87: 19-23. 
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Generally Syrian contracts follow their Babylonian 

counterparts in containing information on the 

property/person being transferred, the person alienating 

the property and person receiving the property as well as 

the nature and condition of the transference (sale, loan, 

gift, testament, marriage, etc.). The transaction is 

written in the third person and usually includes the names 

of witnesses before whom the business is conducted. These 

range from scribes and peers of the contracting party to 

the king himself. 

Leemans (1982) and Renger (1977) offer the most 

thorough analyses of the use of seals on contracts during 

the Old Babylonian period. While both focus on the role of 

seals on OB texts, their general observations are useful as 

a background to the discussion of Syrian contracts as these 

are Babylonian in language, format and use (Nougayrol 1962, 

Skaist 1983, Kienast 1980: 50). Although Leemans (1982) 

and Renger (1977) do not entirely agree on the value of the 

seal on a contract, Leemans demonstrates that the ultimate 

value of the document itself is as evidence of a legally 

valid transaction. The only recorded context in which this 

evidence is presented is that of a court case. Renger 

suggests that in court proceedings witnesses supercede both 

seal impressions and the document itself as evidence (1977: 

75), while Leemans suggests that the sealed document alone 

is sufficient to demonstrate proof of an agreement (1982: 

238). In either case, documentary evidence may be 

introduced in court. The seal impression plays a primary 

role in authenticating the document. Thus the presence of a 

seal impression indicates that the document could be used 
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in court but not that the document itself was sufficient to 

'prove' the contract valid. 

In Syria, ARM 10.114 from the Mari archives 

describes acceptable witness to wrong-doing, written and 

oral, and the value of a seal impression on written 

evidence of this behavior. In th~s letter a woman defends 

herself against the accusation of conspiracy to rob another 

woman of her jewels. Veenhof (1982: 140) translates the 

relevant passage as follows: "When I were (wished) to do 

such a thing, I must have sent my instruction somewhere. 

Now then, let either my messenger come here or (else) let 

them give me my sealed order (proving) that it was in 

consequence of my writing that they stripped the girl of 

her jewels at my behestl,,9 

Evidently her seal-impression would be sufficient 

to identify and authenticate her authorship of these 

written orders and thus establish her culpability. 

Alternatively, her accusers could summon the messenger who 

delivered this order as a first-hand witness to the source 

of the message that resulted in the theft of the jewels. 

contracts. As in the OB period, the precise 

conventions for writing and sealing a contract differ from 

site to site and period to period. Very few of the 

published legal documents at Mari are sealed: all were 

originally published by Boyer in ARM 8 and recently 

collated by Durand (1983) and Charpin (1983). About half 

of the sealed texts are envelopes containing the original 

document. 10 Most of the names written on the envelopes are 

9. ARM 10.114: 14-21. 

10. ARM 8.1, ARM 8.9 and 8.20, ARM 8.15 and 15 
bis, ARM 8.16 and 84, ARM 8.12 and 19, ARM 8.32, ARM 8.34, 
ARM 8.49, ARM 8.57. 
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those of witnesses to the transaction. 11 Two envelopes are 

sealed by a witness for the initiator of an adoption;12 

others are sealed by the participant13 or the obligated 

party.14 Six legal documents are sealed directly on the 

text of the transaction. In three cases it is not possible 

to tell who sealed the tablet. 15 On two loan contracts the 

party who is obligated to repay the loan seals the 

document. 16 One loan is sealed by two witnesses. 17 All 

these sealing activities are perfectly consistent with Old 

Babylonian conventions (Boyer ARM 8 p. 161). However, a 

phenomenon rare in OB Mesopotamia but fairly frequent in 

Mari18 and Alalah Level VII (Collon 1975: 142-143) is the 

use of fringe (sissiktum) and nails (suprum) to impress » 

documents in lieu of cylinder seals. Albeit in different 

contexts, in both OB Mesopotamia (Mal luI 1986) and Syria 

the sissiktum had a legal function. 

In his work on OB sealing practices Leemans 

suggests that the quality of the contract determines the 

value of the seal (1982: 224). At Mari most sealed 

contracts relate to what Leemans describes as temporary 

11. ARM 8.1, ARM 8.15 bis, ARM 8.12 and 19, ARM 
8.32, ARM 8.34, ARM 8.49, ARM 8.57. 

12. ARM 8.1, ARM 8.9 and 8.20. 

13. ARM 8.15 bis. 

14. ARM 8.49. 

15. ARM 8.12, ARM 8.16 and 84, ARM 8.58. 

16. ARM 8.37, ARM 8.42. 

17. ARM 8.52. 

18. Boyer 1939, Boyer ARM 8 p. 161, ARM 21.231: 
27-28, ARM 22.99: 14. 
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states, such as indebtedness,19 which would account for the 

sparsity of seals to authenticate or verify the document. 

On the other hand permanent conditions, like adoption20 or 

property exchange,21 call for more extensive use of 

witnesses' seals on the texts or their envelopes (Leemans 

1982: 224). Unfortunately there are no references at Mari 

to describe the value of the seal impression or even the 

value of the sealed document in litigation. 

All of the sealed contracts published in ARM 8 

refer to transfers of rights to immovable property or 

personal labor. However, movable property was also subject 

to contract. A letter from Zimri-Lim to Yarim-Lim of Yambad 

requesting belp for a servant of Zimri-Lim refers to the 

use of a "sealed document" as a bill-of-sale for goods 

purchased in international trade (Malamat 1983). Malamat 

reconstructs the incident from the events described in text 

No. 72-16 in Salle 115. In the first episode a "cup-bearer" 

from Mari left Hazorwith a load of precious goods for 

Mari, but apparently without completing the transaction to 

the satisfaction of the local authorities. Later the "cup

bearer" was seized, beaten and robbed at Emar where he lost 

the goods and the sealed document. Malamat suggests that 

in losing this sealed document the "cup-bearer" lost his 

proof of legal possession, or bill-of-sale. 

The reading of kunukku as bill-of-sale at Mari 

facilitates our understanding of this term in a similar 

19. ARM 8.12, ARM 8.32, ARM 8.34, ARM 8.37, ARM 
8.42, ARM 8.49, ARM 8.52, ARM 8.57, ARM 8.58. 

20. ARM 8.1. 

21. ARM 8.15. 
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context at Ugarit. In PRU 3 15.63, a merchant writes to a 

client or partner with the message that he is sending to 

him some precious stones sealed with his own seal, i.~. 

secure and genuine. As payment, he requests their weight in 

silver and asks that his .. seal 51 be kept until his 

arrival. 22 Since there is no reason to suppose the sender 

of the stones sent his own seal with them, the "seal" 

referred to here is probably a sealed document made out by 

the buyer as a sales contract for the seller to seal on his 

arrival. It was a common practice to issue deeds-of-sale to 

land, and here a bill-of-sale was issued for movable 

property. 

All of the legible sealed documents in Alalah Level 

VII are legal texts23 • In contrast to Mari, all of the 

documents are sealed on their envelopes~ only at the very 

end of the period were the tablets themselves sealed 

(Collon 1975: 142 Note 2). The documents cover a range of 

transactions including a verdict in the dispute over a 

large estate,24 adoption,25 loans of grain,26 and personal 

surety contracts. 27 One of the most consistent factors 

among the seal impressions is the interest that the king of 

22. PRU 3 15.63 21) Y na4-mes ~a-a 22) ak-ta-na
ak i-na na4.ki~ib-ia 23) a-na muh-hi-ka at-ta-din-§u-nu 24) 
~u-gU-ul-ta-su-nu ku-babbar i-din 25) y na4.ki~ib-ia u-sur 
26) a-di ka-ia-di-a. • 

23. AT 7, AT 11, AT 18, AT 32, AT 39, AT 61A, AT 
443A, AT 444A, AT 455A. 

24. AT 7. 

25. AT 455. 

26. AT 97. 

27. AT 18, AT 61A. 
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Yambad exhibited in the legal affairs of Alalah;28 the 

other is the use of personal surety contracts to acquire 

services for the governor's household. 29 This is in 

contrast to Mari, where personal surety contracts were 

issued between or by members of the royal household 

(Eichler 1973: 59-62), not by the king himself. The 

historical and political circumstances that led to this 

differentiation in seal use will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

Collon suggests (1975: 139) that legal texts 

needing royal approval were written in Alalah and taken to 

Aleppo (the capital of Yambad) where the creditor, king and 

witnesses would seal it. As she points out, "this would 

account for the discrepancy between the names of the 

witnesses as they occur on a tablet and the actual sealings 

impressed on its envelope (1975:139-140)." Generally, 

however, the witnesses seal the documents, not the 

participants in the transaction. 

The Level IV archives differ from Level VII both in 

composition and seal use. About half of the corpus are 

contracts, treaties and verdicts. Seals are impressed 

directly on the tablet rather than on the envelope in Level 

IV. within the group of juridical documents, approximately 

half are sealed, all by the kings of Alalah using the 

dynastic seal (Appendix B section 2). Thus, while the role 

of the king of Yambad as sealer of the Alalah Level VII 

documents seems to be that of one among many witnesses, in 

Level IV the only sealer is the local king of Alalah in 

many cases. The transaction takes place before the king 

28. AT 7 Seal 6, AT 455 Seal 10, AT 11 Seal 6. 
Seal numbers are those of Collon 1975. 

29. AT 18, AT 32, AT 61A. 
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(rather than witnesses), but the witnesses are still 

listed. Some of the texts involve the transfer or grant of 

positions under royal perogatives30 or transactions 

conducted by people holding these positions. 31 It seems 

safe to assume that in these cases the king has the right 

or obligation search to ratify agreements made by his 

dependents and to change their status vis-a-vis the state. 

Until we have private archives from officials and non

officials in the kingdom, the conditions under which the 

king is required or requested ratify contracts between 

dependents will remain unclear. 

The archives of Ugarit show a further development 

in the same direction, both in the composition of sealed 

documents in administrative archives and the use of the 

king's seal on juridical documents. Here the vast majority 

of the sealed documents record legal transactions. These 

include court-cases, property sales and grants, marriages, 

testaments, etc. (see Chapter 4). The king uses his 

dynastic seal to impress the text itself (as in Alalah IV) 

but does so only in the presence of the scribe who draws up 

the document, not before witnesses. In a very few cases32 

one of the participants seals the document, not the king. 

Fortunately, at Ugarit the excavators found contracts in 

private houses to compare with documents in the palace 

archives. Private contracts at Ugarit were ratified before 

wi~nesses, as at Mari and Alalah, and sealed by the party 

30. AT 15, AT 91. 

31. AT 94. Marriage between fPN and a mudu 
ekallim. 

32. PRU 3 16.206, PRU 3 16.197. 
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alienating property,33 witnesses34 or scribe. 35 In two of 

the cases where witnesses seal the document, they are 

officers of the king. Private contracts were found outside 

the palace archives in the archive of a palace official, 

Ra~apabu (Nougayrol Ug. 5 pp. 1-21) as well as in private 

houses. Therefore these contracts might also represent the 

activities of the royal staff in carrying out their duties 

for the palace. 36 

The juridical naLture of the texts sealed by the 

king at Ugarit is complicated by our definition of 

juridical documents as those offered as evidence during 

formal litigation. The alternative definition of public 

vs. private documents as based on the presence or absence 

of witnesses was first formulated by Koschaker (Koschaker 

and Ungnad 1923: 156). Here we quote Boyer's opinion on 

this issue (PRU 3, p. 285): 

Normalement, les actes juridiques orientaux 
comportent une enumeration, parfois tres longue, 
des temoins qui certifieront, Ie cas echeant, 
l'authenticite et exactitude du document. L'usage 
se retrouve a Ugarit dans les rares tablettes que 
nous possedons qui n'emanent pas de la chancellerie 
royale. Au contraire dans les donations royales, 
nous ne trouvons pas en general de temoins, sauf 
parfois Ie scribe qui a redige la tablette. C'est 
donc qu'on juge inutile d'organiser au profit de 
l'acquereur la preuve testimoniale de son 
acquisition pour Ie cas Oll son titre viendrait a 
etre conteste en justice. Puisque l'ordre du roi 
s'oppose a toute revendication, il n'y a pas lieu 

33. PRU 4 17.61. 

34. RS 8.208, PRU 4 17.67, Ug. 5 21.230. 

35. PRU 4 17.77. 

36. See Yoffee (1977: 7-9) for methods of 
identifying activities of the palace in documents outside 
institutional contexts. 
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pourra pas etre engage. 
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This does not explain why, however, the land donation 

documents are written in such a formal manner and always 

sealed with the dynastic seal (Libolt 1985: 137). During 

the same period the king of Ugarit assigned land to 

dependents by simply noting their names and designated 

fields in a simple unsealed administrative list. 37 The 

factors in the transaction must necessitate the use of 

legal terminology and the application of the dynastic seal 

will be examined in Chapter 4. 

Treaties. International treaties are a form of 

contract outlining each party's rights to the property 

and/or population in the defined geographical area of a 

state. Texts of this type were deposited in the palace 

archives at Alalah Level Iv38 and Ugarit39 but not at Mari. 

At both sites these are called tuppi riksi,40 a term used 

to indicate the bond of obligation from Old Babylonian 

period onwards (AHw p. 985C, weinfeld 1973: 190). In AT 2, 

the king of Tunip sealed the treaty on the upper obverse, 

and Niqmepa sealed the lower reverse (Woolley 1955: Pl. 

LXIV No. 82, Collon 1975: Pl. LXVII). AT 3 is sealed with a 

Hittite seal in the raised center of the obverse prior to 

inscription (Wiseman AT p. 32). At Ugarit the same 

37. For example, RS 12.106. 

38. AT 2, AT 3. 

39. PRU 4 17.132, PRU 4 17.340, PRU 4 17.335, PRU 
4 17.457, PRU 4 17.344, PRU 4 17.368. 

40. AT 3:1, PRU 4 17.132: 23, 52, PRU 4 17.338: 
rev 10. 
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legalistic terminology is used in PRU 4 17.132,41 a letter 

proposing a treaty between ~uppiluliuma I and Niqmadu. 

~uppiluliuma's seal appears on the treaty itself, PRU 4 

17.340, wherein he established Ugarit's "borders, cities 

and mountains for Niqmadu, king of Ugarit sealing them for 

him and his sons and his sons' sons forever.,,42 Ini

Tesub,43 the Hittite king at Carchemesh, and Ur-Te~ub, king 

of Siyannu also deposited treaties with their seals in the 

archives at Ugarit. The pattern of sealing demonstrates 

that at least two copies of each agreement were made, each 

sealed by a contracting party then exchanged. In a less 

formal document, ~au~gamuwa, king of Amurru, proposed a 

settlement in the matter of the daughter of the Great 

Lady. 44 It was sealed by Ammistamru to signify his 

acceptance of the terms. However, the other documents in 

the matter were sealed by sau~gamuwa himself. 45 

The use of documents as evidence in legal disputes 

conducted before the king relates to his function as the 

state's supreme judicial authority (Kramer 1974: 165). In 

presenting a case each litigant had the opportunity to 

submit documentary evidence on his own behalf. As 

demonstrated by Leemans and Renger (above), seals did play 

41.· PRU 4 17.132 51) Y. lugal gal tup-pa ka-an-ka 
52) ~a ri-ik-si i-na-an-di-[n]a-[s]k-k[y). 

42. PRU 4 17.340 rev 8) [anumma] I.su-up-pi-lu-li
mg lugal gal lugal kur.Ha-at-ti ur-sag 9) zag-me~ uru-me~ 
hur-sag-me~ an-nu-ti a-na I.Ni-iq-ma-an-di 10) [lugal] 
kur.uru.u-ga-ri-it ik-nu-uk-~u-nu-ti y. a-na dumu-me~-~u 11) 
dumu-me~ c~lmu-mei-~u a-di da-ri-i~. 

43. PRU 4 17.334. 

44. PRU 3 16.270 

45. PRU 4 17.228, PRU 4 17.318, PRU 4 17.360. 
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a part in this procedure during the Old Babylonian period. 

However, the documentary evidence presented by litigants in 

"private" disputes was likely to have been retained in the 

archives of the protagonists in case of future disputes 

(Charpin 1980: 17, Maidman 1979: 180). The fact that 

verdicts and contracts were kept in the palace archives 

suggests that the individuals or disputes involved referred 

to government transactions with foreign states or the 

affairs of the members of the palace household. 

Verdicts. In any event, court-cases sometimes 

resulted in written decisions or verdicts. Alalah Level 

VII contains two sealed verdicts in court cases with two 

levels of jurisdiction, local and international. 46 On the 

international level the cases were presented by members of 

the ruling family at Alalah and decided by the king at 

Yamhad. In Level IV, the court-cases brought by47 or 

against48 the king of Alalah were decided by saus~atar, 

king of Mitanni. Locally, the king Niqmepa decided a case 

brought before him by two of his subjects. 49 The value of 

sealed documents in court proceedings is illustrated by a 

text from Alalah Level VII records the settlement of a 

dispute over the repayment of a loan. This document ends 

with the phrase, "He made her issue a sealed document 

prohibiting further claims."SO While the court-case itself 

46. AT 7, AT 11. 

47. AT 14. 

48. AT 13. 

49. AT 17. 

50. AT 8 27) a-na fPN id-di-in-~i-im-ma 28) ka-ni
ik la ra-ga-mi-im u-~e-zi-ib-~i. 
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was not sealed, perhaps because its envelope no longer 

exists, it is clear that the sealed document to be issued 

would be kept by the defendent in case the accuser brought 

further claims. 

The same two levels of jurisdiction are apparent at 

Ugarit, where Hattu~ili 1II51 and Ini-Te~ub of Carchemesh52 

decided cases brought before them by the king of Ugarit and 

citzens of Ugarit involved in international disputes. These 

decisions were validated by sealing with the purpose of 

providing evidence of valid claims in any further 

litigation. For example in PRU 4 17.346, a verdict reached 

by the Hittite prince Ini-Te~ub at Carchemesh, the 

defendant refers to a prior verdict (sealed) to acquit 

himself of debt in a suit brought by the Prefect of Ugarit 

(lines 5-11).53 His claims in this case are rather 

difficult to prove as, at the conclusion of the previous 

court case, the defendant broke the sealed verdict 

recording his payment of that debt (lines 12-13). 

The sealed contracts and verdicts at Mari, Alalah 

and Ugarit exhibit certain similarities in subject matter 

and function that are worth further investigation. 

International treaties, royal grants, sales, adoptions, 

51. PRU 4 17.229. 

52. PRU 4 17.346, PRU 4 17.337. 

53. PRU 4 17.346 5) Y I.Ma-~a-an-da a-kan-na [i]~ 
b~ ma-a lugal kur.u-qa-ri-it 6) ka~kal-me~ ~a lu-me~ dam
gar-mes [il]-ta-na-ri-ig-mi 7) y ~ pa-ni Ur-hi-Te~ub a
na di-ni na-as-sa-ni-ig-mi 8) ni-ik-ka-se-e ~a ka~kal-me~ 
~-a-~u-nu e-tap-~u-mi 9) y 1 1/3 (?) ku-babbar a-na muh-hi 
lugal kur.u-qa-ri-it 10) il-tak-nu-mi y tup-pa kan-ka 
I.Urhi-d.Te§ub 11) ~-tap-sa-am-mi y 4 lim ku-babbar-me~ ~a 
i-dab-bu-bu 12) an-nu-u su-mi i-na-an-na tup-pa kan-ka 13) 
~a ku-babbar-mes §a-a-~u ah-ta-pi-mi. 



testaments, and personal surety constitute the vast 

majority of sealed contracts. Immovable property and 

personal service are the predominant concern of these 

texts. The very existence of such documents and their 

retention for long periods of time (as at Ugarit) is 

implicit recognition of the need for "proof" of the 

conditions described in the document. 
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For sales, adoptions, testments and personal 

loans the need for documentation is easy to justify. 

the conditions of the contract were not met by the 

surety 

If 

contracting parties or disputed by their heirs, these 

documents would be needed to prove claims in court. Because 

they were kept in the palace archives, we assume that they 

refer to conditions between members of the royal household. 

In litigation arising from relationships described in those 

texts, the king himself was the supreme judicial officer. 

Royal grants, sales, and loans recording transfers of 

property between the king and his subordinates and 

international treaties negotiated between heads of state 

are also formulated as contracts. Boyer, above, argues that 

these "contracts" were not subject to dispute; presumably 

he feels that they had the force of edicts. A court case at 

Alalah heard before the Mitannian King saus~atar suggests 

otherwise. In AT 13 a member of the court at Alalah brought 

a suit against the king over the courtier's status in the 

realm (his hanigalbatu-ship). The historical circumstances 

and political implications of the Mitannian king's 

interference in this relationship will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. 
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Letters 

All three Syrian archives contain letters. It was 

the normal practice in the Old Babylonian periods to seal 

the envelopes of letters, and this is what occurs at Mari. 

All six sides of the envelope usually were sealed, although 

occasionally only the letter itself was sealed (Dalley 

1976: 247). Letters at Mari do not bear impressions; 

presumably all were sent in sealed envelopes that were 

discarded before the letters themselves entered the 

archives. Those from Alalah IV and Ugarit are themselves 

sealed,54 usually on the lower reverse. At Mari the most 

numerous remains of these envelope sealings are of Cylinder 

I of Zimri-Lim (Beyer 1985a: 378), and envelope sealings of 

Zimri-Lim have also been found at Tell el-Rimah 

(tentatively identified as ancient Karana) (Dalley 1976: 

250 No.5). The other envelope sealings recovered at Mari 

are un inscribed and cannot be attributed to any individuals 

(Beyer 1985a~ 381-382). 

Text references to the sealing of letters at Mari 

reveal that this practice was a security measure as well as 

a means of indentifying the sender. Postgate (1986: 13) 

suggests that in the Middle Assyrian period as well 

envelopes served to conceal information with political 

content, not physically protect the text. All of the 

letters with references to sealing contain information of 

political or military value, and three refer to forwarding 

sealed tablets from the third source who provided that 

news. 55 In ARM 13.144, Yawi-Ila, king of Talhayum, 

54. AT 107, AT 108, AT 109, AT 110, AT 111, AT 
112, PRU 4 17.142. 

55. ARM 2.79, ARM 5.78, ARM 13.144, ARM 14.94. 
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recounted current news of military activities and troop 

movements to Zimri-Lim, his overlord. Yawi-Ila included 

his own response to Zimri-Lim's news of a previous letter 

in a second letter to Susa. It is that second tablet 

intended for Susa which Yawi-Ila sent to Zimri-Lim with a 

plea for him to pay attention to it "as it is a tablet with 

my seal.,,56 In this instance the seal was meant to draw 

the attention of the king through the seal's association 

with its owner. 

The contents of the letters with references to 

seals are very similar. The letter from La'um to Zimri-Lim 

is brief and adequately characterizes the others: "To my 

lord say thus-from La'um your servant: now the tablet of 

Ya~ub-El which refers to the news of the Ma~kaneans has 

been sent to me. I sealed it and had it sent to my lord. 

Let my lord hear it!,,57 

As in the following letter, the receipt of news 

from a third party was read by its recipient, then sealed 

and sent on to Zimri-Lim. Zakira-Hammu, governor of 

Qattunan, followed the same procedure. Having received a 

letter from Qarni-Lim, who requested arbitration in a 

dispute over some sheep, Zakira-Hammu summarized the 

request, then sealed and sent the original letter to Zimri

Lim as well. 58 

Only ARM 14.94 records an instance when a letter 

was forwarded to the king without prior reading. Yaqqim

Addu received messengers from Eluhtum who orally reported 

56. ARM 13.144: 19. 

57. ARM 5.78. 

58. ARM 2.79. 
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news of §arraya's conquest of Hursani. The messengers also 

brought a sealed tablet from ~arraya himself. The verbal 

report was repeated in the letter from Yaqqim-Addu to 

Zimri-Lim and ~arraya's tablet was sent on to Zimri-Lim 

with ~arraya's seal intact. 59 Presumably the receipt and 

forwarding of such letters was a regular event, and only in 

these few letters did the authors see fit to mention the 

use of a seal. 

Like any other state, Mari's security sometimes 

depended on knowledge of enemy troop movements and the 

shifting loyalties of its friends. Such facts also could 

influence the military policy decisions of hostile powers. 

Concern for this facet of political life at Mari is 

demonstrated in ARM 2.124. Veenhof (1982) provides the 

latest and most complete translation of that text. This 

letter records the betrayal of the king by some suteans and 

a personal servant of Zimri-Lim. The author of the letter 

has heard that these people are sending reports of Zimri

Lim's words to Isar-Lim, a Babylonian general (Veenhof 

1982: 122). 

Zimri-Lim shows his awareness of the possibility of 

such unsavory activities in letter A. 158 (Dossin 1981), a 

letter in response to an accusation of treason made against 

the writer by Zimri-Lim before his 'advisory council'. The 

language of treason in the omen texts also focuses on the 

act of repeating the king's words (Bottero 1973: 140) and 

on transporting or reporting information (Bottero 1973: 

141). The people who carried out such activities were 

members of the palace bureaucracy or the army (Bottero 

59. ARM 14.94: 24. 

--- ------ -----.---_. -----_.- ----------------
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1973: 143). As Veenhof points out (1982: 123), 

preoccupation with treason in omen texts as well as letters 

reflects the consciousness of information leaks as a real 

danger. 

Seals on letters also served to identify the sender 

and bear witness in case of investigation into the sender's 

activities. GO Kraus (1985: 141-142) identifies this as a 

function of sealing letters in OB Mesopotamia. Thus the use 

of seals on juridical texts and letters is a consistent 

element on documents to be presented as evidence, 

suggesting that seal use on administrative documents may 

have the same function, although not with the same process 

of adjudication. The utilization of sealed administrative 

documents as evidence of wrong-doing will be discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

Administrative Documents 

Economic or adminstrative documents include 

dockets, receipts, orders, ration lists, accounts and lists 

of persons animals and commodities (Steinkeller 1977: 42). 

Renger follows Koschaker in making the distinction between 

administrative and legal texts on the additional basis of 

the presence (legal) or absence (administrative) of 

witnesses (1977: 80 Note 2). This is, as he points out, an 

ideal that cannot be supported by reality (1977: 81) since 

administrative transactions could be accomplished also 

through documents that use a legal terminology and format. 

Yoffee (1977: 8) essentially agrees, suggesting that the 

lack of witnesses on a documents "denotes its character as 

GO. See the discussion of ARM 10.114 in the 
introduction to this section above. 
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an inventory, a bookkeeping record or a directive," while 

their presence simply denotes the acceptance of a 

condition. In Renger's and Yoffee's scheme, then, 

administrative documents encompass all those texts 

generated by the palace in the conduct of its business, 

both legal and bureaucratic. Since all of the documents in 

the palace archives are assumed to stem from palace 

business, this. will not be an issue in this investigation, 

where all documents come from palace archives. Instead, 

distinction we will make is between juridical documents 

evidence to be presented in formal litigation before a 

judge, community body or the king, and administrative 

documents as evidence in bureaucratic investigations of 

accounting discrepancies. The formal characteristics of 

each document type and the procedure by which disputes 

arising from them are resolved will be discussed below. 

the 

as 

The distinction between juridical and 

administrative is documents in their appearance as well as 

their function. As a class, administrative documents can be 

differentiated from legal texts and letters by their size, 

format, and the manner in which they are sealed. This is 

particularly clear at Mari. Primary documents for receipt 

and withdrawal, for example, are quite small, c. 3 x 3 cm, 

(Birot ARM 12 pp. 241-248), and when they are sealed, they 

are sealed on all sides after inscription. Contracts, on 

the other hand, usually are sealed in envelopes (Mari and 

Alalah Level VII) or, in Alalah IV and ugarit, sealed 

formally with a single rolling at the top of the text by 

the participants (Alalah Level IV) or by the king himself 

(Alalah IV and ugarit).61 In at least one document, the 

61. Postgate (1986: 11-12) notes that the same 
visual distinction is made in Middle Assyrian t~blets. 
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official seal was applied before the text was inscribed 

(Wiseman AT p. 32). At Ugarit, juridical documents differ 

from the economic documents by being written in Akkadian 

rather than Ugaritic. In the other two palace archives, all 

the documents are written in Akkadian. 

While economic/administrative texts form the bulk 

of all Syrian archives (except Level VII Alalah), 

relatively few are sealed except at Mari. There, 

approximately 400 of the c. 6000 published economic 

documents are sealed (Appendix A). Despite the large 

number, this represents less than 10% of the total 

published corpus. At Alalah Level IV, 54 of the 100 sealed 

documents are administrative; the sealed administrative 

texts represent approximately 20% of the entire corpus. At 

Ugarit, only a handful of the economic documents are sealed 

(see Note 7 above). Because the Mari archives contain the 

largest number of sealed documents, most of the following 

remarks will be directed at elucidating the sealing 

practices on administrative texts at Mari. The general 

discussion of the value of administrative texts, however, 

holds for all the institutional archives. 

within states, documents provide information on the 

quantity and quality of goods and property available to and 

consumed by its members. with such documents state 

managers could budget income and expenditures for the 

future. Jones (1976: 59) identifies such a budget for the 

temple organizations at Girsu in the Ur III period. 62 

Balanced accounts at Mari63 and ugarit64 probably served 

62. HSS 4 No.4. 

63. ARM 22.203. 

64. PRU 3 15.62. 
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the same purpose. However, is information the only purpose 

served by economic documents? Several aspects of their 

appearence and use suggests that, like contracts, economic 

documents were used as evidence as well and that seal use 

on both juridical and administrative texts functions to 

acknowledge the conditions recorded in the document. 

The following discussion is intended to provide the 

framework for understanding the system of accounting and 

accountability within which seals were used. Only those 

aspects of organization and procedure that are relevant to 

the function of seals within the bureaucratic system at 

Mari will be discussed. Foster's method of describing 

accounting practices by mode and level (1982: 22-24) will 

be used to describe the accounting system at Mari and 

interpret the function of seals within it. 

To a large extent the accounting system used at 

Mari parallels that of the Akkadian system in Sargonic 

Mesopotamia (Foster 1982: 22-23) and the system used at 

Ebla during the third millennium B.C. (Foster 1983). The 

system at Mari consists of two levels,· primary and 

secondary. primary level documents record specific cases in 

the "exact mode," that is precise information on amounts, 

personal names, places and dates are included. Secondary 

level documents record a number of cases related by subject 

matter or authorizing agent and constitute funds or 

balanced accounts. These are usually compiled from primary 
, 

documents, but rarely contain the full range of available 

information. At Mari they exhibit the characteristics of 

the approximative mode Foster describes for the earlier 

------~-----~----------------~ 
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accounting systems, that is, "records using rounded-off or 

approxmate, even schematic figures (1982: 23)." The 

secondary texts, balanced accounts and tabulated accounts 

at Mari round off numbers and calculate totals with less

than-precise results (Sasson 1982, Materne 1985: 228). 

The existence of one set of documents with precise 

information and another that is approximate leads one to 

conclude that the two levels of accounting had two 

different purposes. The quality and quantity of information 

provided at the secondary level suggests that approximative 

accounts functioned as informative summaries to be used for 

internal purposes, while the precision of the primary-level 

accounts suggests that these were used to establish 

accountability. The activities of the ebbu at Mari bear 

this out. 

The adjective ebbu is translated in the CAD (Vol. E 

p. 4) as "trustworthy" or "pure," a quality to be valued in 

any investigating officer. The office of the ebbu, 

however, was not a permanent role but rather one to which 

experts from various bureaus were appointed by a high level 

functionary65 or members of the royal family66 to do a 

specific job. Their precise role has been subject of much 

discussion. 67 Pack (1981) and Durand (1983) have given the 

most recent comprehensive overviews of the function of the 

ebbu at Mari. The ebbu function in two different spheres of 

activity, that of registration (Pack 1981: 217-219) and 

65. Kibri-Dagan, ARM 3.21. 

66. §ibtu, ARM 10.12, Zimri-Lim, ARM 13.35. 

67. Bottero ARM 7 p.277; Boyer ARM 8 pp. 136-137; 
Pack 1981: 204-235; Durand 1983: 123-139; Talon ARM 24 pp. 
227-229. 
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assignment of personnel for specific tasks (Pack 1981: 211-

213) and that of preventing, or accounting for, the loss of 

material during transactions instituted by palace (Durand 

1983: 123-139: Talon ARM 24 p. 229). It is in the latter 

capacity that the ebbu themselves sealed documents. 68 

Documentation of loss of material during the process of 

producing metal-work is extensive (Durand 1983: 131-135).69 

The role of the ebbu was to check and certify the weight of 

the finished work against the original written 

specifications70 and to issue his findings in duplicate. He 

gave one sealed report to the craftsman, presumably to 

relieve the artisan of any further responsibility for the 

work. The other sealed copy was deposited elsewhere in the 

palace archives. This procedure is evident in ARM 25.255 

which ends with the phrase, lithe duplicate of this sealed 

receipt Rim~i-i1i received." 71 

It is important to note the procedure here: first, 

just as the copy sealed by the seller is kept by the buyer 

in most sales contracts, the copy of the document sealed by 

the inv~stigating agent is kept by the artisan. Like the 

sealed contract, the sealed report might have provided 

evidence in case of later dispute or investigation of the 

artisan's work. As the ebbu were appointed by the highest 

68. ARM 9.258: 34; ARM 21.204: 3-4; ARM 22.316: 
col ii 5: ARM 25.255: 8-10; ARM 25.266: ARM 25.269. 

69. ARM 13.18: Durand 1983: 137. 

70. ARM 25.255-258; ARM 25.266-272; ARM 25.281-282; 
ARM 25.284-289. 

71. ARM 25.255: 8) me-hi-ir tup-pi-im an-ni-im 9) 
X? Ri-im-~i-an ka-ni-kam ma-hi-ir. 
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level of functionaries, probably they deposited their 

findings in the archive of the official who initiated the 

investigation. It is also possible that other sorts of 

transactions where deficits are revealed are the product of 

investigation by an ebbu. ARM 9.258 lists small sums of 

silver loaned to individuals with a notation at the end 

that, "3 1/2 shekels of the account were not brought forth 

1172 The document is sealad by two men with uninscribed 

seals; they might well be ebbu. 

The key to determining the function of seals in 

this type of administrative system is in comparing the 

frequency with which impressions occur on the two levels of 

documentation and the mode of the information contained in 

texts of that level. Information in the primary-level text 

itself established accountability by consistently 

identifying the exact source or destination for object of 

the transaction. The seal impression validates the text, 

signifying the acceptance of accountability on the part of 

the sealer. There is, however, no rule that accountability 

be acknowledged in this fashion; inscription of a name was 

sufficient to the person accountable for the goods 

described therein. Chapter 5 will examine the use of seals 

in this context. 

The .foregoing discussion suggests that one 

distinction between juridical and administrative documants 

is in the nature of the relationship between the 

participants. While the contracts generally record a mutual 

obligation between individuals, economic texts illustrate 

the obligation of an administrator to the institution or 

72. ARM 9. 258 31) ~unigin 3 1/3 ~u ku-babbar 32) 
sa ni-ka-si-~a 33) la ub-bu-lu-[Y]. 
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person that he serves. Foster (1982: 22) defines this 

accountability as "the obligation to keep records for 

property not one's own." The institution (or person) to 

whom one is accountable theoretically has the ultimate 

authority to dispose of that property. By insisting that 

bureaucrats account for the people and'property assigned to 

them, the institution (or person) maintained practical 

control over its resources as well as theoretical control. 

One of the differences between juridical and administrative 

lies in the procedure for investigating and resolving non

compliance with conditions described in documents, contract 

or administrative. Contracts, as we have seen, were 

presented in court for litigation of disputes; at Mari, 

administrative documents were subjected to the scrutiny of 

the ebbu, investigative agents appointed from within the 

bureaucracy. 

Accountability as a mechanism of control has been 

discussed by Foster for the Sargonic period (1986). He 

suggests that at least one category of texts, those 

relating to royal landholdings, was intended to be examined 

by imperial inspectors. These texts have a form standarized 

throughout the empire and exhibit an "elegant imperial 

style of writing (Foster 1982: 49)." Foster identifies 

three actual cases of inspection involving both land and 

movable property; in one case the surviving inspection 

records were sealed with the inspector's seal (Foster 1982: 

49-50). On the basis of physical appearence and lack of 

standardization in other types of documents, Foster 

suggests that all imperial inspection was limited to a few 

specific areas. During a similar episode of imperial 

expansion during the Persian period almost 2000 years 
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later, Stolper identifies a similar pattern (1985: 30 Note 

116). He suggests that "men entitled 'investigators' in 

occasional Mura~u documents were crown auditors concerned 

with confirming or updating [land] registration titles." 

Discussion 

Although each of the Syrian archives contains the 

full range of texts, literary, religious, letters, legal 

and administrative most fall into the latter two 

categories. The former is usually equated with the need 

for evidence, while the latter is equated with the 

bureaucratic need for information. This distinction is best 

expressed by Stolper (1985: 28-29) who defines 

administrative records as "the basis of the firm's 

accounting of income, expenditure, inventory, or profits," 

as opposed to legal records that are "drafted, witnessed 

and sealed as proof of claims and obligations." The 

distinction between legal and administrative texts has been 

a subject of much discussion. Renger's pragmatic definition 

of 'legal' texts requires only that they include witnesses 

while administrative texts do not (Renger 1977: 80 Note 2). 

Landsberger (1955) makes the distinction on the basis of 

the "chain of authority ••• within whose jurisdiction the 

stipulation of the document were to be executed (Yoffee 

1977: 7).11 

None of these definitions takes into account the 

creation of legal obligations by documents other than those 

formulated as contracts. The use of seals on 

'administrative' documents acknowledges an obligation on 

the part of the sealer to account for the property 

described in the document itself. Like contracts, this 
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administrative document could be offered in evidence. 

Unlike contracts, the evidence would not be offered in 

formal litigation before a judicial official but in an 

internal investigation. The function of the seal in both 

cases is the same: it expresses acknowledgement of the 

condition described in the text, only the procedures and 

authorities by which infringements are brought to account 

differ. 

Bullae: Seal Use gn containers 

Bullae are a non-tablet form of unbaked clay, 

usually but not always marked with seal impressions and 

used to fasten the closure of a container. Bullae also were 

used as dockets (Weitemeyer et al. 1962) and receipts 

(Abusch 1981). In second millennium B.C. Syria the 

published bullae are usually closures rather than non

document forms of record-keeping. The first use of clay 

impressed with seals as a means of fastening containers is 

reported at Ebla in the Early Bonze Age (Matthiae 1981: 84-

87). Thus the use of seals as closures pre-dates their use 

on texts by about 500 years, as none of the Ebla texts are 

themselves sealed. 

Three sources of information are available to 

assess the use and function of sealed bullae in syria: the 

sealings themselves, their physical distribution and 

references to the use of sealings on containers in 

contemporary texts. Only Mari and Alalah IV produced 

substantial numbers of bullae (Barrelet and Parrot ME, 

Collen 1975: 213-217). At Ugarit no sealings at all have 

been published to date, although their presence has been 

noted (Bordreuil, Lagarce, Lagarce, Bounni, and Saliby 



1984: Note 30). In addition, references in letters to 

sealing objects73 and doors74 and the discovery of bag 

sealings at Ras Ibn Hani (Bordreuil, et Al. 1984: 414) 

demonstrate that the technique was known and used at 

Ugarit. 
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The following discussion relies to a large extent 

on the material from Mari because it offers the largest 

corpus of bullae as well as numerous contemporary 

references to seal use on containers. Furthermore D. Beyer 

(1985a) recently reexamined and reclassified the seal 

impressions originally published as "jar" sealings from 

Mari. Most turned out to be door or box sealings. Thus the 

"jar" sealings published from Alalah are suspect and should 

be reexamined as well. Therefore any assessment of the 

Alalah bullae must rely on their physical distribution 

alone. Fortunately Collon's investigation of Woolley's 

original field records is very informative in this respect 

(Collon 1975: 213-217). 

In administrative contexts, we have evidence for 

the sealing of four sorts of containers: rooms, 

baskets/boxes, sacks, and jars. The following section will 

describe their contents, the physical distribution of these 

containers, the sealer, and the circumstances under which 

each type of container was sealed or unsealed. 

Rooms 

The earliest use of clay to seal rooms against 

unauthorized entrance occurs in the late fourth millennium 

73. PRU 3 15.63: 22. 

74. RS 34.142: 41 (Lackenbacher 1984: 187). 
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B.C. levels at Shahr i-Sohkta (Ferioli and Fiandra 1979: 

309) and the Uruk period at Tepe Sharafabad, Iran (Wright, 

Miller and Redding 1980). In Iran, Iraq (Ferioli and 

Fiandra 1979: 310), the eastern Mediterranean (Fiandra 

1975), Upper Egypt and Palestine (Wiencke 1976) remains of 

door-sealings and knobs to which the clay sealing were 

afixed have been found in third and second millennium 

sites. Fiandra (1981) traces the use of a single seal 

belonging to a merchant of Lagash on door and jar sealings 

in Early Dynastic Mesopotamia. The bullae from Lagash show 

that they were used on doors or boxes while the sealings 

from Kish were used to secure the tops of jars. Evidently 

the merchant sent goods to Kish from Lagash. Perhaps these 

sealings should be considered an expression of "private" 

enterprise, but other door-sealings identified by Fiandra 

and Ferioli have been retrieved from administrative 

contexts (~.g., the palace at Phaistos and Egyptian forts 

in Nubia.) 

However, the sealings from prehistoric sites in 

Iran have no such institutional provenience; Ferioli and 

Fiandra (1979: 309) are interpreting the value of sealing 

in prehistoric contexts according to the value of sealing 

documented in later contexts. This leads them to suggest 

that "the seal impression entails acceptance of 

responsibility and the institution of a book-keeping 

operation, besides providing a guarantee against 

unauthorized openi~g of sealed containers or Objects 

(Ferioli, Fiandra and Tusa 1979: 12)." The text they use to 

establish this interpretation has recently been published 

by Rollig (1980). In this letter a businessman writes to 

his employees telling them that he is sending his own seal, 
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sealed in a box, and several men to open a sealed 

storeroom. His employees at the storeroom are to go with 

the men and open the door; Ro11ig suggests (1980: 116) that 

the seal serves as identification in this procedure. The 

letter writer then goes on to specify the goods he wishes 

them to withdraw, pack and seal in containers. At the same 

time the men are to make a list of the goods withdrawn and 

return to it their employer. Then the room is then to be 

resealed and the owner's seal returned to him. As we shall 

see, a very similar procedure was used in Mari. In the 

Middle Assyrian letter, opening the sealed room entails a 

certain amount of book-keeping. Whether or not sea1ings 

were kept as records of withdrawals during the late fourth 

and early third millennium is still open to question. Even 

at Mari where we have extensive administrative records, the 

nature of the authority required to seal rooms and the 

amount book-keeping required for withdrawing articles are 

not c1ear~ 

The use of unfired clay lumps to seal the door of 

the bIt kunukki, or "strong room," is the best documented 

use of bullae both textually and archaeo1ogica11y at Mari. 

In administrative documents the bIt kunukki is usually the 

destination of goods for deposit75 or source for 

disbursement. 76 The goods deposited or withdrawn from 

sealed storage include oi1,77 woo1,78 garments,79 wine,80 

75. ARM 9.9, ARM 9.35, ARM 21.253, ARM 21.256, ARM 
21.259, ARM 24.92, ARM 24.100, ARM 25.20. 

76. ARM 7.86, ARM 7.88, ARM 23.217, ARM 23.564, 
ARM 24.95, ARM 24.96, ARM 24.104, ARM 24.312, ARM 25.137, 
ARM 25.139, ARM 25.187, ARM 25.331, ARM 25.385, ARM 25.487, 
ARM 25.491-

77. ARM 9.9. 

78. ARM 9.35. 
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wood,81 various metals and metal objects,82 and tab1ets. 83 

References to deposits/withdrawals of metals are the most 

frequent, but, interestingly enough, without referring to 

the most costly metal, gold. The variety of deposits made 

into a single sealed room84 suggests that storage areas 

were not specialized. 

For the physical location of the bit kunukki we 

have both textual and archaeological information. Texts 

usually refer to the city in which the bft kunukki was 

located; "strong-rooms" existed in Mari,85 Terqa,86 and 

sagaratum. 87 However, the lack of specific information on 

the location of the sealed rooms within the city suggests 

that either there was only one in each city, or that bit 

kunukki was being used as a generic term for the "treasury" 

in each administrative center. The latter interpretation is 

borne out by the number of rooms in the palace at Mari 

identified by Beyer (1985a: 383) and Ma1amat (1986: 163 

79. ARM 22.324 col iv. 

80. ARM 21.253, ARM 23.217, ARM 23.564. 

81. ARM 13.13. 

82. tin: ARM 7.86, ARM 7.88; copper: ARM 24.104, 
ARM 25.20, ARM 25.385, ARM 25.453; bronze: ARM 21.256, ARM 
21.259, ARM 24.95, ARM 25.137, ARM 25.487; silver: ARM 
24.92, ARM 24.96, ARM 25.187, ARM 25.491. 

83. ARM 13.14, ARM 10.12, ARM 10.82. 

84. ARM 21.253, ARM 21.256, ARM 21.259, ARM 9.9. 

85. ARM 24.104:r 7, ARM 25.137: 5,ARM 25.139:r 3. 

86. ARM 23.217: 11. 

87. ARM 24.96: 5. 



Fig. 1). Certainly there was more than one bit kUnukki at 

Mari itself. 
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Beyer identifies possible sealed rooms according to 

the presence of bullae in them or the remains of the means 

of fastening bullae on the walls next to sforeroom doors. 

The bullae can be identified as door (or box) fastenings by 

examining the back of the impression which reveals the 

nature of the closing device. As the strong-room door was 

closed a cord was passed from it to a pommel-shaped knob or 

peg on the wall next to the door. Wet clay was impressed 

over the knob and the cord then impressed with a cylinder 

seal. The impression of the cord and knob or peg leaves a 

very characteristic shape on the back of the sealing (Beyer 

1985a: Figs. 1-2). However, since the same knob and string 

closings were used for boxes, door and box sealings cannot 

be distinguished from each other easily (Beyer 1985a: 382). 

The early publications of Mari excavations are very 

little help in identifying the source of door-sealings. 

Since only Mari Empreinte (ME) 217 was recorded with its 

provenience, Beyer combed the early publications for 

descriptions of rooms in which the bullae were excavated. 

According to the excavation reports these were found 

primarily in Salles 29, 54, 107 and 108. Salle 196 also 

contained sealings in a jar sunk into the floor (Beyer 

1985a: 383). Architectural evidence of sealing was also 

found on the wall between Salles 134 and 135. In the group 

of rooms (107, 108, 109) near Salle 54, the wall between 

108 and 109 revealed the remains of mechanisms for 

fastening the doors. Salles 2,3,4, and 5 have also been 

identified as sealed rooms (Beyer 1985a: 384). 

Using the same sources, Malamat (1986) comes to 

identical conclusions with the addition of a few more 
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potential sealed rooms. His chart is reproduced here in 

Fig. 14a (Malamat 1986: Fig. 1). Malamat's major 

contribution to the study of door sealings in his 

identification and reconstruction of two methods of sealing 

the door, one external (Fig. 14b) and one internal (Fig. 

14c). One type of door also exhibits evidence of both. As 

he points out, sealing the door had two values, to keep 

people out of the room itself (when the sealing was on the 

outside of the door) and to keep people from entering the 

area beyond the sealed door (Malamat 1986: 166). In the 

first case we are dealing with the "strong room" of the 

letter references and economic texts: in the latter case 

the sealed doors would have served, in effect, as a means 

to control the flo~ of traffic through the palace. 

Although most references to bIt kunukki give no 

indication of its location in the palace, three texts 

related by personnel and subject matter are more specific. 

These refer to the "sealed room for oil of the Palm 

Court.,,88 Two functionaries in the court of Yasmah-Addu 

received the goods for deposit in this room, Hamatil and 

Litir-sarrusu. Two other texts where the same men receive 

goods denominate the room, respectively, bIt kunukki ~a i

nun-na,89 and bIt kunukki ~a i-du10-ga sag. 90 As both 

descriptions refer to oil of high quality, these are 

probably the same' room near the Palm Court. If Court 106 is 

indeed the Court of the Palms (AI-Khalesi 1978: 9), then on 

the basis of archaeological evidence outlined above either 

88. ARM 9.9: 10-11, ARM 21.259: 13-14. 

89. ARM 21.253: 22. 

90. ARM 21.256: 10-11. 
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Fig. 14. Plan of Sealed Doors at Mari 

a. Locations of sealing installations in the western 
portion of the Mari palace (Malamat 1986: Fig. 1). 
b. Restoration of doorway 108-109, interior and 
exterior (Malamat 1986: Fig. 2). 
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Salle 109 or Salle 116 would have been the sealed room for 

oil mentioned in the texts. 

Information on the identity of the person 

responsible for sealing rooms is rarely made explicit in 

the administrative texts. The name of the person who 

receives the goods withdrawn from sealed storage and the 

source (person or place) of goods deposited for storage are 

usually recorded, but not the person receiving them for 

storage. The exceptions are the three texts mentioned 

above that record receipts for storage near the Court of 

the Palms. As these date to Yasmah-Addu's reign at Mari, 

perhaps they provide evidence of a slightly different 

system of accounting, one that required identification of 

the receiving agent rather than the depositor. The fact 

that the receiving agent for storage is not mentioned in 

the documents dating from Zimri-Lim's reign suggests that, 

in fact, the records were created for the agent in charge 

of that storeroom. He would need a record of quality, 

quantity, source, or destination of deposits and 

withdrawals, but, if the texts were for his own use, a 

record of his name or function would be redundant. The only 

sealed storeroom attributed to a specific person is that of 

the king. 91 As we shall see, his seal had a special status. 

From the door-sealings themselves we can identify 

the functionaries in charge of the sealed storerooms. 

During the period of Zimri-Lim these include Zimri-Lim 

himself, ~unuh-rahalu (Zimri-Lim's secretary [Sasson 1972: 

57]), the queen §ibtu, Ana-Sin-taklaku, IIi-Mamma, Iluna

Kiri~, Marduk-mu~allim and Etel-pi-Marduk (two of 

91. ARM 23.564: 4-5, ARM 24.312: 8. 
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Hammurabi's servants) and Da.ri~-libur. Dari~-libur and his 

son Ana-Sin-taklaku account for 70 of the 85 legible 

inscribed door-sealings (Beyer 1985a: 378-380). Letters 

refer to the sealing of doors by the king,92 his queen 

~ibtu,93 and an official named Igmilum. 94 Another letter95 

and an administrative text96 refer to sealed rooms under 

the control of other individuals, but without information 

on whether they themselves sealed the doors to the rooms 

under their control. 

The letters relevant to the procedures for opening 

sealed rooms and removing items for storage have been 

translated and discussed by Sasson (1972). ARM 13.22 

records the latter procedure. Mukanni~um had been 

requested by the king to provide him with certain items 

from the storerooms. However, the storekeeper from whom he 

was to obtain these goods had not been informed of this 

request and declared that the storeroom was sealed with the 

king's seal and that he was "afraid" (presumably to open it 

without explicit authorization). Eventually the room was' 

opened by Mukanni~um, the goods withdrawn and the chamber 

resealed. Beyer (1985a: 376) in examining the condition of 

extant door-sealings found that some had not completely 

dried before they were broken. This suggests that they were 

broken and reapplied at close intervals. Therefore perhaps 

the protocol for entering rooms sealed with Darit-libur's 

92. ARM 13.22: 25. 

93. ARM 10.12: 34-35. 

94. ARM 10.12: 25. 

95. ARM 13.13: 8. 

96. ARM 25.453: tr. 



or Ana-Sin-taklaku's seal were not as elaborate as that 

necessary to break the king's seal. 
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The procedure for retrieving a tablet from storage 

is even more complex. Sasson (1972: 63) summarizes the 

seque~ce in ARM 10.12 as follows: 

Now the king decides to refresh his memory of this 
tablet's content. He writes the queen, who appoints 
three trustworthy officials [ebbu] to accompany 
Yassim-Addu, an attache of the king, who had some 
knowledge of the tablet's whereabouts. Led by 
Ya~~ur-Addu, these trustworthy officers break 
Igm1lum's seal, open the door of the storehouse, 
remove the baskets, and proceed with them, 
untouched to the queen. Upon receipt of the 
baskets, the queen, either on her own or through a 
proxy, reseals the chamber. 

Evidently sealed storage was diverse in composition, 

although most of the goods were valuable raw materials 

(metals) and manufactured items. comestibles in sealed 

chambers were restricted to oil and wine. 97 In fact, the 

range of goods stored in sealed rooms overlaps with those 

subject to sealed accounting tablets (Appendix A Section 

3). What is notable, however, is the high rank of the 

individuals who sealed rooms most frequently. Zimri-Lim and 

Sibtu, as king and queen were, of course, at the apex of 

the political hierarchy. Dari~-libur was the head of a 

service (nig-~u), a position which certainly put him in 

charge of certain storerooms (Pack 1981: 370). However, it 

does not seem likely that his particular position gave him 

the authority to seal rooms: too many other individuals who 

headed services left no evidence of sealing doors. Ana-Sin

taklaku produced as many door-sealings as his father, yet 

97. In ARM 13.36: 19, a letter to the king, Yasim
Sumu makes mention of sealing grain but the nature of the 
container is not specified. 

_ .. _------------------------------------------------"--
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his position in the bureaucracy is virtually unknown (ARM 

16/1 p. 61). Thus the authority under which either acted to 

seal rooms is obscure. 

Certainly, however, it was the function of sealed 

rooms to limit access to the material possessions of the 

state to those individuals who had the authority to 

disburse them. Both the Middle Assyrian letter published by 

Rollig and the Mari protocol for opening rooms stress the 

hierarchical nature of the sealing system. Only the man 

whose seal was used to close the door could authorize its 

opening. While the room was opened, security needs were 

met by the presence of witnesses in both cases. While the 

Middle Assyrian letter required documentation of 

withdrawals, no mention is made of book-keeping in the Mari 

letters. Such a procedure may have been so common as to 

have been taken for granted, certainly there are a number 

of disbursement orders that specify the bit k~nukki as the 

source of the goods (see above). 

Boxes/Baskets 

The use of sealed clay lumps to fasten boxes or 

baskets is known in syria as early as the Palace G period 

(c. 2250 B.C.) in Ebla (Matthiae 1981: 85). During the 

second millennium B.C., sealed boxes are best documented at 

Mari. The term for the type of box sealed at Mar). is 

gi.pisan. 98 Its dimensions are not known but must have 

varied considerably; one "special" chest contained more 

than 44 mina of silver. 99 The king's chest (gi.pisan lugal) 

98. ARM 9.178: 6, ARM 21.204: 2, ARM 21.218: 8, 
ARM 21.222: 12, 17, 34, ARM 21.223: 25,37, ARM 21.253: 17, 
ARM 2.104: 13, ARM 10.12: 28, ARM 24.491: 8. 

99. ARM 9.178. 
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could contain a smaller but still considerable amount of 

material, more than 1/2 mina of silver. 100 Manufactured 

goods were also stored in boxes: ARM 21.222 lists various 

stone and metal receptacles (up to 24) that were 

accomodated in a single sealed chest. Other chests held 

jewelry and ornaments101 and (votive 1) furniture. 102 

Tablets were stored in chests as well. 103 A photograph of 

tablets found in a block in Salle 115 (Parrot 1959: Pl. 

XXII.3) illustrates this use. 

The sealed boxes themselves could be entered into 

storage in a sealed room, like the "baskets" of census 

tablets104 that Zimri-Lim requested ~ibtu to find and keep 

for him. That particular tablet basket was referred to by 

the subject matter of its contents. Others are modified by 

the name/rank of the official in charge of their 

contents. 105 There is, unfortunately, no record to tell us 

who sealed that chest. Thus silver was deposited in the 

king's chest, but the chest was sealed by the "trustworthy" 

men (ebbu).106 In another instance, a copy of a tablet 

recording the disbursement of gold was put into the sealed 

chest of Mukanni~um.107 As outlined above, the procedures 

100. ARM 21.204. 

101. ARM 21.223. 

102. ARM 21.253. 
• -- ' 103. ARM 10.12: 28, ARM 21.218: 8-9. 

104. ARM 10.12: 28. 

105. See section on Mari archives, above. 

106. ARM 21.204: 2. 

107. ARM 21.218: 8-9. 
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and cautions used in retrieving tablets stored in sealed 

boxes included keeping the seals intact until the authority 

in charge arrived to take possession. Like the sealings on 

the bit kunukki, sealings on chests were intended to 

prevent unauthorized access to materials contained within 

them. 

Bags 

Seals occur on two types of sacks at Mari, 

ku~.gusanum, a leather sack, and gi.pani,108 and 

gihinnu. 109 The latter seem to have been large rough sacks, 

in this case for carrying the carcasses of beef and sheep. 

However, the leather sacks could be fairly large as well. 

One contained 30 mina of wool. 110 Other sacks contained 

wool from Babylon111 and garments. 112 Obviously soft 

containers such as leather are more suitable for 

unbreakable bulky items like those mentioned above, but 

things like alabaster platesl13 were also packed this way. 

Most of the references to sealing sacks occur in 

letters between Mukanni~um, a functionary in charge of 

palace workshops (Rouault ARM 18 pp. 216-217), and Zimri

Lim. It was part of Mukanni~um/s work to receive and 

distribute raw wool for manufacturing into textiles and 

garments (Rouault ARM 18 pp. 121-140). In ARM 13.10, 

108. ARM 23.244: 4. 

109. ARM 23.244: 3. 

110. ARM 19.20: 7. 

111. ARM 13.10: 9-10. 

112. ARM 8.86: 3. 

113. ARM 13.12: 10. 
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Mukanni~um wrote to the king to request that the wool in a 

sack with the king's seal be made available to the weavers 

in Mukanni~um's charge. As the royal seal was involved, 

Mukanni~um asked that Zimri-Lim write to Addu-duri so that 

the sack might be opened in her presence (Rouault ARM 18 p. 

125). Zimri-Lim's response is recorded in ARM 18.20. This 

letter is broken but mentions the same type of cloth, the 

Babylonian wool and requests that Addu-duri seal the 

remaining wool in the sack after the weavers had selected 

some for their work. 114 Like the bIt kunukki sealed with 

the royal seal, there was a strict protocol for breaking 

the king's seal here as well. written instructions were 

required and a member of the royal family witnessed the 

opening, retrieval of material and was responsible for 

resealing the remainder. It is evident that, in these two 

cases, the stature of the sealer rather than the container 

or its contents determined the ease of access. The wool 

contained in the sack probably was not very valuable; 

Mukanni'um mentions that the best wool was unavailable. 115 

The fact that it had the royal seal on it necessitated a 

formal request and witness for the opening of the sack. 

In the case outlined above the bag was sealed for 

storage, not transit. In ARM 13.12, Mukannitum wrote again 

to Zimri-Lim describing the contents of a leather sack 

which Mukanni~um had sent to the king. On this occassion 

Mukanni~um himself sealed the sack, no doubt against 

unauthorized use while the goods were in transit. Finally, 

114. ARM 18.20: 16-17. 

115. ARM 13.10: 12-14. 
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a legal text records the sealing of 14 garmentsl16 in a 

sack for deposit against a loan of silver. Perhaps they 

were sealed to prevent the use of the goods during the term 

of the loan. 

No archaeological remains of bag sealings were 

identified by Beyer at Mari. At Alalah all the non-document 

bullae are called "jar" sealings or trial sealings (Collon 

1975: 213-217). As noted above, no sealings have yet been 

published from Ugarit. However, at Ras Ibn Hani, a site 

less than 5 km sw of Ugarit on a spur of land jutting into 

the Mediterranean, excavations in the North Palace produced 

several fragments of bag sealings (Bordreuil, et ale 1984: 

414). One of the sealings contained three impressions of 

the personal seall17 of Ammistamru II (c. 1260-1230 B.C.), 

king of Ugarit (Bordreuil, et al 1984: 416). Bordreuil 

suggests (1984: 417-418) that these bullae served to seal a 

sack that contained a tablet being transported from one 

city to another. A parallel for this practice occurs at 

Mari. Although there is no mention of sealing the sack, a 

copy of a tablet recording some metal disbursements was 

deposited in a leather sack to keep it moist (1) for 

delivery.118 Bordreuil's suggestion that leather sacks were 

used to send documents at Ugarit also explains why so few 

116. ARM 8.86: 3-4. 

117. In contrast to the dynastic seal of Ugarit, a 
cylinder with the name of the founder of the dynasty 
engraved in Akkadian (Schaeffer 1956: 67), the king's 
personal seal was a metal ring seal with his own name 
engraved in Ugaritic. 

118. ARM 25.240 rev 2) ih-ta-az-za-ma s=ns te-er
di-tim 3) ka-ni-ka-tum igi-ta ur-ta-[ta-ab] 4) me-hi-ir 
tup-pi-im an-ni-im i-na ku~.tu-k[a-na-tim]. 



sealed envelopes are found in middle and late second 

millennium B.C. sites. 

Jars 
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Two methods of imprinting seals on jars were used 

during the second millennium B.C., sealing the closure and 

sealing the body. Most common was the application of a raw 

clay to seal the mouth of a jar. This was accomplished by 

applying a small lump to the string binding a covering 

over the top of a jar or by pressing clay over the entire 

aperture of a small vessel, then sealing it. Like the door

sealings, both forms of closures leave a characteristic 

impression on the reverse of the sealing. These types of 

bullae are found first in Syria in Palace G at Ebla in the 

last quarter of the third millennium B.C. (Matthiae 1981: 

85). The second method of imprinting jars was to roll the 

seal on the leather hard clay of the vessel before it was 

fired to produce a permanent mark. Seal-impressions of this 

type occur first in Syria in the Early Bronze Age (Ben-Tor 

1978: 63) and are rarely found outside the limits of Syria

Palestine (Ben-Tor 1978: 95).119 

Sealed closures. Like bag sealings, references to 

jar sealings are rather rare and only occur at Mari. Nor is 

there much archaeological evidence for such sealings in 

palace contexts. Of the entire corpus of bullae from Mari, 

Beyer (1985a: 382) only identified one (ME 226) as a jar 

sealing. Perhaps those bullae at Alalah are indeed jar 

sealings, however, their proximity to the archive room in 

119. See Chapter 1 for a discussion of the purpose 
of these early sealings. 



Level IV (see Collon 1975: PI.III-IV) suggests that they 

probably are door or box sealings as they are at Mari. 
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Most of the references to sealing as a means of 

closing jars occur in letters describing the preparation of 

materials for transport120 or storage121 • In both 

administrative documents and letters the material stored in 

such jars is usually liquid, either wine122 or oil. 123 But 

one letter refers to the storage of "garlic," hazannum, in 

sealed jars. 124 At Mari, wine was one of the few 

commodities subject to the direct control of the king (see 

Appendix A section 3.I). Its importance to the political 

economy and the value of the king's seal are demonstrated 

in ARM 10.133. In this letter, Zimri-Lim writes to Sibtu 

requesting her to select, taste and prepare 11 jars of red 

wine. Ten of those jars she is to seal with the seal sent 

by Zimri-Lim for that purpose. Those jars would be 

delivered, via the palace Prefect, to Hammurabi of Babylon. 

The eleventh jar was to be sent to Zimri-Lim himself and 

the seal returned to him. 125 Evidently it was important 

that the wine be carefully selected and that Zimri-Lim's 

own seal guarantee his personal involvement as well as the 

security of the goods during shipment to Babylon. The 

120. ARM 10.133, ARM 13.98, ARM 13.100, ARM 
13.149. 

121. ARM 10.136. 

122. ARM 10.133: 15, ARM 13.98: 4, ARM 13.100: 12, 
ARM 13.149: 17, ARM 24.65: 1, ARM 24.76: 12. 

123. ARM 13.18: 21, ARM 21.112: 1. 

124. ARM 10.136: 9. 

125. ARM 10.133: 5-24. 
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conduct of international diplomacy in the second millennium 

B.C. required regular personalized gift exchange 

(Zaccagnini 1976); wine was an acceptable gift to be 

exchanged in this context (Finet 1974/77: 123). Perhaps the 

same principle is at work within the palace bureaucracy 

when Mukannisum sealed a jar of perfumed oil to send to 

Zimri-Lim. 126 

The other letter references cover more mundane 

matters of collecting taxes-in-kind at Mari's port and 

shipping them to the proper authority in the palace. In his 

capacity as chief merchant, Iddiyatum was responsible for 

taxes collected at the river,127 although the goods 

actually were collected by his agents Yasitum and Numu~da

Nahrari. During the course of his work Yasitum collected 

30 jars of wine; he sealed 20 jars and sent them to 

Iddiyatum for the royal cellars. 128 Durand's translation 

(1983a: 154) of the broken end of the text suggests that 

Yasitum then offered to sell the remaining 10 jars to 

Iddiyatum for the going rate of 1/2 shekel silver per jar. 

The use of sealed closures in this context suggests that it 

protected the goods against unauthorized use during 

transhipment. ARM 13.100 records the same sort of operation 

but Durand's rereading of lines 11 and 12129 as !lEt 

l'empreinte (marque) de cette me sure quppum ••• je l'ai 

certifie de (mon) sceau sur (Ie bouchon) des jarres de vin" 

126. ARM 13.18: 20. 

127. ARM 13.58-101. 

128. ARM 13.98. 

1~9. 11) Y mi-hi-is gi~ gUp-pf-im ~a-a-tu 12) i
na dug-gestin-na ak-nu-ka-am!ma. 
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suggests that the function of the seal on thoses closures 

was to guarantee the correct volume of the contents as well 

as to protect them against infringement. This is consistent 

with the bureaucratic desire for accountability illustrated 

elsewhere by the use of the ebbu to check the volume of 

grain &hipments (see above). 

Sealed jar bodies. Few examples of sealed jar 

bodies have survived, but they exhibit a very wide and 

distinctive pattern of context, style and inscription 

relevant to the study of seal function in administrative 

contexts. Those in syria were found in the Middle Bronze 

Age palaces at Ebla (Matthiae 1984: 22-23) and Ugarit 

(Contenson, courtois, Lagarce, Lagarce and Stucky 1973: 

308 Fig. 13). At Ebla the seals were rolled vertically on 

the shoulders of ~ large provision jars with out-turned 

lips and double profile (Matthiae 1969: 2-3). A number of 

the sealings remain, all made by two seals. The first is 

exceptionally large (c. 7.S cm in height) and beautifully 

engraved in a style related to that of the Aleppo Workshop 

(Collon 1981). An inscription attributes the seal to the 

son of Imdi-limgur, one of the last kings of Ebla (Matthiae 

1984: 23). The second seal is smaller and uninscribed, but 

also of exceptional quality (Matthiae 1980: 114-116 Fig. 

14). Fragments of sealed jars were found in Fortress M, 

Sanctuary B1 and Temple B2 (Matthiae 1981: 138), as well as 

in Palace Q. At Ugarit, the seal-impression also occurs on 

a fragment of storejar found in the Middle Bronze Age North 

Palace: again it is in the style of the Aleppo Workshop 

(Collon 1981: 33). The seal is inscribed but the 

inscription has not yet been published. The community of 

style and provenience suggests that all the seals used to 
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impress jars belonged to palace officials or members of the 

royal family. 

The inscription and style of the sealed jar handles 

found in Middle Bronze Age Palestine suggest that these 

also had an official charact~r. The three sherds were found 

at Shechem (Tell Balatah) and Tell el-Far'ah (N). At 

Shechem, the seal was rolled five times on the handle of a 

store jar that also included a single impression of a 

scarab belonging to the "Head of the House of Ammenemet" 

(Nougayrol 1939: 49 Pl. CII). A second impressed jar handle 

was found in the make-up of the Middle Bronze lIB buildings 

beneath the Late Bronze Age temple (Campbell and Ross 1963: 

4 Fig. 2). An identical seal impression was found at Far'ah 

in a room under the later Middle Bronze Age fortifications 

(Mallet 1977: 112). The kneeling figure armed with a spear 

or staff on the Far'ah and Shechem sealings is quite close 

to that described by Collon (1985: 59) for the North Syrian 

style. A seal from 'Ajjul also belongs to this group 

(Collon 1985: 55). The fine quality of the seals used to 

make the impressions as well as the scarab naming an 

official of the house of Amenemet suggests that these too 

are royal or official seals. 

The same use of seals to imprint pottery occurs in 

Late Bronze Age Syria, Anatolia and Palestine. A single 

exemplar exists from the Level IV palace at Alalah (Woolley 

1955: 353 AT/38/266). Unfortunately there is very little we 

can say about it; the sherd was not photographed by Woolley 

or examined in the later analysis of impressions by Collon 

(1975). Approximately contemporary is the impression 

showing the horizontal rolling of a seal on a wide-mouth 

pithos attributed to southern Anatolia (Uzuno~lu 1979: 65 
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Abb. 1). The seal was not inscribed, but Uzuno~lu (1979: 

74) believes it belonged to the Hittite royal household by 

virtue.of its iconography. This illustrates the king 

triumphant over his enemies, a motif derived from 

Mesopotamian proto-types via syria, but rendered in a 

thoroughly Hittite style (Mazzoni 1986). 

Several examples of inscribed or impressed pottery 

at Late Bronze and Iron Age Kamid el-Loz (ancient Kumidi) 

demonstrate the continued use of this device for marking 

pottery in the southern Levant. Like the Anatolian example, 

a cooking pot from Kamid el-Loz exhibits a horizontal 

rolling on its shoulder (Hachmann 1966: 50 Abb. 21 No.6). 

The Mitannian style of the seal and the Thutmosis III 

scarab found in the same level (Schicht 3) give the vessel 

a terminus post gygm of c. 1550 B.C. (Hachmann 1966: 58). 

The seal was not inscribed, nor does the iconography of the 

seal-impression nor the provenience of the pot suggest that 

it was in any way related to the palace. Several other 

inscriptions and impressions, however, do seem to be used 

in, or the product of, the royal household. Two jar 

fragments without provenience have inscribed references to 

the king. The earlier of these (13th - 12th c. B.C.), is a 

jar handle with an Ugaritic inscription, lrb, "(belonging) 

to the prince (Mansfield 1983: 45 Abb. 19)." Also from an 

unstratified context is a jar handle stamped with a seal 

inscribed in Phoenician and reconstructed by Rollig (1983: 

48) to read [1;~].t mlk, "house of the king." Rollig dates 

this to the 8th-7th century B.C. (1983: 48). Finally, 

Palace P2 at Kamid el-Loz produced a body sherd with the 

Ugaritic inscription, jmn, "south" (Mansfield 1983: 45-46 

Abb. 20). 
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As noted by Wilhelm in his original publication 

(1973: 285), lrb on the Kamid el-Loz jar handle has a 

direct parallel with the lmlk seals stamped on four-handled 

storejars of 8th c. B.C. Judah. Na'aman (1986), and 

Mommsen, Perelman and Yellin (1984) through neutron 

activation analysis, studied the source of production and 

the function of such stamped jars in the state of Judah: 

The lmlk jars were inscribed with one of four place names: 

Hebron, Ziph, Socoh, and mm~t, as well as impressed with 

the royal seal. This led to the interpretation of these 

places as centers of tax collection, or supply centers or 

garrison-towns, royal estates, win.e-producing centers or 

sites of royal pottery workshops (Mommsen et ale 1984: 90-

91). Through neutron activation analysis the last 

interpretation was ruled out: all of the jars were produced 

with the same clay and thus, it is assumed, at the same 

site (Mommsen et ale 1984: 94). 

Na'aman further suggests that the lmlk designated 

jars belonged to the state. They were produced at a single 

center and stamped with the name of the city at which they 

were to be filled and stored (1986: 16-17). The purpose of 

such storage at this particular moment in history, 

according to Na'aman, was Hezekiah's recognition that 

Sennacharib would besiege his country. Hezekiah organized 

the defense of the country into four sectors, each 

represented by one of the cities stamped on the storejars: 

Socoh for the Shephelah, Ziph for the Judean Hills, Hebron 

for the Central Hills, and mm~t for the Northern Hills 

(Na'aman 1986: 11-15). Thus when the threat of Assyrian 

invasion became real, supplies would be at hand to support 

the defenders of the regional centers. Na'aman's 



explanation of the function of royal storejars is 

convincing within the historical context of 8th c. B.C. 

Judah and gives us a clue as to the function of sealed 

royal jars in the second millennium B.C. 
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The evidence presented above demonstrates that most 

sealed handles and body sherds found in second millennium 

B.C. syria and Palestine functioned within the palace in 

some way. Inscriptions naming a royal prince or giving the 

title of an official occur on the sealings at Ebla, Shechem 

and Kamid el-Loz. The archaeological context in which 

impre;~ed sherds were found demonstrates that they were 

used in the palace at Ebla, Alalah IV, ugarit and Kamid el

Loz. In addition impressed sherds were found in other 

institutional buildings at Ebla. Finally, the iconography 

of the impression on a south Anatolian pithos also reveals 

some connection to royalty. 

References to sealing practices in the palace 

archives do not shed any light on sealings such as these. 

As noted in the section above, references to jar sealings 

usually indicate that the jars are being prepared for 

shipment and the sealings serve to prevent access and 

guarantee the contents. That is certainly not the purpose 

served by sealing the body or handle of a storejar. 

Na'aman's suggestion that the jars were produced by the 

palace to be filled elsewhere and returned or stored at 

government storehouses is attractive. But the very limited 

number of second millennium sherds stamped in this fashion 

is puzzling if such jars were the usual means of storing 

prov1s1ons. As special circumstances, according to Na'aman, 

resulted in the creation and distribution of 8th c. lmlk 

jars, perhaps other special circumstances in the political 



or economic life of second millennium states dictated the 

use of sealed storejars at Ebla, Alalah, Ugarit and Kamid 

el-Loz. That the seal-impression identified the owner of 

the jar (the king or the palace) seems a reasonable 

assumption. A more precise analysis of function, however, 

is not possible with the evidence at hand. 
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CHAPTER 4 

LEGAL USE OF SEALS: LAND, LABOR AND THE STATE 

In the previous chapter juridical documents were 

defined as texts that describe the obligations of 

principals engaged in transferring the rights to property 

or personal labor from one to another. In syrian palace 

archives juridical documents usually describe the transfer 

of immovable property and personal service or labor between 

members of a single state or between officials of two 

states. Legal documents, however, were not the only means 

of transfering real property and services; in all three 

state archives immovable property and personal service 

could be assigned with administrative documents. One of 

the objectives of this chapter is to determine why a legal 

format rather than an administrative format was used in 

these instances. The value of examining sealings in this 

inquiry is two-fold: seal inscriptions occasionally allude 

to the political affiliation of a witness or participant 

named in the text, an affiliation not revealed elsewhere; 

and sealings allow us to identify interested parties not 

inscribed as witnesses or participants in the contract 

itself. 

Historical circumstance and political necessity 

differ in each of these states, and the trend towards the 

increased involvement of the head-of-state in contracts 

deposited in state archives is related to the changing 

conditions of rulership during the course of the second 

millennium B.C. In this chapter we will examine how the 
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relationship of the sealer to the state reflects the 

different problems and solutions to allocation of land and 

labor described in sealed contracts and verdicts. To do so 

we will follow the tenets established by Landsberger (1955) 

for identifying the jurisdiction under which the terms of 

the document were carried out by examining the status and 

role of witnesses (and sealers) in the contract as well as 

the participants. 

The existence of contracts presupposes their use in 

litigation, although it is likely that only a minute 

percentage of contracts were used in this manner. Many 

aspects of litigation in second millennium B.C. Syria are 

still unclear; we assume that only those records of 

disputes concerning the state in some respect were 

deposited in palace archives. As government archives are 

virtually the only source of documents for this period, 

knowledge of the private sector is very restricted. 

Diakonoff (1982: 29) observes that in Babylonia and the 

Hittite kingdom members of the community were under the 

jurisdiction of community courts, while men in royal 

service were under the jurisdiction of the king. The same 

split in jurisdiction probably existed in second millennium 

B.C. Syria as well. 

While no primary records exist, a reference in an 

edict from the court at Carchemesh seems to refer to 

processes of dispute settlement outside the palace. 1 In 

this respect its most interesting clause concerns the 

process by which a decision will be reached in the case of 

merchants murdered in a foreign country (lines 20-25): "If 

1. PRU 4 18.115. 
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the endowed merchant of the King of Carchemesh in the land 

of Ugarit is killed and they capture the murders, the 

citizens of Carchemesh with their men of the gate will go 

to ugarit and issue a claim on their business associates, 

money and goods •••• " 

Apparently it was not necessary to make a claim in 

a litigation before the king: the presence of the limen of 

the gate" was sufficient to conclude the transaction in 

Ugarit. The official nature of transactions made at or 

announced at gates in the ancient Near East suggests that 

this was an official judicial body. At Nuzi proclamations 

were read at the city gate,2 while judges officiated at the 

gate of the palace. 3 At Emar a testament4 refers to the 

document sealed at the gate as validating the will (Arnaud 

1982: 45). In the earlier OB period, judges at Tell Sifr 

(ancient Kutalla) sat at the Temple gate,S while at Sippar 

one of the city gates was called the ligate of the judges. 1I6 

These were not necessarily judicial officials of the state 

government. For example, in Alalah Level IV the testimony 

of the mayor (hazannum) and five witnesses was sufficient 

to counter the claim of a runaway's presence in their 

city.7 

One of the king's primary responsibilities both in 

Mesopotamia (Leemans 1968) and in the rest of southwestern 

2. HSS 9,18: 4. 

01. VAS 6128: 6. 

4. Msk 73.10. 

5. Sifr 58: 7. 

6. CAD B: 19 '4. 

7. AT 2: 27-28. 
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Asia was to adjudicate disputes (Speiser 1967: 321-322). He 

also had the ablity to delegate his judicial authority to 

other me~ers of the administration. At Mari provincial 

governors had the power to administer justice (Marzal 1971: 

202), while in the Mitannian state at Nuzi the halsuhlu 
• 

could adjudicate certain kinds of disputes (Maidman 1981: 

237). Records of disputes deposited in the palace archives 

usually involve international protocol for trade, return of 

fugitives, and transfers of property. within the community 

judges try disputes. For example, a letter8 from Alalah 

Level IV describes the inquiry into the seizure of some 

asses in which a judge decided the case. Although there 

is little evidence of their precise activities, judges also 

existed in Alalah Level VII9 and at Mari. 10 

The precise conventions for seal use on juridical 

texts vary from site to site as do the subject of legal 

texts deposited in the three Syrian state archives (see 

Chapter 3 for details). In addition, the relationship 

between the contracting or litigating parties and the 

relationship of the sealer to both, vary considerably from 

archive to archive. The evidence for these relationships is 

presented within a chronological framework divided into two 

eras of intense international diplomacy. These are 

conveniently termed by Tadmor (1982: 129) the "First 

International Period" (19th and 18th c. B.C.) and the 

"Second International Period" (15th to 12th c. B.C.) As 

many of the sealed juridical documents are the result of a 

8. AT 116. 

9. AT 48: 56. 

10. ARM 8.16, ARM 8.84, ARM 8.87. 



major shift in international relations, a discussion of 

their importance within their historical and political 

context is appropriate. within these two periods, we will 

discuss the use of sealed juridical documents to control 

access to two major state resources, land and labor. 

The First International Period 
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As noted above, this period encompasses 

approximately 150 years from the rise of §am~i-Addu, c. 

1815 B.C., to the destruction of Alalah Level VII, ca. 1650 

B.C. (Collon 1975: 143). It is a period of intense and 

well-documented diplomatic interaction (Munn-Rankin 1956) 

and, in Syria as well as Mesopotamia, the growth of a 

number of political bodies that encompassed or were allied 

to many smaller city-states. To the east of the Euphrates 

this resulted in a loose confederation of states, equal in 

power and therefore not constrained to pursue unprofitable 

partnerships (Tadmor 1982: 130). west of the Euphrates, the 

territorial state of Yambad dominated the area and thus was 

able to maintain more stable relations with its constituent 

members and political allies. Mari, of course, existed 

between these two areas, trying to extend its own 

partnerships and promote internal stability in a period 

marked by flux in both areas. It is against this background 

that the use of sealed contracts in the pursuit of state 

objectives in international and internal relations will be 

examined. 

International Relations 

In the Second International Period, sealed treaties 

give physical form to the relationship between heads-of

state. During the First International Period, however, no 
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formal documents exist to exemplify this form of contract. 

Such documents probably did exist. ARM 1 37: 24 refers to a 

treaty as the "tablets of the oath of the gods," tuppu ni~ 

iIi, while Yarim-Lim of Yamhad speaks of the "mighty bond," 

riksatum dannatum, between him and his ally, Amut-pi-El of 

Qatna (Dossin 1939: 51). The former term clearly denotes a 

written document, while the latter characterizes the 

relationship as contractual, although not necessarily 

documentary in form (Greengus 1969: 510). 

The terms in which such alliances are expressed 

stress the desire for "peace, I. ~alImum, "brotherhood," 

ahh'iitum, and "good relations," damaatum (Tadmor 1982: 131). 

The activities engendered by such a relationship included 

military support, the exchange of gifts and/or the donation 

of tribute, and the right of arbitration on the part of the 

dominant partner (Munn-Rankin 1956: 95-110). However, an 

unsealed draft or copy of a treaty from Old Babylonian 

Ishchali (Greengus 1979: No. 326) suggests that written 

treaties, like their later sealed counterparts, were much 

more specific. The Ishchali Treaty, for example, details 

remunerations for freeing men of different status found 

under specified circumstances in a foreign country. At the 

same time it disallows the enlistment of those men in the 

army of the country in which they were found. The 

precision, detail and exposition of circumstances under 

which certain activities and payments were to take place 

rather suggests that written treaties stood in the same 

relationship to international agreements (riksatum) as 

written contracts stood to private agreements. That is, 

inscription served as evidence of specific rights and 

obligations in the relationship (Greengus 1969: 512) while 
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the oath and attendant ceremonies created the contractual 

relationship (Tadmor 1982: 134). The relationship itself 

was formulated as a contract bound by oath because no other 

formal ties existed between the two independent political 

leaders to regulate their relationship with one another. 

Once the treaty was entered other social ties could be 

established to reinforce the agreement by oath. 

The lack of treaty documents during this period may 

be a simple accident of retrieval, as the existence of the 

Ishchali Treaty suggests that others existed as well. 

However, the poor documentation of political relationship 

might also reflect the fluid nature of syrian politics 

during the early second millennium B.C. While the bonds 

created by oath and ceremony might have the theoretical 

durability of those inscribed on clay, the evidence of such 

a relationship in a permanent written form may not have 

been desirable in a era of rapidly shifting alliances! 

Internal Relations 

Sealed ju:t'idical documents at Mari and Alalah Level 

VII provide legal evidence of the mutual obligations 

required by the agreements between members of the same 

state. As noted in Chapter 3, the fact that most of the 

verdicts and contracts in both archives are not sealed may 

b6 dUe to the loss of envelopes on which the seals normally 

occurred during this period (Collon 1975: 139). In this 

section we will examine how sealed juridical documents 

reflected state interests in allocation of rights to land 

and personal service with particular reference to the role 

of the sealer in t.hese transactions. 

Land. To date only Batto (1980) has analyzed land

tenure patterns at Mari. Gaal (1976) discusses some aspects 
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of land tenure at Alalah Level VII. At Mari during the 

period of Zimri-Lim (and presumably during ~am~i-Addu/s 
reign as well), land was held in at least four types of 

tenure: 1) palace land (egel ekallim) was assigned to wage

labor to work directly for the profit of the palace (Evans 

1963): or 2) granted to state administrators in return for 

service and a percentage of the produce while 3) private 

land could be held and worked in communal ownership or 4) 

held and worked by individuals for their own profit (Batto 

1980: 210-212). 

The legal texts documenting land tr'ansfer at Mari 

(sealed and unsealed) relate to the grant of land to state 

officials11 and the transfer of land held privately 

between members of the state administration. 12 Land 

granted for state service was a widespread means of 

remunerating state employees in the ancient Near East 

(Diakonoff 1982). The custom is particularly well

documented in the state archives of Ugarit (discussed 

below). The terms and documentation of this practice vary 

from state to state depending on the needs of the state 

administration. At Mari these grants were commonly made to 

provincial governors (Marzal 1971: 201), but, as Batto 

points out (1980: 214), royal allotments were not 

necessarily attached to the particular position held by the 

recipient in the palace administration. He suggests that 

grants were made on the basis of royal favor and influence 

and occasionally in exchange for "gifts" from the officer 

11. ARM 8.12, ARM 8.19. 

12. ARM 8.2, ARM 8.3, ARM 8.4, ARM 8.5, ARM 8.7. 
Although the participants are state dependents, the land 
itself does not appear to be state property. 



as well as service (Batto 1980: 215), a practice that was 

common at Ugarit as well (Libolt 1977). 
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The mechanism by which land grants were made is 

still obscure. Apparently the king assigned land to high 

level state administrators in at least two degrees of 

tenure: subsistence allotments (eglam nadanum), which could 

be reassigned by the palace, and "released" land (eglam 

wu~~urum) which was granted to an individual in perpetuity' 

(Batto 1980: 223-225). However, most of the information on 

these allotments of fields is gleaned from references in 

letters. Only one legal text actually documents the 

transfer of land under these conditions. Legal documents 

assigning land to state officers at Mari probably were kept 

in the archives of individuals receiving the land, not in 

the public archives. It was the contemporary practice in 

the Babylonian state of Hammurabi for such documents to be 

retained by the men assigned to state fields (Leemans 1968: 

111). 

In ARM 8.12: 1-8 "Yasmah-Addu granted to Yarim-Addu 

the palace field in Hunum, however much there is for which 

Tarim-~akin heaped up a rakrbum-dike. Whoever contests 

(this) shall pay 10 mina silver to the palace and [shall 

incur (?)] a penalty [ ••• ]" (Batto 1980: 228). In this 

context nahiilum "denoted a perpetual royal grant which was 

therefore heritable" (Batto 1980: 229). Batto then relates 

the process of granting land with the term nahalum as the 

means by which "released" lands were assigned to palace 

dependents (Batto 1980: 229-230). 

ARM 8.12 clearly states that the king granted the 

land, however neither the king as grantor nor Yarim-Addu as 

grantee sealed the envelope. Their relationship was 
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concluded through contractual arrangement that did not 

require use of their seals but those of the witnesses who 

would testify in case of litigation (Leemans 1982: 223). 

The seals of the witnesses are visible on the envelope, 

recently collated by Charpin (1983: 63). It contains the 

impressions of five seals: 1) Habdu-malik who is listed in 

the text as a witness; 2) Yamatti-El, not listed but 

according to his seal a "servant of §am~i-AddU;" 3) Yansib-. 
Adad, not listed; 4) Apil-kin, not listed; and 5) Tarim

~akin, a witness, participant and member of ~am{i-Addu's 
administration. 

The nature of Tarim-~akin's participation in the 

transference appears to be that of a previous 'tenant' who 

had improved the property, in this case by building a dike 

or dam. The ~pplication of his seal on the document would 

seem to indicate that although Tarim-~akin himself had no 

right to alienate a palace field, his acknowledgement of 

the transfer was required. Indeed, one can imagine a 

situation in which the new tenant of a field arrived to 

work the property to find that the previous tenant had not 

been informed or claimed to have no knowledge of the 

transfer by the palace. The practice of having witnesses 

seal the envelope is consistent with contemporary Old 

Babylonian sealing practices on 'private' juridical 

documents (Leemans 1982: 226). The presence of an 

impression made by the individual relinquishing rights to 

the property (as tenant, here; elsewhere as the proprietor) 

also occurs in OB contexts (Charpin 1980: 296). 

At Mari royal participation in the transfer 

procedure is confined to this text alone. Nothing in the 

references to "released fields" in letters indicates that 
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the royal seal was necessary to legalize the assignment of 

fields in perpetuity, but a contractual format was 

required. Records of the short term assignment of fields 

(eglam nadanum) is exemplified by the administrative list 

ARM 9. 283. Batto suggests that this was the type of 

document consulted by the king in determining the rights of 

certain men to cUltivate a palace field13 (1980: 215). One 

such list was, in fact, sealed by the king,14 perhaps 

signifying his approval of the assignments. The contractual 

form of the grant document seems to be dictated by the type 

of tenure transferred; i.~., its heritability. This is also 

the case at Ugarit (see below). 

The limited number and nature of other juridical 

texts at Mari call for some explanation of their presence 

in a state archive. As pointed out by Boyer in ARM 8 (p. 

183), most of the legal texts concern the acquisition of 

property by Yarim-Addu, and all date to the period of 

Yasmah-Addu's reign. In fact, the texts have the 

composition of a private archive. It is possible that the 

state had some role in appropriating or redeeming the 

property of Yarim-Addu and thus came to acquire his 

personal records of acquisition. Two other texts in ARM 8 

(36 and 59) belong to one Sin-eribam, whose debts were paid 

by the Zimri-Lim through his agent Yasim-Sumu,15 possibly 

as a favor to his widow (Joannes ARM 23 pp. 213-216). 

Joannes suggests that ARM 8.36 and ARM 8.59, which record 

Sin-eribam's debts, were recovered and held by the palace 

13. ARM 4.10: r 18-19. 

14. ARM 24.6. 

15. ARM 23. 237. 
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archives as proof that those debts were paid by the palace 

(Joannes ARM 23 pp. 215-216). Some process of a similar 

nature may explain the presence of Yarim-Addu's legal texts 

in the palace archives. 

In comparison with Mari the approximately 

contemporary sealed transactions in the palace archives in 

Level VII at Alalah illustrate a different type of 

participation by the local ruler in land acquisition and 

allocation. The three sealed transactions relevant to land 

tenure are all verdicts rendered in inheritance disputes. 

In all three we also see the participation of the King of 

Yambad as judge,16 witness,17 and sealer. 18 The nature of 

the involvement of the royal house at Alalah is clear only 

in AT 11, a suit that Talteya brings against her brother, 

Yarim-Lim, King of Alalah, for possession of the town of 

Na~tarbi which she claims as part of her inheritance from 

her father. In the settlement, Talteya agrees to let her 

·brother "assume the guarantee,,,19 which he does before the 

three witnesses. 

Atriadu, the first of the witnesses listed within 

the text itself, was a high-ranking member of the court at 

Alalah. His name occurs frequently in ration lists20 and 

16. AT 7. 

17. AT 7. 

18. AT 455. 

19. AT 11: 14 qa-qa-di li-im-ha-as-ma, "let him 
hit my head." See Kilmer 1974 for this and'other symbolic 
gestures used in legal settings. 

20. AT 238: 14, AT 241: 18, AT 247: 22, AT 251: 
17, AT 254: 9, AT 258: 6. 
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once as the witness to another contract. 21 In AT 370 he is 

given the title lli gi-,zu.hi-a, translated by Wiseman as 

"chief of the squires" (Collon 1975: 88 Note 2). The second 

witness is Ammuirba, whose seal impression identifies him 

as the king of Tuba. 22 Ammuirba also appears on AT 25 as a 

witness and AT 56 where he is given the title "judge" (di

kU5) (Collon 1975: 20 Note 2). While Atriadu's position in 

Alalah seems to be that of a dependent and subordinate of 

the ruler, Ammuirba, by virtue of his position as king of 

Tuba, probably should be considered the equal of the king 

of Alalah. 

The third witness is Nahme-Dagan, who also sealed 

the envelope (Seal 1923 ). Although he appears to be 

provided with rations by the royal household at Alalah 

(Collon 1975: 18 Note 1). his title is that of Sukkal 

("vizierll) to Niqmepa, King of Yamhad. His residence and 

activities in Alalah are well documented where he is also 

given the titles lli sagi (llcup-bearerll)24 and lli rei-gab, a 

temple administrator. 25 Nahme-Dagan may have been involved 

in a case of embezzlement in the town of Murar. 26 Although 

his activities center around the court of Alalah (he also 

witnessed AT 96 and AT 52), his position as Sukkal to 

Niqmepa (King of Yamhad) suggests that his political 

21. AT 52. 

22. Seal 23. 

23. Seal numbers are those of Collon 1975. 

24. AT 268: 9. 

25. AT 244: 6. 

26. AT 120. 
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allegiance was to the king of Yamhad rather than the local 

ruler at Alalah. 

The other two witnesses did not seal the envelope, 

at least not with identifiable seals. One (Ami-malik) is 

not in Wiseman's index of personal names: the other (Aia

abi) only appears in this text. As noted above, one of the 

impressions on the envelope is uninscribed and could belong 

to one of these individuals. Three of the sealers are not 

mentioned in the text itself: Niqmepa, King of Yamhad (Seal 

6), his son and heir Irkabtum (Seal 7): and Yatar-malik 

(Seal 165). The latter is a member of an important family 

of merchants at Alalah (Collon 1975: 153-154). 

Only two of the six sealers and witnesses (Yatar

malik and Atriadu) could be considered subordinates or 

dependents of Yarim-Lim of Alalah. Ammuirba as king of 

member-state of Yamhad was his equal and Nahme-Dagan's 

relationship to the ruler of Alalah is somewhat ambiguous. 

While he is provided with rations by Yarim-Lim, his title 

relates to the king of Yambad. Niqmepa and his son are 

superiors by virtue of the relationship negotiated by Abban 

outlined in AT 456. The conditions of by which Yarim-Lim 

received "rulership" of Alalah contain very specific 

conditions under which he could sell property (Gaal 1976: 

44-45). One suspects that the conditions which prompted th~ 

king of Yamhac. to take an interest in the sale of property 

by his vassal would insure the king's interest in other 

methods by which the ruler of Alalah could alienate the 

land under his control. Hence, the king paid very close 
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attention to inheritance among the ruling family of Alalah 

as well as exchange27 and sale. 28 

The interest of the kings of Yamhad extended to the 

property relations between members of the city of Alalah as 

well as the ruling family. Thus, in AT 455, a family 

dispute over the ownership of the city of Airre~e, the 

final agreement was pledged and entered before Yarim-Lim, 

King of Yamhad. 29 AT 7, an inheritance dispute between one 

Abban and his sister Bittati, was decided by Niqmepa of 

Yamhad. 30 Ben-Barak (1980: 30) notes that the name Abban is 

used for commoners as well as kings, but rejects the notion 

that Abban is related to the royal family. On the other 

hand, Collon suggests that this Abban was related to the 

royal family at Alalah (1975: 147), and that might explain 

the king of Yamhad's interest in this affair. In addition, 

among the witnesses and sealers of these texts are those 

with political ties to the king of Yambad: Nahmi-Dagan, 

Sukkal; Ilu-Kubaba, "servant of the King of Yambad" (Collon 

1975: Seal 20). Ikin-~arrim, hazannum, "mayor," of Alalah, 

Yatar-malik and his father §am~u-Addu (Seal 141), merchants 

of Alalah, represent the community; and Atriadu, the royal 

household. If this analysis is accurate then the pattern of 

witnesses on sealed verdicts illustrates the representation 

of the three sectors in the society: Alalahian ruling 

family and dependents, the local community and the agents 

of the central state, Yambad. Despite the breadth of 

27. AT 79. 

28. AT 456: 57-62. 

29. AT 455: 22-24. 

30. AT 7: 17-19. 
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representation, there is no question that the King of 

Yamhad had the ultimate power to render decisions in 

inheritance disputes among residents of Alalah31 and 

validate agreements32 made by the ruling family at Alalah. 

The ruler of Alalah in Level VII is not usually 

considered a king in his own right, but rather a governor 

under the authority of the king at Aleppo. The lack of 

Alalahian jurisdiction over local land disputes and 

distribution of land within the governing family and local 

notables reinforces this view. While the term king is used 

with reference to the ruler of Alalah,33 its use is 

ambiguous. Both Bunnens (1982a: 74) and Gaal (1976: 41) 

discuss this problem. In AT 6: 2 the ruler of Alalah is 

given the title lu Alalah, conventionally translated as 

"man of Alalah," implying leadership but not necessarily 

sovereignty. In the same text, the ruler of Yambad is 

given the title lugal ("arrum), "king." The ruler of Alalah 

was very clearly in the relationship of "servant" (wardum) 

to "his lord" (belI§u), King of Yambad. 34 Yet the ruler 

of Ammitakumma was designated the King of Alalah by his 

parents35 and as "brother" (ahum) to his "great brother" 

(ahum rabfun), Abban of Yambad. 36 

Gaal interprets this to mean that as head of the 

territorial state of Yambad, the king was simply first 

31. AT 455, AT 7. 

32. AT 11. 

33. AT 6: 10. 

34. AT 1: 9, AT 6: 5. 

35. AT 6: 9-10. 

36. AT 1:1. 
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among equals (1976: 41). In practical terms, his power was 

limited by his ability to engender loyalty37 and maintain 

the territorial integrity of the state through the control 

over percentage of land-fund owned by its member-states. 

The procedure by which the king of Yamhad controlled the 

relative ratio of ownership in his own favor was through 

his right to review contracts for purchase and exchange of 

land and the right to adjudicate disputes (here 

inheritance) that affected the distribution of land. Even 

where the King of Yamhad's personal intervention is not 

noted in the text, his seal on the envelope reveals his 

participation in the procedure (as in AT 11). The function 

of the seal in this context is to validate the agreement; 

its value to historical inquiry is to document the interest 

and power of the territorial sovereign over the ability of 

members of its constituent states to increase their 

property holdings through sale and inheritance. 

Labor. At Mari the rights to personal service were 

obtained through contractual arrangements (sale38 or 

anticretic loan39 ), military action (prisoners of war), and 

taxation through corvee labor (Evans 1963). Texts in both 

categories of contractual arrangements ~re sealed; but 

these are far from common in the Mari archives. In neither 

case can the interests of the state be identified in the 

text itself. In the list of witnesses who seal ARM 8.31 

37. AT 456: 47-50. 

38. ARM 8.9. 

39. ARM 8.31, ARM 8.52. Personal anticretic loans 
are those in which the creditor provides the debtor with 
capital in return for service (by the debtor himself or 
other designated person) corresponding to the interest on 
the capital (Eichler 1973: 43). 
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only one is identified as a state dependent. 40 All the 

other witnesses used uninscribed seals to impress the 

tablet by which their names had been inscribed (Charpin 

1983: 62). ARM 8.52 documents a loan transaction during the 

period of Yasmah-Addu in which a woman is offered as a 

mazzanzanu-pledge (Eichler 1973: 60). The interest of the 

state is not evident in either the text itself or in the 

witnesses, none of whom is designated as "servants" of the 

king of Mari or of ~am~i-Addu. Two, however, are qualified 

as the "servants" of Ibal-pi-El, King of E~nunna (Charpin 

1983: 65). As suggested above, the palace occasionally paid 

off the debts of its dependents. Perhaps these texts 

represent similar operations. 

The five other sealed legal documents record the 

loan of silver at interest. Some of these involve noted 

state administrators, as in ARM 8.48. In this text Asqudum, 

the diviner, loans silver to another member of the state. 

In two other loan documents Yasmah-Addu, as the debtor (ARM 

8.37 and 8.42), seals the document. Zimri-Lim is the source 

of the loan in this one instance (ARM 8.37: 5). Boyer 

suggests that the king's participation in a legal operation 

indicates the presence of royal patrimony separate from 

that of state property (ARM 8 p. 201). However, Yasmah

Addu's given title (recorded only on his seal), "Man of 

Yarih" (lu Yarih), indicates that he had some sort of 

official position. It is possible that this contract 

represents a diplomatic action across state boundaries, 

rather than Zimri-Lim's private activities. 

40. ARM 8.20 Seal 1: ia-at-ti-ia, dumu ~a-am-ti
ma-lik ir ~a-am-~i d.i~kur (Charpin 1983: No.9, p. 63). 
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Labor transactions at Alalah Level VII parallel 

those at Mari in terminology "(Eichler 1973: 63-75) and form 

but are far more numerous and show the rulers of Alalah as 

consumers of labor acquired by loan. only the envelopes of 

AT 18 and AT 32 demonstrate the use of seals on these 

documents (Collon 1975: 206). In AT 18 Ammitakumma, Kin9 of 

Alalah loans an amount of silver to Ammiadu, the bird

keeper. His sons are to reside in the king's house as bird

keepers until the debt is paid. Three witnesses are listed 

in the text: five seal impressions occur on the envelope. 

As reconstructed by Collon (1975: 16, 158-159), Ammiadu, 

the debtor, impressed his garment on the envelope, next"to 

which is the impression of his brother's seal (Ehli-Addu, 

Seal 15). Three of the other impressions (Seals 79-81) are 

so close in style and subject matter as to suggest to 

Collon that they belonged to a single family or group of 

friends (1975: 158). The close relationship would then 

explain why two different men used Seal 81 on three 

different envelopes or fragments41 (1975: 158 Note 1). 

However, at Nuzi, for example, administrators lent their 

seals to subordinates and fellow witnesses, while relatives 

and business partners shared seals amongst themselves 

(stein 1986: 291). Therefore shared use and style may not 

be an indication of kinship. Seal 79 belonged to Niqmepa, a 

dependent of the king (AT 281) and officer in Ammitakumma's 

court (Collon 1975: 46). 

On AT 18, the user of Seal 80 was one Werikiba (his 

name was inscribed above the impression), who held the 

office of Sukkal (vizier) at the court of Yarim-Lim III of 

41. AT 18A, 61A. 
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Yamhad. In an alternative spelling (Ewerikiba), he is 

listed as a witness on the loan text itself. 42 The other 

witnesses apparently did not seal the document, but they 

are still worth investigating. Talmammu acted as a witness 

on other loans43 and as a creditor of the king44 and other 

individuals. 45 While he was never assigned an official 

title, this man was an important and wealthy member of the 

community. The final witness is Immeri, who also witnessed 

Talmammu's loan of silver to Irkabtum, the king of 

Alalah. 46 Again, he seems to be an important member of the 

community, but his relationship to the king is not clear. 

The primary sealer here is the recipient of the 

loan and at least one member of his family. As the debtor 

he acknowledges with his seal his obligations as described 

in the text. Both other identifiable sealers are, 

respectively, members of Ammitakumma's court (Sealing 79) 

or Yarim-Lim's court at Yamhad (Sealing 80). The lender 

himself, the ruler or governor of Alalah, does not seal the 

document but retains it in his archive to sUbstantiate his 

claim to the services of the debtor. No ~oubt the tablet 

would be returned or broken when the loan was repaid. The 

fact that the ruler of Alalah lent silver to a number of 

government officials in return for service suggests that he 

did so for the benefit of the state rather than fOL himself 

in a private capacity. 

42. AT 18:15 • 

43. AT 27, AT 38, AT 40, AT 44. 

44. AT 35. 

45. AT 37. 

46. AT 35: 14. 
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The process documented in mazzanzanu contracts is 

that of personal anticretic loans. Eichler observes that 

at Nuzi the creditor seems to be more interested in 

continuing the services of the pledge than in securing the 

return of his money. He suggests that, in fact, such loans 

were made as a means of securing long-term indentured 

servitude, a relationship more profitable to the creditor 

tha~ slavery because contractual clauses protected the 

creditor from the flight, disappearence or death of the 

pledge (Eichler 1973: 45). The king of Alalah, however, 

also purchased a family47 in a transaction witnessed and 

sealed by many of the same individuals who witnessed the 

anticretic loans. 

By means of loan and purchase the rulers of Alalah 

(who are the most frequently named creditors48 ) obtained 

the services of individuals, families and even a village 

(Eichler 1973: 75). The type of service provided, when it 

is specified, includes weavers, fowlers and kutturu-men. 

Where the type of work to be performed is not mentioned in 

the loan text, it is sometimes possible to infer it from 

prosopographic research on the debtor/s. 49 One man, Ehli

Addu, who pledged his son in AT 36 is listed on another 

document as a chariot owner,50 thus a member of some 

47. AT 61. 

48. AT 20-22, AT 24-28, AT 41. 

49. Information gained through this type of 
analysis is not always secure, particularly when 
patronymics are not commonly used. This, unfortunately, is 
the case at Alalah. Therefore the following observations 
are presented with full knowledge that the people discussed 
could, in fact, be other than those in the loan documents. 

50. AT 205: 28. 
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standing in the society (Speiser 1954: 21). Nadina, one of 

the three men who entered the palace service in AT 24, is 

noted as a weaver in AT 358 and AT 359. At Nuzi, anticretic 

contracts were issued for unskilled seasonal labor 

(harvesting, orchard work, meadow work) as well as skilled 

labor (weaving, carpentry) (Eichler 1973: 20). Here at 

Alalah Level VII the emphasis is on the acquisition of 

skilled labor to staff the palace workshops. Bunnens 

(1982a: 74) makes the point that the ration texts describe 

a dependent work-force that consists primarily of unskilled 

agricultural labor. Anticretic loan and purchase seems to 

have acted as a method of acquiring skilled labor for 

manufacturing when the palace was not able to requisition 

such labor through its authority as a governing body. 

Unlike the king of Mari, the ruler at Alalah used 

contractual relations to provide himself with labor and 

services. Zimri-Lim was able to fill temporary unskilled 

labor requirements by drafting corvee labor (Evans 1963), 

while much of the skilled labor in palace workshops was 

provided by prisoners-of-war (Dalley 1984: 70-72). The more 

specialized and higher ranking administrative staff were 

remunerated through grants of land (Batbo 1980): mid-level 

and skilled labor received rations. The reasons for the 

differences in the way labor was acquired probably lie in 

the different levels of government in the two cities. 

In contrast to Alalah, Mari was a major state 

subsuming within it districts administered by governors and 

vassal states ruled by allied kings. As the head of such a 

state Zimri-Lim certainly had more opportunity to obtain 

skilled and unskilled labor through his right to assess tax 

and through extensive military ventures. Alalah, on the 
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other hand, was but a small part of the territorial state 

of Yamhad. The king of Yamhad may have had the power to 

draft corvee labor and mo~pt military expeditions to 

acquire prisoners-of-war; the actions of the kings of 

Alalah in contracting for both land and labor through 

payment or loan suggests that they did not. The constant 

presence of the king of Yamhad (in land sales and verdicts) 

or his agent, Werikiba, the Sukkal, as witness or sealer of 

contracts between the ruler of Alalah and inhabitants of 

the region, graphically attests to the king of Yamhad's use 

of his right of adjudication to oversee and therefore 

control certain fundamental resources and relationships 

within Yamhad's member states. 

The Second International Period 

After a 200 year gap for which we have little 

historical documentation, the Second International Period 

covers the 15th to the 13th c. B.C. During this time 

political, dominion over Syria was divided among several 

major "Great Powers": Egypt, the Hittites, the Mitanni, 

and, after the 13th c., Assyria (Tadmor 1979: 3). The 

western shift in the focus of international politics and 

trade had a tremendous impact on local syrian sovereignty. 

While Mesopotamian states viewed Syria as a source of raw 

materials and military allies as early as the third 

millennium B.C., it remained of peripheral political 

importance to Mesopotamian states prior to 1400 B.C. 

(Tadmor 1982: 130). with the western shift in the focus of 

political power, Syria (and Palestine) became both 

physically and politically central to the balance of power 

in southwest Asia. Syria continued to be an important 

----_._. __ ... _-_. ----
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source of raw materials and manufactured products and 

became an important trade and communications corridor and 

political buffer zone among Egypt, the Hittite, Mitannian 

and Assyrian Empires. With these conditions in mind, in the 

following section we will discuss the function of sealed 

juridical documents in the administration of the state in 

Alalah Level IV and Ugarit. 

International Relations 

The impact on the Syrian polities during the second 

half.of the second millennium B.C. was profound. Instead of 

the fairly large independent Syrian territorial states, 

like Mari, Yambad, Qatna and even Hazor in Palestine 

(Malamat 1970), a multiplicity of small cities and states 

allied themselves to or were being annexed by superior 

foreign powers (Bunnens 1982: 125). As in the earlier 

period the political relationships are expressed in terms 

of personal loyalty of the subordinate king to his superior 

(Pirenne 1950: 376). only in the second half of the second 

millennium, however, did it become common to put these 

mutual political obligations into a written form (Tadmor 

1982: 139). As we observed in Chapter 3, these treaties 

were conceived as contracts whose mutual obligations were 

stiplulated and acknowleged through exchange of sealed 

copies. The conditions of these agreements had a 

substantial impact not only on relations between states but 

on the internal management of Syrian states as well. 

International treaty and internal sovereignty. The 

most common form of treaty found in Syrian archives are the 

vassal treaties drawn up by the Hittite king and ratified 

by his Syrian vassals (Pirenne 1950: 376). These were 
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unilateral agreements with clauses relating to the 

acceptance of the following conditions: 1) personal fealty 

to the Hittite emperor, 2) political alliance, 3) military 

aid, 4) annual tribute, 5) nonagression towards other 

member"states, 6) judicial sovereignty of the Hittite 

emperor, 7) protection of the Hittite Empire (Pirenne 1950: 

376-377). These are the conditions imposed on Ugarit by 

~uppiluliuma 151 and renegotiated by his grandson Mur~ili 
II.52 

The same sorts of terms were probably imposed by 

the earlier Mitannian rulers on their vassals but only 

indirect references to the conditions of membership are 

available. The majority of this information comes from 

Alalah Level IV archive, compiled during the period that it 

was the capital city of Muki~ (Klengel 1965: 219-249). The 

inscription of Idrimi, founder of the dynasty and builder 

of the Level IV palace, refers to the "binding oath" sworn 

between Idrimi and Barattarna (lines 50-51, Oller 1977: 13) 

and the oath of vassalage sworn by Idrimi to the king 

(lines 57-5S g Oller 1977: 13). While the chronology and 

purpose of this inscription has recently been reassessed as 

belonging to the end of the Second International Period as 

a monument to the founder of the Alalahian Dynasty of Level 

IV (Sasson 1981), of Alalah's status as vassal state to the 

Mitannian Empire of Hanigalbat there can be no question. 

In any case, contractual relationships entered by 

the king of Alalah as a Mitannian vassal were subject to at 

least two levels of external judicial review. In two legal 

51. PRU 4 17.132, PRU 4 17.340. 

52. PRU 4 17.335, PRU 4 17.457, PRU 4 17. 344, PRU 
4 17.368. 
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cases ~au~'atar, King of Mitanni, ruled on matters 

concerning the king of Alalah53 revealing the judicial 

sovereignty of the Mitannian king. The first suit was 

brought by Niqmepa of Alalah against Muna~iura, King of 

Kizzuwatna (Beal 1986: 431), with regard to the city of 

Alawari. 54 The suit was brought before ~au~6atar as arbitor 

of disputes between members of the Mitannian empire. In an 

earlier treaty between Idrimi and Pillia of Kizzuwatna, the 

latter was already a member of the Mitannian state (Beal 

1986: 429). Unfortunately the body of the text and 

witneases are too broken to permit any further 

observations. 

The second suit, however, demonstrates the ability 

of the superior state to supervise the relationship of 

ruler to ruled within its member-states. AT 13 records the 

suit brought by Irib-hazi against Niqmepa, son of Idrimi, 

King of Alalah. Irib-hazi brings the protest to ~au~'atar 
by virtue of his (Irib-hazi's) status as a member of 

Hanigalbat (his hanigalbatutu) and, by implication, is 

protesting against his servitude to Niqmepa. ~au~'atar 
decided for Niqmepa and Irib-hazi returned to service 

(wardutu) for the king of Alalah. Unfortunately the nature 

of that service is difficult to determine: the name occurs 

only on census and householder lists,55 but without a 

patronymic or indication of class. Other cases were decided 

by a district official, the halsuhlu (Maidman 1981: 237), . 
53. AT 13, AT 14. 

54. AT 14. 

55. AT 142: 4, AT 189: 36, AT 191: 11, AT 305: 17. 
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in Aleppo (ancient Halab).56 In AT 17: 5-6, a legal 

decision from Aleppo is cited as the reason for bringing 

the marriage gift that is being reclaimed in the suit 

itself. In AT 101, the district official witnesses the 

receipt for returned fugitives. As Wiseman points out (AT 

p. 57), this may be an illustration of the terms outlined 

in treaty AT 3 (see below). 

The existence of such suits brings in to question 

the nature and extent of internal sovereignty allowed to· 

member states of the Mitannian empire. others who have 

studied the vassal - state relationship have suggested that 

a high degree of internal autonomy was allowed (Bunnens 

1982: 125). certainly the King of Alalah in Level IV 

appears to have had a greater freedom to conduct diplomatic 

relations beyond the boundaries of the empire57 than the 

rulers in Alalah Level VII (Bunnens 1982: 121, 125). Yet 

the Mitannian overlord maintained the right to adjudicate 

both internal property relations58 and personal service 

relationships59 that usually are the perogatives of a 

sovereign within his state. The interests of the empire in 

adjudicating such disputes probably are those outlined by 

Gaal (1976) for Level VII, i.e. control over territorial 

integrity. 

In light of Mitannian participation in Alalah's 

internal affairs, the level of participation in Alalah's 

foreign relations should be reexamined as well. AT 2 and AT 

56. AT 101: 8-10. 

57. AT 2, AT J. 

58. AT 14. 

59. AT 13. 
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3 are the two sealed treaties identified with Alalah's 

ability to make independant agreements with foreign states. 

AT 2 is a "tablet (recording) the oath of the gods which 

Niqmepa King of Muki' and Ir-Teiub King of Tunip made 

between them.,,60 A notation of the sealer and the seal 

impression of Ir-Tesub occurs at the top of the tablet and 

that of Niqmepa occurs at the bottom reverse. The body of 

the text outlines very specific actions to be taken in case 

fugitives, prisoners of war or slaves from the country of 

one partner should cross into or attempt to reside in the 

country of the other partner (Liverani 1964). In a similar 

agreement,61 Idrimi and Pillia of Kizzuwatna agreed to 

return fugitives from the other's country if found in their 

own territory. A faint impression of a circular Hittite 

seal can be found on this text; Wiseman suggests that it is 

the seal of Pillia (AT p. 32). As with the vassal 

treaties, each king sealed a copy of the text and exchanged 

it with his new ally. The Mitannian Empire of Hanigalbat 

had no overt role to play in formulating or ratifying these 

agreements, yet Mitannian presence is noted in a way that 

clearly marks its hegemony over the activities of the 

states entering parity agreements. 

In AT 2: 73-74 are the first part of the provisions 

against abrogation of the treaty. within the treaty Niqmepa 

(sealer in line 76) declares that the Hurrian king is his 

lord (Speiser 1954: 20) and states that if his partner was 

to become enemies with the Hurrian king then Niqmepa would 

be released from the agreement. This implies that the 

60. AT 2: 2-4. 

61. AT 3. 
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agreement would be in force only while both parties were at 

peace with (or under the political control of) the 

Mitannians. In AT 3: 40-42 the day on which Barattarna had 

sworn a treaty with Idrimi was the day from which that 

treaty was to be in effect. Again, the validity of the 

parity treaty is dependent on Mitannian relationship with 

Idrimi. If these clauses are operative rather than merely 

symbolic, then parity treaties cannot be considered as 

expressions of independent action. 

International relations and international trade. 

After a period of military incursions into Syria, 

~uppiluliuma succeeded in wresting the syrian states away 

from Mitannian and Egyptian hegemony and settled members of 

his family on the thrones at Carchemesh and Aleppo. The 

treaties, edicts and verdicts issued or sealed by the 

Hittite emperor or his agents and deposited in the royal 

archives at Ugarit demonstrate the use of treaty and edict 

as legislation controlling certain important resources in 

Ugarit. In Levels VII and IV at Alalah both internal and 

extarnal interests focused on land and labor. At Ugarit, 

however, there is an emphasis on the protection of long

distance trade as well as the internal distribution of 

proper~y in Ugarit. While the edicts and court cases 

stemmed from the Hittite king's role as supreme judge and 

arbiter of the empire (Pirenne 1950: 377); the selection of 

cases he and his representatives chose to adjudicate 

demonstrates the Hittite interest in the preservation and 

development of long-distance trade. 

The first set of edicts are composed as bilateral 

agreements between Ugarit and Carchemesh. Three versions 

exist: PRU 4 17.146, PRU 4 18.115, and PRU 4 17.230. In all 
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of the versions the basic conditions appear: if a merchant 

of one state is killed in the second and the murderer is 

caught, then the citizens of the second state will 

reimburse the murdered man's "associate" (Akk: ahu) for the 

lost goods and pay him a sum of silver as compensation for 

the murdered man. In PRU 4 17.230 and PRU 4 17.146, 

compensation for the lost goods differs slightly when the 

murderer is not caught. In the former text, the citizens 

of the country where the murder took place are required to 

swear that they had no knowledge of the murderer or of the 

lost merchandise. In the second text, they must reimburse 

the associates of the murdered man only for the principal 

amount invested in the man's goods and equipment. 

As early as the OB Ishchali Treaty (Greengus 1979: 

No. 326, discussed above), states had reached agreement 

about the treatment of fugitives entering their respective 

countries with a contractual document. The Alalah VII and 

IV juridical texts also demonstrate the continuing concern 

for stray 'slaves' and fugitives. In the Mari period, 

Zimri-Lim called upon his ally at Yambad to intervene in a 

case of theft involving a state official in a commercial 

enterprise outside Mari's territory (Malamat 1983). At 

Ugarit, however, for the first time we have the regulation 

of merchants in a formal legal agreement, one whose 

stipulations are clearly meaut to serve as statutes for 

deciding disputes arising from specified situations 

demonstrate at least two levels of jurisdiction: one case 

was decided by the Hittite Great King,62 the other two 

cases were decided by the Hittite king at carchemesh. 63 In 

62. PRU 4 17.229. 

63. PRU 4 17.158, PRU 4 17.145. 
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each case, the associate of the murdered merchant brought a 

complain against the citizens of Ugarit. While details of 

the cases were not recorded, only verdicts, in all cases 

the men of Ugarit were found guilty and fined depending on 

the number of merchants killed and the amount of 

merchandise to be replaced (Yaron 1969: 78). 

Another edict64 regulated the activites of the 

merchants of Ura. These traders originated in a western 

cilician city, but carried out trading missions on behalf 

of the Hittite king (Liverani 1962: 80-83). At the request 

of the king of Ugarit, Hattu~ili III restricted the 

merchant's business activities in ugarit in order to 

alleviate economic hardships created by their presence. In 

the first clause (lines 11-18), the merchants were 

prevented from trading in Ugarit during the winter months. 

Gordon (1958: 28) and Garelli (1982: 376) suggest that 

during the winter season citizens in farming communities 

would have the least ability to pay for merchandise and the 

most reason to take out loans. As Yaron points out (1969: 

72 Note 11), this presupposes that the merchants of Ura 

were exploiting the rural communities rather than the city 

of ugarit whose urban economy would be less subject to 

seasonal fluctuation. 

The second clause (lines 18-19) prevented merchants 

from acquiring land in Ugarit by seizing houses or fields 

"for their silver," that is, for bad debts. As foreigners 

could own property in Ugarit (Sasson 1966: 135), this does 

not seem to be a general ban on the purchase of land by 

outsiders, but rather a ban on the evasion of royal 

64. PRU 4 17.130. 
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superv1s1~n ~f palace land transfers by creating real or 

fictitious debts to be redeemed with land (Yaron 1969: 73). 

The third clause (lines 20-24) prohibited the king 

of Ugarit from allowing bankrupt merchants of Ura to reside 

in Ugarit (Yaron 1969: 74). Again: this suggests that in 

other circumstances foreign merchants were allowed to 

reside in Ugarit. The implication is that they were not to 

remain in Ugarit in order to avoid financial obligations at 

home. The final clause (lines 25-34) allowed merchants of 

Ura to distrain the person and family of a man unable to 

meet his debts. This clause provided for the financial 

protection of merchants unable to claim real property 

against bad debts. 

Hittite policies expressed in their edicts and 

treaties insured Hittite access to raw materials, 

manufactured goods and silver by protecting private and 

public investments in international trade and by protecting 

the economic status quo at Ugarit. Ugarit was an important 

center for trade and manufacturing; weakening the king of 

Ugarit's tax base by permitting over-exploitation by 

foreign merchants or reducing the crown's political power 

base by allowing the alienation of royal land was not in 

the long-term interest of the Hittite empire. Hittite 

practices, then, reflect a policy of economic as well as 

political imperialism in that they tried to cultivate a 

relationship that would "yield a recurrent harvest of 

profit (Landes 1961: 496)." 

International relations and land. Only two of the 

more than 20 juridical documents sealed by the Hittite 

official directly affected the distribution of land in 

Ugarit. Although, as we have seen above, the edicts 
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prohibited a certain amount of external exploitation of 

Ugarit's land. In PRU 4 17.352 Ini-Te~ub of Carchemish 

decided a case which the king of Ugarit brought against his 

brothers in the matter of their inheritance. Having 

committed a crime against their brother (presumably 

political conspiracy [Nougayrol PRU 4 p. 120]), it is 

implied that they had been disinherited and exiled to 

cyprus where they now reside. Ini-Tesub issued this verdict 

allowing them to claim their inheritance atter they had 

"repented" of their crime and had taken an oath to that 

effect. As in Alalah VII and IV, the political superiors 

of ruling families in subordinate states had the right to 

adjudicate these intrafamilial disputes. Like the 

commercial edicts discussed above, the Hittite interest 

would have been in maintaining the stability of a member

state. 

In PRU 4 17.226, Talmi-Te~ub of Carchemesh rendered 

a verdict in a dispute over the ownership of a "castle" 

(b!t dunnati). According to the text the property belonged 

to Ammurabi, King of Ugarit but was in the possession of a 

daughter (or a female relative) of the Hittite king. Talmi

Te~ub found Ammurapi to be the rightful owner and barred 

the Hittite princess and her heirs from disputing 

Ammurabi's ownership. The relationship between the king of 

Ugarit and the Hittite princess is not entirely clear, but 

PRU 4 17.355 seems to document the return of the woman's 

dowry after the dissolution of her marriage to Ammurabi. 

She may have been in possession of the property by virtue 

of that marriage. In any case, the property relations 

between members of two different states within the Hittite 

empire would have fallen under the jurisdiction of the 
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Hittite representative. If a marriage had taken place 

between a member of the Hittite royal family and the king 

of ugarit, its outcome would certainly have been crucial to 

diplomatic relations between the two countries. In not 

favoring the Hittite woman, the Hittite court preserved its 

credibility and perhap~ the good will of its vassal, the 

king of Ugarit. 

Internal Relations 

In Alalah Level IV the sealed texts relating to the 

conduct of the internal affairs of the kingdom of Muki¥ 

cover the reigns of Idrimi,65 his son Nipmepa66 and 

Nipmepa's son Ililimma. 67 The vast majority of the sealed 

juridical texts were sealed by the king of Alalah in each 

of these three reigns. The following section will focus on 

the texts sealed by the king of Alalah, although privately 

sealed contracts also occur in this archive (Appendix B). 

As in Mari and Alalah VII most refer to the transfer and 

dispute over immovable property and labor. 

Land and service to the crown. While in the other 

Syrian archives most of the juridical documents deal 

explicitly with land transfers, the transfer of land in 

Alalah Level IV is implied within the documented social 

transactions (testament, adoption, marriage, service to the 

65. AT 71, AT 99. 

66. AT 2, AT 15, AT 16, AT 46, AT 47, AT 66, AT 
67, AT 68, AT 72, AT 73, AT 81, AT 82, AT 83, AT 84, AT 91, 
AT 98e, AT 102, AT 235, AT 344, AT 363 (sealed with Seal 
11, Abban son of Sarran): AT 69, AT 99, AT 100, AT 186, AT 
187, AT 227, AT 395, AT 401 (sealed with Seal 189, Idrimi). 

67. AT 48, AT 49, AT 70, AT 87, AT 88, AT 94, AT 
103 (sealed with Seal 193, Niqmepa). 
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crown) rather than the explicit subject of the text. During 

his tenure, Niqmepa sealed an adoption document,68 and the 

assignment of a man and his heirs to the position of 

priest;69 while Ililimma, his successor, sealed a marriage 

contract. 70 With these texts the rulers of Alalah and Muki~ 

show an interest in regulating the implicit transfer of 

land between individuals71 and within families. 72 

In AT 87, one Kabia73 willed his property in 

varying amounts to his first wife and her sons and, in the 

second clause, to his second wife. The number of children 

and the unusual complexity of his family relations probably 

occasioned the writing of a testament. The reason for its 

deposit in a state archive rather than in the private 

archive of Kabia probably relates to Kabia's status as it 

is documented in AT 15. In that text Niqmepa released 

Kabia from service as a maryannu and made him priest 

(~angu) of Adad and Hepat, a position to be inherited by 

his heirs. This elevation in rank almost certainly carried 

with it the use of state or temple land, although this is 

not explicitly stated in the text. However, if the land 

was to be inherited with the position of ~angu, then 

Niqmepa had, in effect, permanently removed that land from 

68. AT 16. 

69. AT 15. 

70. AT 94. 

71. AT 16, AT 88. 

72. AT 97, AT 94. 

~ 73. written qa-bi-ia in AT 15: 7; the scribe 
Sarruwa, who inscribed both texts, was not noted for 
consistent orthography (Na'aman 1980: 109). 
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the state or temple land-fund. Ratification of Kabia's will 

may have been one way of maintaining some control over that 

property. 

The implicit transfer of landed property occurs in 

AT 15 (discussed above), AT 16 and AT 94. In AT 16, 

Ililimma adopted Tulpuri as his father, agreeing to provide 

for him during his lifetime and inheriting Tulpuri's 

(unspecified) property after his death. Ililimma was a 

well-known "bourgeois gentleman," engaging in many business 

ventures ratified before the court of Alalah. Tulpuri, on 

the other hand, is probably one of the men of the same name 

holding property in the vicinity of Alalah,74 but otherwise 

not active in court circles. Ililimma can be accorded a 

superior social position by virtue of his many recorded 

business activities. His interest in adoption probably was 

related to the acquisition of Tulpuri's property. 

Although any argument from silence is by its 

nature inconclusive, the lack of property sale contracts at 

Alalah Level IV sU9gests that, as at contemporary Nuzi, 

customary community land-tenure did not allow property 

holders to sell land outside the family (Zaccagnini 1984). 

This prohibition was circumvented at Nuzi through the use 

of marfitu contracts in which the buyer was adopted as a son 

into the family of the seller (Zaccagnini 1984: 81-87). 

Perhaps Ililimma's adoption of Tulpuri into "fathership" 

was a similar legal fiction designed to acquire property 

otherwise unavailable to him. 

The role of the royal sealer must be related to 

Ililimma's membership in the palace household or local 

74. AT 189: 37, AT 195: 5, AT 197: 37. 
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government rather than to his activities on behalf of the 

palace, because all of the transactions in which Ililimma 

had a part were for his benefit not for the palace. 75 In 

fact, three generations of Ililimma's family were 

participants or witnesses to contracts sealed by the kings 

of Alalah: his father Tuttu,76 his brother Addilani,77 his 

son Ikia,78 and his daughter. 79 The only other indication 

of his status in the realm is the appearence of Ililimma's 

name on a list of maryannu80 who own chariots. 

At Alalah Level IV the maryannu81 are a hereditary 

class whose members usually (but not always} owned 

"chariots" (speiser 1954: 21). As demonstrated in AT 91 and 

AT 15, the king had the power to assign individuals to this 

class and to release them from it. The terminology applied 

to the status of maryannu-ship in AT 91 leads Na'aman 

(1980: 112) to suggests that, as maryannu zaku,82 a member 

of this class is "clean," that is, free of obligations to 

the crown. On the basis of this assessment he proposes that 

the maryannu kallatu,83 then, is inferior in status since 

the individuals holding this title will become maryannu 

75. AT 47, AT 49, AT 66. 

76. AT 46, AT 74, AT 85. 

77. AT 70: 7-8. 

78. AT 104. 

79. AT 93 (fragment). 

80. AT 128: 25. 

81. The term is borrowed from Indo-aryan marva 
(Mayrhofer 1965: 336 Note 8). 

82. AT 91: 16. 

83. AT 91: 5-6. 





documented activities must be responsible for his 

prominence in the state archives in Alalah Level IV. 
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AT 94 has the appearence of a marriage contract 

setting out the conditions under which the bride would 

remain with her husband. Again, the transfer of real 

property is implied since the wife and her children by the 

marriage would inherit property by virtue of this 

relationship. In this case the "estate" or household (bit) 

in question is that of a "friend of the palace" (mudll 

ekallim).88 As this is the only occurence of the phrase at 

Alalah, the rights and duties of such an official are 
. - ~ . unknown. At Ugar1t, the mudu ekal11m are a class of 

individuals who finance the royal family in return for 

unconditional grants of land (Libolt 1977). 

More than in any of the other syrian archives under 

discussion, the archive of Ugarit demonstrates the profound 

interest of the king in the management of state land. The 

vast majority of the texts in the state archives relate to 

the transference of real property through testament, 

exchange and grant, always with the seal of the king. 

Like the kings of Alalah and Yamhad before him, the 

king of Ugarit ratified the allocation of property from one 

generation to the next w~thin families of state dependents 

or occupants of palace lands. 89 In two of these three 

testaments at least one member of the family has a 

connection with the crown. In PRU 3 15.120 the sons of 

Sinaranu received their inheritance from their father, one 

of the foremost merchants of Ugarit (PRU 3 pp. 101-108). 

88. AT 94: 14. 

89. PRU 3 15.90, PRU 3 15.120, PRU 3 16.158. 
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The crown interest in overseeing such a transfer is 

parallel to that of the king of Alalah in ratifying the 

testament of Kabia. The king of Ugarit wished to maintain 

some control over the property he had earlier granted to 

Sinaranu and his heirs. In PRU 3 16.158 Anahebi exchanged 

her "dowry," terhatum, made up of movable property, for the 

possession of her father's house. Either property would 

have constituted her share in her father's estate. His 

relationship to the crown is that of a maryannu. 90 Property 

transfer was also controlled through adoption. 91 In at 

least one case92 , the relationship of person and property 

to the king of ugarit is confirmed by the adoptor's receipt 

of a royal land grant. 93 

In all four cases of royal adjudication of internal 

disputes,94 landed property was at stake. In PRU 3 16.205, 

two sons entered into litigation about their father's 

property, presumably their inheritance. In three other 

cases, the issues was decided on the testimony of 

witnesses: 95 in one case a tablet was produced as evidence 

as well. 96 On settlement the king provided a tablet for 

presentation in future disputes. 97 

90. PRU 2 34: 4 check. 

91- PRU 3 15.92, PRU 3 16.200, PRU 3 16.295. 

92. PRU 3 15.92. 

93. PRU 3 16.255. 

94. PRU 3 16.205, PRU 3 16.245, PRU 3 16.254 c, 
PRU 3 16.356. 

95. PRU 3 16.205: 12, PRU 3 16.254C: 5-6, PRU 3 
16.356: 8. 

96. PRU 3 16.245: rev 4. 

97. PRU 3 16.356: 10. 

------- ----- --
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Most of these people seem to be members of the 

palace-estate. By virtue of their membership in the 

organization and/or because of their tenure on palace land, 

property belonging to palace dependents fell under the 

jurisdiction of the king. This clearly is not the case 

with other members of the society holding private or 

community property. These people wrote testaments and 

adoptions in the conventional OB format, that is, before 

witnesses and sealed by the scribe. 98 

The role of the king in the contracts and verdicts 

discussed above is that of a supervisor or adjudicator, not 

a direct participant in the relationship described in the 

text. The contracts and the litigation are carried out by 

two principal parties involved in the transfer of property 

from one to the other. But by far the most common form of 

legal document in the Ugarit arch~ves are the royal land 

grants. In these the king plays a direct role in removing 

palace property from one tenant and assigning it to 

another, sometimes for a monetary consideration. 

Weinfie1d, in his discussion of treaties and grants 

(1970: 185), defines the former as const~tuting the 

obligation of a vassal to his master, while the grant 

constitutes an obligation of the master to his servant. 

Thus, a grant document serves to protect the rights of the 

servant and the treaty to protect the rights of the master. 

If this is so, however, why are the grant documents 

themselves -- essentially benefitting the recipients of the 

grant as evidence of their rights to palace land --

98. PRU 3 17.21, Ug. 5 21.230, Ug. 5 20.226, 
17.88. 
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deposited in the state archives rather than in the archives 

of the individual recipients, as they were in Old 

Babylonian Mesopotamia? It is quite possible that the 

grants in ugarit archive represent one copy of a duplicate 

set, the other residing with the grantee. This problem may 

be solved if the on-going excavations at Ugarit turn up a 

private archive containing such texts. 

It is also possible that, being accountable to the 

Hittite king as vassals, the kings of Ugarit, like the 

kings of Muki~ under the Mitanni, might be sued by a member 

of their own state. In that event, the king might need to 

present as evidence a copy of the grant-contract describing 

the conditions of the grant-holders tenure on palace 

property. While no such cases are recorded, only a minority 

of any type of contract was likely to be disputed. The 

purpose of keeping such documents was to allow for the 

possibility that they would be needed as evidence. 

Among the three Syrian archives discussed here, 

only the archive of Ugarit has sufficient depth of time and 

consistency in documentation to allow the evaluation of 

changes in policy and social structure over a two hundred 

year period. Clayton Libolt (1985) recently completed an 

dissertation on the royal grants at Ugarit and has 

identified a number of trends relevant to our discussion of 

state allocation of property through juridical documents. 

On the basis of his conclusions we will attempt to identify 

the historical circumstances that led to the ever

increasing permanent alienation of palace land by the kings 

of Ugarit. 

Three types of tenure existed at Ugarit: royal, 

patrimonial and "granted land" (Libolt 1985: 8). While the 
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king as sovereign possessed some rights to all land (to 

call for taxes in kind and in labor, for example), his 

specific rights vary with the type of property. As 

expected, the king had the most control over palace land 

(Libolt 1985: 9). P~lace fields could be worked by directly 

appointed, regionally organized wage-labor (Libolt 1985: 

57), assigned as compensation for state service to state 

administrators (ubdy land), or assigned to occupational 

groups in return for specialized labor for the state 

(Libolt 1985: 59-54). In all these cases the land was 

assigned by simple administrative documents. Land-grants 

were made both to individuals working for the palace in the 

capacity of administrator and to members of the free 

community (Libolt 1985: 23). The former received non

heritable grants on the condition of service as high

ranking officers in the state bureaucracy: the latter 

received heritable grants, sometimes taxable, sometimes 

exempt. 

Throughout the archival history of Ugarit certain 

classes of people were exempted from taxation on these 

grants. Libolt has found that in the earliest period of 

the archives, that of Niqmaddu II, the royal family was 

exempt, while in the later reign of Ammistamru I, the mudu 

sarri, "friends of the king," were the exempt class. The 

land grants became, over the space of a generation or two, 

the mechanism for the "landless but moneyed" segment of the 

society to become landed citizens (Libolt 1985: 24). 

In other Syrian state archives (except Mari) the 

sealed juridical texts reveal an interest on the part of 

the royal family in acquiring property and services, not 

permanently removing land from state control by issuing 
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heritable grants exempt from all future taxes. Such actions 

were not to the advantage of the state or the royal family. 

Divesting the government of its real property (and future 

income) certainly would have been a destabilizing process 

for the incumbant government. The reasons for this process 

can be found in a closer examination of the class of people 

given heritable tax-exempt grants of state property and in 

contemporary events in syria. 

Hittite economic policies discussed above, Ugarit's 

geographical position and port, and the internal resources 

of the state promo~ed Ugarit's rapid growth as an entrepot 

for the eastern Mediterranean in the 13th century B.C. In 

an unpublished Master's Paper (Magness-Gardiner 1981), I 

suggested that one effect of this rapid expansion and 

intensification of trade was the rise of a class of 

merchant-entrepreneurs. By the reign of Niqmepa, a man like 

Ibri-muza, whose name appears on a list of men financing a 

ship,99 was able to "purchase" property (granted by the 

king) for 1500 shekels in one transaction,100 and 700 

shekels in another. 101 Sinaranu, whose sons were mentioned 

above in his testament, received the franchise to trade 

with Crete. 102 Later he received grants from Niqmepa in 

exchange for over 3700 shekels of silver. 103 Ana-Te~ub, who 

also received grants of property, traded th~Jugh his 

99. PRU 6 138. 

100. PRU 3 16.189. 

101. PRU 3 16.285. 

102. PRU 2 16.238. 

103. PRU 3 15.109. 



servant Ma,lu. 104 These wealthy merchants, then, had the 

money to "buy" grants from the king of Ugarit but under 

what conditions would the kings of Ugarit have been 

persuaded to sell it? 
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The circumstances can be found in Ugarit's 

political relations with the Hittites during and after the 

reign of Ar-Halbu. Mur'ili II came to the Hittite throne 

following Arnuwanda's short reign after the death of 

suppiluliuma I, c. 1346 B.C. During this period several 

minor states in northern syria (Nuha~~e, QadeK, and ugarit) 

staged a minor revolt (Liverani 1962: 58-59). Following the 

rebellion, which was quickly put down by Mur(ili II, 

Niqmepa, brother of Ar-Halbu, acceded the throne. A 

renegotiation of the Hittite-Ugarit vassal treaty followed 

Niqmepa's accession (Kestemont 1974).105 Although this 

treaty exists only in fragments, the political clauses 

remain substantially the same as the ones imposed on 

Niqmadu II by ~uppi1uliuma (Liverani 1962: 68). However, 

under Mur~ili II, Ugarit lost its own vassal city-state, 

siyannu-u§natu. At the request of the king of u~natu, his 

city was put under the direct control of Carchemesh. 106 As 

this represented a loss in territory, and thus a loss in 

revenues, for the state of Ugarit, Ugarit's tribute to the 

Hittites was reduced accordingly. 

Liverani suggests (1962: 72) that in redrawing 

Ugarit's boundaries the Hittite king reduced Ugarit by one 

third of its area. Even with a reduction in tribute to the 

104. PRU 4 17.108. 

105. PRU 4 pp. 85-101. 

106. PRU 4 pp. 71-78. 
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Hittites, the loss of such a large portion of the country 

must have been a severe blow to a royal economy which 

derived a large proportion of its income from taxing the 

hinterland (He1tzer 1976). This economic setback was soon 

followed by Ugarit's participation in the battle with 

Egyptian troops at Qade' under the Hittite king Muwata11i 

(Liverani 1962: 77). No doubt the strain of territorial 

reduction and military ventures on the royal exchequer 

resulted in the distribution of royal land to individuals 

who could afford to deposit large sums in the royal 

treasury. We must also note that Niqmepa's complaint to 

Hattu§i1i III about the merchants of Ura (discussed above) 

followed on these events as well. At a time when Ugarit's 

land-fund may have been reduced by as much as a third, it 

would have been particularly necessary to insure that the 

remaining royal land did not leave the supervision of the 

crown without substantial monetary return. 

Labor al.d the state. In A1a1ah Level IV royal 

supervision of10? and participation in108 the acquisition 

of labor through purchase of slaves and anticretic loans is 

much better documented than the transfer of land. In a 

recent study, Finley (1980: 77) defines the three 

components of ancient slavery as "the slave's property 

status, the toa1ity of power over him, and his 

kin1essness," bringing the advantage of great control and 

flexibility to slave owners in'the deployment of that labor 

and its disposal. Chattel slavery as well as debt-slavery 

is in evidence at A1a1ah Level IV. In fact the slave sale 

107. AT 47-49,AT 66-69, AT 82, AT 83. 

108. AT 71, AT 81, AT 84. 
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documents are in the same format and include precisely the 
- . 

same clauses (Mendelsohn 1955: 68) as the sale of 

cattle. 109 Despite the apparent advantage to slave owner, 

the land-owners at Alalah preferred tenant-farmers to 

slaves. As Mendelsohn points out (1955: 72), the sale 

documents rarely deal with more than one slave, and he 

concludes that such slaves, like the indentured servants, 

served as domestic servants in wealthy households, not 

unskilled farm labor. 

The question to be addressed here is why such sales 

documents were sealed by the king of Alalah and placed in 

the palace archives. In Level VII, a contract for sale110 

identified the king as the buyer. In the Level IV documents 

that is not usually the case: only AT 71 documents the sale 

of a slave to the king. In all other texts the slaves are 

purchased by other people. 111 Their relationship to the 

crown may explain the presence of these documents in the 

state archives4 Burra, the buyer in AT 69, has a name too 

common to trace (Wiseman AT p. 132). In AT 70 two brothers 

(Hanaia and ~epra) and three other men formed a consortium 

of buyers. Again, there are too many men named Hanaia to be 

certain of his individual activities. Sepra, on the other 

hand, was one of the four men of Ara selling a girl to 

Enhuta in AT 68. Elali cannot be traced, but Addilani, son 

of Tuttu, is the brother of Ililimma whose business 

ventures were discussed above. Ililimma himself purchase6 

109. AT 72, AT 74, AT 73. 

110. AT 61. 

111. AT 69, Burra: AT 70, Hanaia, ~epra (both sons 
of Agub~e), Elali, Addilanu (son of Tuttu): AT 67 and 68, 
Enhuta: AT 66, Ililimma (son of Tuttu). 
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a slave in AT 66. Enhuta, who is given the title 

~atammu,112 in a sales contract for a bull, twice-purchased 

slaves with documents deposited in the state archive. 

Of the men noted above only Enhuta has a titled 

position in the administration. Gallery (1980: 25) notes 

that officials of the ~atammu rank witness important 

transactions at Alalah in the Level VII archives. 113 In 

Level IV, the royal ~atammu was to be present when a large 

sum of gold and sheep were delivered to the palace in AT 

100. In Mesopotamia the ~atammu functioned as clerks; 

calculating, measuring and registering various kinds of 

income and expenditure (Gallery 1980: 1). In Alalah, the 

role of the 'atammu in AT 100 suggests that they might 

have had a similar function in the administration of the 

palace in Level IV. The royal §atammu, Balanuwa, also is 

recorded as owning considerable property114 and sheep.115 

Was it Enhuta's function in the slave sale 

documents to procure slave-labor for the palace? Probably 

not. In AT 71, Idrimi the king of Alalah purchased a slave 

for himself. If the kings of Alalah had wished to procure 

sl~ves, they could do so for themselves. Another document 

in the state archive116 in which he offered himself as a 

pledge against a loan from TUttu of Taiae, suggests that 

the slave sale documents are simply a part of Enhuta's 

dossier in the palace archives. That would seem to be the 

112. AT 72: 2. 

113. AT 6: 28, AT 54: 30. 

114. AT 212: 4, AT 218: 3. 

115. AT 353: 2. 

116. AT 85. 
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reason for the rest of the contracts as well. The state had 

no identifiable interest in the purchase of labor (except 

in the one instance when Idrimi purchased a slave); 

instead, the state's interest was in supervising certain 

men connected to the palace through their rank or affairs. 

Anticretic loans form another part of the legal 

material from Alalah Level IV. Eichler discusses AT 47 and 

AT 49 (1973: 75-78), observing that in formulation the 

Level IV texts sho~ startling similarities witr the Level 

VII mazzanzanu contracts but without using th.e same 

terminology. other texts in Level IV offer loans of money 

against the return of other forms of prope:i:.' ,.y (birds in AT 

48) as interest. However, if the debtor fled his wife and 

family would be taken for surety; essentially another form 

of debt-slavery. In AT 84, Lullu entered into surety with 

Tubbia, while Papaniela and four children resid~d in the 

palace as surety against a loan117 made by Irkabtu, a 

palace official. 

Many of the same individuals are involved in other 

legal contracts sealed by the king. Ililimma was creditor 

in the two anticretic loan textsl18 • In both cases the 

debtors were explicitly noted as residing in Ililimma's 

house. Ililimma is also the source of the loan to Palaya, 

who was to return the interest in fowl. 119 Only in the case 

of a loan issued by Irkabtu are the debtors to serve in the 

palace. 

117. AT 82. 

118. AT 49, AT 47. 

119. AT 48. 
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Other sealed legal documents deposited in the Level 

IV archives include the repayment of a loan120 in which 

Tuttu, father of Ililimma, is a creditor; several sales 

contracts for cattle121 in which Tuttu and Enhuta are the 

buyers. Unlike Level VII, where the interest of the palace 

was in obtaining skilled labor, the Level IV archives show 

no comparable activity on the part of the palace in lending 

money against service. Instead, the texts are related by 

the appearence of a few men and their families in extensive 

business activities supervised by the crown. 

An examination of the witnesses to these documents 

shows a similar pattern. Irkabtu, an important 

administrator, wit~assed eight of the contracts sealed by 

the king. 122 One Akim123 witnessed eight contracts as 

well,124 five with Irkabtu. Takhuli125 witnessed four 

contracts,126 with Irkabtu or Akia in all cases. ~arruwa, 
the scribe, witnessed four contracts,127 also with Irkabtu 

and/or Akim. Several other men normally appear in two or 

more texts as witnesses with those listed above. The 

picture one receives is that of a group of officials and 

business men whose activities are under the jurisdiction of 

120. AT 46. 

121- AT 73, AT 72, AT 74. 

122. AT 15-17, AT 46, AT 67, AT 68, AT 72, AT 91-

123. Listed as a ~ name on a census list, AT 
131: 47. 

124. AT 15-17, AT 46, AT 67, AT 68, AT 72, AT 91. 

125. Also a sabe name AT 131: 25 • 
• 

126. AT 15, AT 67, AT 68, AT 91-

127. AT 15, AT 17, AT 91, AT 69. 
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the crown and thus the contracts in which they participate 

are deposited in the state archives. If litigation were to 

arise from one of these contracts, we assume it would be 

heard before the king. The constellation of witnesses with 

a constant core of two or three ranking administrators and 

a revolving body of other interested parties or local 

officials reinforces the assessment that these contracts 

were under crown jurisdiction. The advantages to the men 

who undertook contracts in this situation are clear. They 

were well-known to the man who would adjudicate any dispute 

and to the witnesses who would be called to give evidence. 

It seems likely that the interests of these men and the 

interests of the state coincided. 

Summary 

The most significant factor in sealed juridical 

documents deposited in the state archives at Mari, Alalah 

and Ugarit is the role of the king. He participates in two 

roles, as principal named within the contract (in all 

states) and as a supervisor, either as witness (at Alalah) 

or as the presiding official (at Ugarit). In only one of 

these states, Mari, is the local king the supreme judicial 

official. At Alalah (Levels VII and IV) and at Ugarit the 

activities of the local ruler are subject to review by his 

political and judicial superior in the political body of 

which the local ruler is a member. 

The concerns of the larger state with regard to its 

subordinate members are illustrated in the selection of 

contractual agreements, and disputes overseen or settled by 

the head of the superior state. Almost all concern landed 

property or service agreements but the aims of the supreme 



king in supervising these arrangements depend on the 

various political needs of that state. Thus the king of 

Yamhad sought to maintain a favorable ratio of land

ownership in Alalah, while the Hittite kings sought to 

maintain the internal stability of Ugarit and thus its 

ability to serve as a commercial center for the Hittite 

imperial economy. 
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within member-states, the formulation of 

relationships in contractual form is dictated by the status 

of the participants and the nature of the property or 

service subject to contract. When the king is a 

participant, he is usually the one purchasing property or 

to whom an obligation is owed. Thus, in Mari, the only loan 

in which the king is named, he is the creditor and the 

debtor is a local prince, "Man of Yarih." The kings of 

Alalah loan money and purchase property (land and slaves). 

The exception to this is in the granting of land. In Mari 

and Ugarit the rulers make explicit grants of land to their 

subjects~ in Alalah we assume that the grant of status was 

accompanied by rights to land. In all three states these 

grants served to transfer palace property under the 

conditions of heritability. The act of permanent alienation 

of state property is the condition that seems to require 

legal formulation. At ugarit, however, the assignment of 

life-time tenure in return for service in a specific 

capacity were also in the form of legal grants. Here, as at 

Alalah IV, the nature of the service dictates the legal 

format of its assignment. Those who received such grants 

or positions were to serve the state in high-ranking 

positions. 

The political circumstances that necessitated 

grants are not always clear, and they undoubtedly vary from 
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state to state. At Ugarit the alienation of state property 

resulted from Ugarit's loss of territory, and thus income. 

The reason for the expression of internal property and 

service relations in the form of contracts can be inferred 

by the suit brought by a member of the state of Muki~ 

against his king before the king of Mitanni: the property 

and service contracts entered by king of a subordinate 

state with members of their own states were subject to 

external review. In the next chapter we will examine the 

use of seals on administrative texts and the implications 

for this internal means of control over state property. 



CHAPTER 5 

ADMINISTRATIVE USE OF SEALS: ACCOUNTS AND ACOUNTABILITY 

In the commonly accepted sense of the term, 

administrative documents encompass accounts, work-orders, 

receipts, dockets and miscellaneous lista created by an 

individual or institution. The use of seals on such 

documents has a long, but broken history. After extensive 

use in Uruk IV and III periods, virtually no sealed 

documents are found in the Early Dynastic periods 

(Steinkeller 1977: 41). During the Sargonic period very few 

sealed administrative tablets have been identified, but a 

considerable number of bullae testify to seal use in 

another format (Zettler 1977: 37). 

During the Ur III period, however, administrative 

use of seals flourished. The most frequent use of seals was 

on receipts, but bullae and letter-orders were also sealed 

(Steinkeller 1977: 42); most of the sealed texts concern 

acquisition and distribution of material goods and labor by 

state officials (Davidovic 1982). In comparison with the Ur 

III period, in Old Babylonian times the use of seals on 

such documents decreased, although not to the point, as 

Leemans suggests, where only private contracts and letters 

were sealed (1964: 214). Weitemeyer's publication of sealed 

bullae used to account for laborers at Sippar (1962), as 

well as sealed receipts from Larsa (Goetze 1950) and the 

Isin Craft Archive (Van de Meiroop 1983: 158-160, 1986), 

indicate that administrative documents were still sealed, 

if not as regularly as in the Ur III period. 
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The administrative documents discussed below all 

deal with the collection, processing, distribution and 

consumption of movable property belonging to the state. As 

outlined in Chapter 3, the rationale for documentation of 

these goods is two-fold, providing both information and 

evidence. Producing an account for goods, that is, "a 

statement in writing of debts and credits or receipts and 

payments" (Black 1979: 17), filled the need for 

information. Tae documentation of accountability for goods, 

that is, the state of being answerable for property not 

one's own (Foster 1982: 22), provided the evidence 

necessary to prove or prevent state agents from misuse of 

resources assigned to them. 

The information required .for accounting and 

accountability converge in the need for detailed 

descriptions of the goods, and the conditions or their 

occurrence (i.~., deposit, transfer, receipt, expenditure, 

etc.). In account texts only the description of the goods 

need be inscribed on the text itself. The other information 

w~s of a repetitive nature and could be conveyed 

efficiently by text format, appearance and physical context 

(Green 1981). As early as the Uruk period certain tablet 

layouts were used for specific genres (Green 1981: 353). 

Green gives the example of the ration list as having such a 

specific format that the need for a label was precluded 

(1981: 361-362). In the Old Babylonian period wage dockets 

(Weitemeyer gt ale 1962) and archival labels illustrate 

physical formats that convey the text's purpose through 

purely visual means. Unfortunately, the key to 

interpreting the visual or contextual differences among 

texts often died with the scribal system that created them: 



when administrative texts were concerned only with 

accounting, they may be very difficult to interpret. 

However, when accountability was the object of 

documentation, textual information tends to be more 

explicit and thus easier to interpret. 
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Those states that enforced accountability required 

documentation in sufficient detail to allow investigators 

to evaluate the veracity of written accounts. The 

investigator had to be able to trace and quantify the goods 

themselves. The inscription of names, dates, places and 

purposes in addition to quantity and quality allowed 

investigators to do this. In Chapter 3 it was shown that 

the ebbu pursued such investigations at Mari. In the 

following section, the function of seals in establishing 

and transferring accountability within the state will be 

discussed. The analysis is based on the Mari archive 

because only at Mari are there large numbers of sealed 

economic texts with sufficient information inscribed to 

explain their sequence and purpose. 

Patterns of Seal Use at Mari 

In order to determine the pattern of seal use, the 

sealed administrative documents published in ARM 1-25 are 

organized by keyword (Appendix A section 1) and sealer 

(Appendix A section 2) and subject sealed (Appendix A 

section 3). This pattern can be used to explain the 

function of the seal only as it relates to the function of 

documentation itSelf within the administrative system. 

Documentation varied with the needs of the transaction, 

goods or individuals involved. The keyword, usually a verb 

or preposition, allows us to assess the conditions under 
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which goods occurred at anyone point in the institutional 

system. The value of sealing in these transactions is 

inferred from the sealers' participation in the transaction 

and audits performed on primary sealed documents. 

The primary text records the source and destination 

(implicitly or explicitly) as well as the quality and 

quantity of the thing transferred. The keyword expresses 

the nature and direction of the transfer. Primary texts 

provide a record of the material transferred and, more 

importantly, transfer the need to account for that material 

from one "sphere of reckoning," to another (Foster 1982: 

12). At Mari the "sphere of reckoning" is the bureau or 

service (nig-su): in other bureaucracies, the "sphere of 

reckoning" may be composed differently. Copies play an 

important role by providing identical documentation of any 

one transaction for acco1lnting in more than one bureau. 

Unfortunately, only in very few cases are those copies 

identifiable as such. The same transactions might also be 

documented according to different formulas in the two 

participating bureaus making the tracing of goods through 

the system difficult if not impossible. Secondary texts 

were produced by using primary documents to tabulate 

income, expenditure and balanced accounts for use within 

the bureau and in external audits. One such audit is 

discussed below. Most secondary texts contain less specific 

information than primary accounts and are never sealed. 

Unlike the Ur III period, seal impressions rarely 

occur on every example of anyone type of document at Mari. 

In fact, any single format, commodity, transaction or 

authority connected with a sealed text can be found in an 

unsealed version that is practically identical to it. An 

---- -~ ... 
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initial survey of the corpus of sealed texts illustrates a 

pattern that will be discussed in detail below. Table 2 

shows that only a small number of officials sealed the 

largest number of texts and that those texts use a 

restricted number of keywords to deal with a relatively 

limited number of commodities. To a large degree, it seems 

that sealing practices were dependent on the requirements 

of the transaction, the nature of the goods transacted, or 

even the work habits of the individuals who sealed the 

texts. 

References to seal use in the Mari letters and 

administrative documents reveal a very close association of 

the individual to his or her seal. In these texts the use 

of the word l~unukkum, "seal," and kaniktum, "sealing," are 

almost always modified by a pronominal suffix1 or personal 

name. 2 Occasionally the terms are modified by the office of 

the user: the only offices mentioned at Mari are those of 

the king3 and the ebbu. 4 The responsibility for the goods 

or actions certified by a seal rests with the individual 

sealer. ARM 10.114, discussed in Chapter 3, demonstrates 

contemporary consciousness of the implications of this 

procedure. 

1. ARM 2.104: 13, ARM 9.254: 14-15, ARM 10.82: 5, 
ARM 10.136: 15, ARM 10.175: 18, ARM 13.6: 20, ARM 13.8: 
18, ARM 13.22: 18, ARM 13.36: 19, ARM 13.144: 19, ARM 
14.94: 25, ARM 18.20: 17, ARM 21.112: 3. 

2. ARM 9.5: 7, ARM 221 col ii: 11, ARM 9.258 tr 
lat, ARM 10.12: 28, ARM 10.116: 30, ARM 12.712: 13, ARM 
13.14: 17, ARM 21.231: 29, ARM 25.117: rev 1, ARM 25.368: 
3, ARM 25.491: 2, 6, 9. 

3. ARM 7.236: 5, ARM 18.64: 9, ARM 22.143: 7, ARM 
22.252: 8. 

4. ARM 21.204: 3, ARM 22.316 col ii: 5. 
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TABLE 2 

SEAL OWNERS AND SEAL USERS AT MARl 

Name ARM References Sealed Seal Use on 
to Seal Use Docs. Tags & Doors5 

Addu-naballi~ 0 1 0 0 
Ahu-waqar 0 2 0 0 
Adad [xl 0 1 0 0 
Addu 0 2 0 0 
AcIdu-duri 10.50: 31 

18.20: 16-17 0 0 
Addu-rabi 0 1 0 0 
Ahun 0 2 0 0 
Amaclugga 0 81 0 0 
Ana-Sin-taklaku 0 0 29 0 
Apil-kubi 0 0 1 0 
Asqudun 0 123 0 0 
Dabiun 0 1 0 0 
DariK-l ibur 0 8 16 35 
Dagan-Ifaduni 0 2 0 0 
Etel-pi-Marduk 0 0 0 
Etel-pi -!(arrim 10.2: 29,35 1 0 0 
Iddiyatun 7.88: 5 0 0 0 
Igmillun 10.12: 26 0 0 0 
Iliddinam 0 1 0 0 
Ilimamma 0 0 0 
Ilukanun 12.712: 13-14 24 0 0 
Iluna-ki ri~ 13.8: 19 0 0 7 
I~urami 0 1 0 0 
Inib-fama~ 10.175: 18-19 0 0 0 
InibKina 0 2 0 0 
I~tar-kabar 8.92: 12 0 0 0 
ICa'alt-Addu 0 1 0 0 
ICabi-Addu 0 0 0 
ICabi-epuh 0 0 0 

. Marduk-~all im 
'r Hammurabi 0 0 0 

Ma~un 0 2 0 0 
Mukamitun 10.61: 13 16 0 

13.6: 20-21 
13.8: 18 
13.10: 10 
13.12: 13 
13.13: 15 
13.18: 20 
13.22: 18 

Nabi [xl 0 0 0 
Nap6i-erah 0 0 0 
N~da-

5. compiled from Beyer 1985a. 

--------------.--------- . 
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TABLE 2--Continued 

Nahrari 13.100: 12 0 0 0 
S8IIIIIetar 13.61 

13.14: 7 1 0 0 
tarkasslIII8tun 0 2 0 0 f81118'-nalfir 0 1 0 0 
~i-ni[ 1 0 1 0 0 

~ibtu 1 0 0 
~ubnalu 0 2 0 1 
••• ~u ••• 0 2 0 0 
~unurahalu 0 0 1 1 
~idqi-epU1 0 1 0 0 
... Sin 0 1 0 0 
Yan[ 1 0 1 0 0 
Yabni [-Ell 0 3 0 
Y81118ttf-El 0 0 0 
Yanu:I-hamadi 0 0 0 
Yantin 0 1 0 0 
Yantfn-erah 0 4 0 0 
Yappih-Lim 0 1 0 0 
Yaqqim-Addu 2.104: 13 0 0 0 

14.56: 15 
14.94: 25 
14.111: 28 

Yarip-Dagan 9.5: 8 1 0 0 
~ 

0 1 0 0 Ya~ib-asar 

Yasim-sunu 13.36: 19 6 1 2 
Yasitun 13.98: 7 0 0 0 
Ya'ub-nar 0 0 0 
Yawi -i lu 13.144: 19 0 0 

13.149 
Zimri-Lim passim 53 14 
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According to published textual references, sealed 

administrative documents, tags and door sealings at least 

54 individuals at Mari owned or used seals (Table 2).6 

However, only three used their seals in all functional 

categories7 and only six individuals sealed large number of 

documents8 or bullae. 9 Zimri-Lim alone had sealed large 

numbers of texts in 'all categories; this is certainly due 

to his position as the head-of-state. Almost all the other 

seal users sealed only one or two receipts or bullae 

indicating that, while almost every member of the palace 

staff owned a seal, consistent use on palace administrative 

documents was limited to a very few individuals. 

With one or two exceptions'the functionaries that 

sealed the most docUments, sealed only one or two types of 

transactions and commodities. Table 3 summarizes the 

information tabulated in Appendix A section 2 where the 

sealed documents are organized by sealer according to 

keyword and subject. with the exception of Mukanni~um, who 

had an interest in a wide range of craft activities in the 

palace (Rouault ARM 18 pp. 216-217), the individuals who 

sealed administrative documents in large numbers specialize 

in the commodities that they seal. Amadugga sealed only oil 

and occasionally grain receipts (for Ilukanum); Asqudum 

sealed only disbursement orders for sheep; Ilukanum sealed 

6. This list is not complete, of course, because 
not all the texts or seals from the Mari excavations have 
been published, but it does portray a pattern of ownership 
and use. 

7. Dari~-libur, Yasim-Sumu and Zimri-Lim. 

8. Amadugga, Asqudum, Ilukanum, Mukanni~um and 
Zimrilim. 

9. Ana-Sin-taklaku, Dari~-libur and Zimri-Lim. 
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only grain receipts; Zimri-Lim sealed receipts for precious 

metals and wine. 

This specialization in commodities and transactions 

is consistent with Pack's conclusion about the scope of an 

official's duties at Mari (1981: 435). As his study covered 

both economic and political activities, Pack was able to 

compare the role of palace officials in each of these 

spheres. He found that "those who functioned as notaries 

and storehouse managers have few entries in the 

po1itica1areas, whereas those who were governors or envoys 

have few outside the political area" (Pack 1981: 435). The 

officials who sealed texts in the Mari archive functiorl 

almost exclusively to collect, store and distribute the 

movable property of the Mari state within the physical 

confines of the palace; only very rarely do the sealed 

administrative documents refer to the distribution of land 

or personnel (Appendix A section 3). 

The use of a sealed document (legal, economic or 

letter) as a directive and as evidence of the sealer's 

accountability is most clearly revealed in ARM 10.114, 

quoted in Chapter 3. The fact that documents in 

administrative contexts are differentiated by the use of a 

seal on them is evident in the phrases "according to 

sealed documents,,10 and "on orders of PN it was sea1ed.,,11 

However, there are no precise contemporary accounts of how 

sealed documents functioned in the administrative 

bureaucracy. The function of seals must be inferred from 

10. ARM 7.263 col iii 9 ~a ka ka-ni-k[a-tim], also 
lines 11, 13, ARM 12.713: 1. 

11. ARM 8.92: 11-12 i-na qa-bi-e I[~ta]r-ka-bar 
ik-ka-ni-ik. 
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TABLE 3 

ACTIVITIES OF FREQUENT SEAL USERS AT MARl 

Name Keyword Subject No. of Texts 
Sealed 

Amadugga ana honey 1 
ana sesame 2 
amhur oil 68 
amhur sesame 3 
namharti grain 7 

Asqudum gna sheep 79 
zi-ga sheep 20 
none sheep 24 

Ilukanum namharti beans 2 
tlamharti grain 12 
su-ti-a grain 1 

Mukannit;um amhur lapis-lazuli 1 
mahir gold 1 
si-lei precious metal 7 
tu-ti-a precious metal 4 
u-ti-a garment.s 1 

'Su-ti-a tallow 2 

Zimri-Lim ana precious metal 3 
ana wine 4 
amhur prec~ous metal 13 
mahir prec10us metal 4 
si-lei precious metal 4 
z~-ga p~ecious metal 16 
z1-ga W1ne 2 
zi-ga misc. 7 
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the pattern of use. Specialization of officials in sealing 

various commodities and types of transaction suggests that 

the seal had a special significance in these cases: the 

meaning of the sealing on these documents differed with the 

type of transaction and commodity documented. 

In the following section we will examine seal use 

in transactions characterized by specific keywords. Each of 

the terms required a slightly different selection of 

information recorded according to standard formula. The 

nature of the information required and the uniformity with 

which it is reported provide us with clues as to the 

function of the text and the seal impression upon it. 

References to sealing practices contained within the texts 

themselves provide additional evidence for the procedures 

involved in sealing administrative texts and to seal 

function in this realm of activity reflected by the 

keyword. 

Two major activities were recorded in sealed 

administrative· texts: 1) receipt (mahir, amhur, immahrU, 

namharti, ~u-ti-ia: si-la), and 2) expenditure (gna, zi

gal (Talon ARM 24: 230). Most of the sealed administrative 

texts at Mari concern these deposits, transfers and 

disbursements (Appendix A section 2). A number of other 

lists and announcements were also kept, but their purpose 

is obscured by the fact that they do not contain keywords. 

In some cases these may be census lists, work assignments 

or inventories: only occasionally are they sealed. 

Receipts 

The keywords used in the Mari archives for 

receiving goods are based on the Akkadian verb maharu,. "to 
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receive," sumerian t;u-ti-a, "received" and si-la, 

"transferred" (Birot ARM 9 pp. 255-257). The body of sealed 

documents containing these terms will be discussed in 

according to format, periodicity, sealer, source, and 

subject as appropriate. The documents using the terms amhur 

and namh~ti provide the best source for identifying 

patterns and trends in seal use because of the frequency of 

their use in a single bureau, the one that provided the raw 

materials for the king's meal (naptan ~arrim). Therefore 

in these two cases the sealed documents will be compared 

with their unsealed counterparts. 

amhur. The term amhur, "I received," is used on 

both sealed and unsealed documents, but it occurs on sealed 

documents only with a limited number of sealers (Amadugga, 

Mukanni~um, Yarip-Dagan, Yappah-Lim, and Zimri-Lim) and 

commodities (grain, precious metals [Append.ix A section 

1.II.A]). The largest number of texts using the keyword 

amhur are sealed by Amadugga. They differ from the bulk of 

the king's meal texts in contents, format and presence of a 

seal impression. The only sealed documents in this 

collection are Ilukanum's grain receipts and Amadugga's oil 

receipts. Each sealed text records the receipt of a single 

commodity, usually oil (i-gi~), unlike the other king's 

meal texts which give long lists of ingredients. Nor does 

the quantity of oil received in the amhur texts usually 

match the quantities recorded in the ingredient lists. 

Therefore it seems likely that the oil received in this 

fashion was used for some other facet of the king's meal, 

one administered by Amadugga. 



Each of the oil receipts 

line 1: quantity of oil; 
line 2: source PN; 
line 3: "I received"; 
line 4: purpose; 
lines 5 to end: date. 

follows the same format: 

10 (9A~ i-gi!12 
i-l1-as-ra-ia 
am-hu- ur 
a-na nig-du lugal 
22 Lilliatum ZL '4 
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The name of the recipient is never recorded in 

documents using the term amhur (Appendix A section 1.II.A 

Column 4), but the name of the source is always present 

(Appendix A section 1.II.A Column 2). Therefore, it is only 

when these documents are sealed that we are able to 

identify the recipient. Because the source~s name is always 

inscribed, the value of the text itself is probably related 

to the accountability of the source for the goods involved. 

Use of the first person, however, suggests that the 

document was written for deposit in the receiver's archive, 

in which ·naming the recipient would have been redundant. 

Thus, the sealer received goods from the person named in 

the document and inscribed a tablet naming the delivery 

agent and amount delivered as a record of receipt. As we 

shall see below, other types of receipts were issued in 

duplicate: one to be kept by the source or delivery agent 

and one for the recipient. That does not appear to be the 

case here where no published duplicates exist. 

Amadugga, for example, received from Ilia~raia and 

Balumenuhhe oil for the king's meal while Zimri-Lim 

received precious metals primarily from Mukanni~um and 

Iddiyatum (Appendix A section 1.II.A). However, we must 

conclude that neither the identity of the recipient nor the 

impression of a seal is necessary to the documentation 

12. ARM 12.144 "10 (qa) oil, from Ilia~raia, I 
received, for the king's meal, 22 Lilliatum, ZL '4." 



process since seals are impressed only on relatively few 

documents using this keyword. In both cases they are only 

part of the total documentation. 
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Examination of all the texts that record oil 

receipts for the king's meal reveals an interesting pattern 

in the use of Amadugga's seal (Appendix A Section 4). From 

ZL '4 through the first seven months of ZL '513 only six 

of the 63 receipts published are not sealed;14 in the 

months and years thereafter, only two receipts are sealed 

(Appendix A section 4).15 The consistency with which 

Amadugga sealed the tablets during this period suggests 

that she was in charge of oil receipts only during this 

brief period. The few unsealed receipts during Amadugga's 

tenure in this office and those receipts dated after ZL '5 

month 10 probably reflect the fact that she did not 

regularly participate in this aspect of the king's meal 

after that date. In organizing these texts by date another 

pattern emerges as well: the men who delivered oil to 

Amadugga did so only in alternate months (Birot ARM 9 p. 

268). Balumenuhhe delivered oil only in even numbered 

months and Iliasraia delivered oil on odd numbered months. 

They continued to alternate deliveries in this pattern 

until ZL '6 month 10 when Ahlamu took over from Balumenuhhe 

and Il~u-na~ir joined the service to rotate duty with the 

other two on a monthly basis thereafter. 

13. The sequence of years is taken from Charpin 
and Durand (1985: 305-306); the sequence of months is taken 
from Kupper (1973a). 

14. ARM 11.78, ARM 11.80, ARM 12.137, ARM 12.139, 
ARM 12.470, ARM 11.188. 

15. ARM 11.150, ARM 7.143. 



In the past, Amadugga's participation in the 

economic life of Mari has been enigmatic due to her sole 

appearence as sealer of oil receipts for the king's meal. 

Her two seals record her allegiance first to Sam~i-Addu 

(Seal I) and later to Zimri-Lim (Seal II, Charpin 1984: 
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50). Recent publication of new texts from the 'Assyrian 

interregnum' at Mari allow Durand (1985a) to reevaluate 

Amadugga's position in the Mari palace. As her name occurs 

with those of other royal woman, Durand suggests that she 

too is a princess, perhaps the wife of ~am~i-Addu and 

mother of Yasmah-Addu (Durand 1985a: 408). That Amadugga 

was personally active in Zimri-Lim's administration (not 

just her seal) is demonstrated by her presence in the 

'harem' text and a letter written by Amadugga to her 

'lord,' presumably Zimri-Lim (M. 6459 Durand 1985a: 411). 

Like the administrative documents sealed with her seal, the 

letter refers to palace provisions, here grain rather than 

oil. with regard to her use of two seals, Durand suggests 

that Seal II (with Zimri-Lim's name) was only used to 

receive oil for the kispum-offering (1985a: 411 Note 160). 

immahrii. The term immahrii, "they were received," 

is used far less frequently on sealed documents than some 

of the other keywords, but does occur on texts dealing 

with precious metals or jewelry. In all texts the sealer 

is completely or partially illegible (Appendix A section 

1.II.B Column 2). The documents are written in the third 

person: the sources of the goods are noted but the seal 

impressions are those of the recipients, here named in the 

text only in ARM 25.277. In one case, ARM 25.274 (listed 

under the term si-Ia), material was received from Dari~

libur and transferred to MUkanni~um in the same text. 

Mukanni~um sealed the document as the ultimate recipient. 
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mahir. The term mahir, stative of manaru, is 

translated as "being received by" PH (Birot ARM 9: 256). On 

sealed documents it is used only by Mukanni'um and Zimri

Lim for receipts of precious metals (Appendix A section 

1.11.C). Even those unsealed documents using this keyword 

refer to precious metals received ny the king16 or 

functionaries. 17 The use of the third person in these texts 

suggests that, unlike the ambur receipts, they were written 

for accounting in more than one agency, particularly when 

they were issued in duplicate (Joannes ARM 23 pp. 390-391). 

namharti. The keyword namharti, "received" (Birot 

ARM 9 p. 255) is used only on documents sealed with 

llukanum's or Amadugga's seal. llukanum was in charge of 

collections (Appendix A section 1.11.0) and some 

disbursements. 18 The only sealed texts are those that refer 

to receipt of different grains from the estates of palace 

functionaries. Such large agricultural tracts were ceded to 

palace personnel for their use; in return, the functionary 

provided grain for the king's meal on a monthly basis 

(Bardet ARM 23 pp. 113-114). Most of the texts that mention 

llukanum are dated to the six years between ZL '2 and ZL 

'8. Alf·were found with the king's meal documents, which 

probably represent the accounts of the agency that supplied 

raw materials to the royal kitchen. The sealed receipts 

16. ARM 9.48, ARM 9.49, ARM 25.291, ARM 25.292, 
ARM 25.293. 

17. ARM 25.296, ARM 25.300. 

18. ARM 12.449, ARM 12.547. 

_._ ... _ .. - ._. - ------



have the following format, comprised of one or more lines 

in each section: 

section 1: subject 1) 2 ugar 9 kUr 20 burum19 
section 2: "received" by 2) na:m-b~-Ar-ti 
section 3: PN 3) I. Ilu-ka-an 
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section 4: source PH 4) it-ti Ya-si-ib d.Da-gan 
i=nA ma-a§-ka-an section 5: source GH 5) 

6) A-bu-Ia-at 
section 6: date. 23 Lahhum ZL '4 

Not all texts contain every item of information. The 

minimum requirement was the subject of the transaction, 

keyword, receiver's name, source and date. 

Each primary document records a separate 

transaction, some in duplicate. 20 Secondary tabulations 

were made on a monthly or semi-annual basis. 21 The 

presence of duplicates, one sealed and one unsealed, and 

the notation of both receiver and source suggest that 

accountability, rather than accounting, dictated the format 

of Ilukanum's receipts. If the receipts had served only to 

inform the palace storekeeper of income, a note of the 

quality and amount of grain would have been sufficient. In 

fact, expenditures for the king's meal were recorded with a 

simple note of quantity, quality and date. Personal names, 

places and dates were necessary only if the transaction 

itself was likely to be scrutinized by the palace, not just 

the written account. 

with this in mind, Ilukanum's activities can be 

reconstructed as follows: Ilukanum collected grain due the 

19. ARM 12.206 "2 ugar 9 kur 20 grain, received 
by, Ilukanum, from Yasib-Dagan, in the area, of Abullat." 

• 
20. ARM 12.256 and ARM 12.257, ARM 12.554 and ARM 

12.553, ARM 7.155 and ARM 12.559. 

21. ARM 9.234, ARM 9.237, ARM 12.164, ARM 12.263. 
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palace at various estates or other geographical locations 

outside Mari itself22 as well as "in the bureau,,,23 and 

from a number of individuals at the Mari palace (Pack 1931: 

385 Not6 1). Having traveled to the estate of palace 

personnel to collect the rent/taxes in grain, Ilukanum 

supervised the measurement of the grain and he, or his 

scribe, inscribed duplicate documents with the information 

as outlined above. Ilukanum then sealed the document to be 

kept by the donor and returned the unsealed copy to the 

palace with the grain as a record of income, source and 

Ilukanum's role as the collection agent. The sealed 

document was proof that the donor's obligation to the state 

had been met while the seal impression itself signified the 

document's official source and prevented falsification or 

alteration of amounts as well. 

The latter function of sealing is suggested by ARM 

12.712 and the duplicate primary documents from which it 

was created. 24 ARM 12.712 has the appearence of a simple 

tabulation account: it lists the amounts, type and sources 

of different grains off of several primary receipts in a 

closely dated sequence. 25 In this case all primary receipts 

date to the month of Malkanum in ZL '6. Thus, the first 

22. See Appendix A section 2 for details. 

23. ARM 12.621: 5 i~na e te-er-tim. 

24. ARM 7.155, ARM 12.559, ARM 12.554, ARM 12.553, 
ARM 12.556. 

25. ARM 12.712 1) 7 ugar 2 kur bu-rum 2) 3 ugar 6 
kur ziz 3) Gu-ru d.Ad-du 4) 2 ugar 4 kur bu-rum 5) A-bu-ul
la-at 6) 2 ugar 1 kur bu-rum 7) ~a ki-ud Di-ri.ki 8) i~kar 
lu sa? hi-it? x 9) lu.ebbu Hu-ut-ba-nu 10) 2 kur 10? qa gu
gal 11) ~a ki-ud ~u-ub-na-lu-u 12) i-na gis 1/2 kur ma-hi
ir-tim 13) ~a a-na (nil ka-ni!-ka-at 14) I.Ilu-ka-an 15) la 
le-ge-e 
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entry (lines 1-3) was copied from ARM 7.155 (sealed by 

Ilukanum) or its duplicate ARM 12.559 (unsealed); the 

second entry (lines 4-5) from ARM 12.554 (sealed by 

Ilukanum) or its duplicate ARM 12.553 (unsealed); the third 

entry (lines 6-8) has no pub~ished parallel; the fourth 

entry (lines 10-12) might have been copied from ARM 12.556. 

ARM 12.556 is unsealed and has no published sealed 

duplicate. 

However, ARM 12.712 is no ordinary tabulation of 

monthly accounts. Unlike other tabulated accounts, it is 

not concerned with totals,26 nor dates,27 nor does it end 

with the phrase, "Ilukanum's receipts.,,28 As no totals were 

given, tabulation of the amount does not seem to have been 

the objective. Line 9 rev names Hutbanu, the ebbu, and line 

13 contains the comment, "for which the sealed documents of 

Ilukanum he did not take." The form of kani]{at, a plural "in 

construct with Ilukanum, suggests that the documents in 

question are the sealed receipts issued for grain. The 

subject, Hutbanu, and the notation of missing documents in 

line 13 probably refers to his search for missing primary 

receipts for entries 3 or 4. The presence of Hutbanu as an 

ebbu suggests that some form of audit was to take place or 

had taken place. In this case the ebbu must have been 

checking the unsealed copies deposited in the palace 

archives against the sealed originals for evidence of 

embezzlement on the part of Ilukanum. 

26. ARM 12.263: 26-28 

27. ARM 9.234, ARM 9.237, ARM 12.141. 

28. ARM 12.263: 29 nam-ha-ar-at Ilu-ka-an; ARM 
9.237: col vi: 8 nam-ha-ra-t[um]. 
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Durand has demonstrated that, particularly in the 

manipulation of metals, the ebbu were concerned with losses 

(1983: 126 Note 12). They also supervised grain 

transactions, as when they accompanied ships in order to 

ensure that the stipulated volume/weight of grain was 

loaded (Durand 1983: 124 Note 4). Since Ilukanum collected 

the grain outside the palace, it would have been all too 

easy for him to issue a sealed receipt to the donor for the 

actual amount received while recording a lesser amount on 

the copy for the palace records and keeping the difference 

for his own use. By periodically checking duplicates 

against originals such theft would have been prevented. 

Unlike ARM 12.712, the more common tabulations, 

like the king's meal accounts studied by Sasson (1982), in 

many instances are inaccurate. For example, ARM 12.263 

gives a total of 6 ugar 6 1/2 kur 40 gg burrum, 9 kur ziz 

and 1 1/2 kur hallurum, when the total should be 6 ugar 2 

1/2 kur 40 gg burrum, etc. In fact, the scribe rounded off 

several entries to the next higher number when he compiled 

the secondary account from the primary texts, a procedure 

consistent with Foster's approximative mode of accounting 

(see Chapter 3). The entry of 2 kur from tep-Dagan on line 

5, for example, should be 1 1/2 kur 20 gg29 and the entry 

of 3 kur from Lipi~~u-li~er on line 15 should be 2 1/2 kur 

45 gg.30 These errors make the tabulated accounts far from 

accurate as a statement of quantity received or stock on 

hand. The point of such tabulations is baffling (Sasson 

1982: 341) unless the tabulations were made purely for 

29. ARM 12.157. 

30. ARM 12.158. 
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internal information where an approximate notion of the 

stock on hand would have served the purpose. On the other 

hand, the precision with which the primary texts were 

produced and the investigation of them as illustrated in 

ARM 12.712, suggests that the purpose of primary texts was 

to provide a 'paper trail' to follow in cases of suspected 

malfeasance. 

~u-ti-a. Burke (ARM 11 p. 128) and Birot (ARM 9 p. 

255) both propose this keyword as equivalent to namharti, 

"received." The formulae used with this keyword, however, 

are far more diverse than that used in the amhur and 

namharti texts. ~u-ti-a texts contain the following 

information, although not every text contains all of the 

information. Each section is comprised of one or more 

lines: 

section 1: subject: 8 ma-na Ludu31 
section 2: "received" ~u-ti-a 

by PH: La-ma-sa 
section 3: source i-na Qa-at-tu-na-an.ki, 

or occasion i-nu-ma lugal i-tu-ra-am 
section 4: date 12 Hibirtim ZL '12 

While many economic texts use the term su-ti-a, 

relatively few are sealed (Appendix A section 1.II.E). For 

the most part, these record the receipt of meat, grain, 

tallow, garments, wool and metal by a range of palace 

functionaries (Appendix A section 1 E). Unlike Ilukanum's 

namharti texts, the su-ti-a texts do not regularly list the 

source of the goods but usually do record the purpose for 

which the goods are to be used, either implicitly (as when 

meat was issued to the cooks32 or tallow to the fUllers33 ) 

31. ARM 21.144 "8 mina tallow, received by, 
Lamasa, at Qattunan, when the king returned." 

32. ARM 21.63. 

33. ARM 21.149. 
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or explicitly in the document. 34 The goods received in 

these receipts usually are things that were expended rather 

than stored or processed. 

Like the nambarti receipts the su-ti-a documents 

were issued in duplicate but in much greater variety. Among 

the published texts, there are unsealed duplicates35 and 

sealed duplicates. 36 No clear pattern of use emerges. 

Undoubtedly these documents :als,o were used in internal 

accounting and accountability, but, the way in which they 

were utilized is not apparent at this time. 

Ilukanum used both namharti and ~u-ti-a in 

receiving grain, but the source or purpose recorded in 

those texts differs with the keyword used. All namharti 

documents record the receipt of goods from agricultural 

estates, and all but one of the ~u-ti-a documents37 record 

the receipt of grain for specific purposes within the 

palace. The exception is ARM 11.184, which uses of the term 

~u-ti-a (line 3) with a notation the grain was collected as 

~ib~um-tax (lines 6-7). In only two other texts is this 

term mentioned38 , in both cases when Ilukanum received 

grain in BIt Tukla. As Ellis points out (1976: 104), we 

cannot know how many grain receipts are ~ib(um deliveries 

34. ARM 21.80, ARM 21.141, ARM 21.142, ARM 21.144, 
ARM 21.145, ARM 23.415, ARM 23.401, ARM 23.521, ARM 23.229, 
ARM 23.390, ARM 23.392, ARM 23.419, ARM 23.408, ARM 25.170, 
ARM 25.701. 

35. ARM 18.47, ARM 18.48. 

36. ARM 23.364, ARM 23.365. 

37. ARM 11.292 (sealed), ARM 11.124 (unsealed), 
ARM 11.140 (unsealed), ARM 11.149 (unsealed). 

38. ARM 11.42, ARM 12.104. 



and simply not noted as such. The unusual terminology in 

this receipt suggests that ARM 11.184 either recorded a 

special case or was inscribed by someone unfamiliar with 

the usual terminology. 
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Birot (ARM 9 p. 255) noted this distinction and 

suggests that the term namharti was used when goods c~tered 

the system from outside while 6u-ti-a was used for internal 

distribution. However, the material collected in rent or 

tax from the estates of palace personnel can hardly be 

considered external to the palace as an institution. The 

distinction seems more one of individual preference (no one 

but Ilukanum used namharti) or an indication of the 

physical separation of the source from the palace. Deposits 

of goods that were institutionally separate from the palace 

were made with the term mu-tu (Talon ARM 24 pp. 230-231). 

si-IA. The keyword si-IA denotes the transfer of 

goods "without alienation of property" (Birot ARM 7 p. 173) 

within the palace organization (Talon ARM 24 p. 230). A 

number of bureaucrats and commodities are involved in 

transfers, but the format in all cases remains the same. 

Like the ~u-ti-a texts, the standard information occurs in 

sections comprised of one or more lines: 

section 1: subject 92 udu-hA39 
section 2: "transferred" to PH si-IA Da-bi-um 
section 3: source or purpose ~a ku-ur-u~-te9-e-em 
section 4: date 24 Lilliatim 

The person whose name follows the keyword usually seals the 

document,40 presumably accepting the (temporary) 

39. ARM 23.345 "92 sheep, transferred to Dabium, 
the 'fattener'." 

40. ARM 9.127, ARM 21.231, ARM 21.349, ARM 23.345, 
ARM 25.179, ARM 25.274, ARM 25.299, ARM 25.382, ARM 25.392. 
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responsibility for the goods documented in it. The sealer, 

however, need not be the individual named in the text. In a 

number of documents, a superior of the person named seals 

the tablet. This is most clear in the use of Zimri-Lim's 

seal on texts in which Mukanni~um's name follows the 

keyword. 41 Their relationship is the key to deciphering 

other cases where a person not named in the text seals it: 

apparently the sealer was a superior assuming the 

responsibility for goods deposited with a subordinate. Thus 

Ya~ub-a~ar was subordinate to MUkanni~um,42 and Mukanni~um 
was subordinate to Dari~-libur43 and the king (as above). 

As with the other receipts, accountability was the 

issue. ARM 24.123 illustrates the administrative procedure 

for accounting for the loss of silver during the refining 

process. The metal had been transferred (si-la) to 

Mukannitum (line rev 1) and subject to the inspection 

(ebbut) of Yantin-erah and Nanna-kam (lines rev 6-7). 

Mukanni~um sealed the report-on losses signifying his 

acceptance of their report: presumably Mukanni~um kept the 

copy sealed by the two auditors just as Rim~i-ili received 

the report sealed by the auditors when his work was subject 

to inspection (see above). 

Discussion. The sealed texts discussed above relate 

primarily to the circulation of goods within the palace 

organization. At no point do we have a comprehensive record 

of goods received, manipulated and disbursed from a bureau 

41. ARM 24.131, ARM 24.138, ARM 25.177, ARM 
25.202. 

42. ARM 24.125. 

43. ARM 25.176. 
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within the palace. As Foster points out (1982: 24) 

"accounting is circumstantial rather than inclusive, and 

touches only points of contact between two spheres of 

reckoning." At Mari there are at least two levels of 

accounting and a number of services identified with 

individuals that constitute the "spheres of reckoning" 

between which documentation was required for the transfer 

of material and personnel. While receipts were not 

uniformly sealed by the head of the service, the people who 

most frequently sealed receipts (Asqudum, Amadugga, Daril

libur, I lukanum , Yasim-Sumu and Zimri-Lim) had at least 

that standing in the court hierarchy. Each acted as a sort 

of funnel for goods from one service or bureau entering a 

second "sphere of reckoning" for use or processing. For 

example, Mukannitum received gold for use by the jeweler 

Ya~ub-a~ar.44 within a particular service the quality of 

the material transferred also might require internal 

documentation as, for example, when a jeweller received 

gold from Mukanni~um (Rouault ARM 18 pp. 174-176). only 

the in the former case do seal impressions occur (Appendix 

A section 2). The sealed receipts and duplicate receipts 

represent the primary-level texts for transactions in which 

two "spheres of reckoning" participate, although such 

documentation is not necessarily sealed. 

The procedure for issuing dupliCate receipts 

reconstructed above is very close to the current practice 

of issuing receipts in duplicate to be exchanged between 

the individual accepting a good or service and the 

provider. We assume duplicates had the same purpose then 

44. ARM 24.125. 
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as now. The copy signed by the receiver is kept by the 

provider as tangible evidence that he did indeed deliver 

the goods and the receiver accepted them. The signature of 

the recipient on the document given to the provider insures 

against theft or embezzlement. The recipient (or buyer) 

kept a copy as proof of legal possession and a record of 

the source and amount of income. 

Mesopotamian contracts were sealed and exchanged 

according to the first part of this principle; the seller 

sealed the document which remained with the recipient as 

proof of legal possession (Durand ARM 21 p. 30, Maidman 

1979: 181). A duplicate contract sealed by the buyer and 

remaining with the seller was unnecessary since any dispute 

would be brought by the buyer. In administrative documents 

the sealer signified his acceptance of responsibility for 

the goods/property/service inscribed on the text by sealing 

it. The difference is that in contracts the buyer retained 

the document in case of future dispute, while in 

administrative documents the recipient sealed the documents 

but the source or 'seller' of the goods retained the 

document to prove that the responsiblity for the goods has 

been transferred. In the case of the namharti receipts, 

both parties had copies of the receipt. 

The basis for this different usage in 

administrative and legal texts stems from the notion of 

ownership (Foster 1982: 25). But only the most basic 

conditions of ownershi.p can be extrapolated from the texts. 

Private transference of property usually was conducted 

between two principals, accountable only to each other. 

When unusual conditions made it necessary to do so, such 

transactions were recorded in legal texts. Administrative 
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transference of property usually occurred between agents of 

the principal 'owner,' the state. These were recorded, when 

necessary, in administrative documents. In both cases the 

principal 'owner' had the right to dispute the disposition 

of its property. At Mari, record-keeping formulas and 

format simply reflect the different avenues through which 

this was accomplished. The function of the seal in both 

forms of record-keeping is the same: it signifies the 

acceptance of responsibility for the conditions described 

in the text. 

Expenditures 

The terminology and number of sealed disbursement 

orders are less numerous and less complex than that of 

sealed receipts. There are only two keywords: the 

preposition ana, "to" or "for," and zi-ga, (Birot ARM 9 p. 

254), "expenditure" or "disbursement." Although eighteen 

individuals sealed disbursement orders at one time or 

another (Appendix A section 1.111), only two -- Asqudum and 

Zimri-Lim -- seal the majority of the texts in this 

category. 

gng. The movement of goods out of the storerooms 

for use in palace activities is indicated in the use of the 

preposition ana followed by the name of the person place or 

activity for which the goods are being issued (Appendix A 

section 1.III.A). Only very rarely is the source identified 

and only when wine is the subject of the transaction. By 

far the greatest number of these directives are sealed by 

Asqudum in issuing sheep for sacrifices, festivals, and the 

king's table. None of these is inscribed with Asqudum's 

name; we know of his participation only through the use of 

------.. - ------------------------------



his seal. Nor is the year inscribed, just the month and 

day. As Durand points out, this precludes use for 

tabulation of accounts (ARM 21 p. 16). 
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The dates themselves are instructive, however, as 

they document only a two and a half month period in a 

single year (Durand ARM 21 p. 16, Lafont ARM 23 p. 23). The 

documents probably represent a group stored in the same 

tablet basket. This points to a second instructive 

similarity with Amadugga's sealed documents, the fact that 

for the period in which the seal was used, virtually all 

the transactions of this type were sealed with Asqudum's 

seal. This suggests that for the period in question 

Asqudum's seal impression was necessary to authorize 

expenditures. It may represent the policy of a single 

official within the bureau under his control rather that an 

institutional policy. 

Asqudum also sealed the documents issuing sheep to 

the diviners for treatment45 a process that may indicate 

the examination of meat for edibility as well as acts of 

haruspicy (Durand ARM 21 p. 31). The assignment of sheep 

for this particular purpose parallels that of the documents 

discussed above using the keyword ana, but without using an 

identical formula. Here no keyword seems to be necessary. 

All of the tablets recording the sheep expenditures 

are pierced through, exactly as are the tags for tablet 

containers. Lafont suggests that after each document ~as 

written and sealed it was attached to one of the animals in 

the assigned lot as an address label to insure that the 

sheep were delivered to the proper location (ARM 23 p. 23). 

45. ARM 21.31 1) 1 si[l]a4 2) ne-pi-it-ti 3) dumu
mes ma~-~u-sU13-SU13 4) i-na ma-ri.ki. 
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The fact that they all refer to Asqudum's sheep 

expenditures suggests that the 'labels' were returned to 

him for storage. As Durand points out, these particular 

texts probably were not subject to certain accounting 

practices (recapitulation or periodic tabulation) (ARM 21 

p.30), yet they were considered important enough to store 

and thus must fulfill some other function. In collecting 

and storing these documents without secondary tabulation 

there seems to be less interest in accounting for the 

absolute numbers or types of sheep expended than in 

providing documentary evidence should Asqudum be called 

upon to justify his expenditures. The presence of 

Asqudum's seal and lack of any inscribed information on 

source or authority for issue reinforces this 

interpretation. 

zi-ga. The term zi-qa is used to indicate the 

withdrawal of goods for delivery outside the physical or 

institutional confines of the palace (Talon ARM 24 pp. 230-

231). With the exception of the texts sealed by Asqudum, 

the documents using the keyword zi-ga include precise 

information on the service (nig-tu) from which the goods 

are withdrawn and the individuals to whom they are being 

sent (Appendix A Section 1.III.C). Zimri-Lim himself sealed 

the vast majority of these texts ordering the withdrawal of 

precious metals, jewelry, garments and weapons for delivery 

to foreign princes. Again, it must be noted that not all 

such transactions were sealed: in a number of cases they 

may represent unsealed copies of sealed originals. 46 

46. ARM 18.54 and ARM 18.59, ARM 18.65 and ARM 
18.70. 
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Unsealed duplicates of sealed zi-ga documents also occur47 

and other documents refer to copies with the king's seal. 48 

copies are in evidence in many keyword transaction, but 

only in the expenditure of gold, silver and other objects 

of value was the king's seal a required element. 

Asqudum also sealed orders using the term zi-ga to 

provide sheep to the messengers (~rU siprI) of foreign 

kings, foreigners, and various other individuals, as well 

as for the king's meal and sacrifices. In Asqudum's service 

the term seems almost interchangeable with that of the 

preposition ana, except that internal expenditures (for 

sacrifices and haruspicy) are far less frequent than 

external exPenditures with the term zi-ga. 

Summary 

Both the primary documents and secondary 

tabulations were created and stored so as to indicate 

responsibility for goods deposited, transferred, received 

and expended. Deposited goods recorded under the keywords 

mu-tUm, ~urubtum, and terditum ana come from a source 

outside the palace (Talon ARM 24 p. 230-231). Only three of 

the c. 400 sealed documents at Mari, however, relate to 

these transactions. The three documents record of wine 

deposited with Dari~-libur at a location outside Mari 

(Appendix A section 1A). 

47. ARM 23.442 and ARM 23.443. 

48. ARM 22.252 7) mg-hi-ir typ=P.i gn-ni-im 8) 
kanik lugal le-gi, "a copy of this tablet bears the royal 
seal" also ARM 25.489: tr 1-rev 2. Elsewhere this is 
shortened to ARM 22.143: 7 me-hi-ir ka-ni-[ik] lugal, also 
ARM 18.64: 9, and even ARM 7.236: 5 kA=n1=1k lugal 
(Rouault ARM 18 p. 137 and note 125). 
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The majority of the sealed documents use the 

terminology of receipt (maharu, nadanu, ~u-ti-a), transfer 

(si-1a) and expenditure (zi-ga) to record the circulation 

of goods from one person to another within the palace. Most 

of the receipts were sealed by the upper level of 

bureaucrats who each supervised a certain range of 

activities and goods. Sealed expenditures (zi-ga, ADA) were 

split between Asqudum, who authorized the use of animals 

within the palace, and Zimri-Lim himself, who authorized 

the withdrawal of precious metals and other objects as 

diplomatic gifts to foreign princes. 

Generally seal impressions on administrative 

documents at Mari served to acknowledge the seal owner's 

obligation to account for the goods and the conditions of 

their use described in the text. At the same time 

impressions prevented the alteration of the conditions or 

amounts inscribed. The nature of accountability varied 

with the type of transaction, goods, and conditions 

described in the text. Thus, the metals themselves were 

assessed after processing to account for losses (Durand 

1983). In grain transactions, the duplicate receipts were 

compared against one another for evidence of embezzlement. 

In the case of metals, the value of the material itself 

called for regular inspections. with regard to grain, one 

suspects that the circumstances of collection (in the 

countryside and therefore outside the immediate supervision 

of the palace) promoted the periodic inspection of the 

collection agent's accounts. 

with the exception of the precious metals, the 

goods subject to sealed transaction did not have the sort 

of limited circulation that might indicate a special value 
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to the state (Appendix A Section 3). Grain, oil and meat 

were regularly consumed by many members of the palace staff 

at the king's table. Wine had a slightly more restricted 

circulation within the palace under the control of Dari~

libur and the king himself (Appendix A section 3.I). 

Tallow, wool, and garments were also subject to sealed 

transactions but not with the frequency of comestibles and 

precious metals (Appendix A section 3.II). Personnel 

(Appendix A section 3.III) and land (Appendix A section 

3.IV) were almost never subject to this type of control. 

Certainly the rationale for keeping close account 

of precious metals is most understandable. They were of 

high intrinsic worth and, as manufactured objects, were 

frequently used in the exchange of gifts that characterized 

international diplomacy in the second millennium B.C. Wine 

was also used in for the same sort of diplomatic exchange 

(ARM 10.133, see above). It is possible that precious 

metals also functioned as a state treasury -- the sort of 

transformable wealth that could be used to buy food, 

weapons or mercenaries should famine or war overcome the 

country. The demand for accountability with regard to less 

intrinsically or institutionally valuable goods is less 

obvious, but seems to have been conditioned by the 

convergence of the economic requirements of a state-level 

political organization of a certain size and complexity in 

conjuction with the historical circumstances of Zimri-Lim's 

regime. 

As discussed above and in Chapter 3, the state was 

the ultimate owner of the goods circulated within the 

palace and thus had the right to allocate these resources. 

The demand for documentation with sufficient detail to 
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assign individual responsiblity and for the use of seals on 

such documents to acknowledge that condition was one way of 

ensuring the practical, as well as the theoretical, control 

over state property. However, this practice was by no means 

universal in second millennium B.C. state-level 

organizations in Syria. At Alalah, none of the 

administrative documents in the Level VII archive is 

sealed. In Level IV, about half of the sealed documents are 

administrative, but only those that document expenditures 

(with the term gng [Appendix B section 3]) use a keyword 

that makes their purpose clear. The other administrative 

texts (sealed and unsealed) are lists without sufficient 

information inscribed to establish their function, let 

alone trace the goods recorded in them. At Ugarit, only a 

few of the administrative texts were sealed: perhaps 

another means was used in the assignment and acceptance of 

accountability. Only at Mari were seals used systematically 

on administrative texts designed to enforce accountability 

for the material possessions of the state. 

Several organizational and historical factors 

converge to account for this particular function of seals 

at Mari. First, Mari's geographical proximity and close 

political ties to southern Mesopotamia during the Ur III 

period undoubtedly affected the development of 

administrative techniques during the tenure of the 

~akkanakku at MarL Both door-sealing and sealed were 

tablets were found in those levels at Mari (Beyer 1983: 52-

55). This heritage of seal use as well as continuing 

economic and diplomatic interaction with Mesopotamia 

accounts in some degree for sealing practices in OB Mari. 

In fact, while the use of seals on receipts and 
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expenditures described by Van de Meiroop for an Early Isin 

craft workshop (1986) are more elaborate sealing procedures 

than those at Mari, they seem to follow the same pattern 

and have the same function. Essentially, a few officials 

sealed receipts for the delivery of raw materials and for 

the disbursement of goods manufactured in the workshop (Van 

de Meiroop 1986: 90). Like the nambarti texts issued by 

Ilukanum (discussed above), the majority of the receipts in 

the Isin Craft Archives were copies~ the sealed originals 

presumably were kept by the institution that issued raw 

materials to the workshop (Van de Meiroop 1986: 94). 

Second, the size and status of Mari under Zimri-Lim 

was many times greater than Alalah and at least twice the 

size of Ugarit (see Chapter 1 for historical oontext). 

Thus, the number of bureaucrats needed to administer the 

state precluded any close personal interaction with, or 

evaluation by, the king who had the ultimate responsibility 

both for making policy and directing its implementation. Of 

course, the king's personal oversight could be replaced by 

that of a trusted upper tier of officers overseeing the 

implementation of his policies. However, the historical 

circumstances of Zimri-Lim's reign prevented him from 

succeeding to the throne with a bureaucracy loyal to him 

personally or even to his dynastic line. 

In Chapter 1 we presented an overview of Mari's 

political history. With regard to the bureaucratic methods 

in use under Zimri-Lim it is important to note the 

discontinuity at the apex of state administration in 

comparison with the continuity in personnel in both the 

upper and lower levels of the bureaucracy. In fairly rapid 

succession, Yahdun-Lim ousted Sumu-Yamam from the throne 
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only be overthrown by an internal revolt which allowed 

~am~i-Addu to install his son at Mari. That regime was also 

short-lived and Zimri-Lim took over a functioning palace 

bureaucracy whose members may have had little loyalty 

except to their own interests. Requiring detailed 

documentary evidence of the collection, storage and use of 

goods, with a seal impression to acknowledge 

responsibility, was one means of preventing the 

unauthorized use of material in an institution whose 

members did not identify closely with the organizational 

leadership. Such methods may not have been necessary in 

smaller states, like Alalah and Ugarit, where sudden 

fluctuations in wealth or misdirection of goods might be 

more apparent to the king. These states also had much more 

stable political histories, thus allowing the ruling family 

generations in which to develop firm social, economic and 

political ties with their administrators. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the 50 years since the discovery of Mari and the 

palace archives, a considerable amount of time and 

scholarly energy has been directed towards the elucidation 

of political and military history of the second millennium 

B.C. While this has given us a chronology of events and 

personalities, the mechanics of administering cities, 

territories, states and empires have been neglected. We 

assume that each state at the very least sought to insure 

its continued existence and that that existence entailed 

more than the use of military and diplomatic measures to 

defend or extend state territories or allies. To this end 

state resources in land and people also required efficient 

administration. Most of the documents deposited in the 

palace archives of Mari, Alalah and Ugarit illustrate the 

concerns of each state in this sphere of activity. Our 

examination of seal impressions on various types of texts 

and references to seal use within texts allowed us to 

identify how those concerns varied with historical 

circumstances of each of these states. 

The political history of Syria in the early second 

millennium B.C. is one of growth and competition among 

large city-states to incorporate surrounding towns and 

villages and to form loose coalitions with neighboring 

states against agressors. Mari and Yambad succeeded in 

forming independent territorial states, although the former 

was short-lived. In the second half of the second 

240 
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millennium B.C. the independent syrian states were 

themselves incorporated into larger political 

configurations originating Northern Mesopotamia (Mitannian 

Empire), Anatolia (Hittite Empire) and Egypt. Syria 

occupied a geographical position of great strategic and 

commercial importance to all three. Consequently Syrian 

states were subjected to regular military incursion and 

political domination from the middle of the second 

millennium to the series of imperial collapses c. 1200 B.C. 

While the Hittite, Mitannian and Egyptian empires 

had a significant political and economic influence on 

Syrian polities, the cultural traditions and bureaucratic 

innovations of southern Mesopotamia had a far greater and 

more lasting impact on syrian administrative forms and 

techniques. The use of Akkadian as the language of 

international diplomacy and internal record-keeping, the 

cuneiform writing system, legal procedures and terminology, 

even the use of seals as a method of control originated in 

Mesopotamia. While cylinder seals themselves were used in 

early third millennium B.C. contexts in Syria, the first 

administrative use of seals occurred simultaneously with 

the appearence of cuneiform writing in late third 

millennium B.C. palace at Ebla. However, seals were not 

used on texts until the second millennium B.C., when they 

occur on administrative documents from the ~akkanakku 

period in MarL 

As elsewhere in the ancient Near East, Syrian 

society was divided broadly into two sectors, public (or 

government) and private-communal (Diakonoff 1982, Heltzer 

1976, Gaal 1976). The palace, e-gal, encompassed both 

government bureaucracy and the royal household (Gelb 1979). 

-' 
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The king as the head of the household administered the 

royal family economy for the benefit of his relatives and 

dependents and, as head-of-state, governed the sovereign 

territory and inhabitants of the state. In their roles as 

government officers and dependents of the royal household, 

state administrators used seals as tools to provide 

physical, administrative and legislative control over the 

resources of M~ri, Alalah and Ugarit. 

Physical Control 

In all three palaces sealed rooms, jars, baskets, 

bags and boxes were found in archaeological contexts or 

referred to in the archival texts. The physical restraint 

presented by a sealed closure in combination with the name 

inscribed on the sealing served to restrict access to the 

goods stored in sealed containers. The amount of textual 

documentation, frequency of seal use and rank of sealer 

apparent for certain commodities mark their special 

importance in the administration of the state. At Mari 

precious metals and wine are notable in this respect. Both 

played a role in international gift exchange, the primary 

means by which heads-of-state initiated and reinforced 

political alliances with their peers. The frequent use of 

the royal seal on the containers where these goods were 

stored and on texts authorizing their use underscores the 

king's personal involvement in this facet of international 

diplomacy. 

Administrative Control 

The selection of texts in the archives at Mari, 

Alalah and Ugarit indicate that internal and external 

accountability required different formats. Those 
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transactions subject to external review were composed as 

contracts. Seals were used on these documents to signify 

acceptance of the conditions described in them (Leemans 

1982); the texts themselves served as evidence in case of 

a dispute. Internal accountability was maintained through 

the use of administrative records documenting the 

relationship of the head-of-state as owner of the goods 

described in the texts to his agents, state bureaucrats. 

The seal impression administrative documents acknowledged 

the responsibility of the agent to account for goods 

assigned to or by him. 

The king as the proprietor of all products received 

through government perogatives (taxation, corvee, palace 

fields and workshops) had the right to dispose of these 

goods as he wished. However, the number and complexity of 

government and household requirements for goods and 

services dictated that the king make policy for the 

allocation of goods and leave the imp~ementation of that 

policy to his subordinates. One of the major functions of 

administrative records and the seals on them was to insure 

that the actual distr:bution of goods was carried out in 

accordance with royal wishes. 

The records of receipt and expenditure were sealed 

after inscription to prevent falsification and/or 

alteration. The seal's inscription identified the 

individual who received the goods or authorized their 

expenditure. In both activities, the presence of inscribed 

seal impression allowed investigators to trace the actual 

sources and uses of materials against the original orders. 

At Mari such investigations were carried out by the ebbu at 

the kings request. In this respect seals served as a tool 

------------ ------------------------------.,;;. 
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to control the flow of goods by making records traceable to 

individuals who were personally accountable for the goods 

recorded in those texts. 

Legislative Control 

Most seal impressions on administrative documents 

in the Mari archive, including administrative acts of the 

king himself, occur on texts relating to the transfer of 

movable property. Land and labor were also assigned through 

administrative documents but only very rarely are seals 

used on them. On the other hand, the vast majority of 

sealed legal texts document relations of land and labor~ 

except at Mari where few legal texts were deposited, most 

of the legal documents in syrian palace archives were 

sealed with royal seals. It seems that the quality of the 

resource described in the text as well as the nature of the 

allocation and the degree of control exerted by the king 

over that resource dictated the format of documentation. 

Administrative formats, by their nature, imply the absolute 

control of the state over the goods, property and 

individuals recorded in those types of texts. Legal texts, 

on the other hand, imply the existence of a higher 

authority to which either party might apply for 

adjudication in case of dispute. Administrative texts were 

most often used to allocate the movable property of the 

state while legal texts were used to describe the relations 

of immovable property and personal service. 

Contracts are a statement of mutual obligations on 

the part of principals in establishing rights to property 

or labor. As in administrative texts, the application of a 

seal by a participant signified acknowledgment of 
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conditions described in the text. However, on legal texts 

witnesses may seal the document with or instead of the 

particpants. Their role is to give evidence before a 

judicial official should the contract be disputed. The 

value of examining sealings on contracts is two-fold. Seal 

inscriptions often give supplementary information on the 

political or social relationships of the participants and 

witnesses, allowing us to reconstruct the political and 

social context of the contract. Often, as at Alalah, when 

the seals are impressed on the envelope rather than the 

text itself, the sealers are not mentioned in the text at 

all. Only by studying the seal impressions can we identify 

all parties interested in the contractual relationship. 

Landed property and the labor to work it are the 

fundamental assets of the state. While the king had certain 

rights to all land and labor (to tax and corvee, for 

example), his rights to the land and labor were not 

exclusive (Diakonoff 1982). In each realm the king was 

able to exert his administrative authority only over 

certain aspects of land use and labor allocation. In 

formulating royal actions with regard to state land and 

labor as legal contracts, grants, edicts and treaties, the 

king is acknowledging the limits of his administrative 

power. Whether the relationships were contested or not, 

the format of the relationship as a contract implies the 

existence of a judicial authority superior to that of the 

king to whom he must answer if the contract was contested. 

The use of legal procedures to attain political or 

diplomatic ends was an innovation of the period of the 

great empires during the second half of the second 

millennium B.C. In the first part of the second millennium 
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political arrangements were made face-to-face, enforced by 

oath and strengthened through exchange of gifts and 

interdynastic marriage (Munn-Rankin 1956). While many of 

the same techniques were used in the latter part of the 

second millennium, the personal quality of international 

relations increasingly was replaced by formal language and 

legal treaty (Tadmor 1982). Perhaps the physical and 

cultural distance of the "Great Kings" from their vassals 

in syria dictated the use of a form of interchange whose 

legitimacy was accepted throughout the cuneiform world. The 

legitimacy of legal procedure was conferred by the divine 

origin of law (Speiser 1967: 319) and thus applicable to 

rulers as well as ruled. 

The application of law to implement imperial 

policies and solve problems faced by local government 

varied with the size, constituency and political 

circumstances of each state. By examining the contexts of 

contracts, treaties and verdicts deposited in state 

archives and by examining the social and political 

background of the sealers we have identified some of the 

problems of land and labor that concerned the governments 

of Mari, Alalah and Ugarit. 

At Mari legal documents are sparse. As the capital 

of an extensive territorial state, the king of Mari was 

responsible to no one for his actions. Therefore legal 

documents issued by him were kept by the subordinates 

affected by the contract. Even as sovereign of a 

territorial state, however, Zimri-Lim's administrative 

power to allocate fields fell short of his ability to 

permanently remove it from the state land-fund by a simple 

executive action. The time factor involved made it 



necessary for him to issue a legal contract in order to 

grant palace fields to a dependent in perpetuity. Under a 

future king, the grantee might be required to prove his 

right to the granted land. 
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Alalah VII was a small oity-state under the 

domination of the territorial state of Yambad. The legal 

activities of the local rulers encompassed the purchase of 

property and acquisition of skilled labor through 

anticretic loan. Evidently the kings of Alalah in this 

period had little power to expand their economic base 

through royal perogatives to corvee labor or prisoners-of

war. The use of the seals of the kings of Yambad on these 

purchases and loans reveals an interest on the part of the 

larger territorial state in preserving its position as the 

major land-owner (Gaal 1976). 

The archives of Alalah IV illustrate similar local 

concerns born of incorporation in the Mitannian Empire. A 

dispute between the king of Alalah and a member of his 

court was brought before the Mitannian king for settlement. 

While service (wardutu) was the recorded subject of 

dispute, state service probably included rights to the use 

of palace-land. Again, the degree to which the local king 

had control over the landed property of the state and state 

service required by its inhabitants was compromised by his 

membership in a larger political entity. Yet the Mitannian 

king did not interfere in an arbitrary manner. A formal 

complaint was lodged and legal procedures were followed 

sanctioning his activity as judge. Too few verdicts exist 

to be sure that the Mitannian interest in adjudicating this 

dispute concerned the control of Alalah's land-fund. It is 

possible that maintaining the internal stability of the 
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state of Alalah was the goal of the Mitannian king in this 

instance. 

At Ugarit the treaties and legal decisions 

promulgated by officials of the Hittite Empire were 

designed very specifically to encourage the commercial 

activities in Ugarit. Expanded international trade under 

Hittite protection benefitted both empire and vassal. 

Internally, however, ugarit's success as an entrepot had 

social consequences. Land grant documents deposited in the 

royal archives illustrate the rise of a class of wealthy 

but landless merchants "buying" palace fields. As at Mari, 

a good many of these grants were heritable and that, we 

suggest, was the condition which determinied the legal form 

of allocation and the use of the king's seal on it. As 

sovereign only the king had the right to permanently 

alienate palace property, but as a vassal of the Hittite 

Empire, he was answerable for this action to the Hittite 

king: therefore the kings of Ugarit, unlike the king of 

Mari, retained the grant documents in the palace archive. 

The formulation and institution of policies 

designed to deal with the immediate political problems and 

historical realities of state government are difficult to 

reconstruct. Most of the vast mass of documents in palace 

archives relate to the implementation of policies on a day 

to day basis without ever explicitly stating source and 

substance of the policies themselves. Analysis of pattern 

of seal-use has allowed us to identity the areas in which 

property relations required physical evidence (texts) and 

acknowledgment of individual responsibility in order to 

facilitate the settlement of any later problems. It has 

also allowed us to to evaluate the limits of royal 
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sovereignty over state land, labor, and goods in a variety 

of historical and political settings. 



Keyword Sealer 

I. Deliveries 

A. 

III.I-tli Dari t-l i bur 

III.I-tli Dari!H ibur 

III.I-tli Darit-libur 

II. Recei pts 

A. 

antaur [Amadugga] 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

armur Amadugga 

APPENDIX A 

SEALED TEXTS AT MARl 

Object Recipient 

wine none 

wine none 

wine none 

oil none 

oil none 

oil none 

oil none 

oil none 

oil none 

oil none 

sesame none 

oil, sesame none 

oil none 

oil none 

oil none 

oil none 

oil none 

oil none 
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Source 

men of Utna'un 

men of Qatna 

men of Ulme 

Il ia{raia 

Il ia~raia 

Balunenuhhe 

Il ia~raia 

Il ia(raia 

Balunenuhhe 

Balunenuhhe 

Il ia!1'raia 

Il ia(raia 

Il iatraia 

Il ia!(raia 

Il ia~raia 

Balunenuhhe 

Balunenuhhe 

Il iairaia 

Text 

23.546 

23.547 

23.548 

7.143 

9.2 

9.41 

9.106 

11.56 

11.72 

11.73 

11.75 

11.n 

11.83 

11.84 

11.87 

11.91 

11.97 

11.111 
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Ke~rd Sealer Object Recieient Source Text 

antIur Amadugga oil none Jlfa~raia ".150 

!!!!Y!: Amadugga oil none Ball.lllel'lUhhe 12.16 

antIur Amadugga oil none Ilia'raia 12.137 

!!!!Y!: Amadugga oil none Ilia'raia 12.138 

lIIIilur Amadugga oil none Ilia~raia 12.139 

amhur Amadugga oil none Ilia'raia 12.140 

antlur Amadugga oil none Itia~raia 12.144 

antlur Anladugga oil none It iatrai a 12.147 

antlur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.151 

lIIIilur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.155 

armur Amadugga oil none It ia~r!!ia 12.156 

antlur Amadugga oil none It iatrai a 12.160 

armur Amadugga oil none It ia!{raia 12.162 

armur A!IIadugga oil none It iatraia 12.165 

amhur Amadugga oil none llia~raia 12.168 

armur Amadugga oil none It ia§raia 12.171 

amhur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.175 

armur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.182 

armur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.183 

armur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.184 

antlur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.185 

armur Amadugga sesame none Balunenuhhe 12.191 

armur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.193 

armur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.197 

antIur Amadugga oil none Il iatraia 12.204 

antIur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.210 

lIIIilur Amadvgga. oil none Balunenuhhe 12.211 

ani1ur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.218 

amhur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.219 

ani1ur Amadugga oil none lliaKraia 12.220 
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lCela!Qrd Sealer Object Recieient Source Text 

~ Amadugga oil none Il farraia 12.225 

~ Amadugga oil none Il ia~rafa 12.228 

~ Amadugga oil none Il ialtraia 12.230 

~ Amadugga oil none Il ia'rafa 12.232 

armur Amadugga oil none Il iaKraia 12.233 

~ Amadugga oil none BalU1lel'U1he 12.252 

armur Amadugga oil none Ball.lllenl.tlhe 12.253 

armur Amadugga oil none Ball.menuhhe 12.259 

armur Amadugga oil none Ba LLlllenuhhe 12.434 

anttur Amadugga oil none I l ia~raia 12.435 

anttur Amadugga oil none Il iaKraia 12.439 

a ..... ur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.450 

armur Amaclugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.453 

armur Amadugga oil none I l ia~raia 12.454 

a ..... ur Amadugga oil none I l ia~raia 12.460 

armur [Amadugga] oil none Balunenuhhe 12.722 

anttur Amadugga oil none Il ia~raia . 12.235 

a ..... ur Amadugga oil none Balunehhue 12.238 

armur Amadugga oil none Il iaKraia 12.245 

armur Amadugga oil none Il iall'raia 12.247 

armur Amadugga oil none Balunenuhhe 12.423 

armur Amadugga oil none Il ia~raia 12.427 

armur Amadugga oil none Il ia~raia 12.428 

armur Amadugga, II oil none Balumenuhhe 12.108 

armur AmBdugga, II oil none 3alunenuhhe 12.723 

armur [i llegible] tin none Iddiyatum 25.246 

armur [i llegible] grain none Ana-Dagan-taklaku 8.97 

armur HukamiKum lazulite none Mar-I(tar 9.28 

armur Yarip-Dagan grain Yarip-Dagan Rf~i-ili 9.5 

armur Yasim-Sumu wool Warad-Ninhursag Duhsatum 24.181 
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Kevword Sealer Object Recieient Source Text 

amur Zimri-Lim silver none Nama -1II8nS'i 24.109 

!!!1!!!! Zimri-Lim si lver none I dctiyatun 24.154 

amur Zimri-Lim silver none I dctiyatun 24.155 

amur Zimri-Lim gold objects none Mukami(un 25.199 

8lI'IIur Zimri -Lim gold none Mukami(un 25.220 

amur Zimri-Lim gold none Mukamill'un 25.221 

amur Zimri-Lim silver none Mukamiiun 25.222 

anttur Zimri-Lim silver none Mukami!(un 25.225 

antIur Zimri-Lim gold none Yatub·nar 25.241 

anttur Zimri-Lim gold none puzur-~81118s' 25.242 

anttur Zimri-Lim gold none I dctiyatun 25.244 

antIur Zimri-Lim tin none Idctiyatun 25.247 

enhur Zimri-Lim tin none [i llegible] 25.251 

B. 

inmahru [i llegible] gold none none 9.1 

inr.l8hr(j [i llegible] silver none none 25.266 

inmahru [i llegible] wool none none 22.97 

inmahru [i LLegible] silver [x] Idctin-IGI.KUR 25.262 

inmahru Yan- [ ] silver Yan[ ] Ri~Hli 25.277 

C. 

I118hir Mukamitun goLd Mukami(un I dctiyatun 25.310 

I118hi r [Ri~H l il gold RiotH li none 25.295 

I118hir .. ~u .. goLd Idctin-Namu!!da various PN 9.261 

mahir Yasim-SlJIU girl Babylon none 24.264 

mahir Yas im-SlJIU girL Babylon none 24.265 

mahir Zimri-Lim gold Lugal Dard-Libur 24.166 

mahir Zimri-Lim goLd Lugal none 25.305 

mahir Zimri-Lim jewelry [lugal] none 25.659 

mahir Zimri-Lim [x] lugal none 25.293 

D. 
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Kell!!2rd Sealer Oblect Recieient Source Text 

nannarti Amadugga grain Ilukarun Yahatti-El 11.69 

nannarti Amadugga grain Ilukarun Ahnari 11.85 

nannarti Amaciugga grain Ilukarun Sin- il i 11.95 

narrharti Amadugga grain Ilukarun Dagan-~aduni 12.18 

narrharti Amadugga grain Ilukarun 
01 .I 
Samas-andull i 12.189 

nantlarti Amadugga grain Ilukarun It i-Dagan 12.190 

nannarti Amadugga grain Itukarun Ahnari 12.251'\ 

nantlarti Amadugga grain Ilukarun Yarim-Dagan 12.239 

nantlarti Ilukarun grain Ilukarun Mutu-Dagan 7.155 

narmarti Ilukanun grain Ilukanum [x] 9.44 

nannarti Ilukanun grain Ilukanum bit Mukami (um 11.32 

nantlarti Ilukarun grain Ilukanum bit Asqudum 11.36 

nantlarti Ilukarun grain Ilukarun Asqudum 11.232 

narmarti Ilukanun grain Ilukanum bit Yahatti-El 11.236 

narmarti Ilukanun grain Ilukanum bit Suni-Yamam 12.61 

nantlarti Ilukanun beans Ilukanum etel-pi -iI'arrim 12.106 

narrharti Ilukanun grain Ilukanum bit Addu-duri 12.146 

nantlarti !lukanun grain IlukalUll Ul itu] ria 12.554 

nantlarti Ilukanum beans Ilukanum ~ubnalu 12.556 

nmarti Ilukarun grain Ilukanum Aqba-ahum 12.569 

nannarti Ilukanun grain Ilukalll.ill Yakunyamum 23.587 

[nannarti] Ilukanun [grain] [llukanun] [x] 12.347 

E. 

lu-ti-a Ahum meat Ic!din-Kakka none 21.63 

~u-ti-a Ahun meat cooks none 21.80 

iu-ti-a <Ahu-waqar) wool Ahu-waqar none 22.91 

~u-ti-a Dagan-liaduni meat Dagan-b'aduni none 21.64 

~u-ti-a Dari!(-l ibur garment Dari~-libur Mukamilum 24.193 

lI'u-ti-a Etel-pi -j(arrim pine logs Etel-pi -!I'arrim none 23.521 

K'u-ti-a Il i - iddinem tallow Il i - icldlnam none 23.401 
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lCe~rd Sealer Object Recieient Source Text 

tu-ti -8 U llegible] gold Ilf-iddinam Iddiyatun 25.308 

tu-ti-a Ilukarun grain IlultartUn [Xl 11.292 

lu-ti-a (Lemassu) tallow L81118ssu none 21.144 

Ku-ti-a Matun tallow Matun none 23.415 

Ku-ti-a Mukamitun gold Multamilun Iddiyatun 25.310 

tu-ti-a Multami~un bronze Multamitllll Dari sol ibur 24.113 

b'u-tf-a Multami¥un silver MultamiKun none 25.170 

tu-ti-a Multamii!un tin, copper Multami/(un Iddiyatun 25.701 

tu-tf-a Mukamilun tallow MUkamitun none 21.145 

~u-ti-a Mukami~un tallow tailors none 21.149 

tu-ti-a Multamitun garments MultaMi (un oarit--libur 23.229 

!!u-ti -a {Haprl-Erah} tallow Hapsi-Erah none 21.142 

~u-ti -a tarlta [s~lIlI8tun] garments [~arkassllll8tun] [x] 7.122 

~u-ti-a ~arkassllll8tun tallow tarltassllll8tun palu-(u-lirik 21.141 

s'u-ti -a (ubnalu garments " Subnalu none 24.206 

tu-ti-a " Yabni -El [x] Yabni-El Subnalu 22.336 

tu-ti-a Yantin-Erah tallow Sin-remeni none 23.390 

s'u-ti -a Yantin-Erah tallow Mutu-Oagan none 23.392 

~u-ti-a Yantin-Erah garment Yantin-Erah none 23.617 

su-ti-a {Yarip-ilu} wool Yarip-ilu none 22.92 

s'u-ti-a Yarub-nar tallow Ya{ub-nar none 23.419 

~u-ti-a [Ya~ur-Dagan] tallow Yasur-Oagan • none 23.408 

F. 

si-LA Adad~ [x! gold, silver, 

bronze [i llegible] none 24.128 

si-LA Asqudun sheep messengers none 21.40 

si-LA Oabiun sheep Oabiun none 23.345 

si-LA Oaris'-l ibur silver Mukami(un none 25.176 

si-hi [i llegible] gold objects various PH none 25.455 

si-lA Ka'ali-Addu precious objects lCa'ali-Addu none 21.231 
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si-lti Kabi-epuk gold, silver various PN none 21.231 

si-lti Mukamisun gold Mukamis't.n QiKti ·NLI'lU 9.127 

si-lti MukamiKun silver Mukamitun none 24.123 

si-lti Mukami~un gold Ya!{ub-a~ar lugal 24.125 

si-lti Mukamil{un bronze tools Mukami'Sun Dari sol ibur 25.274 

si-lti Mukamirun silver Mukamis'un none 25.299 

si-lti Mukamib silver Mukamiiun nG:ta 25.382 

si-lti MukamiKun metal MUk&Mdun lugal 25.392 

si-lti Sanmetar garment Igmilun Yaqqim-Acldu 23.227 

si-lti ~ubnalu garments ~ubnalu weavers 21.349 

si-U {l.I'1inscribed} iron Yasim-ilu Dari~-libur 25.420 

si-lti YanucI-Hamadi bronze vessels YanucI- Hamadi none 24.85 

si -lti Yarip-Dagan grain Yarip-Dagan vari QUS PN & GN 8.90 

sf -lti Ya'ub-Asar silver Ya~ub-A:ar none 25.179 

si-lti Yasim-Da!!sn gold, silver various PN none 21.231 

[si -lti] Yasim-Sunu garments Qurrudun none 9.276 

si-lti Zimri-Lim gold MukamiKun none 24.131 

si-lti Zimri-Lim gold Mukamilt'un none 24.138 

sf -lti Zimri-Lim gold Mukami~un none 25.177 

si-lti Zimri -L im gold Mukami{un none 25.202 

G. 

iddin Ilukanun bread none none 12.695 

iddin Kabi-Addu tallow carts none 23.395 

iddin Mukamitun [x] none none 22.335 

is!!ti!! Yasim-Sunu tallow Samas-i l i none 22.283 

innadnu Zimri-Lim gold none man of Urki( 25.481 

nadnu ~iclqi - [x] fish Haya-Sunu none 21.88 

III. \Ii thdrawa l 

A. 

mm Addu announcement bit tertim N8IIIJ(da-Nahrari 9.8 
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!!J! Amadugga honey none none 12.234 

!!J! Amadugga sesame none none 12.452 

!!J! Asqudun sheep sacrifices none 23.298 

!!J! Asqudun g~t ~ ilani none 23.321 

!n! Asqudun goat nit Hani none 23.322 

!!J! Asqudun sheep, beef various none 21.17 

!!J! Asqudun sheep various tenples none 21.18 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep various none 21.19 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep various none 21.20 

!n! Asqudun sheep various nonE. 21.21 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep sacrifices none 21.23 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep various none 21.24 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep kina's table none 21.25 

!n! Asqudun sheep various none 21.26 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep sacrifices none 21.27 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep kina's table none 21.28 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep sacrifices none 21.29 

!n! ASqudun sheep sacrifices none 21.33 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep various none 21.34 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep sacrifice none 21.35 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep kina's table none 21.36 

.!!!l! ASqudun sheep sacrifices none 21.39 

.!!!l! Asqucbn sheep various none 21.41 

.!!!l! Asqucbn sheep festival none 21.42 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various none 21.43 

!!!!! Asqucbn sheep kina's table none 21.46 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep hl.wa~ibu none 21.47 

.!!!l! Asqudun sheep sacrifices none 21.48 

.!!!l! ASqucbn sheep sacrifices none 21.50 

!n! Asqudun sheep king's table none 21.51 
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!!!!! AscpUn sheep king's table none 21.52 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.60 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.246 

!!!!! "squdu'a sheep various none 23.248 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.249 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep kfng's table none 23.250 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various women none 23.251 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep king's table none 23.254 

!!J!l Asqudun sheep various none 23.255 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep king's table none 23.258 

!!J!l Asqucl.n sheep messengers none 23.261 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep king's table none 23.262 

!!J!l Asqudun sheep various none 23.264 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.265 

!!J!l Asqudun sheep various none 23.256 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.269 

!!J!l AsqudtJn sheep various none 23.274 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.277 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.279 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.282 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.283 

!!J!l Asquclun sheep various none 23.284 

!!!!! Asqudun sheep sacrifices none 23.286 

!!J!l Asqudun sheep various none 23.287 

!II! Asqudun sheep sacrifices none 23.289 

!II! Asqudun sheep various none 23.290 

!II! Asqudun sheep king's table none 23.292 

!!J!l ASqudun sheep sacrifices none 23.295 

!!J!l Asqudun sheep various none 23.299 

!II! Asqudun sheep various none 23.303 
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g Asqudun sheep various none 23.308 

g Asqudun sheep king's table none 23.310 

!!!l! Asqudun sheep various none 23.311 

g Asqudun sheep various none 23.312 

g Asqudun sheep klng's table none 23.260 

g Asqudun sheep king's table none 23.314 

g Asqudun sheep king's table none 23.316 

!!!l! Asqudun sheep various none 23.318 

.@!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.319 

.@!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.320 

g Asqudun sheep various none 23.323 

.@!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.325 

.@!!! Asqudun sheep sacrifices none 23.326 

.@!!! Asqudun sheep various none 23.328 

.@!!! Asqudun sheep king's table none 23.329 

g Asqudun sheep sacrifices none 23.331 

.@!!! Asqucfun sheep messengers none 23.333 

.@!!! Asqudun, II sheep various none 23.334 

.@!!! Dagan-~aduni meat various PN none 21.81 

.@!!! Dari~-Libur wine cooks none 23.216 

.@!!! Dari~-Libur wine cel lar Iddiyatun 23.563 

.@!!! Ilukanun vessel ~iLL i -~ama!{ none 11.12 

g lLukanun [xl none none 21.424 

!D! Inibsina oil king's daughter none 11.191 

!D! InibKfna spices cooks none 21.104 

!D! Nabi- [ 1 flour, bread Nabi - [ 1 none 12.699 

!D! ~iclql·Epuh tallow carriage none 21.143 

!D! Yasim·SUll./ tallow carts none 23.391 

!D! Zimrl·Lim gold objects Kirun none 25.677 

!D! Zimri-Lim silver vessels Dagan none 9.191 
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!!l! Zimri-Lim silver [Xl lugal 25.586 

!!l! Zimri-Lim wine cellar HlIIIIIlJrabi 9.33 

!!l! Zimrf-Lim wine cellar bit Sanmetar 9.187 

!!l! Zimrf-Lfm wfne cellar bit Sanmetar 9.186 

!!l! Zfmrf-Lim wine cellar bTt Sanmetar 21.93 

B. Withdrawal without keyword 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 21.31 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 21.37 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 21.49 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 21.53 

none Asqucbn sheep diviners none 21.55 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.247 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.256 

none Asqucbn sheep diviners none 23.267 

none ASqucUn sheep diviners none 23.271 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.273 

none ASqucUn sheep diviners none 23.275 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.276 

none Asqucbn sheep diviners none 23.259 

none Asqucbn sheep diviners none 23.281 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.285 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.288 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.291 

none ASquclun sheep diviners none 23.293 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.294 

none Asqucbn sheep diviners none 23.296 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.297 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.301 

none Asqucbn sheep diviners none 23.305 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.309 
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none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.315 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.317 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.324 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.327 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.496 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.497 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.498 

none Asqudun sheep divir.f:rs none 23.499 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 21.500 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.501 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.502 

none Asqudun sheep diviners none 23.503 

none AsqucUn sheep diviners none 23.278 

none AcIcIu wine none HlIIILIida-Hahrari 9.13 

none AcIcIu-1IIJba II i ~ announcement none none 23.551 

none AcIcIu- rabi amouncement none none 23.551 

none Ahu-waqar baggage none none 24.212 

none Iddin[x] bread Ili-iddinam Mut-ramem 23.366 

none [i llegible] food king's meal none 21.181 

none Il19uranni leather sack none Il i-kimti 24.213 
v 

none sama~-na~ir land none none 23.466 

none Sin- i [x] bread Ili-iddinam Mut-ramem 23.365 

none [ ] ••• Sin persOMel list none none 24.236 

none Yabni- [] garme-rlts none none 25.621 

none Yamatti-El duck none none 21.91 

none Yantin tallow various PH none 21.148 

none Zimri-Lim spices none Zurra.ki 7.259 

none Zimri-Lim land none none 24.6 

none Zimri-Lim bow none none 24.268 

none Zimri-Lim gold vessels HanmJrabi lugal 25.7 
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none Zfmrf-Lim sHver vessels ~arraya none 25.13 

c. 

zi-ga Asqudun sheep sacrifices none 21.22 

zi-ga Asqudun sheep diviners none 21.32 

zi-ga Asqudun sheep various none 23.252 

zi-ga Asqudun sheep various none 23.263 

zi-ga Asquciln sheep various none 23.268 

zi-ga Asqudun sheep Il i-i deli nam none 21.38 

zi-ga Asqudun sheep Batahra none 21.46 

zi-ga Asquciln sheep Silan none 23.253 

zi-ga Asquciln sheep various PN none 23.302 

zi-ga Asqudun sheep various PN none 23.257 

zi-ga Asquciln sheep men of AluziMU none 23.304 

zi-ga Asquclun sheep men of liabati none 23.307 

zi-ga Asquclun sheep lu.kizum none 23.313 

zi-ga Asquclun sheep Bannum none 23.332 

zi-ga Asqudun, II sheep Bannum none 23.272 

zi-ga Asqudum sheep bit tertim none 23.300 

zi-ga Asquclum sheep messer,gers none 21.54 

zi-ga Asqudum sheep messengers none 23.270 

zi-ga Asquciln sheep messengers none 23.280 

zi-ga Asqudun sheep messengers none 23.306 

zi-ga Daris-Ubur wine various Putur-sama~ 23.549 

zi-ga MaKum-Nf garments variO'~s I h.na-ki ri~ 24.182 

zi-ga Zimri -L im gold vessel [x] [x) 9.36 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim silver vessels Rab AIma.Irim Puzur- [~ama(] 9.46 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim wine none Belet-Ekall im 24.65 

zi-ga Zimrf -Lim wine none Belet Ekall im 24.76 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim gold Hammurabi Bala-ilu 24.124 

zf-ga Zimri-Lim leathe,· goods none none 24.219 
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zi-ga Zimrl-Llm ring A'kur-Addu Dari~-l ibur 24.280 

zi-ga Zimri-Llm vessels ~eplarpak Ya~ib-Dagan 25.1 

zi-ga Zimri -L 1m " gold and vesselsSeplarpak Bala-ilu 25.2 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim gold vessels ~eplarpak Bala-ilu 25.3 

zi-ga Zimrl-Lim gold vessels ~ill I -Sin puzur-~amar 25.19 

zi-ga Zimri -L 1m gold vessel ~array Bala-ilu 25.114 

zi-ga Zimri -L im gold vessels Haliyetum Bala-ilu 25.116 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim i ron ring Sura-Harmu Darii'-libur 25.117 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim ring A~kur-Addu Dari~-libur 25.119 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim silver jewelry dNinhursag MukaMi~um 25.125 

%i-ga Zimri-Lim silver ransom MukaMi~um 25.130 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim silver ransom Mukamitum 25.131 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim silver vessel [xl [xl 25.155 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim beads none Dari~-l ibur 21.237 

%i-ga Zimri-Lim garment Dagan-~aduni Dari~-libur 23.226 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim bow Sura-Harmu Darit-l ibur 23.12 

zi-g8 Zimri-Lim leather sack Sura-Harmu Dari~-l iblir 23.19 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim garment Yatarum DariK-1 ibur 23.42 

zi-ga Zimri-Lim bows various kings DariK-libur 23.572 

IV. Sealed Documents with Broken or Illegible Keywords 

[x] [i I legible] silver [x] none 25.269 

[;(] [i I legible] silver [x] [x] 25.546 

[xl [i I legible] wool none ekall im 22.102 

[x] Mukamilum garments [x] [x] 7.90 

[x] Mukamiium [xl Mukamitum none 7.283 

[x] SDi-ni [x] silver none none 24.164 

[x] ••• Sulum [x] [x] [x] 24.259 

[X] Yabnl-El leather goods [x] [x] 22.301 

[x] Zimri-Llm gold, lapis ~adu-~8rri none 25.149 

[x] Zimri-Lim gold none none 25.576 
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Aciad- [ ] sf-lA gold, silver, 

bronze illegible none 24.128 

Addu !!!!! year name Jill. tert i m none 9.8 

Addu none wfne none N8IIIItda-Nahrari 9.13 

Addu-nuball i~ none aM<lln:ement none none 23.551 

Addu-rabi none aM<lln:ement none none 23.5)1 

Ahu-waqar ~u-ti-a wool Ahu-waqar none 22.91 

Ahu-waqar none baggage none none 24.212 

Ahllll \(u-ti -a meat lcidin-Kakka none 21.63 

Ahllll ~u-ti-a meat cooks none 21.80 

[Amadugga] anf1ur oil none It iatraia 7.143 

Amadugga anilur oil none It ia/(raia 9.2 

Amadugga anilur oil none Balunenuhhe 9.41 

Amadugga anf1ur oil none It ia~raia 9.106 

Amadugga anf1ur oil none Itiasraia 11.56 

Amadugga anilur oil none Balunenuhhe 11.12 

Amadugga anf1ur oil none Balunenuhhe 11.73 

Amadugga armur sesame none It iasraia 11.75 

Amedugga anf1ur oil, sesame none It iaKraia 11.77 

Amadugga ~ oil none Il iatraia 11.83 

Amadugga anilur oil none IliaKraia 11.84 

Amadugga ~ oil none Il ia~raia 11.87 

Amadugga anilur oil none Balunenuhhe 11.91 
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Amadugga arilur oil none BalunenU1he 11.97 

Amadugga !Sll!t oil none It ia~raia 11.111 

Amadugga arilur oil none It fa~rafa 11.150 

Amadugga arilur oil none BalunenU1he 12.16 

Amadugga arilur oil none BalunenU1he 12.108 

Amadugga arilur oil none It ia~raia 12.137 

AInacIuc<lqa arilur on none It ia~raia 12.138 

Amadugga arilur oil none It ia!{raia 12.139 

Amadugga arilur oil none It ialtraia 12.140 

Amadllgga arilur oil none It iatraia 12.144 

Amadugga arilur oil none Ilia~raia 12.147 

Amadugga amhur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.151 

Amadugga armur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.155 

Amadugga arilur oil none It ia~raia 12.156 

Amadugga arilur oil none Il ia§raia 12.160 

Amadugga armur oil none Il iaKraia 12.162 

Amadugga amhur oil none Il ia~raia 12.165 

Amadugga armur oil none Il iatraia 12.168 

Amadugga anilur oil none Il ia~raia 12.171 

Amadugga armur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.175 

Amadugga arrhur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.182 

Amadugga arilur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.183 

Amadugga armur oil none Ba lI.nenuhhe 12.184 

Amadugga armur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.185 

Amadugga lIII'hur sesame none Balunenuhhe 12.191 

Amadugga armur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.193 

Amaduggo !!!!DY.!: oil none Balunenuhhe 12.197 

Amadugga armur oil none Il iasraia 12.204 

Amadugga !Sll!t oil none Balunenuhhe 12.210 

Amadugga anilur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.211 
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Amadugga Brilur oil none Balllllel'Ulhe 12.218 

Amadugga armur oil none Ba lllllel'Ulhe 12.219 

Amadugga armur oil none 1l iaS'rai a 12.220 

Amadugga armur oil none It iaKraia 12.225 

Amadugga armur oil none It ia~raia 12.228 

Amadugga armur oil none It iaKraia 12.230 

Amadugga armur oil none It iaireia 12.232 

Amadugga armur oil none It iaKraia 12.233 

Amadugga armur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.252 

Amadugga armur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.253 

Amadugga armur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.259 

Amadugga armur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.434 

Amadugga armur oil none It iaKraia 12.435 

Amadugga armur oil none It iarraia 12.439 

Amadugga aITIIur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.450 

Amaciugga aITIIur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.453 

Amadugga amhur oil none It ia~raia 12.454 

Amadugga armur oil none It iatraia 12.460 

[Amadugga] adlur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.n2 

Amadugga armur oil none Balunenuhhe 12.m 

Amadugga !!l! honey none none 12.234 

Amadugga !!l! sesame none none 12.452 

Amadugga nacmarti grain IlukanLlll Yahatti-El 11.69 

Amadugga nacmarti grain IlukanLlll Ahnari 11.85 

Amadugga nacmarti grain IlukanLlll Sin-il i 11.95 

Amadugga nacmarti grain IlukanLlll Dagan-s'aduni 12.18 

Amadugga nsriIarti grain IlukanLlll ~amaK-andull i 12.189 

Amadugga nacmarti grain IlukanLlll Ili-Dagan 12.190 

Amadugga nacmarti grain JlukanLlll Ahnari 12.256 
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Asqydun !!J!! goat rill{ i lini none 23.321 

Asqudun !!J!! goat nit ilani none 23.322 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various none 23.298 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep, beef variou& none 21.17 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various temples none 21.18 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various none 21.19 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various none 21.20 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various none 21.21 

ASqudun !!J!! sheep various deities none 21.22 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various deities none 21.23 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various none 21.24 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep kina's table none 21,25 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various none 21.26 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep Addu-duri none 21.27 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep king's table none 21.28 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various deities none 21.29 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various deities none 21.33 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various none 21.24 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep deity none 21.35 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep king's table none 21.36 

Asqucbn !!J!! sheep various deities none 21.39 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various none 21.41 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep none none 21.42 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various none 21.43 

Asqudi."1 !!J!! sheep kina's table none 21.46 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep hl.me'S wa'ibu none 21.47 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various deities none 21.48 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep various deities none 21.50 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep kina's table none 21.51 

Asqudun !!J!! sheep kina's tabLe none 21.52 

.' 
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Asqudun !!!! sheep various none 23.60 

Asqudun !!!! sheep AMU'litun none 23.246 

Asqudun !!!! sheep various none 23.248 

AsqucIun !!!! sheep various none 23.249 

ASqudun !!l! sheep king's table none 23.250 

AsqucIun !!!! sheep AdcIu-duri none 23.251 

Asqudun !!!! sheep king's table none 23.254 

Asqudun !!!! sheep various none 23.255 

AsqucIun !!l! sheep king's table none 23.258 

Asqudun !!!! sheep messengers none 23.261 

Asqudun !!!! sheep king's table none 23.262 

Asquclun !!!! sheep various none 23.264 

ASquclun !!l! sheep various none 23.265 

Asquclun !!l! sheep various none 23.266 

Asqudun !!l! sheep various none 23.269 

Asqudun !!l! sheep various none 12.274 

AsqucIun !!l! sheep various none 23.277 

Asqudun !!l! sheep various none 23.279 

Asqudun !!l! sheep various none 23.282 

ASqudun !!l! sheep various none 23.283 

Asqudun !!!! sheep sacrifices none 23.284 

Asqudun !!l! sheep l ietun Dagan none 23.286 

Asqudun !!l! sheep various none 23.287 

Asqudun !!l! sheep sacrifices none 23.289 

Asqudun !!l! sheep sacrifices none 23.290 

Asqudun !!l! sheep king's table none 23.292 

Asqudun !!!! sheep l ietun none 23.295 

Asqudun !!l! sheep various none 23.299 

Asqudun !!l! sheep various none 23.303 

Asqudun !!l! sheep king's table none 23.308 
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Asqudun !!!l! sheep king's table none 23.310 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep various none 23.311 

Asqudun !!l!l sheep various r=:e 23.312 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep king's table none 23.260 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep king's table none 23.314 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep king's table none 23.316 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep various none 23.318 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep various none 23.319 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep various none 23.320 

Asqudun !!l! sheep n1'!l' Hani none 23.321 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep nit Hini none 23.322 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep various none 23.323 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep various none 23.325 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep AMunitun none 23.326 

Asqudun !!l! sheep various nom! 23.328 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep king's table none 23.329 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep sacrifices none 23.331 

Asqudun !!!l! sheep messengers none 23.333 

Asqudun, II !!!l! sheep various none 23.334 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 21.31 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 21.37 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 21.49 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 21.53 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 21.55 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.247 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.256 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.267 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.271 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 12.273 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 12.275 
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Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.276 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.259 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.281 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.285 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.288 

Asqudun I'lOI'I6 sheep diviners none 23.291 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.293 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.294 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.296 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.297 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.301 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 12.305 

.. 'squclun none sheep diviners none 23.309 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.315 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.317 

"1Udun none sheep diviners none 23.324 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.327 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.496 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.497 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.498 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.499 

Asqudun none sheep diviners none 23.500 

Asqudun none sheep divir~rs none 23.501 

AsqucIun none sheep diviners none 23.502 

Asqudl.ln none sheep diviners none 23.503 

Asqudun si ·hi sheep messengers none 21.40 

Asqudun zi-ga sheep messengers none 23.270 

Asqudun zi-ga sheep messengers none 23.280 

Asqudun zi-ga sheep messengers none 21.54 

Asqudun zi-ga sheep messengers none 23.306 
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Asqudun zi -lla sheep men of Aluz;mu none 23.304 

Asqudun z;-lIa sheep men of Habet; none 23.307 

Asqudun zi-ga sheep lu.~ none 23.313 

Asqudun zi-ga sheep It i-f ddi nam none 21.38 

Asqudun z;-ga sheep Silsn none 23.253 

Asqudun z;-ga sheep Batahra none 21.46 

Asqudun zi-ga sheep various none 23.252 

Asqudun z;-ga sheep var;ous PIO none 23.257 

AsquckJn z;-ga sheep various none 23.263 

Asqudun z;-ga sheep various none 23.268 

AsqucUn z;-ga sheep Bamun none 23.302 

Asqucbn, II z;-ga sheep Bamun none 23.272 

Asqucbn zi-ga sheep Bamun none 23.332 

Asqudun zi-ga sheep bTt tertim none 23.300 

Asqucbn zi-ga sheep none none 21.32 

Dab;um si -lii sheep Dabium none 23.345 

Dar;lI-libur m!! wine cooks none 23.216 

Darir-libur m!! wine cellar Iddiyatum ?.3.563 

Darilt-l ;bur RIJ-tu wine none men of Utna'um 23.546 

Dar;~-l ibur RIJ-ttl wine none men of Qatna 23.547 

Dar;§-libur RIJ-tu wine none men of Ulme 23.548 

DarfK'l ibur si -lii silver MukllMis~ none 25.176 

Dar;~-l ibur 'u-ti -a garment Daril{-l ibur MukaMitum 24.193 

Dari(.l ibur zi-ga wine various Puzur-rama~ 23.549 

Dagan-\(aduni m!! meat men of Urki~ none 21.81 

Dagan-~aduni ~u-ti-a meat Dagan-k'ack.rli none 21.64 
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Etel-pi -Karrim ~u-tf-a pine logs Etel-pi-lI'arrfm none 23_521 

Idciin[x] none bread Il i-i ddi nam Mut-ramem 23_366 

Ili-iddinom ~u-ti-a tallow Il i-i ddi nam none 23_401 

[i llegiblel inmahru wool none none 22_97 

[i llegiblel [xl wool none ekallim 22.102 

illegible none silver none none 25.266 

illegible inmahru gold none none 9.1 

illegible lequ spices Nur-il i Iddiyatun 9.277 

illegible mahir gold Ri~i-i li illegible 25.295 

illegible ~u-ti-a gold Ili-iddinam lddiyatun 25.308 

llukanun !!!!!! vessel none ~il i-~amat 11.12 

Ilukanun namarti grain llukanun Yakun-yamun 23.587 

llukanun namarti grain Ilukanun Mutu-O .. gan 7_155 

llukanun namarti grain Ilukanun [xl 9.44 

Ilukanum narmarti grain llukanun Mukanni~um 11.32 

llukanun nmarti grain llukanun Asquclum 11.36 

llukanun narmarti grain llukanun Asqudum 11.232 

Ilukanun narmarti grain llukanun bit Yahatti-El 11.236 

Ilukanun narmarti grain Ilukanun bit Sumi-Yomam 12.61 

Ilukanun nantlarti beans llukanun Etel-pi -h'arrim 12_106 

Ilukanum namharti grain Ilukanun bit Addu-duri 12_146 

Ilukanun nantlarti grain llukanun [ll iturl -ia 12.554 

llukanun narmarti beans Ilukanun ~ubnalu 12.556 

Ilukanum narmarti grain llukanun Aqba-ahum 12.569 

Ilukanum none [xl none none 21.424 

Ilukanum ¥u-ti-a grain llukanun none 11.292 
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I~uraml none leather sack none Il i-kimtl 24.213 

Ini~ina ~ oil king's daughter none 11.191 

Inl~lna ~ spices cooks none 21.104 

lCa'ali-Addu si-l6 precious goods lCa'al I -Addu none 21.231 

lCabi-Addu idelin tallow carts none 23.395 

{Lamassu} tu-tl-a tallow Lamassu none 21.144 

Ma~um K'u-ti -a tallow Ma~um none 23.415 

Matum-'i zi-ga garments Iluna-lCi ri s none 24.182 

Mukamitum amhur lazulite none Mar-I!(tar 9.28 

Muk8mi~um idelin [xl none none 22.335 

Mukami~um mahlr gold MukaMI¥um I deli yatum 25.310 

Mukami~um sl-l6 gold Mukamii!um QI!ti-Nunu 9.127 

Mukamilum si-l6 silver MukaMik'um none 24.123 

Mukamilum si-la gold Ya\{ub-AII'ar none 24.125 

Mukamdum si-l6 bronze tools MukamiKum Dari sol I bur 25.274 

Mukami~um sHa silver Mukamisum lugal 25.299 

Mukami~um si-la silver Mukaml'um none 25.382 

Mukamlium si-la metal Mukami~um lugal 25.392 

Mukamiium ~u-ti -a bronze MukamiKum DariK-llbur 24.113 

Mukamllum lu-ti-a silver MukaMi(um none 25.170 

Mukamiium ¥u-ti-a ti~~ copper MukamiKum Ideliyatum 25.701 

Mukami'um ~u-ti-a tallow Mukamdum none 21.145 
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Mukami~un 'u-ti-a tallow tailers none 21.149 

Mukamil{un Au-ti-a garments Mukamitun Daritlibur 23.229 

MukamiKun [xl garments [xl [xl 7.90 

Mukamij(un [x] [x] Mukami(un none 7_283 

Nabi- [ ] !!l! flour, bread Nabi- [ ] none 12.699 

(Napsi-Erah) ~u-ti-a tallow Napsi-Erah none 21.142 

Sanmetar sHa garment Igmilun Yaqqim-Addu 23.227 

v 
Sarkassunatun ;u-ti -a tallow ~arkassunatun palu-tu-l irik 21.141 

~ar-ka- [x] tu-ti-a garments [~arkassunatunJ [x] 7.122 

sama(-na~ir none land none none 23.466 

oj 
(u-ti -a ~Wnalu Subnalu garments none 24_206 

rubnalu sHa garments ~ubnalu weavers 21_349 

•• ~u •• itbal precious goods none various 9.254 

._¥u •• !!!l!i.!: gold none various 9.261 

~idqi-Epuh .!!!!!l tallow carriage none 21.143 

[ ] ••• Sin none personnel none none 24.236 

Sin- i[x] none bread Il i-iddi nam Mut-ramem 23.365 

Yabni-El iu-ti -a [x] Yabni-El ~ubnalu 22.336 

Yabni-El [x] leather goods [x] [x] 22.301 

-'-
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Yabni- [] none lIarments none none 25.621 

YBI'IIJd-Hamadi si-l6 bronze vessels YBI'IIJd-Hamacli none 24.85 

Yan- [ ] [x] silver Yan[ ] Ri~i-ili 25.277 

Yantin none tallow various PN none 21.148 

Yantin-Erah {u-ti -a tallow Sin-remeni none 23.390 

Yantin-Erah ~u-ti-a tallow Mutu-Dagan none 23.392 

Yantin-Erah tu-ti-a garment Yantin-Erah none 23.617 

[Yappah] -L im amhur tin none Iddiyatum 25.246 

Yarip-Dagan amhur grain none Rinti-ili 9.5 

{Yarip-ilu} ru-ti-a wool Yarip-Hu none 22.92 

Yasim-SI!IU antIur wool none Duhsatum 24.181 

Yasim-SLIIU !!l! tallow chariots none 23.391 

Yasim-SLIIU iddin tallow ~ama{-il i none 22.283 

Yasim-SLIIU !!!!l!i!: girl Babylon none 24.264 

Yasim-SLIIU !!!!l!i!: girl Babylon none 24.265 

Yasim-SLIIU si-l6 garments. wool Qurrudun none 9.276 

Yasmah-Addu ~ sit ver. sheep Yasmah-Acidu Iddiyatum 9.23 

Ya~ub-atar sH6 silver Ya~ub-A/{ar none 25.179 

Ya"ub-nar 6u-ti-a tallow . Ya~ub-nar none 23.419 
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Zimrf-Lim !!!DYt silver none Nama-man~i 24_109 

Zimrf -Lim !!!DYt silver nune Iddiyatun 24_154 

Zimri -Lim !!!DYt silver none Iddfyatun 24_155 

Zimrf-Lim !!!DY.!: gold objects none MU,kami /(un 25_199 

Zimrf -Lim !!!DYt gold none Mukami~un 25.220 

Zimri-Lim annur gold none Mukamil{un 25.221 

Zimri-Lim !!!fu!!: silver none Mukami(un 25.222 

Zimri -Lim arilur silver none Mukamill'un 25.225 

Zimri-Lim nur gold none Ya!(ub-nar 25.241 

Zimri-Lim annur gold none puzur-~ama(' 25.242 

Zimri -Lim annur tin none Iddiyatun 25.244 

Zimri-Lim nur tin none Iddiyatun 25.247 

Zimri-Lim nur tin none illegible 25.251 

Zimri-Lim !!!! gold vessels Hllllm.lrabi lugal 25.7 

Zimri-Lim !!!! gold objects !Cirun none 25.677 

Zimri-Lim !!!! silver vessels Dagan none 9.191 

Zimri-Lim !!!! wine cellar Hammurabi 9.33 

Zimri-Lim !!!! wine cellar Sarnnetar 9.187 

Zimri-Lim !!!! wine cellar Sanmetar 9.186 

Zimri-Lim !!!! wine cellar bit Samnetar 21.93 

Zimri-Lim imadnu gold none men of urkd 25.481 

Zimri-Lim mahir gold Zimri-Lim none 24.166 

Zimri-Lfm !!!!hi!: gold lugal none 25.305 

Zimri-Lim !!!!hi!: Jewelry [lugall none 25.659 

Zimri-Lim none spices none Zurra.ki 7.259 

Zimri-Lim none land none none 24.6 

Zimri -Lim none bow none none 24.268 

Z;mri-Lim sHa gold MukamiKun none 24.131 

Zimri-Lim sf-hi gold Mukanni'6un none 24.138 

Zimri -Lim sHa gold MukanniKun none 25.177 
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Zimri-Lim sf-l6 gold Mukamitllll none 25.202 

Zimri-Lim [x] gold, lapis ~adu-rarri none 25.149 

Zimri-Lim [x] gold none none 25.576 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga wine none Belet-Ekallim Temple 24_65 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga wine none Belet Ekallim Temple 24_76 

Zfmri-Lim zi-ga gold vessel [x] [x] 9.36 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga silver vessels Rab ArmlJrim Puzur-~amal! 9.46 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga gold HBllllUrabi none 24.124 

Zimri-Lim zf-ga leather goods none none 24.219 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga ring Aikur-Addu none 24.280 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga ring A~kur-Addu Dari~-libur 25.119 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga vessels ~eplarpak Yanliib-Dagan 25.1 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga gold, vessels '{eplarpak Bala-ilu 25.2 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga gold vessels ~eplarpak Bala-ilu 25.3 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga gold vessels ~ill i-Sin puzur-Mama~ 25.19 

Zimri-Lim zi-9a gold vessel "array Bala-ilu 25.114 

Zimri -L im zi-ga gold vessels Hal iyatllll Bala-ilu 25.116 

Zimri -Lim zi-ga ring Suri-HBIIIIU Dari i-I ibur 25.117 

Zimri -Lim zi-ga leather sack Suri-Hammu iiar'i¥-libur 23.W 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga bow Suri-Hammu Dari"-l ibur 23.12 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga bows various kings Dari~-l ibur 23.572 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga silver dNinhursag Mukamitllll 25.125 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga si lver ransom Mukamitlill 25.130 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga sHver ransom Mukami filii 25.131 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga silver vesse I illegible lugal 25.155 

limri -Lim zi·ga beads none Dari6-1ibur 21_237 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga garment Dagan-~aduni Darit-lfbur 23.226 

Zimri-Lim zi-ga garment Yatarllll DariK-libur 23.42 

{Lninscribed} si-16 iron Yasim-ilu Dari~-l ibur 25.420 

---- --- .--_ .. --- --- , 
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I. Comestibles 

beans Ilukarun narilarti Ilukanun Etel-pi -k'errim 12.106 

beans IlukanLll1 narilarti Ilukanun ~ubnalu 12.556 

bread Icldtn[x] none Ilt-tcldfnam Mut-ramem 23.366 

bread Sin-i[x] none Il i-i cldi nam Mut-ramem 23.365 

bread Nebi- [ ] !D! Nebi-[ ] none 12.699 

grain Amaclugga nannarti IlukanLll1 Yahatti -El 11_69 

grain Amadugga nannarti Ilukanun Ahneri 11.85 

grain Amadugga nannarti Ilukanun Sin-it i 11.95 

grain Amadugga nannarti Ilukanun Dagen-Itaduni 12.18 

grain Amadugga nannarti Ilukanun ~ama~-andull i 12.189 

grain Amadugga nannarti Ilukanun Ili-Dagan 12_190 

grain Amadugga nannarti Ilukanun Ahneri 12.256 

grain IlukanLll1 nannarti Ilukanun Mutu-Dagan 7.155 

grain llukanLll1 nannarti IlukanLll1 [x] 9.44 

grain Ilukanun nannarti Ilukanun MuksMil:'LII1 11.32 

grain llukanLll1 narmarti Ilukanun AsqudLll1 11.36 

grain IlukanLll1 eannarti Ilukanun AsqudLll1 11.232 

grain llukanLll1 'u-ti -a Ilukanun none 11.292 

grain IlukanLlJ1 eantlarti Ilukanun bit Yahatti -El 11.236 

grain Ilukanun e!!!!f!arti IlukanLlJ1 bit SLII1i -Yamam 12.61 

grain IlukanLlJ1 narmarti Ilukanun bit Acldu-Duri 12.146 

grain Ilukanun narilarti IlukanLlJ1 [Ilitur] -ia 12.554 

grain Ilukanun nannarti Ilukanun Aqba-ahLll1 12.569 

grain IlukanLlJ1 narilarti Ilukanun Yakun-yamum 23.587 

grain Yarip-Dagan antIur none RirJi oil i 9.5 
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honey Amadugga !!l@ none none 12.234 

oil [Amadugga] Bur none Ilia~raia 7.143 

oil Amadugga Bur none Il fall'raia 9.2 

oil Amadugga Bur none BalU'llefU1he 9.41 

oil Amadugga Bur none Il fa"'raia 9.106 

oil Amadugga Bur none [l iatraia 11.56 

oil Amadugga Bur none Balunenuhhe 11.72 

oil Amadugga lIII'IIur none Balunenuhhe 11.73 

oil Amadugga annur none llia~raia 11.83 

oil Amadugga Bur none II ia§'raia 11.84 

oil Amadugga annur none Jlia~raia 11.87 

oil Amadugga armur none Balunenuhhe 11.91 

oil Amaciugga anilur none Balunenuhhe 11.97 

oil Anladugga lIII'IIur none Jl ia~raia 11.111 

oil Amadugga anilur none Jl iai!rai a 11.150 

oil Amadugga lIII'IIur none Balunenuhhe 12.16 

oil Amadugga anilur none Balunenuhhe 12.108 

oil Amadugga annur none Jl ia!(raia 12.137 

oil Arnadugga armur none Jl iafraia 12.138 

oil Amadugga armur none Jl ia~raia 12.139 

oil Amadugga amhur none • !U.!!~raia 12.140 

oil Amadugga anilur none Jlia~raia 12.144 

oil Amadugga anilur none It iaKraia 12.147 

oil Alnadugga anilur none Balunenuhhe 12.151 

oil Arnadugga Bur none Balumenuhhe 12.155 

oil Amadugga Bur none [ lia~raia 12.156 

oil Amadugga anilur none [l iaKraia 12.160 

oil Amadugga Bur none Il ia~raia 12.162 

oil Arnadugga Bur none Il ia~raia 12.165 
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oil Amadugga !!d!Yt none Il ial{raia 12.168 

oil Amadugga !!d!Yt none Jl fa~raia 12.171 

oil Amadugga ~ none BalunerUlhe 12.175 

oil Amadugga !!d!Yt none BalUDenl.tihe 12.182 

oil Amadugga annur none Balunenuhhe 12.183 

oil Amadugga !!d!Yt none Balunenuhhe 12.184 

oil Amadugga !!!!t!Y.!: none Balunenuhhe 12.185 

oil Amadugga anilur none Balunenuhhe 12.193 

oil Amadugga arilur none Balunenuhhe 12.197 

oil Amaciugga !!!!t!Y.!: none Il ia~raia 12.204 

oil Amaciugga ~ none Balunenuhhe 12.210 

oil Amadugga anilur none Bahlllenuhhe 12.211 

oil Amadugga anilur none Balunenuhhe 12.218 

oil Amaciugga anilur none Balunenuhhe 12.219 

oil Amaciugga anilur none Il iairaia 12.220 

oil Amadugga anilur none It iatraia 12.225 

oil Amadugga anilur none Hia~r8ia 12.228 

oil Amaciugga anilur none It iatraia 12.230 

oil Amaciugga arilur none Ilia~raia 12.232 

oil Amaclugga anilur none Il iatraia 12.233 

oil Amaciugga !lI!i!u!' none Balunenuhhe 12.252 

oil Amaclugga !!!!t!Y.!: none Balunenuhhe 12.253 

oil Amaciugga anilur none Balunenuhhe 12.259 

oil Amaclugga anilur none Balunenuhhe 12.434 

oil Amaclugga anilur none Il iatraia 12.435 

oil Amaciugga anilur none Il iatraia 12.439 

oil Amaciugga anilur none Balunenuhhe 12.450 

oil Amaclugga emhur none Balunenl.ilhe 12.453 

oil Amadugga anilur none Il ia"'raia 12.454 

oil Amadugga anilur none Il fairaia 12.460 
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oil [AmaduggaJ annur none BalUllefllilhe 12.722 

oil Amadugga !!!d!!:!!: none BalUllefllilhe 12.723 

oil, sesame Amadugga annur none Ilia~rala 11.77 

oil Inibsina !!l!! klng's daughter none 11.191 

sesame Amadugga !!!d!!:!!: none Il iali'raia 11.75 

sesame Amadugga annur none BalUllefllilhe 12.191 

sesame Amadugga !!l!! none none 12.452 

meat Ahun 6u-ti -a iddin-Kakka none 21.63 

meat Ahun I{u-ti -a cooks none 21.80 

meat Oagan-saduni k'u-ti -a Oagan-saduni none 21.64 

meat Oagan-saduni !!!! men of Urki~ none 21.81 

goat AsquclU1\ !!!! nTK iL'iini none 23_321 

goat Asqudun !!l!! niK i lani none 23.322 

sheep Asqudun !!!! various teqlles none 21.18 

sheep Asqudun !!!! various none 21_19 

sheep Asqudun,11 !!!! various none 23.334 

sheep, beef Asqudun !!l!! various none 21.17 

sheep Asqudun !!l!! various none 21.20 

sheep Asqudun !!!! various none 21.21 

sheep Asqudun !!l!! various deities none 21.22 

sheep Asqudun !!!! various deities none 21.23 

sheep Asqudun !!!! various none 21.24 

sheep Asqudun !!l!! king's meal none 21.25 

sheep Asqudun !!!! various none 21.26 

sheep Asqudun !!!! Addu-Ouri none 21.27 

sheep Asqudun ~!l! king's meal none 21.28 

sheep Asqudun !!!! various deities none 21.29 
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sheep AGqUdun !!!!! various deities none 21.33 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! various none 21.24 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! deity none 21.35 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! kfr,g:s meal none 21.36 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! various deities none 21.39 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! various none 21.41 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! none none 21.42 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! various none 21.43 

sheep Asqudun g king's table none 21.46 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! lll.me~ wa~ibu none 21.47 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! various deities none 21.48 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! various deities none 21.50 

sheep Asqudun g king's meal none 21.51 

sheep Asqudun g king's table none 21.52 

sheep Asquck.ln g various none 23.60 

sheep Asquclun g Amunitllll none 23.246 

sheep Asquclun g various none 23.248 

sheep ASqucbil g various none 23.249 

sheep Asquclun g king's table none 23.250 

sheep Asqudun g AcIdu-duri none 23.251 

sheep Asqudun g king's table none 23.254 

sheep Asqudllll !!J!! various none 23.255 

sheep Asqudun g various none 23.269 

sheep Asqudun g king's table none 23.258 

sheep Asqudlm g messengers none 23.261 

sheep Asqudun g king's table none 23.262 

sheep Asqudun g various none 23.264 

sheep Asqudun g various none 23.265 

sheep Asqudun !!!!! various none 23.266 

sheep Asqudun g various none 12.274 

------------------------------------------_ ....... _--....;;. 
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sheep Asqudun !!l! various none 23.2n 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! various none 23.279 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! various none 23.282 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! various none 23.283 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! sacrifices none 23.284 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! l j etun Dagan none 23.286 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! various none 23.287 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! sacrifices none 23.289 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! sacrifices none 23.290 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! king's table none 23.292 

sheep Asqo..!(!l.s; .!!!! l ietun none 23.295 

sheep ASq\1dun !!l! various none 23.298 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! . various none 23.299 

sheep Asqudun !!l! various none 23.303 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! king's table none 23.308 

sheep Asqudun !!l! king's table none 23.310 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! various none 23.311 

sheep Asqudun !!l! various none 23.312 

s~eep Asqudun !!l! king's table none 23.260 

sheep Asqudun !!l! king's table none 23.314 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! king's table none 23.316 

sheep Asqudun !!l! various none 23.318 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! various none 23.319 

sheep Asqudun !!l! various none 23.320 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! nIl. itani none 23.321 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! nil( i lani none 23.322 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! various none 23.323 

sheep Asqudun !!l! various none 23.325 

sheep Asqudun .!!!! l iptun none 23.326 

sheep Asqudun !!l! various none 23.328 
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sheep Asqudun !!!! kina's table none 23.329 

sheep Asqudun !!!! sacrifices none 23.331 

sheep AsquduB !!!! messengers none 23.333 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.267 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.271 

sheep AsqucUn none diviners none 23.256 

sheep AsqucUn none diviners none 12.273 

sheep AsqucUn none diviners none 12.275 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.276 

sheep AsqucUn none diviners none 23.293 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.281 

sheep p.::qudun none diviners none 23.259 

sheep AsqucUn none diviners none 23.288 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.294 

sheep AsqucUn none diviners none 23.291 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.296 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.309 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 12.305 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.297 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.285 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.315 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.317 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 21.31 

sheep Asquclun none diviners none 23.327 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.496 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.497 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.498 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.499 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.500 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.501 

'i:l-
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sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.502 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.503 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.301 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 21.37 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 23.247 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 21.53 

sheep Asqud!.."11 none diviners none 21.55 

sheep Asqudun none diviners none 21.49 

sheep Asquck.m none diviners none 23.324 

sheep DCioiun si-l6 Dabiun none 23.345 

sheep Asqucbn si-l6 messengers none 21.40 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga messengers none 23.280 

sheep Asqudun zi·ga messengers none 23.306 

sheep Asqudun zi·ga messengers none 23.270 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga messengers none 21.54 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga men of Aluzinnu none 23.304 

sheep Asqudun zi·ga hl.kizun none 23.313 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga men of Habati none 23.307 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga b'ft tertim none 23.300 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga Batahra none 21.46 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga IlHddinam none 21.38 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga Sitan none 23.253 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga various PN none 23.257 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga v"!'~ous none 23.263 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga various none 23.268 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga various none 23.252 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga bamun none 23.302 

sheep Asqudun,11 zi-ga bamun none 23.272 

sheep Asqudun zi-ga bamun none 23.332 

sheep Asqucbn zi-ga none none 21.32 
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spices illegible lequ Nur-il i Iddiyatun 9.277 

spices Inibiina All!! cooks none 21.104 

spices Zimri·L im none none Zurra.ki 7.259 

wine Addu none none NanuAtia-Nahrari 9.13 

wine Darii-l ibur !!J! cooks none 23.216 

wine Darf t-libur !!ll! cellar Iddiyatun 23.563 

wine Dari~-libur JILl-ttl none men of Utna'un 23.546 

wine Dari!(-l ibur JILl-ttl none men of Qatna 23.547 

wine Dari~-l ibur JILl-ttl none men of Ulme 23.548 

wine Darfs'-l ibur zi-ga various Puzur-~ama~ 23.549 

wine Zfmri-Lim !!ll! cellar Hanm.arabi 9.33 

wine Zimri-Lim !!ll! cellar Sanmetar 9.187 

wine Zimri-Lim !!J! cellar Sanmetar 9.186 

wine Zimri-Lim !!J! cellar bit Samnetar 21.93 

wine Zimri-Lim zi-ga none Belet-Ekallim Temple 24.65 

wine Zimri-Lim zi-ga none Belet Ekallim Temple 24.76 

II. Raw Materials and Manufactured Goods 

A. Metals 

bronze Mukamik'un ~u-ti-a Mukami~un Dari/{-l ibur 24_113 

bronze tools MuksmiKum si-la MuksMi¥un Dari~-libur 25.274 

bronze vessels Yanud-Hamadi sf-la Yanud-Hamadi none 24_85 

gold Zimri-Li", zi-ga Hanm.arabi none 24.124 

gold Zimri-Lim si-la MukaMi~un none 24.131 

gold Zimri-Lim si-la MukaMi!(un none 24_138 

gold Zimrf-Lim I!!!!!!!l: Zimri -L im none 24. ~6E 

gold Zimri-Lfm si-la MukaMiKun none 25.177 
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gold Zimrl-Lim si-lA Mukamifum none 25_202 

gold Zimrl-Lim !!!fu!!: none Mukamllum 25_220 

gold Zimri-Lim anilur none Mukamitum 25_221 

gold Zimri-Lim anilur none Yaiub-nar 25_241 

gold Zimrl-Um anilur 
t/ .I 25_242 none puzur-Samas 

gold Zimri -L im mahir lugal none 25.305 

gold Zimrl-L im ~ none men of Urki~ 25.481 

gold Zimrl-Lim [x] none none 25_576 

gold, silver Adad-[ ] sHA illegible none 24.128 

gold •• Su •• mahir none various 9.261 

gold illegible imnahru none none 9.1 

gold illegible mahir Ri~i-ili illegible 25_295 

gold illegible s'u-ti -a Ili-iddinam Iddiyatum 25.308 

gold, lapis Zimri-L im [x] Sadu-sarri none 25_149 

gold Mukami~um si-lA Mukami{um Qirti-Nunu 9.121 

gold Mukamil{um si-lA Ya!(ub-A~ar none 24.125 

gold MukaMi~um mahir Mukal'.ni ~um Iddiyatum 25.310 

gold, silver MukaMi~um si-lA Mukamidlm lugal 25.392 

gold objects Zimri-L im amhur none Mukamilum 25.199 

gold objects ZimrH im !!J! lei rum none 25.677 

gold vessels Zimri-L im !!J! HlIIIIIlJrabi lugal 25.7 

gold, vessels Zimri-L im zi-ga ~eplarpak Bala-ilu 25.2 

gold vessels Zimri-Lim zi-ga ~eplarpak Bala-ilu 25.3 

gold vessels Zimri-L im zi-ga Sitli-Sin Puzur-ramatY 25_19 . 
gold vessels Zimri-Lim zi-ga Hal iyatum Bala-flu 25.116 

gold vessel Zimri-Lim zi-ga [x] [x] 9.36 

gold vessel Zimri-Lim zl-9a ~array Bala-flu 25_114 

lazulite Mukami{um !!!1l!!!: none Mar-IKtar 9.28 

jewelry Zlmrl-L 1m mahir [lugal] none 25.659 



Oblect Sealer ICeyword 

precious objects Ka'ali-~ddu si-l' 

precious objects •• su •• 

ring Zimri-Lim zi-sa 

ring Zimri-Lim zi-sa 

ring Zimri-Lim zi-sa 

silver Darit{-libur si-l' 

silver Mukami~1ID si-l' 

silver MukamiNIID su-ti-a 

silver MukamiKIID si-l' 

silver MukamitllD si-l' 

silver Ya-an- [ 1 [xl 

silver Ya"Ib-A~ar si-l' 

sil ver Zimri -Lim anilur . 

silver Zimri-Lim armur 

silver Zimri-Lim anilur 

silver Zimri -Lim zi -sa 

silver Zimri-Lim zi-sa 

silver Zimri-Lim zi-ga 

silver Zimri-Lim amhur 

silver Zimri-Lim armur 

silver plating illegib'.e ebbtitllD 

silvar, sheep Yasmah-j\dc!u ~ 

silver vessels Zimri-Lim zi-ga 

si lver vessels Zimri-Lim !!l! 

silver vessel Zimri-Lim zi-ga 

tin, copper Mukamiium {u-ti-a 

tin [YappahJ -Lim amhur 

ti~ Zimri-Lim armur 

Recipient 

ICa'ali-Addu 

none 

Atkur-Addu 

A~kur-Addu 

Surs-H8IIIILI 

Mub.milClID 

MukamitllD 

MukamiKIID 

Mukami It'IID 

Mukami It'IID 

Yan[ 1 

Yaltlb-AKar 

none 

none 

none 

c1Ninhursag 

ransom 

ransom 

none 

none 

none 

Yasmah-Addu 

Rab AlTilooJrim 

Dagan 

illegible 

Mukami(1ID 

none 

none 

Source 

none 

various 

none 

Darit-libur 

Dari\{-libur 

none 

none 

none 

lugal 

none 

Rimti-ili 

none 

IddiyatllD 

IddiyatllD 

MukamiKIID 

MukaMi~1ID 

Mukam i VIID 

MukaMi~1ID 

MukamiillD 

none 

IddiyatllD 

puzur·~ama~ 

none 

lugal 

IddiyatllD 

IddiyatllD 

IddiyatllD 

Text 

21.231 

9.254 

24.280 

25.119 

25.117 

25.176 

24.123 

288 

25.170 

25.299 

25.382 

25.2n 

25.179 

24.109 

24.154 

24.155 

25.125 

25.130 

25.131 

25.222 

25.225 

25.266 

9.23 

9.46 

9.191 

25.155 

25.701 

25.246 

25.244 
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tin Zimri-Lh. !!!DY!: none IddiyatLID 25.247 

tin Zimri-Lim !!d!Y!: none illegible 25.251 

B. Other raw materials 

pine logs Etel-pi -'arrim {u-U-a Etel'pi -tarrim none 23.521 

tallow Il i-i ddi nam I(u-ti -a Il f-f ddi nam none 23.401 

tallow Kabi-Addu !9!fi!l carts none 23.395 

tallow Ma\(LID au-U-a Mal LID none 23.415 

tallow Mukami\(LID tu-ti-a Mukami(LID none 21.145 

tallow MukamirLID ~u-ti-a tailors none 21.149 

tallow Na~i-Erah ~u-ti-a Napti-Erah none 21.142 

tallow ~arkassumatLID (u-ti -a farkassumatLID palu-tu-lirik 21.141 

tallow ~idqi-EpU1 .!D! cart none 21.143 

tallow Yantin-Erah tu-ti-a Sin-remeni none 23.390 

tallow Yantin-Erah ~u-ti-a Mutu-Dagan none 23.392 

tallow Yantin none [x] none 21.148 

tallow Yasim-SLIDU iddin ramer-i l i none 22.283 

tallow Yasim-SLIDU !!l!! carts none 23.391 

tallow Yarub-nar lI'u-ti-a Yatub-nar none 23.419 

wool Ahuwaqar ¥u-ti-a Ahuwaqar none 22.91 

wool [i llegible] il!!!!!!..!:!! none none 22.97 

wool [illegible] [x] none ekall im 22.102 

wool Yarip-Hu lu-ti-a Yarip-ilu none 22.92 

wool Yasim-SLIDU ~ur none Dl.i1satLID 24.181 

C. Other Manufactured Goods 

baggage Ahu-waqar none none none 24.212 

beads Zimri-Lim zi-ga none Dari {-l1bur 21.237 
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bow Zfmri -L fm none none none 24_268 

bows Zimrf-Lfm zi-ga varfous kfngs Darfll-libur 23.572 

bow Zimrf-Lfm zi-g& Sura-HIIIIIILI Darft-libur 23.12 

garment Dari~-l fbur {u-tf-a Darit-lfbur Muk8md'un 24.193 

garment Sanmetar si -hi Ismi lun Yaqqim-Addu 23.227 

garments Mal!un-Kf zf-ga JlIl'l8-lCi rf ( none 24.182 

garments Mukami(un [x] [x] [x] 7.90 

Mukamik'un tu-ti -a Mukami{un 
,/ 

23.229 garments Darfs-lfbur 

garments Varka-[x] lIu-ti -a [~arkassumatum] [x] 7.122 

garments §'ubnalu s'u-ti -a ~Iblalu none 24.206 

garments (ubnalu si-la 
.J 
Slblalu weavers 21.349 

garments, wool Yasim-Sunu si-la Qurrudun none 9.276 

garments Yebni- [] none none none 25.621 

garment Yantin-~rah ~u-ti-a Yantin-Erah none 23.617 

garment ZilJlrf-Lim zi-ga Dagan-~acIu1i Dard-libur 23.226 

garment Zimri-Lim zi-ga Yatarun Oari{-libur 23.42 

leather goods Yabni-El [x] [x] [x] 22.301 

leather sack I~urami none none Il i -kfmti 24.213 

leather goods Zimri-Lim zi-ga none none 24.219 

leather sack Zimri-Lim zi-ga Sura-H811111.1 Dari;-l ibur 23.19 

vessel Iluk8nuD "l" 0/ ... 11_12 !!!l! none S1 1-Samas . 
vessels Zimri-Lfm zi-ga §eplarpak Ya",ib-Dagan 25.1 

III. PersOMel 

al'V1OU'1Cement Addu-1II.Iba II i t none none none 23.551 • 
el'll1Oll1Cement Addu-reb; none none none 23.551 
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girl Yasim·SUIU !!!!h!.!: Babylon none 24.264 

girl Yasim·SUIU !!!!h!.!: &abylon none 24.265 

persomel [ 1 ••• Sin none none none 24.236 

IV. Immovable Property 

land " ,/ . 23.466 Samas·naSlr none none none • 
land Zimri·Lim none none none 24.6 

V. Miscellaneous 

[xl ,Iukanni tum [xl Mukannitum none 7.283 

[xl Mukannih'um iddin none none 22.335 

[xl Yabni·El k'u·ti ·a Yabni·El 
V 
Subnalu 22.336 

year name Addu !!!! bit tertim none 9.8 



~ ~: Of l ReceiPts !2.!: !l!! King'! Meal 

Mo. Dal! Yr. Sealer Source PN Text 

Zimri-Lim '3: 

9 17 3 Amadugga Il iarraia 9.2 

10 5 3 Amaclugga BalunenU\he 12.16 

Zimri -Lim '4: 

2 16 4 Amaclugga BalunenU\he 12.193 

2 19 4 ~.madugga Ball.l1lel1Uhhe 11.72 

2 21 4 Amadugga Bahlllenuhhe 9.41 

2 25 4 Amadugga . Balunenuhhe 12.197 

2 28 4 Amadugga Balunenuhhe 11.73 

3 15 4 Amadugga Jlia~raia 12.204 

3 17 4 Amadugga Jl iaYraia 12.205 

3 20 4 Amadugga Jl ialraia 11.77 

3 21 4 none Jl iafraia 11.78 

3 28 4 none Jl iaKraia 11.80 

4 4 Amadugga Balunenuhhe 12.210 

4 27 4 Amadugga Balunenuhhe 12.217 

4 28 4 Amadugga Balunenuhhe 12.218 

4 30 4 Amadugga Balunenuhhe 12.219 

5 4 Amadugga [xl 12.235 

5 4 Amadugga It ia!(raia 11.83 

5 2 4 Amadugga Jl iah'raia 12.220 

5 10 4 Amadugga Jl iali'raia 12.225 

5 12 4 Amadugga JliaKraia 11.84 

5 15 4 Amadugga IliaNraia 12.228 

5 21 4 Amadugga Jl ia!(raia 12.230 
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5 21 4 Amadugga Il ialfrafa 12.230 

5 23 4 Amadugga Il fal{rafa 12.232 

5 24 4 Amadugga Il ial{rafa 12.233 

5 24 4 Amadugga Il fa(raia 11.87 

6 4 4 Amadugga Ball.lllel'U1he 12.238 

6 6 4 Amadugga BalunerU1he 11.91 

6 16 4 none Balunel'll.i1he 11.94 

7 16 4 Amaduggs Il istraia 12.245 

7 25 4 Amadugga Ilia¥raia 12.247 

8 12 4 Amadugga Balunenul1he 12.252 

8 13 4 Amadugga Balunenuhhe 12.253 

8 29 4 Amadugga BalunerU1he 12.259 

8 30 4 Amaciugga Balunenuhhe 11.97 

9 4 Amaclugga Il iasraia 11.56 

9 3 4 Amadugga Il ia(raia 12.137 

9 4 4 Amadugga Il iatrata 12.138 

9 5 4 none Il ia~raia 12.139 

9 7 4 Amadugga Il ialfrais 12.140 

9 22 4 Amadugga Il ialfraia 12.144 

9 30 4 Amadugga Il ia'raia 12.147 

10 2 4 none Balunenuhhe 11.61 

10 8 4 Amadugga BalunerU1he 12.151 

10 19 4 none Balunel'll.i1he 12.154 

10 20 4 Amadugga Balunel'll.i1he 12.155 



~~Yr. 

11 4 

11 13 4 

11 15 4 

11 17 4 

11 23 4 

11 29 4 

12 8 4 

12 16 4 

12 17 4 

12 20 4 

12 25 4 

Zimri-Lim '5: 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 

5 

6 

6 

7 

8 

24 

22 

7 

15 

2 

16 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

Sealer 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

AmaclIgga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amact.lgga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

none 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Amadugga 

Source PM 

Iliasrafa 

IL fall'rafa 

IL tarrafa 

IL iali'raia 

IL iarraia 

lLialraia 

B,all.l1lel'U1he 

Ball.l1lel'U1he 

Bah,merU1he 

Ball.l1lel'U1he 

Ball.l1lel'U1he 

IL ia~raia 

Ba h,menuhhe 

IL iarraia 

IL iai(raia 

IL ia'raia 

IL iarraia 

IL ia'(raia 

BallJllenltihe 

BallJllenltihe 

Il ia~raia 

Text 

12.156 

12.160 

12.162 

12.165 

12.168 

12.171 

12.175 

12.182 

12.183 

12.184 

12.185 

9.106 

12.423 

12.427 

12.428 

12.435 

12.439 

11.188 

12.450 

12.453 

12.454 
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7 20 5 Amaduglla Il iatraia 12.460 

8 5 none BalUllel'dlhe 11.192 

8 10 5 none Balunerd!he 12.462 

~ 24 5 none Balunerd!he 12.464 

8 28 5 none Balunerd!he 11.194 

9 5 Amadugga Il iall'raia 11.150 

9 2 5 none Il ia~raia 12.361 

9 4 5 none lliaKraia 11.151 

9 7 5 none Il ialfraia 12.362 

9 8 5 none It iatraia 12.365 

9 14 5 none It ia~raia 12.366 

9 19 5 none Il ia¥raia 9.88 

9 20 5 none It iarraia 12.370 

9 21 5 none It iatraia 11.154 

9 22 5 none Il ia!(raia 11.155 

9 25 5 none Il ia/{raia 12.375 

10 9 5 none Balunenuhhe 9.91 

10 11 5 none Balunenuhhe 11.158 

10 12 5 none Balunenuhhe 11.159 

10 13 5 none BalunerUihe 11.160 

10 15 5 none BalunerUihe 11.161 

10 18 5 none Balunenuhhe 11.164 

10 21 5 none BalUOOlu,he 11.165 

10 12 5 none BalunerUihe 11.173 

10 14 5 none BalunerUihe 12.381 

10 17 5 none Balunenuhhe 12.382 



!!2:.-~Yr. 

11 

11 28 

12 21 

12 25 

[xl [xl 

Zimri-Lim '6 

2 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

7 

20 

23 

16 

22 

5 

13 

18 

2 

4 

16 

30 

30 

24 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

Sealer 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

Source PM 

Jl fallraia 

Jl fatrafa 

BalunenUlhe 

BalunenUlhe 

Ilia~raia 

Il ia'(raia 

Jl ia~raia 

Jl iat(raia 

Jl ia\{raia 

Jl ia~raia 

Balullenuhhe 

BalunenUlhe 

Balunen:ilhe 

Il iarraia 

Jl ia!(raia 

Jl ial{raia 

Jl ;al{raia 

BalunenUlhe 

Balunenuhhe 

Jl iaKraia 

Text 

12.387 

12.395 

12.400 

12.401 

12.470 

12.540 

12.543 

'12.561 

12.570 

12.575 

12.576 

11.238 

12.579 

12.581 

12.582 

12.585 

12.587 

12.590 

12.600 

11.248 
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7 25 6 none Il fairafa 7.174 

9 3 6 none Il ia~raia 12.474 

9 4 6 none Il farraia 12.4n 

9 6 6 none Il iall'rafa 12.478 

9 7 6 none Il ia~raia 12.479 

9 10 6 none Il iall'raia 9.132 

9 12 6 none Il iaKraia 9.134 

9 13 6 [Amadugga] Ilfa~raia 7.143 

9 14 6 none Il ia"rai a 9.135 

9 15 6 none Il ia;(raia 12.483 

9 21 6 none Ilia!(raia 12.486 

10 2 6 none Il uS'l.I'l8~ i r 7.148 

10 4 6 none Ahlanu 12.508 

10 8 6 none Ahlanu 12.492 

10 9 6 none Ahlanu 11.206 

10 14 6 none AhllllllJ 12.496 

10 15 6 none AhllllllJ 12.497 

10 17 6 none Ahlanu 12.500 

10 20 6 nona AhllllllJ 9.144 

10 21 6 none AhllllllJ 11.208 

10 23 6 none AhllllllJ 12.506 

10 26 6 none Ahla.'ru 12.509 

10 27 6 none AhllllllJ 12.510 

10 30 6 none AhllllllJ 11.211 

10 30 6 none AhllllllJ 11.212 

11 17 6 none Il utl.l'l8! i r 12.519 

.. ------ ---------



t!2:-~Yr. 

12 8 6 

12 12 6 

12 20 6 

12 24 6 

12 25 6 

12 26 6 

12 28 6 

[xl 5 6 

[xl [xl 6 

[xl [xl 6 

[xl [xl 6 

Zimri -Lim '7: 

2 

2 

3 

! 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

6 

16 

18 

24 

3 

16 

9 

20 

25 

[xl 

4 

13 

22 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 
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none 11. farrafa 11.218 

none Il faa'raia 12.524 

none Il fai(rafa 12.529 

none Il fatraia 12.531 

none Il ial{rafa 12.533 

none Il fa~rafa 9.164 

none Ilfatraia 9.166 

none l t/ • I USI.ll8~lr 12.614 

none BalunenU1he 12.615 

none Il ia'raia 9.192 

none Balunenuhhe 11.254 

none Ahl8111.1 11.128 

none AhllllllJ 9.58 

none Ahl8111.1 12.312 

none Ahl8111.1 11.130 

none I l U~II'18~ i r 9.62 

none llufl.ll8t1i r 9.67 

none Il ia~aia 12.323 

none Il ia'{raia 12.326 

none Il ia'raia 9.73 

none Il iarraia 9.74 

none Ahlamu 9.75 

none Ahlamu 12.334 

none Ahllll1!lJ 12.339 
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4 28 7 none Ahl8llL! 9.78 

5 2 7 none II U¥1I181! i r 12.344 

5 12 7 none llutll18!i r 11.142 

7 26 7 none Ahlanu 11.145 

7 30 7 none Ahlllll'U 11.146 

8 6 7 none llu~una~ir 12.353 

8 8 7 none llu!(lI18si r 12.354 . 
10 30 7 none Ahlanu 9.54 

11 30 7 none llult'una~ i r 12.294 

[xl 12 7 none II iai(raia 12.360 

Zimri -lim '8: 

3 8 8 none llu~una~ir 12.112 

5 14 8 none II ia¥raia 12.126 

5 28 8 none II iaA"raia 12.131 

Texts with Broken dates: 

[xl (xl [xl Amadugga II iak'raia 11.111 

9 [xl [xl none Il iarraia 11.269 

7 8 [xl none llia(raia 11.288 

24 [xl A!lI!ldugga Il ia\(raia 12.716 

5 [xl [xl "one II iak'raia 12.717 

6 5 [xl none BalunerU1he 12.718 
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!!2.:..-~ Yr. Sealer Source PH Text 

7 7 [x] none It iasraia 12.719 

7 8 [x] none BalUllei'd\he 12.720 

7 8 [x] Amadugga It ia~raia 12.721 

8 [xl [Amadugga] BalUllei'd\he 12.722 

8 16 [x] Amadugga It ia"'raia 12.723 

Texts with Unknown Date Sequence: 

6 25 Yamini tes, II Arnadugga, II BalUllei'd\he 12.108 

10 20 Addu of Mahhun none Ahlanu 12.264 



APPENDIX B 

SEALED TEXTS AT ALALAH 

Section 1: Distribution of level .u! Sealed m!! 

Provenience Sealer ,Textl Inscrietion T~ Text 

A. OUter Palace Court 

Court C5 none Abban replacement 81 

Doorway, C1-C2 Niqnepa Abban royal service 15 

Doorway, C1-C2 1l it i II1II8 Il it i II1II8 testament 87 

Doorway, C1-C2 1l it i II1II8 1l it i II1II8 donation 88 

B. Palace Room Group 1 

Room 4 Niqnepa Abban treaty 2 

Room 4 Ini-Te(ub uninscribed treaty 2 

Room 4 none Abban contract 98e 

Room 4 none Ir'en-zu list NN 

Room 4 none uninscribed list NN 

Room 10? none Abban IIjar sealingll none 

Room 10 none {Zazie} list 417 

Room 10 none {Zazie} list 418 

Room 10 Idrimi Idrimi sale 71 

Room 10 none {Irihalpa} list 419 

Room 10 nom! Irkabtum order 231 

Room 10? none NiCJ11epa "jar sealing" none 

Room 10 none Tirisra letter 111 

Room 12 none uninscribed "jar sealing" none 

C. Palace Room Group 2 

Room 21 ~auratar '(utarna verdict 14 

Room 24 none illegible census 160 
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Provenience Sealer ~Textl Inscrigtion Tn!! Text 

Room 25 none Abban contract 102 

Room 26 none Abban sale 74 

Room 26 none Abban surety 82 

D. Palace Room Group 3 

Room 22 Niqnepa Abban loan 46 

Room 22 Niqnepa Abban surety 47 

Room 22 Niqnepa Abban sale 66 

Room 22 Niqnepa Abban sale 73 

Room 22 none hieroglyphic marriage 93 

Room 22 Il il inma Il il inma loan 48 

Room 22 Il il inma Il il inma sale 70 

Room 22 Ilil,inma Il il inma marriage 94 

Room 22 none Irkabtun list 220 

Room 22 Sausatar ~utarna verdict 13 

Room 32 none Abban II jar seal ingll none 

Room 32 none Abban "jar sealingll none 

Room 32 none (Zazie) "jar sealingll none 

Room 32 none (Zazie) "jar sealingll none 

Room 32 none Idrimi "jar seal ingll none 

Room 32 none uninscribed IIjar sealingll none 

Room 32 none uninscribed "jar sealing" none 

Room 32 none uninscribed "jar sealingll none 

Room 32 none uninscribed II jar seal in9" none 

Room 32 none uninscribed "jar sealingll none 

Room 32 none uninscribed "jar sealing" none 

Room 32 none uninscribed "jar sealing" none 

Room 32 none uninscribed II jar seal ingll none 

Room 32 none uninscribed "jar sealingll none 

Room 33 none Abban animals debited 344 

Room 33 none Abban list 363 
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Provenience Sealer ~Textl Inscrfetion Tm!! Text 

Rean 33 none Irkabtun order 330 

Room 33 Barratlll ..,fnscribed contract 75 

Room 33 Utu-hegal ..,fnscrfbed list 363 

Room 33 E-gal_h _ fa ..,inscribed list 363 

Room 33 none ..,inscribed order 429 

Room 33 none ..,inscribed list 184 

Room 33 none ..,inscribed debit 344 

Room 33 none Utti letter 365 

Room 33 none Za-ar-x[] letter 108 

E_ Fortress 

Fortress NiCJllepa Abban sale 67 

Fortress NiCJllepa Abban sale 68 

Fortress NiCJllepa Abban sale 72 

Fortress NiCJllepa Abban receipt 101 

Fortress none Abban list 235 

Fortress none Hu-..,[ ] deposit 392 

Fortress scribe la-na[-x] loan 51 

Fortress Balanuwe Idrimi tax assessment 100 

Fortress none Idrimi census 187 

Fortress none Idrimi census 187 

Fortress none I-ni - [x] receipt 403 

Fortress none Irkabtun order 422 

Fortress none Irkabtun list 179 

Fortress none Irkabtum transfer 329 

Fortress none Irkabtun list 425 

Fortress none ..,inscribed list 342 

Fortress none uninscribed list 229 

Fortress none ..,inscribed acct 324a 

Fortress none ..,fnscribed list 424 

Fortress none ..,inscribed order 397 
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Provenience Sealer ~Textl Imcrietion Te Text 

Fortress Gibla Utinscribed loan 51 

Fortress Aziru Utinscribed loan 51 

Fortress none Utinscribed loan 51 

F. OUtside Palace 

House 39A none Abban "jar sealing" none 

House 39A none Utinscribed trial sealing none 

Trench H none Uti nscri bed "jar sealingll none 

Trench H none Utinscribed trial seal ing none 

Trench H none uninscribed "jar sealing" none 

Section ~: Level rl Alalah Sealed Juridical ~ 

A. Texts by Type 

Tm Sealer (Text) Inscr;~tion Seal Conrnents Text 

adoption NiCJllepa Abban 11 witnessed 16 

contract Barrata Utinscribed 203 frag. 75 

contract none Abban 11 witnessed 98e 

contract none Abban 11 none 102 

contract [ll i l inma] Nicpepa 220 frag. 104 

contract none Ir-kubi 225 frag. 105 

donation Il il inma Ililinma 193 witnessed 88 

gift none illegible 195 none 89 

loan NiCJllepa Abban 11 witnessed 46 

loan Il il inma Ililinma 193 witnessed 48 

loan none Irkabtun 192 not witnessed 50 

loan Gibla Utinscribed 202 broken 51 

loan Aziru uninscribed 204 broken 51 
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TXJ;!!! Sealer 'Text~ Inscrletion Seal No. Cooments Tex~ 

loan scribe la-na[-x] 208 broken 51 

loan none l.I'Iinscribed 226 broken 51 

lCHIn [ll I l inma] Ni~ 220 broken 85 

marriage none hieroglyphic 194 no PN 93 

marriage Il fl inn Il il inn 193 none 94 

replacement none Abban 11 tuppi puhat 81 

royal service Nicpnepa Abban 11 witnessed 15 

,'oyal service Nlcpnepa Abban 11 witnessed 91 

sale Nicpnepa Abban 11 witnessed 66 

sale N i CJIIe::>B Abban 11 witnessed 67 

sale Nicpnepa Abban 11 witnessed 68 

sale Nicpnepa Idrimi 189 witnessed 69 

sale Il il inn Il il imma 193 witnessed 70 

sale Idrimi Idrimi 189 witnessed 71 

sale Nicpnepa Abban 11 witnessed 72 

sale Niqnepa Abban 11 witnessed 73 

sale none Abban 11 witnessed 74 

surety Nicpnepa Abban 11 witnessed 47 

surety Il il irmlll Il il imma 193 witnessed 49 

surety none Abban 11 not witnessed 82 

surety Nicpnepa Abban 11 not witnessed 83 

surety Nicpnepa Abban 11 not witnessed 84 

surety none Idrimi 189 none 99 

testament Ililinma Il il imma 193 witnessed 87 
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Tvpe Sealer <Text) Inscrjption Seal No. Conments Text 

treaty Nfcpepa Abban 11 none 2 

treaty Inf-Te~1b lI'Ifnscribed 235 none 2 

verdict ~"atar v 
Sutarna 230 none 13 

verdict !(awratar rutarna 230 none 14 

verdict Nicpepa Idrimi 189 witnessed 17 

Section ~: Level .ri Alalah Sealed Acininfstrative Documents 

Tvpe Sealer Inscripti on Seal Conments Text 

A. Document Types 

account none Hu-lI'I- [] 196 wine 325 

account none lI'It'nscribed 219 oil 324a 

assigment none lI'Iinscribed 219 none 222 

census none ldrimi 189 none 187 

census none ldrimi 189 none 187 

census none ldrimi 189 none 227 

census none IrkabtLIII 192 bowmen 145 

census none illegible 195 none 160 

debit none l.I'Iinscribed 211 lJnimals 344 

deposit none Hu-U'l[ ] 196 silver 392 

list none Abban 11 women 235 

list none Abban 11 garments 363 

list none Ir-en-zu 191 copper objects NN 

list none IrkabtLIII 192 professions 164 
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Tm! ' Sealer Inss:rfetion Seal Conments Text 

list none Irkabtun 192 armed men 179 

list none Irkabtun 192 persomel 220 

list none Irkabtun 192 horses 3388 

list none Irkabtun 192 persomel 425 

list none lI"Ilnscrlbed 200 copper objects NN 

list none lI"Ifnscrfbed 212 none 184 

list none lI"Ilnscribed 212 ll1.sa-gaz 186 

list none (lrihalpa) 216 furniture 419 

list none unlnscrlbed 217 animals by city 342 

list none {Zazle} 218 goods 417 

list none {Zazle} 218 furniture 418 

list none lI"Il nscrl bed 219 men 229 

list none Wl i nsc r I bed 219 wood objects 424 

list Utu·hegal unlnscrlbed 223 garments 363 

list E-gal.hi.a lI"Iinscribed 224 garments 363 

memoranclun none Idrlml 189 silver scraps 395 

order none Idrlml 189 copper !!!! PN 401 

order none Irkabtun 192 !!!! 231 

order none Irkabtum 192 horses !!!! PN 330 

order none Irkabtum 192 !!!! gatl 390 

order none Irkabtum 192 !!!! [] 402 

order none Irkabtum 192 !!!! gat! 422 

order none lI"Iinscrjt~ 198 copper !!!! X 398 

order none Itme-Addu 206 bl rds !!!fl. PN 355 

order none Wllnscribecl 222 copper !!!! PN 397 

order none lI"Ilnscribeci 236 bows!!!! PN 429 

receipt Nicpepa Abban 11 fugitives 101 
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T~ Sealer Inscrietion Seal Conments Text 

receipt none I-ni-[x] 190 copper 403 

transfer none Irkabtun 192 horses 329 

Section~: ~.D! Alalah Sealed ~ 

T~ Sealer lText~ Inscrietion Seal Sender Text 

letter none U"Iinscribed 215 Ir-Te'sub 107 

letter none Za-ar-x[] 227 Utti 108 

letter none U"Iinscribed 210 Birasuruna 109 

letter none Tfrisra 228 Tirisra 110 

letter none Tirisra 228 Tirisra 111 

letter none Tf risra 228 Tirisra 112 

letter none Utti 227 Utti 365 



ABBREVIATIONS 

AHw= Akkadisches Handworterbuch 
1965+ Wolfram von Soden, Akkadisches Handworterbuch. 

Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz. 

ARM= Archives royales de Mari 
ARM 1 1949 Georges Dossin, Correspondance de ~am~i

Addu. Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

ARM 2 1950 Ch.-F. Jean, Lettres diverses. Paris: 
Imprimerie nationale. 

ARM 3 1950 Jean-Robert Kupper, Correspondance de 
Kibri-Dagan. Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

ARM 4 1951 Georges Dossin, Correspondance de Samti
Addu. Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

ARM 5 1952 Georges Dossin, Correspondance de Iasmah
Addu. Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

ARM 6 1954 Jean-Robert Kupper, Correspondance de 
Bahdi-Lim. Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

ARM 7 1957 Jean Bottero, Textes economigues et 
administratifs. Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

ARM 8 1958 Georges Boyer, Textes juridigues. Paris: 
Imprimerie nationale. 

ARM 9 1960 Maurice Birot, Textes administratifs de la 
salle 2 du palais. Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

ARM 10 "1978 Georges Dossin, Correspondance feminine. 
Paris: Geuthner. 

ARM 11 1973 Madeleine Lurton Burke, Textes 
administratifs de la salle 111 du palais. 
Paris: Geuthner. 

ARM 12 1964 Maurice Birot, Textes administratifs de la 
salle 2 du palais. Paris: Geuthner. 

ARM 13 1964 Georges Dossin, M. Birot, J. Bottero, M. 
Burke, J.-R. Kupper, and A. Finet, Textes 
divers offert ! Andre Parrot! l'occasion du 
XXXe anniversaire de la decouverte de Mari. 
Paris: Geuthner. - - - --
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AP.M 14 1974 Maurice Birot, Lettres ~ Yaggim-Addu, 
gouverneur ~ Sagaratum. Paris: Geuthner. 

ARM 16/1 1979M. Birot, J.-R. Kupper, and o. Rouault, 
Repertoir@ analytigue. Paris: Geuthner. 

ARM 18 1977 Olivier Rouault, MUkanni(um, 
~'administration et l'economie palatiales A 
Mari. Paris: Geuthner. 
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ARM 21 1983 J.-M. Durand, Textes administratifs des 
salles 134 et 160 gy palais de Mari. Paris: 
Geuthner:-

ARM 22 1983 J.-R. Kupper, Documents administratifs de 
la salle 135 du palais de Mari. Paris: Editions 
recherches sur les civilisations. 

ARM 23 1984 Guillaume Bardet, F. Joannes, B. Lafont, 
D. Soubeyran, P. Villard, Archives 
administratifs de Mari, I. Paris: Editions 
recherches sur les civilisations. 

ARM 24 1985 Phillipe Talon, Textes administratifs des 
salles "X et ,Z." du palais de Marl. Paris: 
Editions recherche sur les civilisations. 

ARM 25 1986 Henri Limet, Textes administratifs 
relatifs aux metaux. Paris: Editions recherche 
sur les civilisations. 

AT= Alalah Texts 
1953 D. J. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets. London: 

British Institute of Archaeology in Ankara. 
1954 D. J. Wiseman, Supplementary copies of the 

Alalakh tablets. Journal of Cuneiform Studies 
s: 1-20. 

CAD= Chicago Assyrian Dictionary 
1964+ 10 J. Gelb, et al., eds. The Assyrian 

Dictionary. Chicago: OZ'iental Institute. 

EA= Amarna Texts 
1915 J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln. Leipzig: 

J. C. Hinrichs. 

EB= Early Bronze Age 

GN= Geographical Name 

HSS= Harvard Semitic series 
HSS 4 1915 Mary I. Hussey, Sumerian Tablets in the 

Harvard Semitic Museum, Part 2. Cambridge: 
Harvard Semitic Museum. 
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HSS 9 1932 R. H. Pfeiffer, Excayations at Nuzi, Vol. 
2. Cambridge: Harvard Semitic Museum. 

KAR= Keilschrifttexte aus Assur 
1919 E. Ebeling, Keilscbrifttexte aus Assur 

religiosen Inbalts. Leipzig. 

LB= Late Bronze Age 

MB= Middle Bronze Age 

ME= Mari Empreintes 
1959 M.-Th. Barrelet and A. Parrot, Empreintes de 

cylindres. pp. 156-250 in Mi~siQn archeologigue 
de Mari, Vol. 2, Le palais. Paris: Geuthner. 

Msk= Meskene-Emar 
1985 Daniel Arnaud, Emar. Textes sumeriens et 

accadiens. Paris: Editions recherches sur les 
civilisations. 

PN= Personal Name 

PRU= Palais Royale d'Ugarit 
PRU 2 1957 Charles Virolleaud, Textes alphabetigues 

des archives est, ouest et centrales. Paris: 

PRU 3 

PRU 4 

PRU 5 

PRU 6 

Imprimerie nationale. 

1955 Jean Nougayrol, Textes accadiens et 
hourrites des archives est, ouest et centrales. 
Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

1956 Jean Nougayrol, Textes accadiens des 
archives sud. Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

1965 Charles Virolleaud, Textes alphabetigues 
des archives sud, sud-ouest du Petit Palais. 
Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

1969 Jean Nougayrol, Textes accadiens du 
archives est, centrales, et du Petit-Palais. 
Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 

Sifr= Tell Sifr 
1931 Charles Jean, Tell Sifr, texts cunei formes 

conserves au British Museum, reedites. Paris. 

Ug. 5= Ugaritica 5 
1968 Jean Nouqayrol, Textes sumero-accadiens des 

archives et bibliotheques privees d'Ugarit. 
Ugaritica., Vol. 5. Paris: Geuthner. 

VAS= Voz'derasiatische Schriftdenkmaler der Koniglichen 
Museen zu Berlin. 
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